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Public Consultation Feedback Submissions - Soundwave 2015

Name Suburb Feedback

1 Helen Page Adelaide It is essential that this event goes ahead, it has become an institution in Adelaide and a celebration of live music for young and all people , 2 

days is a benefit to the community and economy, particularly in light of the demise of the BDO in 2015. Ensuring that Adelaide remain a 

viable destination on the touring circuit for international artists is essentional.
2 Nicole Tunis Sefton Park I went to Soundwave for the first time this year (2014) and it was one of the most enjoyable and accessible rock music festivals I've been to. 

The venue was incredible - so much better than the Royal Adelaide Showgrounds - being surrounded by the beautiful trees and greenery of 

the parklands. The stage setup made it easy to move from one performance to another and the timetable generally allowed for ease of 

seeing my favourite acts. I think the 2 day event is even more exciting allowing for even greater opportunity to see more bands as well as 

keeping visitors here longer thus feeding into the economy of South Australia. I don't understand why Soundwave has been so negatively 

targeted given that other events like Womad and Clipsal are run over 4 days all day and night! I 100% support the Event Lease submission 

for Soundwave 2015.
3 Kylie Thomas Glenelg North Soundwave Music Festival is a very important part of Adelaide's festival culture. Allowing this festival to continue will ensure that the City 

remains vibrant and lively. This festival will bring thousands of festival goers into City venues creating much needed revenue.

4 belinda Soundwave should be allowed to go ahead, it brings bands to our backyard that would quite often skip over our city of Adelaide.

In bringing them here it also raises the chance of them returning and with that the possibility of more revenue being brought to the state.

I live in an area where I get constant noise from clipsal but I do not complain as I know people enjoy going and it brings money to the state, 

in turn I would hope those who live close to Bonython park would consider the revenue being brought to our state by allowing soundwave 

to go ahead.

5 Jamie Firstly, I think its great that the council is doing this and actually want to hear back from the community about this topic. My main point is 

that in the last few years the Adelaide city council have been trying to promote Adelaide as "vibrant" and "modern" So as to draw in a 

younger crowd. Every year my friend comes all the way from Melbourne to go to the festival here because she absolutely loves this city and 

wants to move here. She likes that she can come here and enjoy herself. You guys need to be promoting things like Soundwave among 

other things more! Fair enough if they did breach the sound limits they should be punished. but not by huge fines and threats. You 

seriously want these people back because they bring so much to Adelaide and the youth!
6 Nasser Zreika Black Forest This is one of the very few events I ever attend regularly. It's always very well organised and is in a great location as I can catch the tram 

there and back. It would be a real shame to see us lose such a quality event, as Perth now have, due to a handful of people complaining, 

especially as tens of thousands of people from all walks of life attend every year. I've never seen any trouble, and couldn't ask for a better 

event so please do what you can to ensure that music fans aren't forced to fly to the eastern states to see such events. Thanks. 

7 Louise Jones Modbury I don't go to Soundwave usually, but please do not remove a significant event from this city, an event that attracts tens of thousands of 

people, and brings plenty of money into the CBD. It is also one of very few all-ages music events so that people under 18 with a deep love of 

music get a chance to join in. The noise can be difficult to control for a number of reasons, wind direction etc. When I lived in Bowden, 

Soundwave and other events were all loud, but I accept that living so close to the CBD comes with a certain amount of noise. This is an 

absolutely understandable factor of inner city living and should be accepted by residents - losing events means losing money, and vibrancy. 

SA is already viewed as the nanny state - yet the arts ARE important. 
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8 Adam Vanderwerf Brompton I have attended the event in the past and think that its run very well. Im involved with the music scene here in Adelaide and think that 

things like Soundwave are an integral part of the music/arts culture that both the community and the local government should be nurturing 

and helping push through the red tape that seems to so often stop things like this. Im not a fan of the car races that happen each year, but I 

realise the importance of these things to Adelaide and wouldn't complain about them just because I can hear cars racing around a track for 

a few days a year. 
9 Bernadette Barrett gawler east I've been to almost every soundwave since it's inception in 2008, I think that the site plan used in the past two years has been adequate, 

the obvious flaw being the great distances between stages that meant if you had a band you wanted to see at stage 1 and the band you 

were seeing at stage 6 were slightly overlapping, you missed half of both their sets.

This is why the concept of a two day event with less stages appeals to me so greatly. The price is the same and there will be far less clashes 

(theoretically). Not to we'll see more people simply booking accomodation in the city and also using public transport  and over two days all 

of these people will be going to local shops and restaurants, an awesome boost for local business.

I've lived near the city before, in Richmond, and while you can sometimes hear the bass from the festivals in the city - it's no more annoying 

than that neighbour everyone has whose car has more bass than it does road-worthiness. So for me, it's not an issue. Not to mention that 

it's been held on the same weekend as clipsal forever and I find the excessive roaring of a V8 far more offensive than free music.

The only thing I would suggest is more adequate facilities for rubbish and recycling, every year it seems as though the rubbish situation gets 

worse and worse. I know they spend hours afterwards cleaning but I'm sure that they can never get it all. I've been to festivals that do the 

whole "bring us empty bottles and cans and we'll give you money", I think that may be an idea to suggest if that's something you're able to 

do.

But at the end of the day - with the current hiatus of BDO, Soundwave is the pre-eminent touring music event in the country, Adelaide 

Council has done such a fantastic job boosting our cultural and societal profile that it would be a shame to see us lose this festival.

10 Matthew Cugley Soundwave Adelaide is an important event that provides a place for like minded people, both young and old to enjoy the music and 

atmosphere they love. In the same way that events like Womadelaide and Clipsal 500 does for fans of those activities! South Australia is 

known as "the festival state" and soundwave has become a pivotal part of that. Bands on the tour have often spoken about how fond they 

are of the Adelaide show due to it's relaxed and friendly atmosphere. These are bands from across the globe that will take these opinions 

back with them and share with their friends and families. Soundwave should be celebrated and welcomed and most of all, enjoyed!
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11 Philip Christie Osborne I am a 51 year old who has attended Soundwave and Big Day Out music festivals over the past 10 or so years.  Adelaide is a city that is often 

passed over by many international acts and music fans are often left with the costly option of traveling interstate to attend concerts. Both 

of these festivals along with Womad provide an opportunity for people of all ages to see local and international acts in a cost effective and 

convenient manner. Every event has the potential to cause inconvenience for a part of the community but it is important to evaluate that 

against the overall benefit these events provide to people and business beyond those who attend. The Adelaide City Council must recognise 

that while they represent their own constituents they have a responsibility due to their stewardship over the city precinct to the population 

of South Australia as a whole. It is also important not to make decisions and policies based on the complaints of individuals or small groups. 

Therefore I hope the councils decision is the allow this festival and others like it to proceed unfettered. 

12 Tanya I'm a employee of General Admissions Entertainment and only work for this company solely for the purpos of working special events. As a 

employee I have met many wonderful people from all around the world that travel to this wonderful country and state just to attend or 

work at these music festivals. Granted the music isn't always great but the atmosphere is absolutely electrifying. It would be a shame to 

loose these wonderful events that are held in a Central part of Adelaide being bonython park. 
13 Laura Higgins para hills A 2-day event will solve/mitigate a lot of the issues surrounding SW in the past, allow punters a less rushed experience, lower competing 

noise between stages and increase a flood of people in the CBD and surrounding areas spending money. As well as the jobs created to run 

the event over two days. What's not to love?
14 Royce Kurmelovs Croydon I strongly support the return of the festival and what it brings to our state and our city. Adelaide was once a central hub for music around 

the country, but the failure to support this industry, the over-regulation of venues and festivals, and fewer opportunities for the industry to 

expand and develop have meant that Adelaide has consistently lost the value they bring. If Adelaide is to be a "vibrant city", it needs to get 

used to the idea that diversity is key and that it will have to support those who bring "cultural capital" to the table. These are people like 

musicians and artists who actually make a city worth visiting. Without support for people engaging in these activities, city's become dull and 

functional.
15 Colby Robertson Belair This festival is very important to festival-goes and concert lovers in Adelaide - after we missed Spin Off and lost Big Day Out, festivals 

(especially all ages ones) are very numbered due to the high cost of getting artists here, ticket costs and the council bond forfeits after 

someone complains a couple of times. With so little left, it's very important that this festival happens. 
16 Michael Gangnuss Mile End I am 42 years of age and have attended various music festivals in Australia(Big Day Out, Soundwave)  and Europe(Download, Swedenrock, 

Novarock, Gods of Metal) and am fully supportive of Soundwave being extended to a 2 day event.

Every year I travel to the eastern states to see Sidewaves due to band times clashing during the event in Adelaide. Hopefully by making the 

festival into a 2 day event this will avoid "clashes".

I live fairly close to Bonython park and have never had an issue with noise and am actually looking at moving closer to the site where 

Soundwave is staged. I have also NEVER seen a fight or altercation at a Soundwave or any other "rock" festival that I have attended unlike 

"dance" festivals.

Thankyou
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17 Guy Ringwood Torrensville I am very much in favour of Soundwave continuing it's ongoing occupation of Bonython Park. Soundwave has proven crucial in getting 

many significant bands to Adelaide that would potentially not tour here in other circumstances. It is a great event for building on, in a wider 

sense, the live music scene of Adelaide as it encourages the observation and listening to of bands who are known around the world for 

being great performers and thus exposing the performers of Adelaide to new and exciting performances and potentially inspiring 

Adelaide/South Australian acts to reach for similar heights.

Furthermore, an event like this is valuable for all ages, young and old alike are given fantastic opportunity to see influential new and old 

music in an exciting arena that fills the senses.

If Adelaide City Council were to refuse Soundwave festival permission to hold a festival in South Australia I believe they would be doing the 

people of the state and the city a grievous disservice. Such an important cultural experience surely holds a safe place in Adelaide, capital 

city of South Australia; 'The Festival State'.18 Michael Borrowdale North Adelaide I am not disturbed by this event (noise, crowd or traffic changes. I support the event and the benefits of increased tourism and local 

spending. I have no issues withe the event being conducted in the proposed location. This event shows SA and ACC locations are truly "The 

Festival State"
19 Gareth Lewis ADELAIDE, SA We are a key contractor for Soundwave Festival in Adelaide since inception in 2008 we have run the bar operations and licensing liaison 

(almost without incident.) I would be saddened to hear that the squeaky wheel has more influence over ACC considerations than that of 

the 100,000+ punters who have attended the event over those years.

I would also like to draw your attention to the some 1,000 staff who have been directly employed by our company General Admission 

Entertainment specifically for this event. These are often unskilled and seasonal positions, many of which are given to people who haven't 

been able to gain experience in their chosen industry. 

Our business, and those of our key fellow contractors such as site management, fencing, security, audio visual, catering etc, also relies 

heavily on the income we derive as contractors of touring events such as Soundwave. With just a few key clients would be devastating to 

lose our flagship event. 
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20 Matthew Gaetjens Mawson Lakes I unreservedly support this event in 2015 & beyond. I am extremely concerned that over zealous council noise restrictions may prevent it 

from being staged in Adelaide in the future. 

21 Ryan Jones Davoren Park Soundwave has grown into a massive event providing significant economic impact to the City of Adelaide and providing an opportunity for 

over 40,000 music lovers to enjoy their passion. The fact that these crowd numbers have been achieved despite one of SA's other major 

events, Clipsal 500, running on the same weekend is extraordinary and testament to the draw of Soundwave.

I think that the council should be trying to support these kinds of events and provide Soundwave with a great opportunity to run their 

event to provide opportunities in and around the area. This is exactly the kind of event the Adelaide City Council should be encouraging.

22 Dea Krvavac Findon I believe that Soundwave should be hosted at Bonython Park as done so in previous years. In my experience, other festivals, which have 

been held in numerous places, have been inadequate for the weather, the crowds and even the calibre of the music. 

Bonython is a brilliant venue for Adelaide music festivals as it's central, it's easily accessible by all public transport and it's size and layout 

are perfect for accessibility within the venue and structure. The main reason Bonython is great for festivals (especially Soundwave) is due to 

the grass landscape. I've left a festival numerous times completely covered in dirt and feeling more exhausted than I should be due to the 

landscape of the venues. Bonython is perfect for Soundwave, especially with the style of music and atmosphere that Soundwave brings.

I would be extremely disappointed if one more artistic or cultural event was to be cancelled in Adelaide. We're meant to be the 'Festival 

State' according to our license plates, let us live up to that name and allow a concert, which is organized wonderfully every single year and 

accommodates to all festival-goers needs, to go on as per usual.

In summary: Do it. In the end you'll either make 3 people happy and upset 30,000+ or you can make 30,000+ people happy and upset 3.

23 Kandiice wilkey greenwith I think it is a great idea and event. Always a pleasant time when I attended and I look forward to it in 2015. Adelaide doesn't host enough 

big name festivals. 

24 Marc Huber nailsworth Love it. Go every year. Only festival where most people are there to have a good time and respect each other.

25 Alexander Hancock Stirling, I have attended the last four Soundwave Festivals, either as a general music fan or as a commercial photographer. They have all been very 

well run, massive, complicated, joyous, trouble-free and of course, loud. Looking at the proposed site map, the two day format may 

actually help with noise mitigation, as there will be greater separation between the smaller number of stages. This will encourage the 

mixing desk engineers to limit the output as they will not feel the need to compete with sound from adjacent stages.

It would be a great pity to lose this wonderful event from the Adelaide music calendar.
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26 Jordan Luz-

Raymond

Adelaide As a long term resident of the Adelaide CBD, I have never had an issue regarding noise or any other disturbance from this festival. In fact, it 

has probably been one of the better run and least imposing event over the years. 

27 Krystyna Parrott MODBURY, SA Since I first started going years ago Soundwave has been the one event in Adelaide I look forward to every year.  As I don't like mainstream 

music this is my one day (well now two I hope) per year to see some amazing music.

Please let this event go ahead.  I am very open with the fact that I will go to Soundwave one way or the other (ie I will travel to Melbourne) 

but I want to be able to experience this in my home town and spend my money locally.  Of all the festivals I have been to this is one of the 

best and despite the stereotype that "metalheads" are anti-social and dangerous everything I have experience is the complete opposite - I 

always feel safe and have the best day.

Even better the Adelaide legis generally the best nationally.  I have been to Melbourne a couple of times and they have nothing on ours.  

And do you know what, I am proud to say that the best leg is in my home town.

So all I can say is please don't take this from us. And please don't send Adelaide backwards.
28 Paul Murray Skye Love the idea of having Soundwave as a two day festival. 

I've been going to Soundwave since 2010 and every year has been well run, in an easy location and an overall great experience. 

Regards
29 lachlan stonyfell soundwave is a fantastic music festival and should be allowed to be held at bonython park. I work at a lot of the music festivals held in 

adelaide and the most polite customers are always at soundwave
30 Alec From what I understand, there were complaints about noise pollution relating to Sound wave.

I feel that anyone living within surrounding residential areas should have been aware of the event, or made aware of the events activities 

within the area before moving in. Such things should not be overlooked when trying to find a place to live, whether temporary or not.

31 Anthony Brady glenelg Please don't stop soundwaves I think it will be better this year than any other 

as far a noise complaints go I thought last years could have been a bit louder some times I could hear other stages sound bleed  into one 

another 
32 Michael Rogers Kurralta Park Whilst I am a big supporter of live music and the Soundwave festival, I am also a sound engineer and I have serious concerns of how loud 

Soundwave is every year. The issue is not of noise complaints but of how damaging the levels seen at the last soundwave festival can be. 

when I read that the noise level bond was broken and Soundwave lost their $10,000 bond, I had  the opposite reaction of many out there. I 

feel the bond needs to be MUCH larger as protecting peoples hearing should be paramount. For a festival that makes lots of money, losing 

$10,000 means very little. While people who lose part of their hearing at this event will never get it back. I don't care if it becomes a 7 day 

festival. As long as peoples ears are protected. make them install noise limiters and the problem will be fixed.

33 Marcus Murray Port Adelaide Soundwave is the ONLY festival to host heavy metal/alternative acts. The patrons of this event are some of the nicest young (and not so 

young) people I've ever met. I think it's a disgrace that they lost the $10k bond for last years show due to breaking the noise limit during 

one of the closing acts of the evening. They say Adelaide is the "festival state" but this is one festival that a large portion of us will truly 

miss.

Please allow Soundwave use of these grounds and be lenient in the noise pollution, after all, it's only one day of the year and the noise 

from Clipsal 500 and Big Day Out can be heard from miles away as it is. 
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34 marc henley great music festival. Always fun, always a great time for all those involved.

35 Lauren Connelly I think you'd be best to let this go ahead. I don't think you would want to deal with the wrath of 30,000 metal fans. Soundwave (and I say 

this as someone who doesn't necessarily attend every year), is one of the safest and more community driven music festivals to grace 

Adelaide's parklands. I agree with sound monitoring - both for residential purposes and for a better sound quality at the festival. Perhaps 

ACC needs to work with promoters to ensure stage set ups are ideal for both the punters and surrounding residents. Wind and noise being 

carried is not something that can be controlled, please keep that in mind.
36 Rachel Gherbesi Truganina, Victoria Since 2010 my friends and I have been travelling to Adelaide to attend Soundwave music festival. It is an event which is very well organised 

and a lot of fun. We usually stay in the city for a week and visit the sites in and around Adelaide such as Glenelg and Hahndorf. It would be 

a shame if the festival was cancelled. We would then have to find somewhere else for our annual catch up.

37 Hayley cox Aldinga Beach This event is extremely important to me and thousands of others.

It bring people from all different walks of community and backgrounds to come together and express there emotions, have fun, meet new 

people and make friends for life.

It also brings people from other states around Australia.

Die hard fans that follow the whole festival. 

Plus with no perth soundwave many people will come to the festival in Adelaide.
38 Yasmin Mount Gambier I support the application of Soundwave Festival to use of Bonython Park over 2 days in February 2015. 

I have attended Soundwave on and off over the past 4 years and have never had a bad experience. The park is the perfect venue for such 

festivals due to its location and proximity to the city. The benefits of having the festive over 2 days instead of one will be felt economically 

by the whole city. I personally will have to travel 4 hours, stay in accommodation and eat meals within city if i choose to attend. 

I love attending festivals and soundwave is one of my favourites. 

I hope it will continue running in Adelaide. 

39 Jessica Clark Morphett Vale Happy for it to proceed and am glad it doesn't clash with clipsal anymore. I think this will extend the festival season and is a worthy 

contribution to our economy. On the topic of acceptable noise limits I don't think it is relevant to allow someone in the north adelaide to 

complain multiple times in the one night about the noise of the event due to proximity and the fact that noise regulations have had a 

positive impact on the state of music festivals through their life and are better now than when soundwave first started. Given the amount 

of income the hospitality industry receives from so many artists and travelers being in Adelaide for this event, it would be unwise to insist 

upon the usage of a noise limiter which cuts sound to the event, but I am not against a noise limit of the sound system I just think you 

would receive far too much backlash from imposing a cut on noise levels especially from one day to the next. The lease should be approved 

to allow Soundwave Touring to set an example of how a 2 day music festival of such substance can run efficiently in the park lands 

especially considering each day will be shorter in time. 
40 nick hancock ridleyton This is the only festival I go to, its once a year! The people nearby complaining need to get a life!
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41 Aiden Soundwave, is the one thing music fans need in Adelaide. we let loose, and enjoy the music,  with big day out gone next year, Adelaide 

needs Soundwave, its the day that most Wait for, to finally strip back a week of work, and rock out, with friends, Meet strangers that are 

into what you are into. Soundwave is a day we can all forget about Our Problems, and just relax. many come to see there favourite bands 

live, and taking that away is a selfish thing, more will suffer if soundwave is taken away. cause without that way of relaxing what comes 

next?
42 tyrone moreton payneham south This needs to be granted, or else we will loose the event. Last year we lost the major youth music festival in the big day out. It seems the 

festival state likes to make it as hard as possible for anything to happen here. I didn't see this type of complaints for the clipsal 500 which I 

can hear from where I live, but it's only 4 days, I will survive. It's always the same residential group north of Adelaide that complain about 

noise, or car parking, how are events going to happen if the council will always give in. I know alot of young people will move interstate if 

this does not go ahead just because this is becoming the BORING state, not a festival state. 
43 Felicia Mellors Joslin Soundwave is the grown ups festival for the year.

All the other music festivals (apart from Womad), target young people and pop music. Soundwave focuses on music from across the 

decades and draws an older crowd.

I have attended every Soundwave and not once have I witnessed any violence, groping and abuse of women or drunk and disordly 

behavour. I have attended other music festivals where this is the norm.

Soundwave is the festival that everyone looks forward to and all of us with children secure a babysitter 6 months in advance!

It is very important to the culture of SA and now the WA Soundwave has been canceled, there is possibility of the festival bringing more 

visitors to Adelaide.

44 Adam Mount Barker The hypocrisy at hand regarding the noise that Soundwave generates is astounding. Footy games at Adelaide Oval and the Clipsal 500 are 

as loud if not more loud (especially the latter) and nothing is done about that. Are there no complaints about Adelaide oval and the Clipsal 

500, or are they swept under the rug because one is organised by people with bigger wallets and more powerful friends than the other? I 

often wonder. 

The solution is simple, the CBD and it's immediate surrounding areas are Adelaide's entertainment district. Where there is entertainment, 

there is noise. If you want to live in a place that is free of noise, don't move to the entertainment district, which will almost certainly be 

noisy! If you still choose to move there, suck it up and deal with it. This is not rocket science, you would have to be a cataclysmic idiot not 

to draw these simple conclusions. 

For far too long Adelaide's once flourishing arts and music scene has been suffering due to venue closures caused by stuffy councillors 

listening to complaints from wowserish idiots who have made the frankly stupid choice to move next door to pubs despite not being 

tolerant of noise, and it's time that it stopped. If the pub was there first before you moved in (and 9 times out of 10 it was), YOU move. Go 

back to the suburbs you complaining old biddies, there's plenty of them and they're not noisy.  Perth has already refused to hold the 

Soundwave festival due to this particular idiocy, do not let Adelaide fall victim to it too.45 James Aldinga beach Seriously it one festival a year in adelaide. Thousands of people attend and gives them a chance to see international acts that normally 

avoid adelaide due to this very point. I support it and adelaide council should also. Time to escape the dark ages and grow up!
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46 Kirby Francis semaphore park There aren't many good festivals around anymore, and soundwave is the best! It brings in people all over the state, not to mention WA 

people aswell now it's not there anymore. Lock it in, it's a good thing for our state!

47 Cassi Rogers-Altman I sincerely hope that soundwave is approved and I back this submission 100%. As a responsible member of society and an adult of 42 yrs I 

am often highly offended that alternative music fans are treated like young criminals and our music festivals get the raw end of the stick 

while events  like womad, clipsal and adelaide oval events get the royal treatment and seemingly are immune to any objections. Especially 

unfair considering the noise and disruptions caused by clipsal every year.  I personally have at least 20 friends from victoria who regularly 

travel to adelaide for this festival, as many interstate fans do because we have proved time and time again that we run these festivals 

better than any where, a tradition which Is helping to create a great adelaide reputation which will instill in a whole new generation that 

we truly are the festival state. Approving this event shows fair and equitable treatment for all regardless of genre or taste. 

48 Jason Garrod Richmond SOUNDWAVE is the best, most popular music event in Adelaides history!  Its something really worth looking forward to. Im now 42 yrs old 

and id never miss a SOUNDWAVE gig. Yes the drinks and t-shirts are too expensive [which is why more people take drugs.[ Ive worked 

security around town and in nightclubs enough to know what people take these days and why they take it] But anyway, what a line up!!! Its 

always worth the money to see so many fantastic bands together in one gig, [now spread over the weekend]. If only we could camp there!! 

Now that would top it off.  To lose soundwave would just about start a riot! [actually it would]. It is seriously one of the only annual things 

the music community of Adelaide has to look forward to each year and it brings people together. I used to live in the country so its the only 

time i get to catch up with all my old friends from all over the state.  As well over the years ive met many people at SOUNDWAVE that come 

here from interstate as they say we have the best venue in Australia. And i second that. So much better than the showgrounds. Lots of 

trees for shade and its spread out all over the place so music doesnt clash. This is also why interstate people would rather come here than 

see SOUNDWAVE in their own state. As for the noise issue..... ARE YOU SERIOUS????? REALLY!!! Have a think about the type of noise we 

deal with regularly?.......Im pretty sure the only people that complain about the noise would be people that dont like that sort of music. I 

mean we put up with CLIPSAL [i used to live in Kenttown and believe me it was noisy], FIREWORKS, Other concerts. FOOTBALL now in the 

city and other noisy sports, the incoming planes landing at Adelaide airport [ i now live in Richmond and when the planes come in i cant 

hear myslef talk as well as the vibration has cracked my house] but i dont complain because i chose to live here.] etc... so whats wrong with 

the muso's having their day of fun once a year!!.? Its not like its every month. Its once a year!! i dont think anyone should dare complain 

about it what so ever. And AJ should definately not be FINED. I cant believe you did that. Let it be loud! Let us have our fun. How much 

violence and how many arrests are made on average at SOUNDWAVE each year??? Not many eh. Fireworks do more damage and cause 

many more issues with people and pets many times a year but noone gives a hoot about that. So please let us have our fun 1 weekend a 

year. Let us make noise and enjoy ourselves. Let us like minded people with similar interests come together in the name of fun and having a 

good time like you do with the FRINGE. Dont move it. Dont shut it down. And please dont limit the noise. Its not like its going to actually 

hurt anyone. Cheers!! P.S., a couple of years ago i met our Lord Mayer of Adelaide at SOUNDWAVE. He and his daughter were having an 

absolute ball!! [and they got to meet METALLICA!!] thanks for letting me have my say. Its good to know your actually interested in what we 

want and think. Cheers again. 

49 David McInerney McLaren Vale
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50 Adam As a fan and enthusiast of heavy metal and rock music I am always really excited for Soundwave, but also looking at it from a different 

perspective, the festival really does bring attention to Adelaide as a major city.

The Soundwave community and promoter AJ Maddah himself have commented on Soundwave in Adelaide being one of if not the best in 

the country, and South Australia has been praised for its handling of festivals such as Soundwave in what I've seen. This has brought festival-

goers to Adelaide over other cities. This festival brings worldwide talent to our city which attracts national attention and helps put us 

among Melbourne and Sydney as Australia's big contenders.

It makes me proud to have an event like Soundwave return each year and enthuse about coming to Adelaide, and it definitely helps not 

only business in the local music scene, but things like this happening makes Adelaide a more enjoyable place to be.51 Kerrian Kiek College Park Soundwave is a well run and organised music event. It is held for a very short duration, and thousands of citizens enjoy the event. It has 

received unfair criticism from some of its near neighbours regarding noise, but I think they are being very mean spirited to attempt to deny 

a few hours a year to the participants at Soundwave, who have been suffing the loss and restrictions of many local live music venues in the 

recent years. I live near the V8 race, it noisily goes for days on end and causes complete chaos to the city traffic. I think Soundwave is 

nothing in comparison.
52 Michael Peace SOMERTON PARK, SA The Adelaide oval crowd are extremely loud for 3 hours every week for 7 months a year (that's Ok its something to be proud of). The Clipsal 

is the loudest of them all for 4 days in a row (also fineas its a great event). Why should music fans miss out as it is only for  for 2 days a year, 

to ban this event and allow all of the others is against the State slogan of the "Festival State".

Festivals should be allowed to cover a broad range of events such as Womad, sports events pop concerts, dance parties and Soundwave 

and there is no justification to rule out Soundwave just because it is for a Select minority group of music fans that generally keep to 

ourselves and do not cause any trouble.

Thank you for offering the chance for feedback it is much appreciated.
53 Mitch Gillies Magill I believe that the Soundwave music festival is an integral part of both the South Australian musical culture, and the lives of many young 

South Australians. It is important in the South Australian music culture as it provides an opportunity for many artists in an under-recognized 

genre to showcase their music, as well as providing fans with an opportunity to experience many live acts that they other wise would not 

have the ability to view. It is important that the ACC protects and fosters all growing and pre-existing artistic scenes.

 As an employee of the festival, the festival provides me, and hundreds of other South Australians with well payed employment, as well as 

an opportunity to develop my skills, including leadership, team work and general work ability. Through the soundwave festival I have 

developed permanent employment, and proven myself to be more capable than I previously realized, and it is vital that these opportunities 

be provided to others, to allow the young people of South Australia opportunities to grow.

54 Joey Henderson Soundwave festival is a festival for the other gener of music that people now push to the sides, and therefore I believe people are looking 

for a way to get rid of it. Future Music Festival and Stereosonic Festival are both just as loud as Soundwave and generally run later than 

what Soundwave does.

Soundwave brings a whole lot of Adelaide together for 1 weekend and therefore should not be tampered with!
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55 Sarah Witty Happy Valley Soundwave is the one thing I, along with thousands of others, look forward to every year. I understand that there were issues with the 

noise this year, however there were only a few complaints. I personally feel like the enjoyment and happiness that this festival brings 

thousands of people cancels out the few people who were bothered by the noise that night. I feel that Soundwave deserves another 

chance at Bonython Park. I don't think it's fair for all of us in Adelaide to miss out on something we love so much because of one mistake. 

They forfeited the bond, no one got hurt, there's no reason to cancel the show for good.
56 James Hourigan sefton park Enjoy this festival every year. Thank you for allowing it to be held in such a great location.

57 Stephen Mearns  North Adelaide I am a resident in North Adelaide, and work in the northern end of the CBD so have had first hand experience of what most events do to my 

area. I understand that noise can be an issue, but feel the benefit of the festival is worth one weekend of loud music. The crowd it attracts 

is a lot more well behaved than most festivals and sporting events I have attended.  

I also find that restrictions on certain events and not others is also rather unfair. During the Clipsal period, I get much worse niose drifiting 

my way, and for a longer period of time, but there is no threat of this being stopped.. I can hear noise from sporting events at Adelaide Oval 

from my house, but sport is an important part of Australian life. Events held at Elder park are heard from my house and my work but these 

are great community events. If we want to go one step further, I can hear animals from the zoo out my bathroom window, but we would 

never shut down the zoo. 

What I am trying to say here is, when I moved to this suburb, I was fully aware that Adelaide is a vibrant city that likes to grow and cater to 

many people. So I understand that events such as these do happen. And I embrace it. I would never complain. If Adelaide didn't have such a 

wide variety, I wouldn't be here. Please allow SOundwave to happen at Bonython Park. It is another of the many things I love about this 

city. 58 Alisha Thompson ASHFORD, SA Dear ACC, 

I have attended Soundwave for the past 6 years and have loved it :) I attended as a teenager and am now studying at university and am still 

loyal to the festival. It truly made a big part of who I am today and added culture to the city. Not to mention that a couple of years I, along 

with many others, traveled to Adelaide from remote, interstate areas purely to go to Soundwave. Soundwave would pull people from far 

and wide to support South Australia's economy and culture. 

Thank you for considering their application for 2015.
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59 Kristy Kirk I've been to two Soundwave's in Adelaide, and from what I've seen it brings so many people together and brings so many people to the city. 

Yes, it's a big weekend because of Clipsal but the amount of people I know that travel just to go to this festival in this state is tremendous. 

60 Rebecca Moore

61 Lachlan Haskett Largs Bay Soundwave is a part of Adelaide now, they bring our city a fun filled day with a music festival that is world class. It brings people from 

interstate because it is known as the best city on the tour. I have attended every Soundwave since 2008 also interstate dates and Bonython 

Park is easily the best site for it.

62 Nathan Glennie crescent Soundwave is the greatest day of the year. It's the only day I look forward too. Adelaide rarely gets good bands and this festival is the best 

way to get 60-90 bands on the one weekend. If it were to go I'd probably move to Melbourne 

63 brad morwell Best music festival ive been to ever, it has to stay in australia do not get rid of it

64 Tamie Hay TAIGUM. QLD I fly to Adelaide with a group of friends every year from Brisbane especially for Soundwave. It would be a massive loss to local music fans - 

and local businesses who benefit financially from such big events - if the festival were not to go ahead.

65 Megan Enoggera The live music industry is so important to Australia. It's one weekend out of the year. Just go with it. 

66 anthony ashton Adelaide I like  the event  please  let  it stand

67 Matthew Piper I'm from Sydney and I've booked flights to Adelaide to go to the first week as I enjoy music festivals. Soundwave is one of the longest 

running festivals and has already lost Perth which is a shame. As I personally believe that soundwave is the best run festival in Australia. I 

hope you can see it in your heart to continue soundwave for years to come and cooperate with the soundwave team. 

68 Maddison Reace Morphett Vale I have attended Soundwave three times and I believe it would not do any service to not allow it to continue in Adelaide. Live music is a huge 

part of Adelaide's culture, so why would you take away Soundwave? Sure, it may boast music that is not everyones cup of tea, however 

diversity keeps things interesting. Thousands of people look forward to attending the festival each year and it would be completely 

unreasonable to strip them of being able to go and see live music they love. It is important you grant Soundwave the use of Bonython Park 

for another year.
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69 Georgia Unley Soundwave 2015 in Adelaide is an absolute must. I see no real reason as to why the event should not go ahead. This is the only festival of 

this kind in the country and is the only chance the people of Adelaide will have to see most of these bands. Adelaide is also regarded as the 

"best" soundwave date out of all the other cities, and now as it will not be clashing with the Clipsal 500 next year it is guaranteed to bring 

even more tourists into the city to attend the event, putting Adelaide on the map. Please do not take this away from us music lovers, it is 

truly the best festival Australia has to offer. 
70 Sylvia Semei Forestville, Soundwave Festival 2015 is a great festival, well organised and very safe. The atmosphere is one of which I crave every year. This is a place 

where I feel welcome, regardless of my race, age or gender. Soundwave Festival is about music, and bringing people together. The latter 

being an important statement seeing as a lot of the people I have come to meet during my Soundwave Festival dates have actually travelled 

interstate to attend Soundwave, whether it be that they are following it around the country or that they prefer to do two cities to get more 

out the lineup of the year. These interstate travellers are bringing in money. They are paying hotels to sleep in, cafés and fast food outlets 

for those after-festival munchies! However way you see it, they are bringing in cash. Local Soundwave punters are ALSO spending a lot of 

cash going out after the festival or getting food on the way home. Fair enough that there may be one or two punters who might cause a stir 

but don't let the minority sway your opinion about what Soundwave stands for. Soundwave festival (to me, at least) stands for a great day 

of love music, fun atmosphere, meeting new people, and anticipating that bit of potential-mingle with the artists on the bill. Some kids live 

for that. Including me. 71 Jacqueline Holmes Well it hasn't happened yet, but I wish for it to. I love Soundwave and Soundwave Touring, they do an amazing job at bringing bands from 

all over the world to Adelaide. How can we call ourselves a festival state if we give up SW? That is just wrong. It does no one harm, Clipsal 

and all are far louder. The footy is louder whether by the crowd or the siren. Regulate noise all you want, but we NEED Soundwave, for the 

music, for the love of good music.
72 Zoe Wilson Greenacres I believe this event should go ahead as it is only once a year for this time, 2 days. Don't take this festival away from the thousands of 

Adelaidian's who love it so much! It will be so disappointing if Soundwave can no longer bring their amazing festival to Adelaide.

73 Bahaar Horriat Woodcroft I have attended Soundwave for three years in a row now, and never have I encountered a problem that could possibly associate with the 

denial of a temporary lease of the park. The event is a safe and secure environment for both teenagers and adult to experience live music, 

however with a different genre to artists and performances common to Adelaide and other capital cities. Never in my attendance of the 

festival have I noticed that the noise has been louder than previous years and the proposed stage plan allows for an evenly spread out level 

of noise over the parkland. I believe that if this event were to be cancelled, it would pose great risk to the versatility of live music and 

events within Adelaide, making the city appear reserved and so to speak 'boring' to the younger generation, both reducing likability of the 

city and also reducing the want for young adults from other cities to want to move here.

74 Casey Lodge Gulfview Heights My first ever music festival was Soundwave, and it was one of the greatest experiences of my life. The festival brings people together in the 

best way possible; through music. I believe it is a great draw card for music lovers and bands alike, and brings in more money for the state 

economy; something that would only double with the proposed expansion into a two day festival. It would be an enormous shame to see 

Adelaide, a city a lot of bands pass by when touring, go the same way as Perth and lose the festival. 
75 Molly Connell urrbrae Soundwave has always been a wonderful event for thousands of people who don't have other chances during the year to go to similar 

alternative music festivals. Soundwave have an excellent commitment to safety. Soundwave 2015 should go ahead.
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76 michael board Grafton NSW This Festival of the summer festival circuit. The range of music and lineup keeps expanding and for an attendee its gotten to where you are 

unable to experience the fullest over one day any more. 

77 Jessica Collison

78 Brett Evans its an amazing and exhilarating event, and seeing as though Warped Tour is not coming back this is one of the last good music festivals that 

Adelaide has to offer. if its because of the noise complaints last year, that's ridiculous, how come the Clipsal 500 isnt shut down for noise 

complaints then? we need this festival!
79 Mark Larsen This is a great event and it's high time the adelaude city coucil

Stop they trying to discourage events like this from including Adelaide.

If you want to make adelaide vibrant then events such as soundwave should be allowed to go ahead

It is one weekend in the year and provides entertainment for thousands of people.

Surely events such as clipsal 500 and the Rolling Stones concerts should also have to comply with any such regulations.

A few complaints should not stop an event which is great fir the city from going ahead.
80 Cameron Hughes Aldinga Beach It is a amazing and fun day for people to enjoy themselves and see their favourites bands, it is also a good source of revenue for the states, 

if it is being shut down due to sound and noise complaints then it is ridiculous because Clipsal generates more noise. We need this festivals 

as it is one of the only good music festivals left in this state and if it does not go ahead then there will be nothing good left about this state 

and it's music scene 
81 Megan Please allow for Soundwave 2015 to occur because it is an enjoyable day and is important for thousands of people around the state. it only 

happens once a year and is my favourite time of the year. 

82 Elly McClelland 2 good 2 cancel

think of the tourism $$$$
83 Stuart Brown Lilydale The soundwave event is a great event that many travel around Australia to see every year in multiple cities. The event is a great event for a 

wide age group to come together and enjoy a wide range of quality music. I have been to multiple events and have never witnessed any 

violence, the crowds have all been there to have a great time. The event is not like many others where there are large amounts of drugs or 

violence. Please continue to support this even so that you continue to bring people to your city for the weekend, but also to give the locals 

a unique event to enjoy once a year.
84 Hayley Adelaide I think it would be a real shame to lose Soundwave, especially in the wake of Big Day Out's cancellation. Not only would many music fans be 

devastated but the financial losses to many businesses would also be felt. Adelaide has always received a poor reputation as an inferior city 

compared to Melbourne, Brisbane and Sydney.  Often overlooked with 'east coast only' tours in the past. Lets not go back to that small 

town rep! We are the festival state, lets keep acting like it!
85 Chloe Let Soundwave play at Bonython Park! We are the festival state after all. Please support live music.

86 Danielle 

Mangnoson
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87 Jake Lawrence Soundwave has been one of the biggest parts of my year for the past 4 years. It has introduced me to so many new bands and has also 

allowed me to see some of my favourite bands who might not have been able to tour without Soundwave. It has also given many of my 

friends bands the chance to play to huge crowds and it really makes everyone happy. 
88 Matthew Ya'll are stupid to NOT give them the right to have the festival here! It is one of the biggest and best festivals ever and it draws people in to 

adelaide for the weekend. It's silly ideas like this one that prevents the lack of live music in adelaide, let them have it here and let people 

complain about not being able to go to sleep at 10 PM when the music stops, because life is so difficult that they miss out on a little bit of 

sleep for one weekend (in regards to the sound restrictions).  I've been to 5 soundwave festivals and I ALWAYS have a fantastic time going 

because It's easy to get to, easy to walk around-get shade on hot days and also leave when the concert closes, I mean where else would you 

hold this festival, you would have just as many problems having it at the showground considering that is completley surrounded by houses. 

the parklands that it is currently in, really only has the problem of one side dealing with the noise. Its a really silly idea that you need to 

even consider this because Live music is such a fantastic thing, and it needs to happen more in adelaide!

89 Ben Martin Mile End I live close enough to hear the festival and I love the excitement and energy it brings to the city.

90 Andrew Fitzgerald Hewett I have attended the event for the last 4 years and have loved it immensely. It is a fantastically run event that my wife and I look forward to 

attending each year. It gives the opportunity for people from all ages to get together and share their passion for heavy rock music and look 

after one another whilst doing so. I again look forward to attending SW15 in my home state rather than be robbed of the chance by some 

ignorant close minded people that clearly don't like to see people enjoying themselves and not hurting anyone in the process

91 Kaylah Beth Soundwave festival is a crucial cultural outlet for a vast majority for Australian metal fans. Unfortunately, perth has had to be cancelled due 

to logistical reasons, and it would be absolutely shattering for the australian music scene to lose the adelaide leg as well.

92 darien torrensville Soundwave is an excellent festival that finishes bright and early - by 11pm in the past. It shuts much earlier than things like barrio or other 

versions of the Adelaide Festival club, the garden of unearthly delight et al and the sound drift seems to be minimal to me.

It seems like complaint against the music genre rather than against the  actual level.

I live close to Bonython Park and fully support the application for two days as it will provide attendants with a better experience and will 

result in some financial bonuses for local & city business.
93 Stuart Millen Mullaloo, WA I've been flying around the country for multiple Soundwave festivals since 2009 and have now been to 27 SW festivals in 4 different cities.  

The Adelaide festival is hands down the best festival in the country.  The crowds are great and the venue, with all its trees, is amazing.  It's 

close proximity to the city centre means I can walk to the show from my hotel, an added bonus.
94 Kaitlyn Ward Exeter, Important event, must go ahead. Great culture, great organisation, great music worth granting the lease.
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95 Nhu Doveton, Victoria SOUNDWAVE IS FAB AND ITD BE UNFAIR NOT TO HAVE IT IN ADELAIDE, PEOPLE IN ADELAIDE HAVE TO TRAVEL SO MUCH BECAUSE 

VARIOUS ARTISTS WILL NOT GIVE THEM THE TIME OF THE DAY, PLS JUST LET THEM HAVE SOUNDWAVE AS A MELBOURNIAN I THINK ITD 

SUCK IF YOU STOPPED IT

96 Karl Munce Adelaide It's pretty much the only alternative music festival we have left. It also gives unsigned bands an opportunity to play in front of a decent 

crowd. Thanks to triple j unearthed. It should probably move to The Show Grounds and take over BDO but wherever it is. It should stay

97 Cory Wright It would be such a shame for Adelaide to lose such a festival, Adelaide is already known as the place every major attraction misses and 

rejecting this would be the final nail in the coffin for live music entertainment.  Considering the end of Big Day Out Adelaide and country 

people are really lacking options. Considering that the festival only affects a weekend it is much less of an issue to the local people than 

Clipsal.
98 Alicia Soundwave is a very popular music festival and brings so much money into our city, to not have Soundwave next year will be heart breaking 

to the many fans to look forward it it every year.
99 Nathan Henderson

100 Natasha Loh Happy Valley In a country dominated by baby boomers and a so-called "ageing population", australian youths are increasingly seeing the need to leave 

the nest and fly overseas to find opportunities and adventures suited to them. Soundwave is a festival that appeals to the younger 

demographic of music lovers in the nation. Soundwave is a reason to get involved in Australia's entertainment scene. Soundwave is 

something that young people can look forward to and set their minds towards. Take that away, what else is keeping us here? Adelaide has 

so much potential to be a buzzing hub of entertainment and artistic diversity. There are so many great minds here with so many ideas to 

help move adelaide forward. Denying us a music event with such a huge significance as Soundwave is, in a way, denying young minds a 

healthy medium of self-expression and discouraging innovative and creative ideas. What kind of message does the ACC want to send out to 

the youths? "In Adelaide you won't have Soundwave, so you'll have to go somewhere else to find an alternative creative outlet, in turn 

taking your potentially innovative and ground-breaking ideas elsewhere," or "here in Adelaide we want to cater to the creative needs of 

older and younger minds alike, allowing for a healthy outlet for creative expression." Soundwave is part of something so much bigger than 

a music festival. It is a representation of creative freedom and expression. It is an idea that has the potential to blossom into something that 

can only present exciting possibilities to the future of Adelaide.

101 Iain McCallum west lakes Very good idea to keep this envent going that is known throughout the world

102 Claudia hope valley Soundwave is honestly the highlight of every year for me and it'd break my heart to see such a memorable and enjoyable event be  taken 

away from the music fans of Adelaide, who have been supporting the event ever so passionately since 2008! This is my plea to the Adelaide 

City Council to keep this event running in South Australia - thousands will be heartbroken if this event is cancelled, it is truly an incredible 

day. Everyone remembers their first Soundwave Festival, I'd hate to think of the young music fans who would never be able to experience 

this joy and these memories if this festival were to be taken away. PLEASE Adelaide city council, let soundwave stay! 

103 James andrews farm
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104 Sarah Hollands I would love to soundwave approved for a two day festival in 2015. I have attended this festival for many years and it is a fantastic day for 

alternative music lovers in Adelaide. It is one part of the vibrant puzzle which is Mad March, and adds to the party atmosphere in the city. I 

feel the benefits to the city greatly outweigh any issues of noise or  damage to the park. 
105 Adam Krawczyk ridleyton Hi there. This festival must be allowed to go ahead. I've been to many different festivals over my years, and soundwave is the only one i can 

honestly say still is focused on people getting along and focusing on the music. It's the only festival I feel safe at, and I'm not alone. I've read 

through the documents above, and I understand why you would put it to the people, I'm just hoping you make the right decision, let the 

festival go ahead, and allow Adelaide to experience a safe music event for all. 

Thank you. 

Adam. 
106 Joshua Solonsch 5162 I believe Soundwave should be kept as it's the Rock/Punk/Metal scene's only major annual event within South Australia, by disallowing the 

event to take place it would subsequently destroy the local music scene's of the relating genres by removing the major influence for live 

performance within them. 
107 Chris French SEAFORD, SA This is one of the most important youth (and even oldies, I'm 39 and attend every year) music events of the year in Adelaide. If we want 

Adelaide to be a vibrant, cultural city then events like this need to be supported 100%. Yes it is now to be held over 2 days, but it is ONLY 2 

days of a whole year and only runs till about 10:30pm. A lot of money will also be generated through vendors at the festival, 

accommodation in the city, etc. Do we really want our city to be seen as a backwater that no one wants to bother holding events of this 

size & nature in because it is too difficult? I have been to many music festivals all over the country in the last 20+ years and Soundwave 

crowds are some of the best I gave encountered because most are there purely for their love of live music. Please do not block this event 

from happening and disappointing 40,000+ music lovers. 
108 Nikki Sztolc Mansfield Park I've attended Soundwave for a few years and enjoy it's atmosphere and vibe every time I go. It brings together music fans and artists and 

provides and important essential experience for everyone who attends. 

109 Megan panozzo CHRISTIE DOWNS, SA Soundwave is an incredibly important festival for South Australia!

It brings together so many people with a shared interest.

Some would say that it is a community event to create support networks for otherwise isolated people.

Nowhere else will you find so many people that feel like they can truly be themselves.

The fans of Soundwave will be devastated if the festival was to be canceled in S.A

Its is now a two day event that is run once a year, that's not that much to deal with over a whole year!

the residents will get over it and no one will be harmed from the noise.

Adelaide council, please don't be so conservative that you forget that young people should have something to look forward to.

110 Reece Sheidow park Having been to previous years of the Soundwave fesival it is a truly memorable experience, and quite often the highlight of my year 

allowing to see many of my favourite bands I wouldn't be able to see through other means. The festival has also been successful in raising 

money for charity in the past.
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111 Jodi Marino Sunbury, Victoria I have travelled to Adelaide for this festival for many years. I have also been to Melbourne and Sydney festivals, but always enjoy Adelaide 

so much. I have teenage children who would love nothing more than to join me in coming to Adelaide for many, many more years to come 

for Soundwave. Please continue to support this world renowned festival to continue. Thank you.

112 Kira Shapcott Hectorville I for one am looking forward to Soundwave 2015 and think it is a great idea for the state - one that claims to be "the festival state." What 

has the world come to if music is not allowed to be enjoyed by fans of all ages. You'll not only lose tourists from other places who come for 

this festival, but you'll also lose the respect of a lot of fans who look forward to this event every year. 
113 Melissa Larsen MORPHETT VALE, SA This is a fantastic event that is run exceptionally well.  It brings people from interstate & makes good revenue for SA.  Why is it that a 

handful of complainers can stop such an event?  Maybe they should live next to my neighbours & hear partying, swearing, awful music at 

rediculous decibels, cans thrown over the fence  & cars constantly rocking up with doors slamming...every weekend like I do!  The council 

or police don't care about us then so why is this such an issue for a 2 day supervised event? 

Maybe the complainers could get a life & go away for the weekend because they obviously have nothing better to do. 

114 Jason Morgan Stirling Soundwave is an important cultural event for Adelaide. It might sound and look a bit different from other arts events that the ACC supports 

but for the people that attend it is of equal importance. It is vital for the rock/metal community that an event such as Soundwave receives 

Government support (not financial but operational) to continue
115 Erin King Woodcroft Please don't let Adelaide lose the best music festival in Australia just because of a few fun police and some red tape! 

There are far more disruptive events than Soundwave that bring far less joy & great music & memories to Adelaide, I'd hate to see 

Soundwave become yet another 'East Coast only' event.
116 Chris Milton happy valley It must stay. Support the arts and the youth of today 

117 Shane Lawrence reynella Soundwave is a great festival and should be allowed to continue

118 Jasmine Maschotta It's the only source of alternative music that attracts big names down in little old adelaide, why take that away from us? 

119 Daniella Salisbury Heights Soundwave is a very important part of the Adelaide music scene. It is no different to any other festival being held over two days. Tens of 

thousands of people attend. Thousands of those coming from interstate. It creates a buzz around the city and is great for the economy 

seeing as the festival generally means sold out hotels and full bars and restaurants. Soundwave also ensures that the bands attending will 

make the trip back to Adelaide when they're back in Australia and not only that, the festival can continue to come back each year. 

120 Krystle morphett vale Let it happen! Amazing event, the crowd is always well behaved and besides a few noise complaints, nothing bad has happened.
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121 LyndallKay West Beach I think there needs to be more festivals in Adelaide, SA & Australia in general. I lived in the UK for 12 years and I miss the festivals there; 

especially as for most of them you campo onsite for a few days. If Adelaide wants to be seen as a city and not a big country town then it 

needs to be progressive with things happening 24hrs a day - and I don't mean gambling - the only thing that people in Adelaide can partake 

in 24hrs a day! Its bad enough that many acts do not come to Adelaide, so when organisers are willing to put things on they should not be 

punished - its a city. Please do not fall into the trap of having a few individuals complaining speaking for the rest of the city. People 

shouldn't live in a city if they don't want noise.
122 Kevin Hutchinson blakeview I have written an email before about my thoughts on Soundwave (which you should have on file) and how I believe it is a very important 

festival to hold. I can understand concerns however I believe that the pros of a festival like this far outweigh the cons. the festival attracts 

upwards of 30000 people, may of whom spend money in the CBD either before or after Soundwave. I for example will be looking to book a 

hotel room over the Saturday night. I am aware that Soundwave, a metal and punk music festival, does not appeal to everyone, but I 

believe this has been a successful partnership between both the ACC and Soundwave. I understand the Soundwave played over its noise 

limits, but this is surely a problem which is easily rectified. Not allowing Soundwave basically is punishing heavy music fans for something 

that is out of their control and which they have no hand in doing. To me it also tells (mainly) young South Australian music fans that they 

are not really wanted in the ACC area, something I believe not to be true, but this is how it may look. I certiainly do hope Soundwave can 

stay as an icon festival and that the ACC continue their fantastic support.

Thank you.

123 Simon Ielasi Modbury Heights As a citizen of Adelaide and regular attendee of Soundwave festival (I have been to the previous 6), I believe it to be a well organized and 

safe event. I also believe that from a cultural viewpoint it adds to the city by providing us with world class musicians to our beautiful city. 

124 Jasmine J Soundwave is a great festival run by a great company who try their hardest to, and are successful in and do an incredible job at bringing 

acts to Australia every year. For Adelaide to lose a festival such as Soundwave would be devastating to the Adelaide music scene, tourism 

industry and Adelaide's credibility as a major/capital city.
125 jason satterley CROYDON PARK, SA I love soundwave and I think it should continue in 2015 and beyond. I am 42 years old and love my music almost as much as I love my 

family. I have been going to the soundwave festival since it first started here in Adelaide over 10 years ago. There is no way soundwave 

2015 should be cancelled. We miss out on a lot of events in this state so why should we miss out on this as well.

126 peter Modbury North Adelaide needs this festival. There is a massive heavy rock/metal fan base in Adelaide. Also, SA could not call itself "The Festival State" if it 

doesn't continue to host such a big festival.

127 Cody porter  valley view I believe as it is just one weekend it should be approved because many artist that perform at sound wave have fans who can not see them 

any other time besides this festival. I think it should be at least trialled next year, and if anything really bad happens then re thought for 

future years. 
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128 Aya Lee  Novar Gardens If other big music festivals (i.e. Big Day Out, Stereosonic) can be held at Bonython Park, why can't Soundwave be held there?

129 Teresa Tripodi Fulham Gardens I highly agree that Soundwave Festival should continue in Adelaide for 2015 and future years. Soundwave is a great oppurtunity for both 

youth and adults to attend this festival and see some of their favourite bands play. Considering Adelaide is disregarded on most tours of 

Australia that are usually limited to the East Coast only. Soundwave gives everyone a chance to see multiple bands. This festival only occurs 

once a year and now it is happening twice for 2015. The reasoning for this is to make the festival more enjoyable for the public with also 

cheaper funds for those who want to only go for a single day. Considering this festival only happens once a year, the noise can be easily 

ignored and the festival ends no later than 10pm. Additionally, if soundwave doesn't come back to Adelaide for future years, it will cause 

Adelaide to lose more of its appeal. People who come to Adelaide for the festival from interstate will choose to go elsewhere, causing 

hotels not to make that money they could've made. Soundwave helps Adelaide as a city to gain popularity from the locals or people from 

interstate. From personal experience, people from Western Australia are considering coming to Afelaide to attend Soundwave 2015.

In closing, please enable Soundwave to return for 2015. Not only will this help Adelaide as a city, it will give people who attend the chance 

to bond over their same love for music. Not doing so will encourage people in Adelaide to travel interstate for this festival which I'm sure, 

no one wants.

Kind regards,

Teresa
130 Samantha Hollands  Seaford Rise 

131 Janet Ashman WHYALLA, SA For the first time ever sound wave doesn't clash with that stupid car race meaning that accommodation shouldn't cost an arm and a leg for 

us regional attendees - this will I am sure encourage a lot more of us to travel for the festival. The 2 day program is also very exciting. Please 

don't turn into the WA government and make it impossible for events like this. Surely the local residents can cope with a little music for 2 

days? Please let this festival go ahead.

132 Laurence Thompson Angaston Soundwave is always a very well run and attended event.  We travel from the Barossa each year and have friends who come from as far 

away as Darwin to spend time in Adelaide and include Soundwave on their itinerary.

I'm sure it's beneficial to many Adelaide businesses as well as the tens of thousands of music fans who attend each year.

The change to a 2 day event does mean that we'll need to find accommodation in Adelaide for the weekend so hopefully there's enough to 

go around.

I think the application should be viewed positively and hope that council approves.
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133 Matthew Artz Greenwith I fully support Soundwave and believe it to be an important cultural event that if lost, would be a major deterrent for other band and 

events to occur in Adelaide which has already seen a number of large concerts skip it.

134 Adam pierscionek cres paralowie I am for sound wave. Why should thousands not have a music festival because 3 residents complained. Why would the few get want they 

want over the many? If that was the case I can guarantee you I could get the tour down under stopped because I know thousand who hate 

it, and it logs up the traffic?

Also you can turn the volume down it would be like going to the F1 with silencers on the exhausts!
135 Jemma Boyd Modbury North Soundwave is an excellent, diverse, positive festival for music lovers and deserves a spot in Adelaide's art culture. 
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136 Julienne Mazzone Brooklyn Park I have attended Soundwave in Adelaide since its inception in 2008. I have also attended the festival in Brisbane and Melbourne. 

Soundwave has an important place in Adelaide's festival scene - it supports a culture that is open to a range of ages (you'll see young 

teenagers there, along with people in their 50s!), and an alternative scene filled with talented musicians. Soundwave deserves to have a 

permanent place in our culture for it is a one-of-a-kind festival, and this proposal to make it a two-day festival only helps prove its good 

reception and its importance in our society.

It is a safe festival - in comparison to other festivals that operate throughout Adelaide and the country, it has a good reputation with a small 

amount of issues pertaining to drug use and violence. It is well organised and Adelaide in general is well-received by the rest of our country, 

as holding the best Soundwave (as encouraged by its organiser, AJ Maddah). 

Furthermore, it is important to promote such festivals, particularly when South Australia considers itself to be the festival state. It operates 

at a time close to the Fringe, which also celebrates those on the "fringe" of society, with different tastes. Soundwave is a part of making 

Adelaide the vibrant city it becomes during the early months of the year. 

Admittedly, there were issues with the noise levels in 2014, however, I am confident that this matter was taken seriously by the organiser 

and will not repeat itself in 2015. Nonetheless, other than this issue, Soundwave has enjoyed a relatively good record thus far.

Bonython Park serves to be a suitable location, being fairly central, easily accessible by public transport and provides a large enough space 

with shade. This is not to be underestimated - both Brisbane and Melbourne lack these qualities, which makes Adelaide Soundwave such an 

appealing option, to locals as well as those travelling interstate. Soundwave does encourage people living interstate to travel to Adelaide, 

for all of the above reasons, particularly that it is often regarded as the "best" Soundwave. Again, this can only serve as a positive for 

Adelaide, encouraging those who travel for the festival to explore our growing and diverse city at such a beautiful time of year.

It has seen an attendance rate that has exceeded all expectations and does well against other notable festivals such as Big Day Out, 

Stereosonic, Future Music Festival to name a few. 

It is for these reasons that I believe it is paramount to help facilitate such an important festival. The two-day expansion only proves its 

popularity in Adelaide and across the country. Adelaide has come such a long way from missing out on many big international acts that 

stopping Soundwave would be taking a step backwards. We are a thriving city that can be known for its diversity, its acceptance of those 

who are 'different', its integration of alternative cultures, if we continue to support such events like Soundwave.

137 ross shearer It would be a step in the wrong direction to deny punters the annual opportunity to attend this festival and have a great time.

138 Rebecca Katic LET IT STAY PLEASE 

139 Jacinta Clark  Salisbury North Soundwave is such an excellent festival. It would be a shame to see live music in SA destroyed because artists begin to feel unwelcomed by 

the cancellation of such an iconic Australian music festival!
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140 shane bruce maribyrnong 3032

141 Kelly Brassington WYNN VALE, SA Soundwave has been a festival I have been attending since it started coming to adelaide. It is a one of a kind festival with a different type of 

music than the multitude of other music festivals that play throughout the year. 

Last year stereosonic was granted the ability to hold a two day festival, and I feel this should be the same privilege granted to the 

organisers and promoters of soundwave. These guys work tirelessly to organise a one of a kind event for those of use who like alternative 

music. Taking this away from Adelaide will only encourage people to travel to another state for it, taking away revenue for the city. 

I really hope you consider approving the application for a two day festival. 

142 adam jaeger woodcroft This is a fantastic event for our state and city. Why do people have to miss out on this event because of a few. I don't understand and why 

this is an issue.  Stereosonic is over two days and it isn't an issue. Adelaide already missus or on so much! 

143 Lochie Linnett Flinders Park I strongly disagree with the ACC trying to take away SW, I have personally been to previous soundwaves and they have been one of the best 

days of my live, Brilliant Atomosphere, No fighting, good security, no dramas through the whole day.

Also, Big Day Out, has already been cancelled for 2015, so of they take away SW, there will be No all ages festivals left on Adelaide. And 

Especially for the people who love the unique genres of music that are exclusive to Soundwave, without Soundwave, there will be nothing.

144 Maree Holmes whyalla norrie 

145 Ian Seccafien I have attended the Soundwave festival for the last 3 years and have been attending music festivals for about 20 years. I believe it to be one 

of the most professionally run events in Australia and caters for a wide audience who enjoy modern Rock and Heavy Metal music. While it 

is loud it is certainly no louder than the roar of the V8 Supercars or F1 Grand Prix when it was here and I find it staggering this event may 

not receive support because of a small minority of complaints last year about noise levels. This event attracts 30,000 people providing much 

needed local jobs and money into the economy as well as promote live music in a time where bands are struggling to find locations to play. 

It would be a sad injustice if this event was cancelled and would reflect poorly on our State and the City of Adelaide in a time when you are 

spending many thousands of dollars promoting the City as a vibrant eclectic location for everyone to go to. We are after all the Festival 

State.  
146 kally monaghan Luv Soundwave! Can't wait!
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147 Nicholas Sleep Renown Park Soundwave is a fantastic festival than thousands and thousands of people attend every year. People travel from interstate  to attend this 

festival. Promoters struggle to bring bands to Adelaide, here we have someone, AJ Maddah, who puts his life on the line each year to bring 

the biggest bands in the world to our doorstep. If the Adelaide City Council block this from happening, it prove that they are completely out 

of touch with reality and need to have a long hard look at themselves. Just because it may not be an event that they like or want to attend 

to, doesn't mean that it shouldn't happen. How cares if there is a bit of loud music for a few hours on a Friday and Saturday night, get over 

it. Also, with the festival comes money into the SA economy. Soundwave have changed the format which will only assist in bringing more 

money into SA. The fact that the Adelaide City Council is taking away the skate park to build two more medical facilities is another reason 

we need this. You can't take everything away from us. The one thing that the Adelaide City Council hasn't taken into consideration is we are 

a bunch of passionate people who WILL fight for our festival to stay. This will also show Adelaide to be a boring old town, not open to 

different ideas to cater for all kinds of people. 

God help us if this is the irresponsible, ignorant and down right stupid behaviour we can expect for years to come. If this poor decision that 

the Adelaide City Council make to take this away from us goes ahead, you will not be aloud to forget it. You want a fight, you have one 

Adelaide City Council, you have one148 luke walsh Plympton Let soundwave 2015 happen, it is extremely good for Adelaide CBD business, brings the city alive just like Adelaide oval has.

149 Tracks n Torrensville Soundwave was a one day event for thousands of people to attend. It's proposal to change it to two days is a great idea to spread it out so 

people can see all the acts on show. The noise complaints from a handful of people should not hamper the enjoyment of thousands it's only 

2 nights! So many acts skip Adelaide and to have the council try and block and fine one event we get is crazy.
150 Emily My previous experiences with Soundwave as well at the Soundwave Touring group have been nothing but positive. I believe that allowing 

the festival to run over two days would only increase the growth of the event whilst maintains a positive atmosphere. 
151 Jamie Lewis surrey downs Great festival

152 Chey Gee Grange Although it may just seem as a bunch of noise to outsiders, SoundWave is much more than that. SoundWave is a place where you can see 

your favourite musicians, discover new artists, hang with friends and make new ones. The music played at SoundWave might not be the 

most popular music out there, but it is certainly loved by many people- I believe this is one of the reasons people have complained: not 

because of the noise, but because they dislike the music genre and the people who listen to it. Last year I went to SoundWave, and it was 

without a doubt the best day of my life. For me, music is my inspiration- the bands that I saw gave me so much hope for myself and my 

future as an aspiring musician, and also just as a person, these bands have changed my life. The overall atmosphere of SoundWave is truly 

beautiful- everyone is very nice and will assist you if needed, and it is a fantastic place to make new friends. SoundWave is one of the very 

few events/festivals in which senior, adults and teenagers can all have a great day together listening to their favourite musicians. 

Thousands of people will be very upset if SoundWave does not continue, so please just try to see it from our perspective. 
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153 Marie Flinders Park We have gone to every Soundwave in Adelaide along with most of the Big Day Outs. Soundwave is a fantastic event & the only one of its 

kind left in Adelaide. The ages of the people attending range from teens to 50's. Our group that goes ranges in age from mid 20's to early 

50's. We all spend money in the ACC area throughout the year with other events as well.  We'd be extremely disappointed if the event 

wasn't to go ahead.  We've had friends come over for this event interstate & they loved the Adelaide event more than their own in 

Melbourne & Sydney.  Clipsal is louder than Soundwave - I've been to both.

0's.
154 Kristian Walsh Lysterfield, 

Melbourne 3156

It is absolutely essential that this festival goes ahead at Bonython Park in 2015 over the two days. Music is such an important part of 

everyday for not just young people but adults also. Soundwave is the best music festival in Australia and we need to support not just 

Soundwave, but the music community and industry. Not only is Soundwave important for the music community, but it is important for the 

city of Adelaide that gives people a great way to spend their time in a city that generally lacks in the live entertainment sector. I have been 

travelling to Adelaide over the last few years from Melbourne to have the chance to go to the festival for a second time. Please don't take 

this away from us. 
155 Emily Lower hermitage I think soundwave 2015 should go ahead as it's the only festival of it's kind in Australia and it attracts a lot of people and not everyone that 

attends can afford to go into state if it were cancelled in Adelaide. Many people look forward to this event as it only happens once and year 

and many would be absolutely devistated if it weren't to go ahead. It's also a great way of getting people into the state and adding to the 

economy 
156 Shane For so many of us,Soundwave is an event we plan & save for. Please do not take away such a fantastic event for thousands of us. 

157 jessica robinson WHYALLA STUART, SA I believe Aj Madden and the other organisers of the Soundwave festival should be granted the lease to allow them to hold the proposed 2 

day Soundwave festival at Bonython park on the 21st and 22nd of February 2015. The Soundwave festival brings a lot of people and money 

to the city. 

It is a diverse event, one unlike anything else that is offered in this state. The atmosphere at this event is amazing, it was my first festival 

and I have made the trip to Adelaide for the past 3 years to attend the festival and see my favourite bands play live. If the Adelaide council 

go against giving Aj and the other organisers permission to hold Soundwave at Bonython park over the proposed weekend I, as well of 

thousands of other patrons will be robbed of the opportunity to watch some of our favourite bands live in the amazing atmosphere created 

at this festival.  As for the concerns over the noise this event issues I believe it is no different to the noise caused by Clipsal or events held at 

Adelaide Oval. The noise issued from Clipsal can be heard clearly from Soundwave. 

The Soundwave festival is only held once a year, and the public is given plenty of notice as to the dates the event will be held so the public 

community has plenty of time to make arrangements if they feel they can not cope with the noise issued from this event. 

If Soundwave is cancelled I, like thousands of others will be devastated and will be forced to make the long and expensive trip interstate in 

hope of watching our favourite bands live.158 danielle I think that Soundwave should be able to be held over the two days. There is nothing else like it in Adelaide and I would hate to miss out on 

it after attending for the past 5 years. 
159 Oliver Dan-Cuthbert Souundwave has been a positive experience for the far majority of people attending, which I have observed over several years of 

attendance. The event has become the top music festival in Australia, and does a lot to foster the arts - which always needs more rather 

than less done for it. It would be a terrible loss for Adelaide to lose the festival, as Perth already has, particularly given Adelaide is often 

missed on music tours due to the costs associated with deviating from the east coast.
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160 Glenn Barling FAIRVIEW PARK, SA I enjoy going to this event. Been the last few years and had a great time. The location is great close to the city, great to continue onwards 

after the event. It would be very disappointing to see us lose this event for the minor inconvience caused to the local residents. Adelaide 

already misses out on many big artist acts.  We want to be counted as a large city, so we need to accommodate all varying styles of events 

so events and bands make the effort to come to our great city!

161 Jonathon Pantelis Novar Gardens Soundwave is one of the most well planned events I've ever attended. The patrons are always nice and respectful, and fun is had by all. 

The event always attracts the crowd, and extending the event over two days will only increase attendance for people who could t afford 

180 may be able to fork out 120 instead, and still have a cracker of a day. 

Don't let us end up like Perth who have no live gigs, because councils don't like the idea. We need events like Soundwave to help put 

Adelaide on the map!

162 Fiona Felixstow Significant event that provides great access for people to live music within the parklands.  Very positive event for public and great exposure 

for the city. Attracts people to the city area and promotes engagement with other city attractions
163 Emma Cossey Dover gardens Adelaide needs this festival. 

164 Suzy Ramone Stepney I believe live music is a vital part of the cultural landscape of a city and it's completely OK for Soundwave to go ahead every year. I feel very 

offended by the waste and threat of bomber aircraft going overhead and the Clipsal motor race noise, but music is the deepest pleasure for 

most human societies. To disallow it because of one or two grumpy old men is outrageous. Let the kids dance and have fun. 

165 Cassie I have traveled to Adelaide from Brisbane for the last 3/4 years for soundwave festival and it's been an amazing experience. I also know 

many people who have flown down for it. I honestly think it's quiet stupid to try and rid of one the quieter states of Australia of one of its 

bigger festivals. Sound wave brings many people (at least 10 people I know and myself have flown down multiple times for this festival) to 

Adelaide.
166 Adam Trotter McCracken I have been attending this festival since 2012, each year this event brings a lot of business to the region, having the event over two days is 

not only amazing for the fans, but also for the economy,  as I, along with many others, will be needing accommodation for a longer period, 

needing other necessities from businesses in the city. As a fan of the genres of music showcased at this festival, and knowing mine, and 

other fans, perspective, we will not hesitate to leave the city to go to this event in another, more accommodating city. As Perth is becoming 

very limited with live events, I have heard of several people deciding to move to the east coast. Please don't use this to turn a significant 

portion of your residents against you.  You have the opportunity to show that you are listening to the public, and we, the residents of 

Adelaide and surrounding regions, will remember that you have. I know you'll make the right decision. Sincerely, adam trotter.
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167 Bekk Goolwa Soundwave is held once a year and I think it's great that Adelaide gets a weekend for the bands that come all the way to Australia to play 

this festival. We get such huge names that would never usually come to adelaide otherwise! It's my favourite day of the year and the 

atmosphere there is great and Bonython park is a great venue. So many people love Soundwave in Adelaide and fans have saved it before 

here so we will again! Voting keep Soundwave coming to adelaide all the way!!
168 Michael Francis I have been a patron of the Soundwave Festival since it arrived in Adelaide in 2009.  I hope to continue supporting it in 2015 and beyond as 

a highlight of the Adelaide Summer Calendar which provides a vital and vibrant music event for music enthusiasts of all ages. I believe the 

council's should continue to support of this event as its does other similar festivals such as Future Music Festival and WOMAD throughout 

the summer
169 Christopher Hoyle Greenwith As an attendee of the festival for the past five years, a resident of Adelaide, and a constant visitor of the CBD precinct - I feel it's imperative 

(and a stated goal of the city) to maintain and allow the arts in all forms to strive and succeed. Are we not called "The Festival State"? We 

are not "The Festival State (so long as you aren't here long and don't make a lot of noise)". To deny the staging of this event creates a 

dangerous precedent, one that will scare many organisers/promoters from considering Adelaide as a destination for events. The 

attendances of the past few years event show that the event is vital to the city, the youth and the young at heart. To risk that so Shirley can 

walk her dog on Sunday morning in her favourite park, or so John can watch ABC without the slight sound of a party outside till the 

reasonable hour of 10pm , it would be deplorable. Soundwave is Adelaide on the world stage, unlike the Clipsal 500 which is Australian 

fans/drivers/teams, Soundwave brings bands from around the world, attracting worldwide attention. These bands also bring untold 

millions through word of mouth to friends/family/and other bands saying "you must visit Australia, and quaint little Adelaide is a highlight". 

I hope sanity prevails in this situation and the event is allowed to continue, and indeed expand (which if anything is a great sign for the city 

isn't it?).170 Jake Murray Tanunda This is around about the only festival of my partner and I's favorite type of music, that is close enough for us to afford. With 2 children it's 

essential we have something to go to for just once a year. It is a great tourist attraction and the 2 days will let us experience the bands to 

their full capacity.
171 Dylan Laherstorfer I have gone to countless soundwave festivals overs the last 6 or 7 years, I frequently go to the other cities aswell, last 3 years in a row I have 

done 10 or so

I'm very proud to say that out of all the cities, Adelaide is the most exciting and memorable of them all, each and every year. 

So I am very much looking forward to going to Adelaide soundwave even more so next year as it's spread out over 2 days

172 Wayne Stanford Adelaide I fully support this proposal to hold the Soundwave Festival in Bonython Park over two days in February 2015. This Festival provides life and 

vibrancy to the City of Adelaide, and should be absolutely encouraged and supported. As a local resident in the proximity of the park, these 

events cause minimal and temporary disruption which can be well managed in accordance with plans outlined in the proposal. 
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173 Tessa Lennon Andrews Farm I have attended the Soundwave festival since 2010 and would be absolutely devastated if it were not given permission to return in 2015!

174 Brad Raymond sellicks hill 100% support sound wave.  It's the only festival of it's kind and is great for the state. 

175 Brad Zacher Hectorville soundwave is a great event.

it encourages local and international artists to play in Adelaide
176 Riley Thring Naracoorte, Soundwave 2015 is great for Adelaide, I live to go to Adelaide soundwave because it's the only holidays I take off of work!

177 adam Please keep it! Great for metal/punk lovers to attend and the only one with a good line up and well ran throughout Australia! 

178 Angela Beal Richmond VIC I have attended the Adelaide Soundwave every year since it's beginning. It is always a wonderful festival that assists in the growth of 

Adelaide's tourism and perpetuates the awareness of local musicians and talent. Losing this leg of the festival would be detrimental and 

would limit the already limited exposure Adelaide gets to national and international entertainers.

179 Bradley Nilsson Mount Gambier Leave Soundwave alone! Its one of the only music festivals in Auatralia that heaps of people go to to see their favourite bands and some of 

the buggest bands in the world and its the only opurtunity these people get to that so if you stop afelaide from having it every year these 

people will be ver dissapointed and upset so basicly your taking the one thing they look forward to the most away and some of the bands 

Soundwave gets without Soundwave would ignore adelaide forcing people to travel interstate and not putting money into the south 

australian economy and also clipsal is louder and you dont see people complaining about that and yet when it comes to music people 

always complain when they should just get over it there is nothing wrong with people enjoying music just like there is nothing wrong with 

people enjoying watching really loud cars racing around the track
180 Alison Webster Valley View Soundwave is one of the few good things going for Adelaide in this genre. Extending to 2 days is a positive move for everyone. So many 

people travel across the country to attend these festivals. Would be sad to see Adelaide lose out on those travelling here for the event, not 

to mention the locals who frequent the event also.
181 jaimie Talbot Fulham gardens I love Soundwave! My partner and I go together.... It's a lot more mature aged and not so many young, drunk people running around like 

other festivals! I think it's really great :)

182 Leanne Blakeview I will be severely disappointed if Soundwave 2015 is denied by Adelaide City Council. The amount of revenue the festival must bring to the 

city alone should warrant its immediate approval as well as the jobs it creates in the community. - ie. vendors at the festival, public 

transport, parking etc. 

Also, the fact that Adelaide is already consistently overlooked for major events; ie. Large Concerts - Queen, Eminem, etc. you shouldn't 

need another reason to send people interstate. 
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183 Amy I fully support Soundwave 2015 to go ahead and I think you should grant the temp event lease for the 2 days. If you look at it rationally, it is 

only 2 days. Let us young folk enjoy the music that feeds our souls. Im sure you all have your music or other likes that you love to your inner 

core, well this is ours and I think it would be in your best intentions to grant it
184 Ashleig Mount Osmond I've been to Soundwave festival for two years in a row now, and I can say that it is one of the most well-organised and well controlled 

events I've ever been to. For an event that has brought massive numbers every year, particularly in 2013 (which was a sold out event), it 

would be devastating for Adelaide to lose another music festival, since particularly since Big Day Out has been cancelled for 2015. This is 

the only music festival in Adelaide that caters for music fans that prefer pop punk, punk rock, as well as heavy music. Soundwave 2015 

should absolutely be continued, as this event means a lot to a massive amount of people (including people who travel from across the 

state).
185 Luke Higgins  Mt. Pleasant If soundwave was cancelled I would cry and hate the council. 

186 Andrew Vaiciulis Amazing atmosphere. Great place to host Soundwave. 

187 Jamie McNicol Chrostoes Beach I am a huge fan of live music. To me there is no houses close by but for some reason there where complaints last year. I find this crazy as 

either one there is a minority that don't like live music or two they just complaining for the sake of heart breaking those that do attend to 

this live events.

Soundwave is an event to showcase what live music is all about and as saying that there isn't many live entertainment venues to hold bands 

in nowadays due to pokies took over.

Give these bands the opportunity to bring people in to see them as for those that complain need to wake up as we have Rolling Stones at 

Adelaide Oval later this year as how many will complain to that. No one.
188 Daniel Richards Seacombe Gardens It is an amazing festival and the main event I look forward to every year. So many people attend and it's the only festival that us 

heavy/alternative music listeners have. Please don't take this away from us. It has my 100% support to go ahead.

189 Alexandria Cheltenham It's once a bloody year, council need to get their head out of their asses.

This is the one day of the year I look forward to, taking this away from Adelaide will kill me and many of the other huge music fans such as 

myself. 

Australia itself doesn't have a very big music scene, and having bands and artists from other countries travel down for this event is a HUGE 

deal. If this decision goes forward, it will be liking taking Christmas away. 

One day of the year, get over it. 
190 Matthew DeNieuwe Para Hills i love the soundwave events, and would be truly disappointed to miss out on seeing some of my favourite bands from around the world. Im 

looking forward to the two day event to avoid bands clashing. 

191 shannon dswonitzky Great event. Ive gone to many and think its by far the best festival around. It brings money into our community.  Its only for 1 weekend so i 

really dont see the problem.  That time of year is full of events. No real complaints for a 4 day car race that causes alot of traffic problems 

never is in question. 
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192 Jordan Gollan Malvern, It's a music festival held once a year, drawing people from every state to come over and visit (especially since Perth has now been 

cancelled). If you decide to not us have these festivals, we're just going to travel to interstate regardless.

So you might as well have the money circulating through South Australia.
193 Kylie McPherson Greenwith Soundwave is a cultural event in adelaide and encourages residents of Adelaide to spend their money here instead of interstate. If this 

event was not to proceed it would be a huge loss. Adelaide already suffers from a lack of music festivals and international music acts 

coming here to perform, to not allow Soundwave to continue would be another blow to the residents of adelaide who enjoy alternative 

music.  I have been attending the festival every year since it began and it's a great place to enjoy the festival
194 Michael Belletti I've lived in adelaide my entire life, and as a music lover,  it is the best run music festival Adelaide has ever had and my favourite event ever 

to be held within Adelaide. Losing it would upset tens of thousands of music lovers. Let us enjoy tjese world class musical acts and not lose 

them to Melbourne and Sydney again.
195 Pong Chow Soundwave is an integral part of the community, especially for men/women aged 16/30+. It showcases the best that the musical world has 

to offer from all over the world and pertains a lot of income for the government and other community bodies alike. Please keep this festival 

alive in the city of Adelaide.
196 Kingsley Lang Pasadena Please allow soundwave to become a two day festival. This is one of the remaining festivals surrounding music that is not commonly played 

on radio or televised often. This is one of the few times we have the opportunity to see Interstate and International bands come together. 

By taking this festival away you are pushing the music scene further down a hole it already has enough trouble popping it's head out of.

197 Nicole Woods Klemzig My perosnal opinion is that this festival should be treated no differently to any other festival held within our state.  The Big Day Out was 

held at the Showgrounds in a far more residential area for a large number of years and was never subject to as much criticism as 

Soundwave has been.  The Royal Show is held there every year and is consistently louder in combined noise than Soundwave could ever be.  

The same can be said for WOMAD and other festivals and events showcasing world or dance music.  Adelaide clearly has a large 

rock/metal/punk fanbase and I think it would be a terrible shame to deny us the chance to see our favourite bands.  It is difficult enough 

getting a lot of these bands to tour here on their own, and for some of us Soundwave is the only chance we may ever get to see them.  Not 

everybody is in a position to be able to fly/drive to the eastern states to see Soundwave there.  I personally live from pay to pay, and there 

is no way I could afford travel, accommodation, food AND a Soundwave ticket to either Brisbane, Melbourne or Sydney.  The minimal 

amount of complaints relating to this year's event should prove that the majority of residents around Bonython Park have no issue with the 

noise levels.  Surely this should be a case of majority rules instead of allowing the minority to ruin such a fantastic experience for so many 

people...?198 Luke Trimboli It would be a major disappointment if the event was not granted the premises for the two days. It would be a set back in progress for 

council/city movement and planning, and money lost for our state. There should be as much atmosphere as possible in and around our city, 

to encourage people to come here to Adelaide. Interstate there is plenty of action going on all the time, and there's always something to 

see and do. If we cannot showcase an event like sound wave, what does that go to show for our city, our state? 
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199 Isabel Botha Soundwave in my opinion is the best Music Festival Australia has. The festival where the bands actually play instruments rather than mixing 

at a desk. I have been to every soundwave festival since 2009. It is inspirational, the amount of work that goes into becoming a famous 

band. Seeing bands like The Amity Affliction and Bring Me The Horizon, bands that have previously only been famous to those who go 

looking for their music. It is a chance for young and old to come together through music. I have had the best times at Soundwave Festivals 

with my family and friends old and new, people i've met that day because we were singing the same lyrics to a song 20metres away from 

each other. Please do not take Soundwave away from Adelaide. It's hard enough losing out on some of the biggest concerts of the year, or 

having to travel to see your favourite bands. 
200 Kara Lagana Manningham By allowing the festival to go ahead you are opening the heart and soul of the youth to music all across the state. This festival holds more 

for then those who love attending a music festival. It is about watching those very individuals who have sparked inspiration in the darkest 

days. I cant plead this case enough, and the devastation i will be confronted with if my city isn't blessed with one of the greatest festivals in 

Australia. 

I am a year 12 economics student, who recently attended a seminar which explained the current economic situation in dear old Adelaide. 

Unfortunately the figures weren't that great, and growth was decreasing . To put this festival in perspective, it can attribute to what is 

known as the multiplier effect. The income to local businesses which contribute to hosting the festival are going to benefit from providing 

goods and services to such a significant event. As well as the accommodation and transport services which will benefit greatly from the 

extension of an extra day. By preventing the festival from going ahead you are denying the state of potential economic growth that  would 

most definitely occur.

Ive even gone to the lengths to include my schooling knowledge to defend this festival. 

Let us see Soundwave 2015, bigger and better than ever, making Adelaide a headline city which attributes to the social and youthful culture 

of this city. 201 lauren Thompson The festival is a great opportunity for Adelaide residents to see some amazing acts and always an impressive performance.  I have attended 

Soundwave for the last 6 years and it is always a highlight of my year. If you would like some background, I am a female university student 

who cares about the community and would like the festival to be respectful of the community but it is one day a year for loud music to 

stand up proud. I don't understand why you would say no to Soundwave music festival. It is good for the spirit of the youth. Adelaide is 

building up its credit among kids, it is no longer just a city that people are preparing to leave. Adelaide is going somewhere. If you take 

away Soundwave, it will remind people of the old Adelaide that was conservative and old fashioned. Let there be minor sacrifices for 

entertainment. Because entertainment is the most important thing in the world. 1 hundred people can complain but shouldn't the 

thousands of people having an amazing tjme get the priority here? We are the people of Adelaide. Thank you.

202 James Andrews bring the only heavy music festival in adelaide of the year you would be crazy to boycott it. . and let's face it NO louder than a V8 supercar.. 

?!?!
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203 Jose Rabet Nairne To whom it may concern,

My name is Jose, I'm a 23 year old Uni student and for the last 5 years attending Soundwave has been one of the highlights of my year.

I attend a lot of music festivals but Soundwave is, and most likely always will be, my favourite. I have never seen such a respectful, inclusive 

and sensible crowd as the Soundwave attendees. I rarely see a person who is in need of medical attention due to alcohol or substance 

abuse (unlike other festivals I could mention), have NEVER seen a fight and have only ever seen people of all ages, backgrounds and walks 

of life sharing a moment of unity in seeing their favourite bands live.

I therefore see the continuance of Soundwave in Adelaide as not only an important part of the live music scene and culture, but as an 

opportunity to prove we can all coexist peacefully.

This attitude comes from it's organisers. Who have always aimed to stress the importance of the music over everything else. The festival is 

an escape from the grind of everyday life and a moment of pure joy for music lovers. To stop this state's rock music loving population from 

having one day a year in which they have this opportunity would truly be a callous and unfair move by the Adelaide city council.

So please, i implore that, although this festival may not be your cup of tea, Soundwave continues in Adelaide in 2015. 

204 Kate Cook Soundwave is a great festival for the state, considering we have a lot of great acts already bypass this state what is left for the 

metla/alternate community if SW is to be taken away also? At SW you don't have the aggressiveness as "metal heads" are the most 

amazing. friendly, supportive bunch of people you could be around. So please don't stop something that is huge to this state. A 

compromise would be the best solution for everyone involved. Why can't it be moved to the show grounds? it is becoming big enough for 

it. Just please do not take away the one thing i look forward to every year, and even if it was gone i can say that my money would not be 

spent on other things happening in the state, i would save my money and spend it going to SW in Melbourne...doesn't seem right to me!!

205 Liam Thiele

206 Victoria Clarke Soundwave 2015 gives more depth to the culture of Adelaide, giving the people who enjoy the music played a place to represent 

themselves, if stereosonic is allowed, why can't soundwave?
207 Emily Goldsworthy Soundwave is by far my favourite event of the year, its a great opportunity to see all of my favourite alternative bands who don't travel 

down this way very often at all, particularly bands from overseas. I'd be absolutely devistated to have my favourite event taken away! 

Bonython Park is a very convenient place to hold the event as it is in the city and has plenty of transport options nearby.
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208 ben howell nuriootpa, I have attended every soundwave since 2009, it is a place like minded people can converge and have a wonderful time. Its safe, well 

organised and well run. If we can have other great events like clipsal 500 in this city affecting traffic for many and for a great deal of time, 

have these events generating just as much noise if not more than soundwave why cant there be a place for this great festival. Its a highlight 

of the year for many people. It is a reason i travel to adelaide and inject money into local economy there, just like thousands of others. The 

positives far outweigh the negatives here, i hope common sense prevails.
209 Rebecca gawler east

210 Mea'eshana 

Phoenixfire

Davoren Park Soundwave is one of the few remaining national music festivals that allows fans of multiple bands a unique chance to have an awesome day 

of fun and festivities. If there's only one concert that I attend a year, it's got to be this. A two day event in Bonython park would be 

perfectly acceptable, it would give attendees a chance to see more bands over the course of the event., and spacing them out reduces the 

amount of bands playing at once. A two day event would also reduce the incidents of bad behaviour from attendees as they would want to 

come back for the second day. I can honestly only see this proposal as a good thing; both for attendees, the venue, the neighbourhood, and 

the local economy. Soundwave keeps growing each year, both in attendance and revenue, and it should be allowed to continue expanding 

as one of Adelaide's largest and most popular events.
211 Matthew Kiil Cowandilla Soundwave is better than Christmas. It brings people together and it is more than a fantastic event to be held in the city of Adelaide. It 

makes so many people happy.

212 Ben Disher Black Forest Their aren't many metal festivals these days so this once a year festival does no harm

213 Stuart McGurk Gulfview Heights soundwave has to come to adelaide, it is the thing i look forward too the most every year! it provides for so much international bands to 

come see how we do it down under, getting rid of the festival would be horrible, keep it going forever! 
214 Jaime Malabar NSW Myself and a large grouo of friends travel to Adeliade every year due to Soundwave and plan to for as long as we can. We come for the 

festival then stay at least a week longer just to enjoy Adeliade. I understand we do not live there, but surely the complaints of the amount 

of noise for 1 - 2 days cannot be more important than thw tourism Adeliade would get! Please dont cancel SW in adelaide! Its my favorite 

time of year!!
215 Neil Palmer MODBURY NORTH, SA Soundwave has always been a great festival for those wishing to experience live music from alternative rock and metal bands. I've enjoyed 

seeing so many great live acts from around the world come to Adelaide, a place that has a reputation of being boring and laid back 

compared to the other capital cities. It's good to see the festival extended by one day so that it gives people more options. I hope the 

festival continues so that many more people can watch their favourite bands without having to travel great distances. 
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216 Daniel George st Mary's After 20 years of attending concerts and music festivals in Adelaide, in my opinion,  soundwave is one of the best run, with the best mix of 

crowds and the ability to bring world class musicians to the masses that you can expect to find or wish for. Adelaide prides it's self on it's 

ability to showcase music and the arts bringing millions of dollars to the city in tourism and associated business. This sort of event should be 

celebrated not negated. Hosting a world class festival such as soundwave in our little town should be embraced as it allows our city to be 

part of a national touring regime that brings such a vast array of talent here where as we would no doubt be overlooked for tours 

otherwise. We have a great place for a venue with minimal impact to traffic, residents and so on. So why not use it for a purpose such as 

this festival?  We need to stay progressive when it comes to decisions around fostering a great culture of music and arts and large scale 

social events  for our city to survive and continue to be recognized as the great place to visit and live that it really is Otherwise we will 

become the backwater state that the east coast loves to portray us as. It's no wonder Adelaide is often referenced as the best leg of a 

national festival by visiting artists because of the crowd enthusiasm and general care and appreciation between festival goers and 

performers. Let's please try to keep it that way and plan for many more events like this in years to come!

217 Annabelle Roach PLEASE don't get rid of Soundwave 2015. People look forward to it for months, and it would be a HUGE loss to lose it. Bands and artists 

already skip Adelaide, please don't let this be another reason why people have to travel to Melbourne to go see their favorite band/artist. 

PLEASE!
218 Alicia Fitzgerald Hewett Surely it is better to keep the tourism dollar here is SA and not have it spent interstate where I and a lot of others would go if this event was 

taken away. 

219 Jeremy Gates Nuriootpa Soundwave is the best music festival to come to Adelaide and to cancel the festival would cause a loss of hundreds of thousands of dollars 

to Adelaide businesses. I know I'll be spending my money in another state. It's the best well run music festival Adelaide has got. At least 

there's no dug overdoses like some of the others.

220 Brett Phillips Morphett Vale I believe that Soundwave is an important event in Adelaide's music scene, which is greatly respected and enjoyed by all ages, park lease 

should not be transferred.

221 Renee Pounsett Seacombe heights Sound wave is one of Adelaide's most wonderful events! If not the most wonderful, I think that it is disgraceful that this council has decided 

to stop the proceedings to go any further, we have already lost many wonderful music festivals, such as BIG DAY OUT, if you want people to 

move interstate and not spend lots of money in your council area you are doing a good job of it. Barely any great musical headliners come 

to SA as it is and adelaide council is now trying to axe one of the last ones we have? Very idiotic move. Melbourne and Sydney are the to go 

places for most things now. Especially music, this state will be broke before you know it if we keep axing these great festivals. Everybody 

will leave SA and move interstate where music festivals are welcomed with open arms.  Don't destroy Adelaide's most wonderful music 

festival. Music is one of the most wonderful things in life. Many peoples saving grace. If you destroy this festival, you are destroying people 

as well just remember that. Hope you guys come to your senses and realise that if you lose this festival out state is doomed. 

Renee Pounsett

Music Teacher & Singer/songwriter
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222 Bannon Trenton Parafield Gardens Soundwave is the biggest thing in Adelaide i look forward to every year. Always been a safe environment when i have been there and i am 

in a wheelchair. It Brings people together. Where as i see concerts like Future Music festival and all you hear is from people that have gone 

how many drugs and people high as a kite are there. I would rather go to Soundwave any day. Not just because of the music but because of 

the atmosphere. 
223 Jessa Klecka WOODVILLE WEST, SA Please Keep the Soundwave Festival for 2015 and for following years to come. The Soundwave event creates much excitement, it is a key 

festival event during the summer and it would be imperative to keep the festival as ADELAIDE IS THE FESTIVAL STATE AND WHAT WOULD 

BE A FESTIVAL STATE WITHOUT THE FESTIVALS! Soundwave is an event that is enjoyed by many local music fans and corresponds fluently 

with other festival events that occur during that same period.

Please! keep the SOUNDWAVE Festival for 2015 and for subsequent years to come. 

224 Anthony Markey Newton Soundwave is the only event for fans of metal and rock to get together at a big music festival, each year. Futures Music Festival and 

Stereosonic are both held, why not Soundwave? Attending music festivals is also more than just that to fans, there's the build up to it, the 

planning of who you're going to see, the listening to the music beforehand; all of which have incredibly positive psychological benefits. 

225 Luka Rohan Bossley Park NSW I attend the Sydney leg of Soundwave festival every year, however if I lived in Adelaide or anywhere in South Australia, I would obviously 

attend the event in Adelaide.  I believe that any opposition to this festival taking place is highly unjust and irrational.  I am a taxpayer, and 

should this event be forced to be cancelled by anyone other than the organisers themselves due to financial/logistical/other internal issues, 

I will lose a lot of faith in the system of order in this country.  It is little wonder the youth of today struggle to respect their elders, laws and 

regulations when the system in place gives them little voice, and rather entertains the desires of less active, jaded and tired individuals who 

are by very little means stakeholders in an issue such as this.  I can see not a single just reason for Soundwave festival not to go ahead in 

Bonython Park / Tulya Wardli in 2015 and in future years.  My support for this festival, as a taxpayer, citizen and respectable member of 

this society, cannot be greater.
226 Harrison Turner Largs Bay I have been to the previous three soundwaves  and have enjoyed. my father works just down from bonython park had it doesn't effect him 

that much from working.

227 Daniel Gibbs Greenwith Soundwave over the past few years has been a great way for me to see my favorite bands without the need for travelling interstate or 

overseas. It brings many of my friends together both from in AND out of Adelaide. It would be amazing to see soundwave not only this year 

but for many to come
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228 Chelsea Whyalla SA I have been to every soundwave since they started coming to Adelaide. To cancel it for noise is ridiculous when you have so many events on 

that same weekend, including clipsal which I have also attended before it was moved to the same weekend. V8 super cars are so much 

louder. We travel four and. About hours there and back to attend these concerts, coming from a small town. And having to pay ridiculous 

amounts of money for accommodation (because the prices are jacked up because of all the events being the same weekend) it's unfair. 

Attending these festivals is my 'me' time. This is what I enjoy doing and have done so since attending my first Big Day Out in Adelaide at the 

age of 11 in 2000. Please, please reconsider not allowing this event to take place. Don't take away my time out weekend. Live music is 

incredible, being able to see so many of my favourite bands in one place is an amazing opportunity.

229 Nadav Soundwave should run this year at this venue. It is unfair on the local people to miss such a spectacular event.

230 Michael Gerschwitz Hectorville We have lost so many events and attractions in this state, can we really afford to lose yet another which attracts thousands of locals and 

tourists every year!? Instead of working against events like this council should be working WITH organizers to promote and encourage 

events like this, otherwise the mass-exodus of younger generations to states where there actually IS entertainment will only become 

worse!
231 Jake Endeavour 

Hills,Victoria

Sound wave 2015 is a tradition with me and my mates and were only 17! It's a great time of bonding and friendship! 

We drive all the way from Melbourne every year for the last 4-5 years because Adelaide's Soubdwave the best out of all the other ones we 

have been to!

It has the best staff, venue, crowd and it's in a great location!

If this event is cancelled it won't just effect you - it will effect live music in Australia as a whole. 

Big bands will not come just to play in Melbourne and Sydney - now the Perth is out - we can't have Adelaide out as well!

The word will spread that not just Adelaide but Australia doesn't want bands to come!

All of the other states sound waves will be PACKED and that can be very dangerous 232 Zak Hammat I think that having the festival run for 2 days is a great idea, if Stereosonic can do it then Soundwave can too, Stereosonic was originally 

held in Bonython Park and is now held at the Adelaide Showgrounds, Wayville, if the council doesn't want Soundwave to be in Bonython 

Park then it should be moved to the Wayville Showgrounds, that way the festival will keep going, the festival can't just stop the festival 

overall the change of venues is be better, no other festival has ever had this problem so why Soundwave? if Stereosonic and Future Music 

can continue then Soundwave can too, that way everyone can enjoy the festivals
233 Rebecca Port Pirie SA Please, please allow this lease! Soundwave is one of the most epic, spiritual and community filled experiences I've ever been a part of. 

Having attended three times, I can attest truly and fully that this festival is life-changing; it gives people both young AND old a safe 

environment filled with like minded people in which they can rock out their favourite bands which they would most likely never get to see 

otherwise. Please don't take this from us. Please allow the lease.
234 emily largs bay So if you get rid of Soundwave, that means you have to get rid of Future Music Festival and other events that make a lot of noise right? Oh 

and don't forget all the interstate travelers the event also brings in, you want to get rid of that too?

Keep soundwave, don't let a fantastic event go to waste.
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235 Rebecca Adelaide I see no reason why this event should not go ahead.

It has been run previously with no ongoing issues, why would 2015 and consecutive years be any different?

Adelaide needs to keep festivals like Soundwave and others, the boost for the local businesses is fantastic.
236 Melanie Ryan blakeview Soundwave is the best music festival that Adelaide has. Please don't let us loose this as well.

237 Hayley Collins Waikerie Losing Soundwave in Adelaide would be beyond disappointing. Perth is already missing out, don't make Adelaide lose Soundwave also and 

turn the event into east coast only. Noise doesn't seem to be a problem when it's cars racing around the streets, music on the other hand is 

an issue??? I've attended Soundwave, it's a fantastic event bring so many people to Adelaide, like myself living in rural SA, and next year 

over two days! Don't let it not happen.
238 Kelsey For many (including myself) Soundwave is the highlight of the year. It's the one time we're all able to get together with thousands of other 

people coming from all different places and enjoy the music of hundreds of bands from all over the world. Soundwave gives us the 

opportunity to see so many different artists who lead us and inspire us to be everything we can be while engaging us with their music. Why 

try and get rid of the only heavy metal festival adelaide has when we have stereosonic, future music and the big day out which are basically 

the same thing. Let us keep soundwve, for most it's the only way we'll ever be able to afford seeing the bands that we love.

239 Mel Rose Ramco Soundwave is an event that doesnt hurt anyone. Rock fans need their own way of self expression and not all of us can afford to trek to 

melbourne every year. Taking away Soundwave from yet another state would completely rule out all of Perth's tourism dollars from the 

fans treking to Adelaide. 
240 James Freestone Belair It's my favorite music festival in Adelaide and so i'd be gutted if it was cancelled, also it supports many jobs and attendance is in the tens of 

thousands

241 Bradley Palmer Smithfield plain We must keep soundwave going in radalaide. 

We cant be left behind.

S.A. is ment to be the festival state. 

Lets keep it festive. 
242 Isaiah Butler-Bull I am a firm believer that Soundwave 2015 should be allowed it is the only music festival available to fans of those genres and as one of 

those fans would be highly dissapointed to miss the only chance I have to see the majority of bands that I like.
243 Shane Bailey GAWLER, SA Since it's inception I and up to 25-30 friends from outer metro and mid-North have spent what for most of us is our only weekend in 

Adelaide city for the year attending the Soundwave festival and spending time in accommodation and visiting retail and hospitality venues 

throughout the city.

Our youngest participant is in their late thirties. We are most all of us parents and are responsible favs of the genres of music Soundwave 

presents to us. We are not atypical of a great many of the attendees of Soundwave. 

It's impact for the city economically, not only via expenditure of fans but of the festivals acts and employees can not be understated either.

244 tiffany l elliott Please please please don't get rid of soundwave, its the one thing I look forward to every year and I know many other people do too! Surely 

soundwave cannot be as noisy as the clipsal (which I can generally hear from my house) or even events held at adelaide oval. This only 

comes around once a year, its not like its every weekend, so just let the metal heads of adelaide enjoy this weekend, like everyone else gets 

to enjoy stereosonic and futures etc..
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245 Garry Dodd Lobethal I've been to every Soundwave event in Adelaide, even one that was only a week before I had a heart transplant.  I was in a wheel chain and 

my mates looked after me all day. It's something I look forward to every year. 
246 travis jones hackham west I believe Adelaide deserves the right to have the soundwave festival, as a lot of people look forward to this event every single year and if 

you get rid of it, it is going to devastate people. It is a great, fun and safe festival 

247 Xanthia Stewart Port Lincoln i personally think losing Soundwave would be the biggest disappointment, my brother and i travel from Eyre Peninsula just to see the 

amazing bands that play at Soundwave. I think it'd be cheaper for the Perth fans to travel to Adelaide instead of Melbourne, Sydney and 

Brisbane. there is no other festival like Soundwave in Australia, so it would be devastating to lose Soundwave in Adelaide. so please keep 

Soundwave Adelaide! 
248 Overnightmoustach

e

Victor Harbor I think that it is stupid that you are even questioning whether or not to allow Soundwave to be held in Adelaide. This is one of the biggest 

events in Adelaide and brings thousands of strangers together to enjoy and appreciate something that they love. People of all ages mind 

you. If you don't allow Soundwave to be held in Adelaide it will be a massive mistake on your behalf. There isn't much for young people to 

look forward to in Adelaide and to take this away would be brutal. It just goes to show thy Adelaide is so far behind the rest of Australia and 

why we a constantly laughed at. It really makes it hard to be proud of where you are from when you have to fight for things like this. 

Please open your eyes and see what a massive mistake you are making by potentially not allowing this amazing, hugely loved festival. Just 

look at how much it has grown since 2008. I have been to every Soundwave to date and it is THE event of the year I look forward to. Like so 

many others. 

249 Ryan Tilka Mclaren Vale the soundwave music festival is a great event to have considerig Adelaide is a town which misses A LOT of the big acts that come to 

Australia. Removing the festival will just show to musicians and other acts to NOT come here because they will see that things like this 

aren't wanted in the eyes of the Adelaide Council. This would be a big blow to Adelaide and would be a huge mistake. it would be like 

taking the clipsal away from Adelaide. It would make Adelaide less of a hot spot. don't make this mistake.
250 Tony Marshall Mile End I've lived in the Mile End area near the Soundwave event for 4 years and have never had any issues with sound levels (which I understand 

has been a 'concern' voiced by a few hoity toitys after this years' event).

Even if there were any issues with sound levels, the event is held for only a few days per year, and when compared to the inescapable and 

ear damaging noises emitted from the main spectacle at the Clipsal 500 event every year, which have no merit or aesthetic value, the 

conversation about Soundwave sound levels becomes redundant and trite.

Soundwave should be green lit every year until the promoters no longer wish to continue with it. I can't believe I even feel like I actually 

have to fill something like this out in support.

*This endorsement of Soundwave comes from a person who has never attended nor is interested in the type of music promoted at the 

event.251 Bethan Hallett Cove Please do not allow Soundwave here in Adelaide to be cancelled. It is an extremely fun and memorable experience, my favourite time of 

year; and as somebody who wishes to play on the same stages some day, it is very inspiring. The cost would be too high for somebody my 

age (or any age, depending on financial situations) to pay for the Soundwave ticket itself along with flights to another state to go. Please let 

us enjoy having these amazing musicians visit us here in Adelaide once every year to continue to inspire us and keep us happy. Thank you. 
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252 Sophie Tiller port Lincoln The Adelaide leg of soundwave is fantastic. Every year many people such as myself travel distances to attend the festival which pumps a lot 

of money into the city.

253 Melissa Sbisa Blair Athol If people are complaining about the noise then maybe they shouldn't live near the city. It is a loud place, they should have thought about 

that before they moved there.

254 John Adamsons Athol Park It is absolutely necessary to continue with the Soundwave Event in Adelaide in order to provide a diverse range of entertainment and cater 

for all styles and genres. To cancel Adelaide Soundwave would be showing discrimination by the ACC. Having been lucky enough to attend 

the event multiple times in the past as a local stage hand and also more recently as a punter, I truly believe that Soundwave is a necessity 

for the expression of modern culture. Keep the standard of Adelaide's appreciation of all art forms high and continue with Soundwave in 

2015 and long into the future.
255 Nathan Salisbury Downs Soundwave is very important to many many Australians especially those who reside in Adelaide and it's surrounding suburbs. Festivals, 

especially Soundwave (considered to be the most organized and best crafted) are extremely important to those who attend every year. It is 

essential.
256 Terri Crowe Andamooka Please let this event go ahead. I've already pre paid for flights from Roxby Downs and 3 nights accommodation. I have attended soundwave 

festivals in both Sydney and Melbourne but none come closer to the experience at this awesome venue. I would be very disappointed, not 

to mention $2000 out of pocket if this event doesn't receive approval.

257 Kaitlyn havers modbury north Adelaide  soundwave is the best run festival te state gets. Do not get rid of this festival, adelaide will loose out internationally. What 

happened to being 'the festival state'?

258 Michael Pejin woodville west Soundwave is a great festival bringing together lots of people of different lifestyles to enjoy a common love of music. It would be a tragedy 

to lose such an event. Over the last 5 years of going to the event it is only filled with good people, good music and good times. Please don't 

take away such an iconic event, and a place where a lot of people get the chance to see musicians/artists we rarely get to see in our city. 

Thank you. 

259 Johhny C I don’t see how Soundwave differentiates between other music festivals but it’s most certainly a key festival to Adelaide. It’s brings people 

in from all rural areas in South Australia ranging even from 800 km’s away. 

If making the festival not part of S.A anymore customers would just go to other states and spend money there. Removing this will just cause 

less profit for Adelaide itself along side moving away one of its well loved attractions. This should not be done.
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260 Ami Whyalla I have travelled from Whyalla to Adelaide each year for the Soundwave festival. It is the only festival that showcases the music I enjoy.

Please let this event go forward next year again. We can't take SA off the map for band tours. 

Or like last year let the continuous complaint of one person ruin a good time for everyone else.

The event doesn't go too late and everyone is out of the area quickly, most probably into the city to generate more income for Adelaide 

businesses and also having bigger crowds at the other events on at the same time.

Please let this continue as I don't want to have to travel all the way to Melbourne and also have to take time off work.

Thankyou

261 Emily MacMaster Paradise It would be sad to lose yet another soundwave this year as Perth has already been taken off this year.  We have music festivals such as 

futures and Stereosonic still happening in Adelaide with just as much noise, and just as many people.  Most people cannot afford to go 

interstate to see their favourite artists/bands.  

262 Kerry-Anne Lindner Modbury North I've been to the past 3 Soundwave Festivals, and they were the best days of my life. I would hate to see it go. It's providing me and lots of 

other people with a great day out. Soundwave will be something I will look back on in 20 years time and smile because it was where I made 

the best memories. I'll even tell my kids (when I get married and have some, haha) about how amazing the days were! Just like I love 

hearing the older generation tell me about their experiences with seeing Metallica or any band for the first time. It also makes me happy 

knowing that festivals like this can be shared by all the generations as well. So I think we need to keep Soundwave in Adelaide! :) It's making 

history and memories for everyone involved! 
263 Scott Eddison Wantirna South VIC I have come across to Adelaide for the sound wave festival for the past two years and intended to keep doing so as the Adelaide festival has 

a great atmosphere so it would be a shame for it to be cancelled. With the festival proposing to go to two days I would have thought that 

would give even more of an opportunity to make revenue for local businesses with people coming in and saying around longer. It is only for 

2 days out of 365 and I really think the pros outweigh the cons. 
264 jeff Della-mina A wonderful and exciting event also cleaner than the other festivals regarding drugs and people acting out of hand 

It would be a shame to lose this event for me and for Adelaide I travel from contour harbour for this event and stay in the city as do many 

265 Pam Arnold hope valley This is one time of the year I enjoy my live bands  with an amazing open air site near the city of Adelaide.It would be a huge disappointment 

to not be able to enjoy this event for many people if it were to be denied. There is never too much trouble  with crowds or riff raff that I 

have seen and I have been to every Soundwave since this event  has been running and  I look forward to many years of Soundwave to 

come.
266 Craig Breton Fine by me. Go right ahead.

267 Rob Roesler Gawler This is the one  Concert event I look forward to every year .

A small group of  my fellow Music fans always hirer a bus and make a great day of it every year.

Please don't take that away from us. 
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268 Daniel Thake Mildura Vic. I have been going to soundwave with my friends, since 2012. It is our yearly getaway.

We travel from Mildura, and stay at Adelaide for a week or so, and just enjoy ourselves and get to see some of the bands we have idolised 

growing up, and some new ones that we absolutely love as well.

I think the idea of a 2 day event sounds fantastic, when I first heard about it I was very pleased. Longer sets, and less bands clashing means 

we get to see more of what we like instead of missing out on some bands!!

It is a nice event, and a very safe one at that, and I hope that you allow it in 2015 and as a 2 day event, I missed the 2014 event as I was in a 

car accident, and I would really love to be able to go for 2015. 

269 Michael Ousey Mount Gambier Being a 5 hour drive from Adelaide makes attending Soundwave no minor task but 75% of 16-25 year olds I know in this city do everything 

in their power to get there. It's a pilgrimage we all make every year. In school the line up would be released every year and all week it was 

the only conversation in every class. It's the best day of the year for most kids I know and to take that away because of what was it? About 

6 noise complaints? Is ridiculous. And Adelaide councils approach towards music is why most people from this region are choosing to move 

to Melbourne instead of Adelaide. If I was to live in Adelaide I'd much rather like to hear the worlds greatest bands from my yard over the 

whine of clipsal which hasn't been pushed into a corner like Soundwave. I feel like AJ Maddah has enough problems to deal with without 

Adelaide turning their back on him.
270 Jasmine The festival should continue on as it always has. A couple neighbour complaints aren't worth the cancellation of this massive festival-which 

Adelaide is known for. Don't let a couple people ruin it for the thousands that attendant this concert.

I live in the city and right next to my apartment blocks is the clipsal where I can hear race cars all day, that doesn't bother me at all. Let the 

festival continue as is!
271 Narelle McDonald Daw Park I  am from Adelaide and I find Soundwave to be the best part of the year. It is only for one day and now possibly two, so what damage can 

havig one fun weekend do? We always have other things, like the fringe an clipsal so why not let us have this event? It's only fair to the 

people who are Ito this music style to have a weekend too. I am in full support of having Soundwave in Adelaide and I will be extremely 

disappointed if you cancel Soundwave. 
272 carolyn dickson Para Hills Please do not take soundwave away from Adelaide, we no longer have the Big Day Out so this is the last festival for music lovers of this type 

left. My partner works in the industry & always at this event & as Adelaide is already boycotted by many big name acts this will only push 

us further into the 'Don't Bother' mindset. It is crucial we keep this event for many reasons.

273 Rowan Frick Port Augusta To whom it may concern, Soundwave Featival mean a lot to me especially living in Port Augusta where we don't get any shows of any kind 

up here which means Soundwave and the odd touring band that comes to Adelaide gives me the chance to see a band/bands and I'm 

positive I'm not the only person in Port Augusta with the same delima. I understand the council would have some concerns about noise and 

other issues that come up with a city hosting such a big festival, Soundwave Festival has always been one of my favourite days since going 

to my first one and every other event since and to see it not coming back in 2015 would be absolutely devastating for me and every other 

lover of rock bands and metal bands. 

Kind regards, Rowan Frick
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274 Kane Hansen COMO, WA Hello,

My name is Kane I'm a twenty one year old University student, Who currently lives in Perth. Last week I brought a plane ticket to Adelaide 

to go to the Soundwave music festival in 2015, after the Perth leg was cancelled and will not be returning. For me as a tourist I did not see 

any reason to visit Adelaide while I am residing in Australia, but Soundwave gives me and many an opportunity not only to go to a festival, 

but visit and spend money in the local shops and cultural arts that your city has to offer. After speaking to numerous fellow university 

students it seemed that Adelaide was the city that most will be going to from Perth due to convince and pricing to get over there. I believe 

that Soundwave will be a good thing for the city of Adelaide to retain and will help boost Adelaide's economy, while the festival is on. I 

understand that the noise is a large problem, whoever does a music festival really make more noise then cars with large engines going 

around a track? If the city goes against Soundwave It could be the death of festivals in Australia following the recent trend. Soundwave will 

not only bring a two day festival but something that is missing in Perth and that is the international act will play in Adelaide over the week 

and will more then likely come back to play. If there is no Soundwave 2015 in Adelaide  I and many others may never experience what 

Adelaide has to offer and if given the chance will choose the eastern states over the others.   Please don't become like Perth, Darwin and 

Hobart. And keep Adelaide a city that will be worth going to. 

- Kane

275 William Coles Soundwave is a great opportunity for young and old to bond over something as simple as music. It brings people from all over the country 

to adelaide, and helps boost local economies.
276 Holly Sperou Mitcham Please allow Soundwave to return to Adelaide in 2015 at Bonython Park. It would be absolutely devastating to lose an event that thousands 

of individual's look forward to every year. So many people travel to Adelaide for Soundwave (it is preferred as the event is smaller here 

than Sydney, Brisbane and Perth). I have gone to Soundwave since 2008 and I will lose faith in our council if you so choose to remove 

Soundwave and not allow the 2-day pass, due to a very limited number of noise complaints this year. Soundwave is an incredibly successful 

and fun event that is cherished by so many. What will the residents of North Adelaide say and do when the Rolling Stones and other big 

names play at Adelaide Oval? Will it be too loud for them - what will you do for them now? Please keep Soundwave. Do not remove this 

successful event. You will have so many unhappy people. I love Adelaide, but if Soundwave 2015 is not allowed here I know that I, along 

with thousands of others, will be shattered. Soundwave is the best day and event of the whole year. 2 days is all we ask. 

277 Jessica Parafield gardens Sound wave is a great event and I believe it's well worth continuing to allow them to lease the space to hold it. 

278 Ben I have travelled every year from Port Augusta since 2008 to attend Soundwave Festival with a contingent of friends and family.

The artists that have performed at this event over the years have attracted thousands of people to Adelaide which brings in money for 

many businesses and companies. It would be a tragedy for Adelaide to lose out on such an amazing event.
279 Billie Bedford park Soundwave is the only festival that has actual bands. It's for people who don't like the "DJ scene". I have been to both scene and the other 

festivals such as stereos and futures definitely have more people abusing drugs and alcohol. I enjoy soundwave festival more, because I can 

meet people and have friends that aren't on drugs the whole time. Also the type of music is very rare. Most bands in these genres usually 

skip adelaide on their tours. PLEASE DONT CANCEL IT 
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280 Rory Amoy  North Plympton Dear Adelaide City Council, 

As an Adelaide resident, musician and lover of live music in any way, shape or form, I would hate to see Soundwave go. Adelaide is known 

as "The Festival State" for a reason, and this label should be able to conform to every Adelaide resident, be it a motorsport enthusiast, 

culturally and theatrically diversified individual or a music lover. 

Speaking on behalf of the hard rock/metal community, Soundwave is the only festival per year where we are able to show our true 

appreciation for our preferred genre by seeing the bands which we love the most live on stage, not to mention it being a fantastic day out 

with friends and family. 

Soundwave is also exceptional for businesses within Adelaide. Many businesses and traders are able to sell merchandise and other goods 

which they would not normally be able to sell otherwise and in such large quantities; cancel Soundwave and you prevent many people from 

earning an income which is already difficult to obtain. Throughout the days proceedings, many people flock in and out of the city looking 

for places to eat, drink and meet and refusing to host Soundwave in Adelaide would be a large blow to many businesses both in the city and 

the areas surrounding Bonython Park. These businesses have already lost potential income due to the Big Day Out no longer being held in 

Australia, so refusing to have Soundwave in Adelaide would further burden them. 

I would also like to add that Adelaide's music scene is still very much developing when compared to other Australian cities such as 

Melbourne, Sydney or Brisbane. Soundwave provides a platform for local bands to network with each other and for musicians to make new 

contacts based on a common musical interest. 

It is for the reasons that I urge you to continue to support Soundwave in 2015 as I believe it can only benefit the economy and community, 

and removing it from Adelaide's event calendar would prove to be nothing but damaging to more than just its fans. 

Yours sincerely, 

Rory Amoy

281 Tina Farmassonis Soundwave is a fantastic source of growth for our tourism industry. Many music lovers often make the trip over to Adelaide from other 

states. Losing this festival would cause a community uproar. We really will be going backwards as a state. Is this the image we want to 

promote?  A boring little town reminiscent of the "no-dancing-or-rock-music-allowed" town in Footloose? The state would also lose the 

opportunity for big and small international bands to come down, as coming to Adelaide on their own tour is not cost effective. Please do 

not axe this iconic music festival.
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282 Shane Houghton WYNN VALE, SA I think it's a great idea. Fantastic news for the economy to have a second day of foot traffic into the west end and fantastic news for stall 

vendors to have two days of customers instead of one. Also it's great news that it's moving out of March so festival month is not as busy.

283 Alicia Grasby Salisbury Soundwave 2015 should definitely go ahead. I have gone for several years now and I have always had an amazing time. Every single person 

I have met through the years at this event are nice people who are looking to have a good day and enjoy their favourite bands. The people 

who go are always looking out for others and not their solely to pop pills *ahem Stereos*. And the bands enjoy coming here and always 

comment on what an amazing place this is. Many come back not on tour and enjoy all that Adelaide has to offer. Also, Soundwave have 

stated the event will not be held in Perth in 2015. As Adelaide is the next closest city to Perth there will definitely be people coming over for 

the event. Seeing as it will be two days it will boost the South Australian economy (something it desperately needs) as well as display all 

Adelaide has to offer. Please do allow Soundwave to be held because it will make many music goers very happy!

284 Sophie Gonzales campbelltown I would really like to see it return. Adelaide has a lot of events for those who want to listen to mainstream or Indie music, but for those of 

us who prefer punk, this is all we have. It's an event a lot of people look forward to all year, and it brings in plenty of tourism from those in 

country towns (like Whyalla, where I originally come from), who travel up and spend the weekend or longer, not only attending the festival 

but spending their money in Adelaide shops. I understand that the noise might be a little inconvenient for some people who live nearby, 

but the event doesn't go particularly late, and is certainly no louder than Clipsal, which lasts far longer than a night or two... if you get rid of 

Soundwave for noise, it's only fair that you get rid of every loud event Adelaide ever has, and deprive everyone of their fun. Or you could, 

of course, let everybody enjoy themselves equally. It feels a little bit like discrimination against this type of music and the stereotypes that 

are attributed to the 'hooligans who must like it', if it is being threatened while festivals such as Stereosonic (the chance for the mainstream 

kids to get drunk and take drugs, let's be honest), are allowed. 

285 Jacob Gartlan moana Hello ACC, I'm Jacob.

So my input on the topic of SW15 is that for quite a few people I know, it's a tradition to go out and see bands all day. I've been doing it 

with my family since I was 12 (SW12 being my first, one of the best times of my life). The addition of a second day would benefit the people 

who wait until August to see the lineup, and wait until the time of the festival, because it would help us have a lot more of a good weekend, 

seeing as one of the major problems of SW is clashing lineups, and that could be neutralised nearly completely with a 2 day festival. 

Also, if companies like Cooper were to have their products at the SW15, they could be making twice as much. 

This is my two cents. I hope this adds to the debate in favor of our beloved Soundwave.

Jacob
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286 Mia Hallett Cove Soundwave is the best music festival in my opinion and the types of bands that play at soundwave rarely ever come to Adelaide and it's my 

one chance a year to see them. It's basically what I look forward to most every year. 

287 Chris WALKLEY HEIGHTS, 

SA

South Australia takes pride in calling itself 'The Festival State'.

288 Sam Sheppard Hackham I want soundwave to continue in Adelaide at bonython park, becuase its a fun day to see bands, and shouldnt be taken away because i 

couple residents have complained. 1 its a weekend 2 its finishes at 10pm

289 Michelle Waters I think that soundwave is a fantastic festival and it would be a great loss and disappointment to see it unable to come here, not only to 

myself but a lot of other 'adelaidieans'. I also think it would poorly reflect on South Australia's 'nanny state' perception that lots of people 

seem to have. 
290 Amber Elley  port Augusta Please do not cancel soundwave 2015. It is such a great music festival and it's literally the only music festival people who are into

Hardcore music get for the year. Unlike other music festivals such as stereos, futures, park life, summerdayze and New Year's Day play 

festival.

For those dj based festivals, they have 2 - 4 times a year. We only get one festival a too see our all time favourite artists that we admire so 

much. I and so many others will always be willing to make the 3 and half hour drive to adelaide for this festival. And I know people who 

drive 5 - 6 hours for this one festival because it's we love it so much and the only festival we get! Make all the sound restrictions necessary 

but, just don't cancel it! 
291 Aaron Felusch Modbury I've been going to Soundwave for the last few years and it's honestly been some of the most fun I've been at festivals.

Soundwave is a metal festival; like any other festival that comes around like StereoSonic and Big Day Out. All that stuff. Soundwave is just a 

more rock/metal environment which is honestly really fun (for me personally). You get to meet so many cool people and see some acts 

which sometimes may never even come to Australia, and Soundwave gives those bands that opportunity into actually going. And this pulls 

some really big crowds depending on the bands.

It is some of the best fun, and I always look forward to going every year. And if this actually gets cancelled for good, this would make me 

sad and actually would be harder for me (who is a die hard fan of rock/metal). I'm only a student who doesn't have a job, and if I were to go 

to Melbourne and such, that is such a waste of money on my part. Lots of expenses have to come into that sort of thing. Food, A place to 

stay, the actual ticket, the actual flights there and back. It just adds up so much for me. So for me to spend 200 bucks, go  by bus into the 

city and walk to Bonython Park, then travel back by public transport, I'm saving looooots of money in a complete comparison to let's say 

flying to Melboune.

I urge you to look at this and read this as a grain of salt. Take it for how it is; and that is the dead truth from a Soundwave fan.

292 Shaun Johnson Para Hills West Soundwave is one of the few ways I am able to experience this type of music. It simply isn't feasible for me to travel to other states to go to 

the festival. I am deeply in favor of keeping this festival in Adelaide.
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293 Jessica Woodville south Soundwave is a great event for people who enjoy this type of music. There are so many other music festivals to cater for other genres but 

soundwave is the only one for people who enjoy rock and heavy metal. I am an Adelaide local 5 minutes from Bonython Park and for 1 day 

(next year being 2 day's) I do not believe there is enough disruption to cancel the event altogether. It brings in a lot of business for the local 

pubs and public transport. If you cancel it other cities will be getting the money adelaide could be making! 

294 Aiden Furner Smithfield Losing Sound wave 2015 would be devastating without sound wave or big day out we have no other major music events.

I have attended soundwave in 3 consecutive years I will be attending in 2015 it has become a tradition for me and my mates. Please do not 

get rid of sw15

295 Adrian Re WELLAND, SA Soundwave is the one event held in this state that I look forward to and attend religiously every year. Adelaide seems to miss out on 

numerous bands touring due to promoters not having faith that tickets will sell. This forces fans to travel interstate and inject cash into 

other state economies. Cancelling soundwave due to noise restrictions, location, duration of the festival or any other reason, will be a red 

light warning to all promoters who consider bringing artists to the state, proving to them that the city and it's people aren't interested in 

live music. It could potentially reduce the number of local and international acts we get to see.

Please do not stop Soundwave from touring our state. Doing so may influence other promoters to overlook us on future tours.
296 Ryan Sheidow Park You cannot deny a yearly festival like this that is truly unique and worth every penny !! I know lots of people who have travelled far and 

wide including interstate just to have this once a year festival apart of their lives! Not only is this day great for Adelaide's economy, it's 

brings massive smiles and excitement to tens of thousands of people!! DONT TAKE AWAY SOUNDWAVE!!
297 Alison Elizabeth Soundwave does no harm. It is honestly stupid to try and take another thing away from Adelaide. Adelaide barely has anything as it is. 
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298 Scott Kelly BROKEN HILL NORTH, 

NSW

To whom it may concern,  I am writing in regards to the sound wave event for 2015.  I live in Broken Hill, a small mining town on the NSW/ 

SA border. Adelaide is the closest capital to us(about 500kms), Sydney is too far away(1200kms away), and Melbourne is also a far 

distance(900kms away). So for those of us in broken hill that enjoy music festivals and concerts, we OFTEN travel to your lovely city and 

spend plenty of time and MONEY whilst we are in Adelaide and also we really enjoy coming to Adelaide as it is the best city in Australia to 

visit. If you decide to not allow sound wave or any other music event to be hosted in Adelaide, you WILL lose out on the extra tourism and 

influx of money that many of us in Broken Hill and also from other small towns in your state, because we all would have to travel interstate 

and spend our money there instead. I hope that you will consider on allowing sound wave and other music festivals to continue to be 

hosted in Adelaide. Please don't listen to a minority of people  and listen to the MAJORITY of music lovers and fans that like to see their 

favourite bands play live! Thank you! Your's sincerely, Scott Kelly of Broken Hill NSW.

299 Jessie Salamon Pennington By spreading the tour in Adelaide over two days it's able to open up opportunities to tourist that do travel from all around the state to see 

the festival. It would provide adelaide with good trading over the weekend  as well as an expansion of horizons within the south australian 

community. It gives south Australians to bond over something for two days, bringing us closer together as a date and feeling in more tourist 

and possible business for Adelaide giving it further advertisement by being over two days. 
300 Stacie Horner I feel that losing Adelaide Soundwave will be a big disappointment to many as Perth has already lost its Soundwave. I am currently living in 

Perth and i know many people including myself that are excited to fly to Adelaide for the weekend just to go to this amazing festival. It is 

only 2 days of the year that all the metal fans get to come together and enjoy/appreciate the music played by the bands that attend this 

festival. 
301 Reece Parker Sound-wave is an great event that unites old and young people alike to celebrate music, the event is a great opportunity for Adelaide 

considering that these types of concerts are now bypassing our state.  As a state that endeavors to make the most of the arts and 

entertainment , by ignoring and cancelling Australia's Biggest music festival in South Australia makes absolutely no sense.  In summary as a 

Council that prides itself on promoting our state  especially a state that prides itself on our music and art section it would be counter-

intuitive that this event was to be cancelled.
302 Clinton Balaklava, Soundwave is the only festival for this genre of music. It would be disappointing to see it canceled because of one weekend of 'noise 

pollution'.

Use some common sense and think about what this festival means for Adelaide economy, if nothing else. 
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303 Taniesha Rowan Salisbury Plain Soundwave is a loved event by many members of the community - ridding it from Adelaide would leave us with no all ages music festivals, 

and generally a pretty big loss for music lovers all over. Soundwave 2015 will only be my 3rd Soundwave as I am only 16 but I have fallen in 

love with the event - the music, the people, the atmosphere. 

Personally I believe that the loss of this event will spark outrage of many fans - the many thousands compared to one or two noise 

complaints? Where is the common sense in that? Soundwave is a one year event and precautions have been taken to reduce noise. If the 

complaints continue to happen perhaps the person/people doing so should consider not living closeby to a large event area that had been 

known for its festivals and other large-crowd events.
304 Tamyra Strenc Lockleys Adelaide needs this festival as we have a limited amount of music festivals as is. Not only do we lack music festivals, we do not have any 

other metal/rock/punk festivals. This particular one is enjoyed/loved by many. Losing it would be a big loss to Adelaide in terms of tourists 

(possibly from Perth since it's been cancelled there) but a lot of money/revenue would also be lost. Not having the event would also mean 

many potential bands would skip Adelaide during their tours. Please consider keeping this much loved music festival.

305 Anthony Largs north Soundwave is must do for so many of my friends and family, it's the only way to see many of the large international acts that don't see 

Adelaide as worth playing at, this kind of event is a grat way to show that they have the support and following to make the trip worth it, 

even is a smallish city like Adelaide.
306 Matt Tonkin  endeavour hills Get lost Adelaide council it's one night a year!!

307 Emma SELLICKS BEACH Please allow the annual Soundwave event to continue. It's an event all members of the alternative music scene love and adore and one of 

the last remaining events we can appreciate this kind of music. It's an amazing day, no trouble is caused and brings thousands of rock and 

metal lovers together to enjoy the day. Sure it's loud but it's one (now two) days a year! Don't ruin something that so so many of us enjoy 

and without would somehow have to afford to fly interstate to attend. We miss out on many international bands being in Adelaide and this 

is a chance to see so many that we wouldn't otherwise. Please consider the thousands of fans who love this event and not just the few 

complaints about noise for one day...
308 Chris England Munno Para West I think sound wave is a great event. The area it's to be held is a mainly business area with minimal disruption to traffic and residents. If it's 

not allowed to go ahead it would further tarnish Adelaide reputation as we already have acts that don't tour here.
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309 Sarah-Jane Brew Semaphore Park I believe that the Soundwave event in 2015 should go ahead. Soundwave has been in South Australia for a number of years and has 

connected people throughout South Australia, and even in other states. 

It is a lovely place to make friends and feel as though you're apart of a community. When I went in 2014, I felt as though I finally had 

somewhere to belong and that the environment, although heavy and "rough" was amazingly kind and friendly. Someone got a blood nose 

and someone passed him water and a girl fainted and was carried over through to the bit before the stage. People gave others sunscreen 

and it was like a large community of friendly people who shared the same taste in music and care for one another.

It also helps with diversity of music. Diversity has always been something that Australia has attempted to uphold and removing Soundwave 

from Adelaide will not assist with the diversity of sounds that we have come to love. Would the council try to get rid of something that 

caused far too much noise if it was the music that is considered normal? 

The fact that this music is often frowned upon and now may be cancelled is not helping those who like this music and it could lower self 

esteems.

310 bill evans carine, WA 6020 I love soundwave in adelaide me and my friends go there every year, travel especially from tassie and perth, 2015 will be the 4th year we 

have been in a row and its the only reason we go to adelaide! 

311 Jase Herbert Horsham Vic Have been going to Soundwaves Adelaide event for the last couple of years and believe that Bonython Park is the ideal venue for the 

festival. Really li e coming to Adelaide each year for the event and will continue to do so.

312 Michael Andrews  Alice springs Nt Gday acc appreciate you asking the question and would love for you guys to allow this festival to continue this will be my ninth year 

attending soundwave from Alice springs and would dearly love to see it continue as would a lot of my family and friends who either fly or 

drive the 3200 odd kilometre trip for this event each year. My partner and I already have accommodation booked as we are that excited 

and keen forbtge event! Please dint destroy something so great for the city that brings so many people out each year dont make us go to 

Melbourne please! Keep in mind you have v8 super cars which will be now a week or two after this meaning more people will now attend 

Soundwave! Also keep in mind they are a lot more noisy from a distance than Soundwave will ever be. Thanks and please let this fantastic 

event continue! 
313 Chris Craigmore Best metal and rock concert/festival in in Australia and adelaide and is loved by so many people.  There's not very opportunities in adelaide 

to see decent bands and this way you have a few at once for a good price. And the two day experience will be another plus for adelaideans. 

Value for money. The event being at bonython park is the ideal place being right near the city.  Can't wait till Soundwave 2015 hope it 

definitely happens.
314 Jean Rogers Greenacres, I personally find that Soundwave is a festival that people should experience at least once. The music brings people together in an 

environment that is controlled. People are there for the music. I have made many friends through going and it always the highlight to my 

year. I have been excited for Soundwave 2015 from the moment the 2014 experience was over. Being able to see so many different bands 

within my home city over the period of two days is convenient. If it canceled here, it will mean I will be travelling to another city for the 

festival. 

I know for a fact that after talking to a lot of people I know, having the festival spread over two days makes it easier to just be able to see 

the bands you want. Being able to have it here in Adelaide is a blessing and I'd hate for it to be taken away.
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315 Michael francis Elizabeth vale The event should definitely go ahead. We are the festival state, don't take away our festivals. 

316 Tyson Tukia Soundwave is actually a great festival, a lot of fun and a good way to socialise and interact friends or family. I would rather go to 

soundwave in adelaide than Melbourne because it is closer to where I live in country south australia, I hope it doesn't get cancelled in 

adelaide. Thank you
317 Samantha Mile End Soundwave is the best thing to happen to this state. Please do not cancel this event as many thousands of people will be utterly 

disappointed. I live in Adelaide and have attended every year since 2008. I know of a lot of interstate travellers that come to the Adelaide 

Soundwave as it has the best venue. These interstate travellers are bringing more money into the state! Soundwave as a two day event? 

Can't get much better than that! 
318 Cathy Hocking Old Reynella Leave Soundwave alone give them the ability to hold a fantastic event & don't ruin it by saying it's too loud. That's cheap I'm sure that you 

were there when Deep Purple came to Adelaide & played at Memorial Drive. It was the loudest concert Adelaide had ever had. Stop ruining 

things for other people. If others don't like it there's plenty of other places to go. Don't stand & Complain cause you don't understand. This 

is for our youth & for a freedom to express oneself with music. Keep it going & butt out 
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319 David Brewer BOWDEN, SA Hey guys, 

Here's my two cents on Soundwave. I've been around music festivals and tours for a few years now, both as a punter and a worker. I don't 

have the answer to your problems, but I do have a few comments and hopefully my past experience around festivals can offer a helpful 

perspective.

Firstly, I completely understand and agree that regulations need to be in place around Soundwave for all matters of crowd control, public 

and occupational health and safety and by means of minimising disturbance to the public. These regulations need to be fair and reasonable 

and work to the benefit of all involved - the festival, the ACC, the punters, local residents and the city itself.

It is important that the council work with Soundwave organisers to accommodate their needs while working to stay within regulation 

guidelines. If Soundwave agree to terms in which the ACC has actively engaged with to suit their needs, then they breach those terms, I 

think there is no argument against a resulting penalty. However I do not think this is where the issue lies.

I believe the issue lies in the difference in regulatory standards for events falling under the different jurisdictions of the ACC and the State 

Government. I (and I believe many others) do not see how it can be deemed fair that different events within the city parkland boundaries 

be subject to different regulations - leaving the music festival in the firing line over noise restrictions while events such as Clipsal 500 are 

clearly far louder and more disruptive (in more ways than just noise) to a lot more people. It also operates over a longer period of time yet 

this seems to be accepted and left to operate as they were. Surely it is the responsibility of the ACC and State Government to work together 

to find a regulatory standard which can be used by both authorities in regards to noise control within ACC boundaries, and to ensure that 

these regulations are fair to both the citizens of Adelaide and festival and event organisers.

I have attended Soundwave as a punter and mentioned above I have worked at the festival in various roles. I rely on touring events for 

much of my employment and income particularly over the summer months. Large scale events like Soundwave are good earners and it 

would definitely effect me financially if SA were to lose these events. I realise this is probably not the information you're specifically after 

but I think it's important to remember that there are hundreds of casual workers and local businesses who would be impacted by losing 

Soundwave - not just the negative cultural impact and stigma this would attach to our state.

I live approximately 2kms away from the festival site according to Google Maps. In terms of noise, for the few occasions I am not present at 

an event held at Bonython Park not once have I felt inconvenienced or interrupted. To me it is no different to what I hear from the 

Entertainment Centre, The Gov, Hindmarsh Stadium, Adelaide Oval or Clipsal 500 - all of which I rarely, if ever, see in the firing line for noise 320 James Farnham Soundwave has become a staple of the Australian festival season. With slight noise reductions to appease certain residents, there is no 

reason for it not to stay. Disallowing soundwave would be a step backwards for this state and would truly contradict our mantra of "the 

festival state".
321 luke stone prospect I have been to soundwave 5 years in a row now it is great to see so many fans of alternative music in one place together enjoying music. 

The events are always fun and I have met countless friends over the years of attending many I still am in contact with today. Most of these 

bands would never come to adelaide due to the small crowds they would get, but all together ina big festival like soundwave they pull a 

massive crowd. 
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322 Christopher Lines I have been attending the Soundwave Festival every year since 2012. As each festival passes the event has only become more and more 

enjoyable to attend. It has become a real highlight of each year not only for me but a majority of my friends as well. Not only the festival 

itself but the buzz leading up to it brings us so much excitement and gives us something to look forward to even on the worst days. The 

reason I would argue is so important is it is the only Metal/Punk festival Adelaide has and as a member of the heavy music community I can 

confirm it is the flagship event for the community. Soundwave festival gives us all a chance to go see our favourite bands at an affordable 

price and in a convenient location. When I am wandering the festival grounds it is so clear that Soundwave is such an important event for 

every person, more so than any other festival, Soundwave is all about having a passion for and loving music. 

323 Giuseppe Soundwave is an amazing community event that not only boosts local economy - but allows our "festive state" to be exposed to some of 

the best international acts from our reasonably small city

It should be a privilege - not a chore - to have such luxuries and opportunities
324 Margarida Badcock Modbury Soundwave should be able to be held there because it's going to be no different the other years and it's a good festival for everyone to see 

some good bands.

325 Dale Passek Semaphore Park Its an important culture event that bring artists worldwide to Adelaide. Many other events take place over multiple days so Soundwave 

should be allowed to also. I dont even go to Soundwave but I respect what it brings to Adelaide and its cultural significance to todays youth. 

Let soundwave go through it's a good bit of fun.

326 Justin Lalor Essendon Australia barely gets any music festivals as it is, soundwave is absolutely amazing. You should not have to ask, the festival sells out every 

year or gets very close to it, the neighbours near by can suck it up for a few hours over the 2 days proposed. Do the right thing and grant 

them the contract, don't be a **** bloke and let Adelaide have some heavy music! the fans may or may not wear black and their music may 

not appeal to you but at least there are very few, if any, overdoses caused by drugs and violence putbursts. The type of people that attend 

soundwave are there for the music not to "get **** up". If you don't give them the contract the surrounding hotels and businesses will 

suffer because everyone will go Interstate to attend the festival and will lose respect for you, that is for sure!

327 Sam Kokotis Flinders Park I've been to every Soundwave festival since 2008 and with the dissolving of the Big Day Out, losing Soundwave would be a huge step back 

for the Arts & Culture in the City. As it is, most international acts only tour the East Coast. For Soundwave to be denied this licence would 

only deter future bands from visiting Adelaide. 

328 Danika Vamplew I'm not sure if you must be over 18 to be able to send in feedback, however I'm still going to write it. This year was my first going to 

soundwave and I went with my boyfriend and his step. It was an amazing time and we bother got to see some bands we'd been fans of for 

a few years. I agree that soundwave is quite noisy, but then again all concerts are. The music at soundwave may not be to everyone's taste 

but neither is the clipsal, other concerts or festivals etc. Id really appreciate if you able to continue to let me, thousands of other Adelaide 

citizens and the people who travel from rural areas and Perth (since soundwave will no longer be there theyll most likely travel here) enjoy 

the fun and music of Soundwave. I had an amazing time and the memories are still clear in my mind. I would hope that I can feel the 

excitement I did this year again next year. Thank you
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329 Jessie r Greenwith Soundwave is a fantastic event, and in the 6 years I have attended, it has always been very well run, crowds are always on their best 

behavior. It attracts bands that would never usually come to adelaide, and gives the locals who enjoy a more alternative music than the 

dance music from festivals such as future music or stereo sonic, an event each year to look forward to and enjoy some great music. It is 

great for the cities economy, with bands staying at city hotels, gives local food trucks business as they can set up in the grounds, and brings 

tourism into the cbd. 
330 Ricky Albeck Clapham I think the ACC should definitely allow soundwave the lease of bonython park for the 2 days it has requested as it gives joy to many people 

and there would be many in outrage if the council decided against giving the lease.
331 Marc Barrington GLENELG NORTH, SA Hello,

I am fully in support of the Soundwave being held in Adelaide/Bonython Park next year. There is already a huge number of music events 

that skip Adelaide due to a lack (perceived or otherwise) of support from people in Adelaide. With the loss of the Big Day Out this will be 

the only major music festival that will be held this time of year. I think if the loss of Soundwave were to happen it'd simply be another sign 

that Adelaide does not support, nor want live music acts to your the city. 

Thankyou,

Marc

332 Madeline Wray Torrens Park For the past few years Soundwave has been the only worthwhile event in the Adelaide festival scene. Aside from bringing in revenue to 

many local businesses, the event is also one that causes minimal issues when compared to drug fuelled music events such as Stereosonic 

and Futures.

If you were to deny Soundwave the use of this venue, not only would you have a significant amount of unhappy festival-goers, but too 

result in many local businesses losing profits and income.

Don't take this away from us.
333 Taia adelaide

334 Samantha Rusanoff Absolutely amazing event. I have been attending for 7 years in a row. Such a great positive event for Adelaide and the alternate scene 
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335 Sean Towner Iv been going to soundwave for five years now and all i can say is i have the time of my life .

The atmosphere, enviroment and people are amazing its awesome to see such big name people coming to adelaide and preforming for us.

I cant explain how much it work upset me if the event was canceled.

Please dont cancel it ,its one of my highlights over my whole year .

336 Simon Zschorn Richmond DON'T YOU DARE GET RID OF SOUNDWAVE! YOU OLD,PRETENTIOUS, SELF-INTERESTED, EGO-MINDED SNOBS! IT'S THE BEST EVENT THIS 

STATE HAS!

337 kim Perth WA Hello, 

I am writing in support of leasing Bonython Park for the Soundwave festival in 2015. I have traveled to Adelaide from Perth for Soundwave 

2010-2012. I have made a lot of great friends and memories because of these trips, and because of this I can only look at Adelaide fondly. 

Without Soundwave I have found little reason otherwise to visit Adelaide (limited finances forces me to only take 1-2 interstate trips a year, 

and I have family in Melbourne). 

Here in Perth we no longer have the pleasure of the Soundwave music festival visiting our fair city. As two of the smaller capital cities, Perth 

and Adelaide tend to be the most likely to miss out on these sorts of experiences; a total disservice to the hard-working subculture that 

thrives in them both. It would be an absolute shame if Adelaide met the same fate as Perth.338 Tori Hyland Broadview, I have been an attendee of Soundwave Music Festival for the last four years and am always excited to attend. Despite the event featuring 

alternative genres of music that not everyone enjoys, the festival is the one event many count down to every year. It also provides Adelaide 

with a lot of revenue  as well as exposure to the bands and their managements visiting Adelaide to hopefully return to the city. It is a 

brilliant event, well run and organised. I'm very excited to experience the new atmosphere it brings to the event becoming two days. Please 

al  for the event to take place as I personally cannot afford the extra expenses of flights and accommodation on top of the ticket price to 

travel to Brisbane, Sydney or Melbourne. 
339 Ellen Howell  Para hills I have attended soundwave since 2009 and every year it has been a great event, the organization runs the event smoothly there are always 

a lot of secuurty guards and personel that make sure you are always safe and have a wonderful time. This event brings great music to 

adelaide that with out it we miss out on a lot of these bands as thwy normally only travel to Melbourne and sydney. This event also beings 

alot of tourist to adelaide and helps put adelaide on the map especially as the "festival state". Please bring this amazing event back to 

adelaide again so we are able to enjoy this amazing alternative music scene. 
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340 Chantelle Wallis  Windsor Gardens I believe Soundwave should not be taken from Adelaide. The festival gives thousands of people not only something fantastic to look 

forward to, but a wonderful experience where many can get out and experience all sorts of music in the Parklands. Its a festival enjoyed by 

many Adelaide residents, and without it, our city won't really have anything for the 'metal/punk/rock' community. There is no reason to 

take away such a big part of what makes Adelaide the 'festival state'; people are hardly concerned with the loudness as well as what Clipsal 

500 does to Adelaide parklands, and I feel that Soundwave Festival 2015 should still go ahead as it has for years beforehand (and the 

parklands always look beautiful!). It's such an important day for me and it's really the only chance I get to see some of my favourite bands 

and artists within the genre of music that Soundwave brings as well as other fantastic acts all at a wonderful and convenient location and I 

don't want Adelaide to lose out on something so many of us keep close to us as the memories I have of past Soundwaves are honestly the 

best memories I have and I as well as many other residents do want the chance to create more.

341 Kingsley R Foreman It should be allowed, it is a great event for Adelaide, it would be a same to upset 30k people for just a handful.

342 Joshua Garcia Warradale If SW is cancelled because they've asked for another day, I will have lost faith in Adelaide's commitment to our state being "The Festival 

State". Cancelling one of the bigger revenue generating festivals, especially one as unique, respected and successful as Soundwave, would 

outrage and cause an uproar with a lot of the Adelaide community, but I'm sure from the noise restrictions you announced earlier this 

month that you're already aware of this, and would be an overall horrible decision for the city.
343 Maddi sellicks beach If adelaide loses another major festival it is just going to dishearten artists from even coming her when they go on tour. Plus it is just about 

the only festival that comes to adelaide that caters for a certain style of music, other festivals have a range of music but they often leave 

out the punk/rock bands, meaning that the people that listen to that type of music dont get a chance to experience the festival 

atmosphere. Also people travel from Weatern Australia and the Northen territory just so they can attend the festival so just because this 

festival may not cater to the people who are in the council doesnt mean that it shouldn't be held in this state.
344 Derrick Soundwave is an annual music festival that brings misfits, rock & rollers, businessmen and every other label together for one, 2015 will be 

2, days of love, excitement and adrenaline in a jam packed day full of beer, great music and a combined passion for a culture combiner; 

music. Cancelling this event is like saying that I cannot celebrate Christmas. I, as do THOUSANDS, look forward to this date more than any 

other date on the calendar block. Cancelling Soundwave due to one minuscule noise complaint is breaking the hearts of thousands, 

because one miserable individual cannot be happy for others on ONE weekend of the 52 supplied.

345 Lewin Day Paralowie, I believe it's crucial for Soundwave to remain active in Adelaide in the future. It's a cornerstone event, and as a local business owner that 

interacts heavily with the local music scene, to lose such an event would be a major setback. It is an absolutely positive event that, as a 

patron and a business owner, I have seen to be very well managed and the organisers are clearly conscientious about putting on a safe, 

vibrant event that has great outcomes for both their patrons and the cities in which they operate. I regularly work in the city as well as visit 

the festival each year. Let's not allow naysayers to speak out against an event that's doing so much good for the city. It'll be an awfully quiet 

town without it - we'll have lost something really big.
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346 Wayne Morris paralowie I have bee attending soundwave 2015 at bonython park since 2009. Whilst attending this event I have had some of the most memorable 

experiences of my life. The opportunity to see so many great bands just doesn't get offered anywhere by anyone on the scale that 

soundwave offers. The atmosphere when you arrive is a very friendly one, you can always look to the person next to you and have an hour 

long conversation about how great prevoius years of soundwave have been and how soundwave is like an extra christmas each year. I 

believe not having soundwave in adelaide in 2015 will bring the value of adelaide down by a great deal and upset a lot of the population of 

adelaide. More so then the select few who turn thier nose up at an evemt like this which they more then liekly have not even bothered to 

attend themselves. With soundwave being moved away from clipsal weekend I believe this will relieve a lot of congesture adelaide sees on 

that specific weekend and will benifit the city by allowing people who normally miss out on soundwave because of the clipsal a chance to 

do both which again will bring adelaide more revenue. I dont see how it would be beneficial at all to remove soundwave from adelaide this 

year or in future years so I ask that you take all of this into consideration for the better of this great city known as adelaide!

347 Amanda Bennett Hillcrest Soundwaves is extremely important to Adelaide as it showcases many local, national and international bands who unlike other states, 

Adelaide  would usually miss out on.  

As the festival state it is imperative that all genres of entertainment are included.  

It's very disappointing to think that ACC may not be as progressive as it's European  neighbours who hold concerts for  days on end.

I think it is amazing that Adelaide is included!

348 Victoria Tsiolis Highbury, I have been to Soundwave in Adelaide every year since 2012 and every year it has been absolutely amazing. Music is one of the most 

important things to me and I have been known to wait in lines for hours and hours just to be near the front for my favourite musicians. 

Every year, Soundwave has given me the chance to see many of my favourite bands and even meet some of them as well as have a great 

time with my friends and all the lovely people I meet in the line or next to me in the crowd. It's really one of my favourite days of the year 

every year and I know many of my friends feel the same way. 

The only thing that isn't too amazing about Soundwave is the rushing around you sometimes have to do in order to get to see all the artists 

you want to. For example, last year I had to keep running from one end of Bonython Park to the other in order to see all the artists I paid 

for which, in the heat of the summer, is very exhausting and made for an extremely tiring day. If Soundwave were to be held over two days, 

it would definitely be better for the fans who not only wouldn't have to run around as much, but would get to see longer sets of the 

musicians we care so passionately about. 

For fans of punk/rock/hardcore/metal, there isn't much else we have other than Soundwave, especially for Adelaide which is often left on 

separate tours that artists do around the country. It has been and probably always will be one of the best experiences of my year every 

year and I am very much looking forward to Soundwave 2015! 349 Trevor Worley ADELAIDE, SA As a business and property owner within the Adelaide City centre with voting rights for the City Council, I am absolutely appalled that The 

City Council is apposed to a Major Music event taking place in our city. The excuse to try and force the promoter not to run the event is 

hiding behind the use of noise restrictions, because a half a dozen complaints. Get real, this is pathetic and catering for a boring, lifeless 

minority in North Adelaide who's only enjoyment in life is to complain, believing that the event clientele are all undesirables. What sort of 

nanny city are you trying to run. There is a lot of us in this State trying to make Adelaide a vibrant interesting city, moves like this is killing 

our vision and moving us more towards a lifeless, baron, boring city !
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350 Steph Soundwave is something I look forward to each year, travelling from state to state to see some amazing live music and have a really great 

time with friends and other patrons. Soundwave is a time where everyone is unified as one for a common interest and holding it over two 

days is a great way to really showcase the talent of the bands and really give the patrons a chance to fully get their money's worth of the 

experience of the festival.
351 Kristyn Spence HackhamWest Soundwave is such a fantastic day out for the lovers of this genre of music it means so much to attend.

352 Ashleigh Fenton Please don't get rid of this amazing music festival. It is one of the few that are supported by these types of genres and if Futuremusic and 

Stereosonic are able to continue, I dont think its fair that Soundwave wouldn't. many people look forward to it every year and honestly, for 

me it is the highlight of my year and means a lot to thousands of people. Its only one or two days a year, it should not be a big deal. And 

with people complaining about the noise, there is also clipsal on during the same weekend usually, which would make if worse and thats 

even louder than the festival itself.
353 Ashleigh Casey ALICE SPRINGS, NT I think it is great that Adelaide has the opportunity to host a leg of the Soundwave festival;  as not many artists or festivals include adelaide 

on their lists it gives Adelaide residents the opportunity to see these artists without paying a lot of money to go interstate. I come from 

Alice Springs and travel to adelaide Soundwave as it is the most easily accessible to me, and I love coming to Adelaide too! I hope the 

festival gets it's approval :)
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354 Alicia surey downs Soundwave over the past years has become a very loved event by many members of the South Australian community and also the last all 

ages event left in South Australia, if cancelled you will expect many aggravated citizens and would also be a pretty big loss not only for 

myself but to the other music lovers who have been going to this event since 2007 it's first ever year of being created. Soundwave 2015 will 

be my second year of attendance and i've grown such an undying love for this festival, it's all i've got, it's the only major event we can 

attend as myself and other underage passionate fans of this community are allowed to go to, are you really going to let this happen? 

Stopping many teenagers and sometimes young children seeing their idols who they may never get the chance to see if you cancel 

soundwave! If it wasn't for soundwave i would of never been able to see my absolute idols, greenday! That was the experience of a lifetime 

and i will never forget that moment in life where i saw the band i only ever heard on the radio and only ever saw with posters all over my 

walls. Doing all of this damage to the community can be avoided by not stoping a few pathetic noise complaints get in the way of a dearly 

loved music festival! Yes we take in full consideration how loud we can get but precautions have been taken to prevent the amount of noise 

travelling to the property behind Bonython Park but it's not soundwaves fault that people have moved right next to where a major events 

park has been built.355 Corey Challis Soundwave 2015 should not be cancelled, as the music scene is barely recognised within Adelaide, and clearly Perth. It is an event that 

happens for merely two days. Noise reduction could be considered if that is to be the issue. 

356 Benjamin Fleet Soundwave Festival is a fantastic showcase and outlet for both local, Australian and international bands and is the flagship event for 

rock/metal/alternative. I don't see why the lease should be in question.

357 jason perkins goolwa S.A I am writting in regards to Soundwave 2015,

We the people of Adelaide need this Event to stop us all going mad from all of the normality that is surrounding our city.

I believe that it is in your best interest to keep this even running because it attracts crows from all over South Australia including myself and 

all my mate down in Goolwa S.A we travel an hour to see this metal festival and stay overnight in your city, 

just like alot of other South Australians we find this event *Soundwave* a very good way to express ourselves and helps us relax which is 

good for everyone...

cheers.

yours faithfully

Jason Perkins
358 Jake Bell Glengowrie This is one of the few rock music festivals that is still thriving in our state, please just lay down the rules to Soundwave and continue to let 

this festival thrive. It would be a shame to see it disappear when we so apparently claim to be "The Festival State".

359 Zoe mile end Please please allow this wonderful festival to be held! Music festivals are wonderful events for kids through to adults and soundwave is one 

of my absolute favourites. We already have been denied so many other festivals and concert opportunities because we live in Adelaide and 

taking away one of the greatest just because of a few seniors complaining is against what the people want and just not on. If we cancel fun 

just because of the noise or because of the people, soon enough everyone will leave. The venue is great to fit in quite a few stages to allow 

us to see as many wonderful performances as possible and it's location is conventient to everyone. I fully support soundwave 2015 at  

Bonython and the change to two days will allow us to see even more amazing acts and to experience the festival as much as possible. So 

please, please allow this festival to go forth - you'll be crushing this girl's dreams if you don't. 
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360 Chloe Heidrich I would be devastated if they stopped soundwave because of the noise. Why don't they shut down stereosonic that is just as loud!! 

361 Amelie Great event offering great things! Don't turn it down :)

362 Hannah Templeton Keswick Where do I start. First of all I'm a full time working female who will indulge in a selction of Adelaide festivals through out the year 

substituting my inability to go on holidays, or 'relaxing vocations' and I can with out a doubt say that 'Soundwave' is the festival I most look 

forward to. 

This festival is not just about the music or the money, it's about bringing together people from many walks of life to appreciate the artists, 

the music and the community this has created. This community is filled with some of the kindest and most respectful people from.ages 

young and old that I've met, creating a more enjoyable experience than any other festival. 

To look at some of the benefits created, this festival attracts people from all around Australia, having people who enjoy attended each leg 

of the tour or to people who come to Adelaide particular because of Adelaide's history with being one of the best shows during the tour. 

This creates an influx of people stimulating the local economy. Not only can this attract pepple from out of state but many locals are more 

inclined to spend on things like accommodation, clothing/accessories, food (alike cafe's, pubs) and most definitely taxis. Depending how 

you look at it the fines administered by police officers could be seen as another source of income for the government.

Last year's 'Soundwave' was reported by 'The Advertiser' to have been fined due to breaching sound laws but when looking at the satitstics 

in the same article it appears a majority of the complaints were made by a single person. Considering the amount of houses and residents 

within an audible area of 'Soundwave' and the population attending (being thr ones creating potential profit) these complaints are 

incredibly minimal. As the festival also ends at 10pm at night it could be considered almost petty to complain even more than once for an 

event that comes around only once a year and lasts approximately 8-9 hours and stimulates Australuan economy, when there are so many 

people supporting and anticipating this festival.

I can only hope you understand where I'm coming from and take into serious consideration that if 'Soundwave's' Adelaide leg was cancelled 

this could also affect how other festivals, events and musicians view their opinion and excitment of coming to Adelaide and that Adelaide 

has been publicly stated as the festivals in charge faviourite stop of the tour making Adelaide a more sought after show.

363 Jade N Darwin, Northern 

Territory

As someone who travels interstate to attend Soundwave, I believe it'd be a huge disappointment for Adelaide to miss out on one of the 

best festivals in Australia. Unfortunately South Australia already misses out on enough live bands, please don't add Soundwave Festival to 

that list.
364 Ben MacKerras Prospect This event is one of a kind in Adelaide and is an event many of us look forward to all year am a strong supporter of live music in our city and 

throw all of my support behind Soundwave as well. 

365 dani rosewater Soundwave is the best thing to happen to adelaide! two days would make so many people happy.
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366 jessica arnold munno para west I absolutely love Soundwave and would be sorely disappointed if it was no longer allowed in Adelaide, as a young mother this event is the 

ONLY event I attend for the whole year so as you can image I look forward to it for months. If it is just an issue of noise pollution could it 

not be moved to a different location? Also for the people that made the noise complaints it's only once a year, that's it, I'm sure they can be 

considerate enough to allow the youth of this state to enjoy a day out in a safe and controlled environment.

367 steven massacci  Hope Valley

368 Amy Legedza Golden Grove Soundwave is a fantastic festival that I have previously attended 3 times since 2010. The festival has given Adelaide punters a chance to 

enjoy a day of music from dozens of bands that all fall under the rock genre in some way or another.

The fact that Soundwave has chosen to expand the festival over 2 days is a great step forward not just for the fans who will be able to enjoy 

more of their favourite music. I think the two day festival will also eliminate the chance of noise levels being breached. In previous years 

there have been a number of stages in close proximity to each other, so the noise level has had to be high for fans to enjoy the music 

clearly. Due to the fact there are less stages planned for 2015, and that they are more spread across the park, I am led to believe that the 

stages wouldn't have to compete against each other to be heard, so the overall noise would be less. 

I understand that there have been complaints from nearby residents after this year's festival, however I don't believe that such a small 

number of complaints should put a stop to a festival that many thousands of fans enjoy and look forward to year after year. 369 Timothy Paltridge The ACC is so contradictory. You want to boost tourism, festivals and a vibrant city atmosphere yet you want to cancel a growing festival in 

the festival state. 

I don't think that some of your ideas an get any dumber especially your noise restriction policies in which it says that the sound can be cut 

off at any time. It is a festival. That is what at festival is. Loud, vibrant atmosphere. 

This isn't about YOU. This is about the people who want to go to these sort of festivals. Just because it might not be your sort of thing does 

that mean that it shouldn't be.
370 Ashleigh Fletcher Soundwave is the only decent music festival we have left, please don't get rid of it. 

371 Steve Hutchings Elizabeth North, I believe this event should be held; to not do so would deal a savage blow to the live music scene in Adelaide,  and may discourage touring 

acts from coming.

372 Jade happy valley I think it would be really sad to lose soundwave in 2015 Adelaide has already lost the Big DayOut for 2015. Its the only thing left for people 

that have intersets in that style of music. And alot of people like myself look forward to it every year. I know myself and lots of others would 

hate to see it go
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373 Brad WOODVILLE 

GARDENS, SA

The fact we need to even go through this process is a farce! 

You're making Adelaide look pathetic on an international level! 

It's no wonder big acts bypass Adelaide when we have moronic power hungry toy government...sorry councilors in charge! 

It's 2 days out of the year for gods sake are we really that pathetic here? 

374 Ian Bell North Adelaide I am disturbed by the seemingly disproportionate disruption being caused by an extremely small number of complainants on events that 

attract tens of thousands of people. If six people complained about the Clipsal or Womadelaide or the Xmas pageant they would be given 

the short shrift they deserved. It seems like the only time things like 'noise levels' get any attention is when it is young people having fun. 

Both Soundwave and Big Day Out are over by 10pm which is a reasonable time. I am a resident of North Adelaide and the disruption of 

noise and traffic from the football is of more concern to me, but for many years I was a resident of Rose Park and there was MONTHS of 

inconvenience and disruption every year and never so much as a form letter from council saying 'Hey sorry guys but it's that time of year 

again, sorry for the....thanks for your....', something I know the BDO did for many years in Wayville. If Adelaide is serious about wanting to 

nurture an active culture in many areas (The Festival State anyone?), then it needs to be made very clear that if you want to live in the 

beating heart of the city you have to expect there to be a pulse you might hear. 

375 Tehya Arvanitis Lockleys Hello! I am a 16 year old girl living in Adelaide and last year I attended Soundwave for the first time. It was a wonderful day and I can 

honestly say that it was one of the highlights of my year here, I've been lookin forward to Soundwave 2015 since the last event and would 

be devastated to see it go. I have also read quite a few reviews in which people even from interstate have described Soundwave Adelaide as 

the best Soundwave in Australia which does make me pretty proud. Thank you for taking your time to read this. 
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376 Josh Green Fields Soundwave is a fantastic event that I look forward to each and every year. As soon as Soundwave has finished, I'm already waiting in 

anticipation for the line up for the following year. 

I've lived in the Northern Suburbs of Adelaide my entire life and have the planes fly over my house from the Parafield Airport each day. 

Other people live closer to the Adelaide airport, Adelaide oval or even Footy Park when that was still featuring AFL games. We hold the 

Clipsal 500, Fringe festival, womad and so many other awesome events here that create just as much sound, if not more then Soundwave 

does. Some of there events go for longer or are even held every week.

It's not as though anyone who complains about the Clipsal or AFL games being too loud is going to result in them being "shut down". These 

people have to deal with and learn to deal with it. Us alternative music fans ask that for just a couple of days a year, people can respect our 

lifestyle and understand that this is also a huge event that does nothing but help the city and the state keep it's name "the festival state". 

We should be proud to hold these events rather then look to shut them down because of a handful of people have complained. If I call up 

and complain about the planes at Parafield Airport flying over my house at 10pm at night, will that result in the entire airport being closed 

down? No. So what's the difference377 James Evans Blakeview Soundwave is an excellent music festival for metal heads all over Adelaide and Australia. WE SHOULDN'T LOSE IT! ITS AMAZING!

378 Shelley Jones  Oaklands Park The soundwave Festival is a huge part of many people's lives in Adelaide. It is no secret that Adelaide often gets missed in big music and 

festival tours which makes this festival even more important to lots of people in our little city. I have attended Soundwave every year since 

it started in Adelaide and most of my friends regularly attend the event. I know many people that travel into the city just for the event, 

spending lots of money whilst paying for food and hotels etc while in Adelaide. If for some reason our festival gets cancelled, I know for a 

fact that many people will still travel interstate giving other cities extra funds whilst there for the weekend. If you keep our festival here, 

not only will you be pleasing the thousands of fans, but you will be encouraging people to travel to, and stay in Adelaide. So many people 

love this festival and want it to continue. Please let us enjoy it for as long as possible.

379 Bradley Snell Greatest festival to ever come to Sydney. Must stay.

380 kathleen Vincent-

Lucas

Bellevue Heights If we're the festival state, we need to stop being the nanny state. The sound pollution from the Clipsal has annoyed far more people, ruined 

countless shows, frustrated many international artists and you kick up a fuss on a music festival which sold out last year, and if what I've 

read is accurate, has had only a handful of noise complaints (most by the same resident). I don't understand the problem? The majority 

over the minority. Bonython park will always be a place of public gathering,  loud music or not. 

This rings too similar to music venues being shut down due to one resident moving next door knowing full well its a music venue, then 

petitioning for it to close down.

Hands off our music venues please. And don't charge them through the teeth. 
381 Ole Stirzaker Croydon Park I have gone every year since 2008. It is a fanastic music festival. I just don't understand the social elite gets **** over a "heavy metal" music 

festival over two days. Of course we never win because of who we are. For one weekend we can say **** them and enjoy ourselves. Fans 

of this kind of music can have only a festival like this once a year because it brings some unique bands and with big day out not running this 

year, we deserve it.  
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382 Lisa Siegmann Whyalla Norrie should be allowed.I have been for the last 6 years and am now taking my 14 and 13 year old girls.We travel from whyalla and pay for 

accommodation which puts funds in your pocket.Soundwave has always been a friendly fun event Yes its loud ....its meant to be ....its a 

rock concert .........If the old farts dont like it a Bonython Let it move to wayville now BDO has been canned 

383 James Brennan Soundwave is a time of the year that I (and thousands of others) look forward to every year. It is the only international heavy music festival 

that comes to Adelaide that has large-scale international acts in the lineup. Soundwave has been a great source of memories and joy for 

countless Adelaide citizens, myself included.

Stopping this festival for a few local residents (who, in my opinion should know that if they're going to move near the city or the location 

for such events, they will be subject to noise every once in a while. Soundwave is on for two nights a year come 2015, and prior to that only 

a single night, I'm sure they can handle it.) at the expense of thousands of heavy music fans would destroy the credibility of the ACC and 

certainly create a bitterness towards the Council.
384 Josh Bywater  Colonel Light 

Gardens

Soundwave is an event that changes lives... It gives people hope, dreams and ambitions to work toward. It brings a new atmosphere to the 

city that thousands of people look forward to every year. People from Tasmania go out of their way to fly here just for the festival... It runs 

once a year. Once... The benefits you get from cancelling the festival only last for a day (or two now that it's going to run for two days.) 2 

days out of 365 is basically nothing. If you keep the festival running, thousands of people will be kept happy until the next Soundwave. If 

you take it away, thousands of people will be angry until it's brought back.

Unless you actually understood the fans of the music and the music itself, you can't know how good the festival really is for the people in 

this city. Everyone who goes is there for the same reason and that is to have an incredible time seeing the bands who you have fallen in 

love with perform in front of you. Please don't take such an inspiring experience away from everyone, it's one of the things that makes 

working and staying in this city worth it. 

Thank you.385 Tara Jane Westmead 2145 NSW Radelaide!!!!! Definitely my favourite SW I've been to 2 in your fab city. It would be a shame to loose such a smoothly run SW and such a 

great venue and atmosphere. 

KEEP RADELAIDE GOING!!!
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386 Natalie Chomel Elizabeth North Soundwave is an event that me and my large group of friends look forward to every year. It's like Christmas Day for us but instead of 

opening presents we get to see some of our most favourite bands as well as some well regarded international acts live. I have been 

attending Soundwave since I was 16 with my first festival being in 2010. 2015 will be my 6th soundwave and I am very much looking 

forward to the new two day format. I have been able to see this festival progress and develop into one of the best music festivals in 

Australia and definitely adelaide. I have attended many different music festivals in adelaide and I can safely say that it has been one that I 

never felt unsafe at and would recommend for patrons under the age of 18 to definitely attend. Music I feel is a very important part of 

society and I am sad to be hearing that big day out will not be returning next year. This leaves a massive hole in my yearly calendar to see 

some fantastic alternative and rock acts. It would be sad to see soundwave leave too as there would be no hope for Adelaide to see any of 

the acts that would be on the soundwave bill. Soundwave is not the type of festival where you go to get drunk and spend the whole day 

wasted like many other festivals that use the bonython parklands. There is much less drug abuse as well. It is for the vast majority of 

patrons a day to appreciate the music and to see a band they may not see anywhere else.  Soundwave has brought me acts like blink 182, 

Metallica, alexisonfire, Korn, system of a down and many more that I will probably never see again in my lifetime. It would be horribly sad 

to see sound wave leave if it was to happen. This festival really is about the love of music and all things hardcore and rock n roll!  There is 

real no harm in it and it really is something that will never be seen again in adelaide.

387 Michael Arbery Freeling Hey ACC, I think it would be a tragic loss for Adelaide if we were to no longer host Soundwave. 

It's one of the few festivals still left in this precious state that I enjoy. The crowd numbers alone can back me up on that one. 

Keeping Soundwave brings another aspect to this already wonderful city and state to get people to settle here. 

I also do not have the money to go to a different state to attend a one of a kind festival when there is no bad reason not to have it here. 

388 Maddie May Port Augusta Soundwave 2015 being held at Bonython Park in Adelaide will provide the festival state with more tourists, meaning being better for the 

state with more currency coming in, as well as it being held over a two day weekend it will attract the festvies to stay from Friday to 

Monday, possibly even more days. As a soundwaver since 2012 I think that bonython park is the best spot to hold Soundwave, and many 

more soundwaves to come. Please do not stop this festival, or relocate it, as it is doing this state some good.
389 andrew jeffery lewiston Soundwave provides me a way to see a multitude of bands both local and over seas that I potentially wouldn't have known about or 

thought of going to see. In an age when there are limited venues in every state and in particular adelaide it reduces the competition for 

which band gets the venue. To see soundwave go would to see a drop in business for the cbd as many people before hand and after the 

event go will go to places like jb hifi, clarity records to learn about their new favourite band. It will bring business to clothing places as 

people try to find clothing to wear to soundwave as well
390 Alex Fox  seaview downs I've not missed a soundwave for years. I am sound engineer that specialises in live sound, and yes Soundwave breaches the sound 

restrictions put in place, but the restrictions are just futile. People pay 200 dollars a ticket for a rock concert. If you're seeing Metallica, 

Green Day or Iron Maiden live, you expect a certain level of loudness. 110dB is loud, but it's not rock concert loud. Perhaps a greater 

awareness should be created for hearing protection or something closer to those lines. They're paying money to feel the music, not hear it.

Soundwave is a cultural force for a large part of the Adelaide community and a thousands of people love it every year. And given the 

surprisingly low number of noise level complaints last year I think it's totally unreasonable to block Soundwave in 2015.
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391 Kirsty VICTOR HARBOR, SA Yes it should be held here and over the 2 days! Not much comes to adelaide for the youth and this is the one day they look forward to. 

People will complain regardless but seriously it's 2 days out of 365 days I'm sure they can get over it. No one complains about the noisy cars 

going round and round or the fact that the city is backed up because of it and the clipsal goes on for 4 days I mean come on people really?? 

I think this festival should be here to stay!! I do however think it should be based at the show grounds only for the convenience, space and 

parking space as well.  
392 Matthew Copini Greenwith This event has been a part of Adelaide culture for years now, without this powerful means of release for teens and adults alike, then it's a 

high risk of them finding other ways of doing so outside of SA, which is a massive loss to both the community AND the economy.

Don't take away the very festival that makes SA the festival state.

393 Adelaide I really believe sound wave should be continued next year in Adelaide because it's a great festival. It's a wonderful opportunity for people 

to see the bands they idealize all at once. Many of the bands who play at Soundwave are very anti suicide and they have songs to help 

people, and meeting the people that saved a life and seeing them play is a wonderful thing. I also agree with the even being on for two 

days, this year the bands were crowded and it was very difficult to be able to see every band i enjoyed, everyone there faced that problem, 

the extra day allows people to enjoy their time more and allows bands to play for much longer and allows bands to not clash with each 

other. A two day event will make the magic of soundwave last longer. Often people will wait at the airport for bands to greet them, but 

often there is a chance if you attend the soundwave festival that you will not get to meet your favorite band.

I was high suicide risk last year, but going to soundwave allowed me to meet my idols, people who made the music that helped me survive 

my weakest moments and that aided in the help of curing my depression. please allow soundwave to continue.

394 Adrienn Tessenyi Wingfield I am looking forward to Soundwave. Every year thousands gather together to go to this event.

Adelaide is starting to go downhill when it comes to youth. Keep soundwave.

395 Dana I've been waiting a few years to have the opportunity to see Soundwave. Please don't take it away! I live outside of Adelaide, about four 

hours away, so it's quite an effort to come out to Soundwave. This year will be my first year!
396 Daniel Barbieri Valley View Every year without fail, soundwave is the best event that there is, and is attended by 10s of thousands of happy people!

If Soundwave is rejected, Adelaide will lose one of it's most exciting events and people will be forced to spend way too much money to 

attend it in other states.

I have relatives who live in close proximity and they love it! Never hear any complaints regarding it.

Please council, do not deny my, and thousands of other peoples, favourite 2 days of the year...can't stand the heartbreak!

Also, it gives Adelaide more chance for tourism as Soundwave Perth has been permanently closed, and dedicated Western Australians will 

seek US for the next closest Soundwave!
397 Jacob Keough  morphett vale Soundwave is a great festival it has become the biggest music festival in the country with sell out crowds all around the country.  Adelaide 

council should be doing everything in its power to make this festival stronger every year.  I believe that this festival is a great revenue raiser 

for local business within the area,  I can't see how one weekend a year could really be such a bad thing. Please continue this event for many 

years to come
398 Megan Nottage Unley It should go ahead. Don't kill off a major music event please.
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399 corey portland It would be sad to lose Adelaide as a venue for Soundwave! It is the best festival Australia offers. We have the choice to travel the much 

shorter distance to Melbourne but instead tough out the 6 and a bit hour drive to Adelaide.. Well worth the drive. 
400 Tyler Roach  McLaren Flat Soundwave is a fantastic event to showcase great music to the people of Adelaide. The loss of such an event would be a tragedy for all, as it 

brings so many together and provides so much for the township. 
401 Andrew i believe it would be sad to lose this event in Adelaide because unlike future music festival and stereo sonic which both play the same genre 

of music, soundwave is the only festival in Adelaide  that plays the metal genre. having gone to previous soundwaves i can say that it is a 

great and enjoyable day with great atmosphere and getting rid of this event will be a great loss to fans of the genre as like i previously 

stated it is a great day and is very well priced for an event that goes for two entire days and for how much talented artist are performing

402 Abbie Sayers Salisbury downs Soundwave is the only festival we have in adelaide that fans of the specific music genres get.  Community members who enjoy other genres 

of music get multiple festivals at varying locations throughout the year. Taking soundwave away from adelaide would be so disappointing 

to the vast number if people that enjoy this type of music. It would also drive these people to go interstate to enjoy their type of music 

which is extremely costly. Other states have cancelled soundwave in recent times which I know has increased numbers of people coming to 

adelaide to enjoy the festival which obviously is increasing tourism for our state. Please take all of this into consideration with your decision 

and let us keep our soundwave experience.
403 dave luds KILBURN, SA n regards of keeping or cancelling soundwave 2015 , keep it please , altho a 2 day weekend it does bring money to the state its always a big 

thing on my calender every year , 

people from interstate do come out to this festival , so thats money spent on hotels and accomadation , and also the bands hire our busses 

etc more $$$$$$ to the state not to mention the stages and the south aussie vendors that sell food and drinks there  its all about 

promoting adelaide ,,, a lot of the bands that do the festival would skip not only adelaide but wouldnt tour australia if it wasnt for this 

festival ..............

404 Jason Greenfield MODBURY, SA Please ensure you make it possible for Soundwave to continue to come to Adelaide.

I realize that a metal & punk festival might not be everyones musical taste, there are plenty of people like myself that love this genre.

The festival event makes it possible for us to see bands that would never tour on their own right to Adelaide as the festival allows them to 

share the risk.

If we don't have this festival, a lot of these bands will simply never come...... Not everyone is excited about the Rolling Stones or Pink.

405 Lucas Griffin I think Soundwave is an excellent event which brings young people together to enjoy the bliss that is music, as well as bring money to 

businesses ie. Pubs, bendors, shops etc in the surrounding areas including the city. I would be very disappointed in the adelaide council if 

soundwave was not to return next year.
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406 Daran Holmes Soundwave is a day I look forward to every year at Bonython Park. As a University student, there are times where you just want to go out 

and have some fun. Soundwave is a oppertunity for me to do that whilst listening to some of my favourite bands that I have grown up to 

love and admire. Losing Soundwave would be a complete tragedy not only to me, but thousands of teenagers, adults and Uni students that 

wait an entire year to engage in some fun and rock out to their favourite bands and music genres. South Australia is the festival state, and 

getting rid of Soundwave will not only lose the right to enjoy various types of music, but to lose tourist and travellers from all around the 

world and other parts of Australia consequently losing that 'logo' to the people of Adelaide.  As i said before, getting rid of Soundwave 

Adelaide would be just as the same as losing WomAdelaide. You would be taking the right for thousands of people to enjoy a day of music, 

connect with people and have a good time. Shame on you if you get rid of one of Australias most popular music festival. 

407 aaron murphy barossa valley 5355 Dont get rid of Soundwave its the only event I enjoy that adelaide has

408 Travis Dragani Salisbury Park Please keep Soundwave in Adelaide. It is a once a year event that caters for fans of music ranging from punk to rock to metal. This is 

something that is very rare yet very much appreciated and it would be an absolute disaster to see Adelaide lose such a world class event. 

Bands from all over the world try to get on this tour, bands who with out Soundwave would never get the chance to visit our beautiful city 

and we would never have the opportunity of seeing live.

Please let Adelaide have Soundwave 2105!!
409 Lee Andrews It would indeed be a sad day if ACC were notto issue  the required permits for Soundwave to go ahead in 2015, I, along with my kid have 

attended every soundwave in Adelaide. We now travel the 3000 kkm from Alice Springs to attend this event, and judging by the amount of 

people wwhho travel south for this event it is obvioysky a toyrist drawcard particularly 
410 Adam Cox morphett vale Please allow this event to take place. As we have seen in perth if we dont support these things they get taken away! One person 

complaning from north adelaide last year shouldnt be able to ruin a very well organised and run event that 20 to 30, 000 people attend. 

Cmon council. We already get laughed at  about our nanny state laws
411 Billy webber Beecher Soundwave is the one time of year we can all celebrate our favourite music, metal. Please do not take this away from us. There are no other 

festival or events like this, it only happens once a year. Please don't stop this amazing time of year.

412 Cristina Garcia ingle farm I think you should cut them some slack. They finish at 10, they bring big acts

I like other festivals and thousands of people enjoy some thin that 1 or 2 people complain about.
413 S . Apponyi Lyndoch Please let Soundwave stay in Adelaide , we don't have much here so please let it stay.

414 Bel Battista Hewett I have no issue with Bonython Park being leased on those particular dates. It is an event that is usually run quite well, with little issues. I 

don't think next year will be any different 
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415 Philipp van Bramer Warradale, Soundwave is integral to Tourism in Adelaide. Not only does it provide people with an opportunity to see bands who would normally 

bypass Adelaide on an Australian tour, but it also brings over people from interstate, as many people will "tour" with the festival (I know 

various people who see the festival in every state, and having spoken to people in Sydney while seeing the festival there, the feeling is that 

traveling to other states is simply fun). After the deletion of Perth for 2015,  we are likely to experience a similar frustration and feeling of 

betrayal as Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane continue to be the hubs of musical culture in Australia, simply by being more appealing to 

bands, all the while Adelaide maintains its claim of being the culture centre of Australia whenever Tour Down Under, the Fringe or the 

Clipsal 500 roll into town. The impression is "its music, we don't care, and we'll ignore the damage various cars do to the environment while 

shutting down most of the CBD for a motorsport race". Music is peaceful, and it is beyond belief that people in North Adelaide would 

complain about some guitar riffs while ignoring 3 days of roaring engines. Instead, we are now faced with losing a festival that has the 

immense potential to give so many people, both young and old, the chance to experience the music they love or simply have never had a 

chance to see, live. From personal experience,  had it not been for SW12 I'd have never seen Iron Maiden because Adelaide has not been an 

Australian tour stop since 1985 (let that sink in...almost 30 years). Too many people already desire to leave SA because there is nothing to 

keep us here, not with Melbourne and Sydney in driving distance. Please don't take this away from us.

PHIL/26/ADELAIDE

416 Aaron Abraham Harrington Park Soundwave show cases some of Australia's and the worlds best hard rock and heavy metal bands. It allows for the audience to experience a 

music festival show casing some of the best in the industry which if seen individually would cost the individual thousands. It also brings to 

our country bands that would not normally be given the opportunity to travel to our fair country. As with any large gathering of people 

there will be those that misbehave, but why should the majority suffer for the few? As for noise pollution being a concern, having the event 

held over two days means that the bands are not struggling to fit there sets in and in the event of technical difficulties the supporting crew 

are not under as much pressure to rectify faults which in turn reduces the likelihood of bands going over time or the audience missing out.  

Those who oppose to the noise in the local area do have a right to complain, just as I have the right to attend a music festival which is in no 

way illegal. The Soundwave festival is growing, which means tourism grows. The way I see it, why should the complaints of a few people 

who do not like the noise, or the genre of music played ruin it for those who would otherwise not get the opportunity to such a spectacle of 

talent. It also means that instead of having people come to our fair city, they are just going to spend their money somewhere else, a lost 

opportunity to showcase the city of Adelaide.

417 Amanda Stevens Wellington Point, QLD Losing Adelaide Soundwave would be massive for many reasons but I'll just share with you mine.  My friends and I travel from Sydney, 

Brisbane and Whyalla (north of Adelaide) to attend this festival every year. For a few of us, this is the only time in the year we get to see 

each other. We stay in a hotel, eat great food and enjoy our favorite bands at this festival.  It would be a shame for us not to be able to look 

forward to this each year and probably see the Whyalla portion even less as they struggle to travel with work commitments. Please don't 

take this away from us, we love visiting your beautiful city!   
418 Jacob Shubin Soundwave is the only event where Adelaide rock and metal fans can be together for a day, each year. It is fair the the ACC is trying to ban 

soundwave due to the noise, however why soundwave? If your going to ban one event why not ban them all and take away everyone's fun. 

It is most likely that one person in charge at the ACC or may not be at the ACC doesn't like the event compared to the 1000's that really do 

enjoy the event which brings excitement to those who do attend. Keep soundwave in Adelaide!!!!!!
419 Bigjocks cameron whyalla I know at least 100 people that travel to Adelaide every year for this gig. To take it away is just shameful.. The ACC has already ruined alot 

of "this genre" festivals and gigs in the past,so leave this alone!! If noise is an issue,relocate...simple.. Are they shutting down futures and 

stereos aswell....or does someone on the council just not like metal... Seriously rethink your actions...
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420 Jarred Fox Grange Soundwave absolutely needs to stay. I have attended this festival for the last 4 years and not once have i seen anything that even looks 

remotely like violence.  

The atmosphere is amazing, and the city life is a buzz the nights previous to and after the event. 

Also now with there not being a conflict with The Clipsal 500 there should be less demand on public transport, making the event and city 

alot easier to travel to and from.

Not allowing this event to be staged in Adelaide would be the loss of a 2nd major festival behind Big Day Out and surely a loss in revenue 

the local businesses could use from intersate travelers attending the event. and on that note with the event being proposed for a 2 day 

event, it would give local hotls more business.

If the event was not allowed to be held in Adelaide, I would be forced to travel to one of the  eastern states to attend the festival. thus 

using money i would have otherwise spent on attending the Clispal 500 the next weekend.

This festival means alot to myself and many other people, please let it stay and don't let a few naysayers ruin it for us.  421 Cassandra Bach Glenelg East Soundwave is a fantastic music festival which I support every year.  I eagarly await the release of bands playing to the tram ride into the 

festival. It's an opportunity to bring more tourism to the state with people traveling to attend. This could be componded in 2015 with Perth 

no longer having a Soundwave Festival. Not only does it provide an opportunity for the promoter but for people who work at the event, 

hotels, eating venues, public transport to name but a few areas which can also benefit from the Soundwave Festival. I eagerly await the 

2015 Soundwave Festival
422 Justin Hart seaford rise Yes we want sound wave to come to Adelaide. Don't you think Adelaide has lost enough events? 

423 Jordan Coombe Mile End The fact I have to fill this in to give my opinion about the best musical event in Australia is laughable. Iv gone to sound wave for the last 6 

years. In that time iv seen some of the best metal and puck act the world has to offer. Adelaide soundwave get on average 25000 to 40000 

every year. It's an international event that is recognised globally. Why does the adelaide city council have a problem with this? Well maybe 

it is the noise, but that doesn't make sense as they hold clipsil 500 which is louder and longer!!! And what the reports proved that not many 

people did complain just a few old people complaining for the sake of it. For our city to continue to move forward we need to embrace such 

events not question them. The Big dag out has just fallen by the waist side and it would a real shame if soundwave was taken away from 

the enormous amount of passionate music fans, who love getting out and seeing their favourite bands. Please take some initiative adelaide 

city council and not only give your full backing to Soundwave but also make sure events like this are never compromised due a typical 

Wowser type attitude!! I feel ashamed to live here when I hear these things. It make our city look bad, it make our young population very 

unhappy and it puts off the great people who are bringing these amazing events to our city.
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424 Elizabeth Northgate Please Adeliade City Council, do not cancel this event! I am a full time tax paying, rates paying, community minded and supportive woman. I 

have been to 2012 & 2013 soundwave and enjoyed every minute of it. When I came for 2012 soundwave, I was living in Broken Hill NSW, 

and at the time the main road between Broken Hill & Adelaide was down. I travelled 7 hours to come to this beautiful city and enjoy this 

festival. 

Unfortunately I was unable to attend last years soundwave (2014) as I was pregnant with my second child. However, this year I'm planning 

on attending with "bells on"

Please please please don't let this concert be canceled over the thoughts of a few, when tens of thousands attended both years I did! 

425 Shaun Coller  Noarlunga Downs I've attended every Soundwave Festival held in Adelaide with my wife and it is the only chance we get to see many of our favourite artists 

all on the same day. It is our favourite event of the year. Its great to see fans both young and old come together in celebration of the music 

we love. 

426 Richard hillcrest Soundwave is the only event of its kind in Australia. For lovers of metal music there is simply no other festivals that offers this genre 

anywhere in Australia. I feel privileged that it comes to adelaide. Bonython park is an excellent location for a music festival, it provides 

shade and has a better layout than a show ground. A 2 day festival is an excellent idea allowing festival addendees to see more bands play. 

Please allow soundwave to continue at bonythorn park. Kind regards. Richard
427 Justin Nickson PENNINGTON, SA Soundwave is the highlight of my year and I have a lot of friends who feel the same. Dont get rid of Soundwave! No wonder everyone 

thinks Adelaide is a backward and old town. I know people who are already planning to come from interstate and even international for 

2015 Soundwave. 

428 Ashleigh press I wait an entire year for this event, every year. I also don't live in Adelaide, so I take the time off to travel the 3 hours to  come to adelaide 

for soundwave. It is a much loved event in Adelaide, with thousands turning up. It gets more popular as the years go on, but if you cancel it 

there will be a lot of unhappy people. Canceling an event due to noise restrictions is ridiculous, as the event is meant to be loud, like all 

concerts. I would not like to travel all the way to another city in another state to attend soundwave as not everyone can afford to do that 

once a year, so please keep the Adelaide soundwave happening as people from regional areas around Adelaide also attend soundwave. It 

would be a shame to see it gone.
429 Scott Dowling O'sullivanBeach Soundwave is a great event that attracts a huge variety of bands to our city.  

I personally know of a number of interstate people that travel to Adelaide just for this event.  This is another event that puts our great city 

on the world map.
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430 Ben Modbury heights It would be sad to see soundwave go, it's the last big thing that adelaides has left for the fans of the genre.

Like you said attendance has been growing since 2008 why put a stop to that. Besides it's only for two days. Clipsal  goes for four and is just 

as loud if not louder.

431 Todd Herraman Elizabeth park Sound wave is an important event for this City and this State!

Unless we want to be know as the state that doesn't want it citizens to have the opportunity to see some of the best live performers in the 

world.

Sound wave may be loud and some  of the public behaviour unfortunate, but no worse than the CBD on a weekend.

This is an opportunity for the council to say we won't be pushed around by a few closes minded individuals let the city have it's festival! 

432 brendan wells broadview Soundwave is now the only festival me and my freinds attend now. 

Excellent day , always well planned. 

433 Emma brown Noarlunga south Sound wave should be allowed to go ahead. Adelaide already misses out on a lot of music events. We don't want to push them away and 

encourage more artists that it's not worth going to adelaide! If they don't come to adelaide more people will travel interstate for this event 

and adelaide will loose out in the end. It's not fair on people who can't afford interstate travel as it's he only alternative music event which 

brings us together!
434 Brendan belair SA-the festival state? Not if the acc gets their way,forever ruining everything,and they wonder why young people are leaving the state in 

hoards...no jobs and nothing to do for enjoyment. Maybe it should be SA the retirement state. Absolute joke
435 luke norman bordertown I support Sound Wave using the parklands, I have been every year except two and always stay in hotels and inject tourism dollars into 

Adelaide's local economy. Sound wave is one of the high lights of my year and look forward to going to Adelaide to be there, it would be 

sad if I had to travel to another city.
436 Ryan Taylor willaston Please please please allow soundwave to continue here in Adelaide. Soundwave is the one event that I look forward to the most each and 

every year and would be truly upsetting for this great event to no longer be allowed here.

437 Paula montroy mile end I disagree with our parklands constantly being used for music festivals, especially this type of music. The parkland is effectively "no go" area 

for around a week. Then on the festival days local residents have to put up with people using the streets and local parks to get drunk, 

drugged and urinating in public. Then at finishing time the people cause a very unpleasant disturbance when leaving. I believe the show 

grounds and other purpose built venues should be ulitized more, as the infrastructure is already there and those residents purchased in 

those surrounding areas with full knowledge that they live in an entertainment precinct. STOP USING OUR BEAUTIFUL PEACEFUL 

PARKLANDS FOR PROFIT!
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438 Teaghan Da Rocha MAWSON LAKES, SA Please don't cancel Soundwave. It's the only event I look forward to in the year and I would be really disappointed.  It's been running since 

08 and has always been successful. Please don't ruin it for the metal scene in Adelaide. It's the only festival we get. :(

439 Daniel Steinert Gawler South As from experience of more than 4 years of attending, I think Soundwave is a fantastic alternative festival that caters for a VERY wide 

audience. It allows for the young and old to express themselves through music and helps them appreciate this city just a little bit more.

If Soundwave wasn't being held in Adelaide it would mean people would have to travel out of Adelaide just to attend. Personally speaking, 

I'm passionate enough about the festival that I would travel a very long way just to attend.

Before moving out of home, I would have to travel over an hour and a half just to attend the festival. I still have to travel an hour to attend 

and continue to do so for years to come.

The festival's numbers grow more every year and it is the last of it's kind, with Big Day Out being canned. Festival goers of Big Day Out 

would then attend this festival as it's the last big alternative music festival that Adelaide has to offer.

Being apart of this festival makes me proud to be from Adelaide. How can we expect to grow as a state if we don't cater for a wide audience 

whom raises revenue and allows them to appreciate a great thing that this city has going.

I sincerely hope you consider to keep this yearly festival.

Thank you
440 Paige Johnston Soundwave is the one thing i look forward too each year. How is it different to these other festivals. Dont hate because of the music. 

441 Cat Harris  oaklands park Soundwave is an excellent festival. One that causes far fewer issues that stereo sonic or future music. It should stay in Adelaide. It brings 

national bands to our small beautiful city that would normally not come and if removed, people will travel to melb/sydney bringing tourism 

and money to those capital cities instead. This is a good opportunity for Adelaide.
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442 Ashleigh Roseworthy, I have been attending the sound wave festival in Adelaide for a few years now and it is the best weekend of the year. Heavy metal music 

isn't as big here in Adelaide as it should be and sound wave gives us a chance to meet new people and to socialise and build friendships 

with many, attendance has grown significantly during my time and it would be an absolute shame to see it go. It brings in so much to the 

South Australian economy that is very much needed and provides a safe and secure environment to bond over the music we love. Please 

Adelaide council let Soundwave 2015 continue and let it be shown why it is such a fantastic event to have here in SA.

443 Mikayla Wait Peterhead Soundwave is a great festival that brings together hundreds of people which ultimately forms friendships and a stronger community. 

Understanding the concerns of the locals, it is only two days of the year. There are many Adelaide residents that are inconvenienced by 

other major Adelaide festivals and events for example the Clipsal 500. I've experienced first hand waking up to the sound of the cars right 

outside my window and listening to the concerts as i fall asleep.  BUT for some slight discomfort for residents, many people are having the 

time of their lives and making memories they will cherish forever. 

In another point, Soundwave presents local Adelaide bands the chance to perform a set at the festival. This is directly supporting the 

Adelaide music scene, encouraging people to go out and listen to live music and experience it, this is ultimately helping out local 

businesses. 

There are independent food vans and trucks that cater for the event. They're making money to support their families. This two day festival 

would only help them. 

I think that this whole thing needs to be looked at as a positive rather than a negative. Whether it's a general dislike towards the genre of 

music or the rowdy behavior of attendees that ruin it for the majority, the positives outweigh the negatives and that needs to be 

444 Nikki tiplady mclaren vale Keep it, its the only decent festival we have.

445 Amber Edwardstown.

446 Chelsea Sinnott Darlinghurst NSW I have travelled to this event 4 times since moving from Adelaide to Sydney. It is one of the few attractions that will bring me back to 

Adelaide. It's very centrally located and a great event - I have never seen any issues arising from it. 

South Australia is the self proclaimed Festival State - I find it incredible that such power is given to residents in CBD location to complain 

about the noise that a festival brings - to potentially shut down the festival. I truly hope Adelaide City Council considers the benefits of 

facilitating entertainment events like Soundwave - one of which is to provide an attraction for young people in Adelaide - let alone the 

massive employment and skills benefits that events like Soundwave provide to an industry that doesnt see much else on this scale.
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447 Robert long Stirling North My self and friends travel to Adelaide every year for this event having it over 2 days will be amazing it don't see why it should not be 

approved 

448 Alice Woodville South Soundwave is a great experience for music lovers of all ages and is a great way to connect with fellow South Australians with the same 

passion for music. Soundwave is a fantastic event and is the one day I look forward to the most every year, having it over two days would 

be fantastic. Myself and many others would feel it a great privilege for Soundwave to be a two day event.

449 jessica Aberfoyle park Sound wave is the only music festival that I go to every year and it never disappoints.  Do what we must to keep it from going only 

interstate. 

450 Sarah Nicholls Whyalla Norrie Every year I travel to Adelaide for Soundwave, it's a fantastic event and the only one of its type in South Australia. It would be devastating 

to the thousands of people who travel hours to get to the event if you were to take it away. It is not often that you would see so many 

bands in one place at the same time and the atmosphere is unbelievable. Please do not take Soundwave from Adelaide. 

451 Ben Archer  Turner ACT Hello,

I am writing in support of Soundwave being held in Bonython Park/Tuyli Wardly in February 2015. I consistently travel interstate for 

Soundwave as I live in Canberra, but have previously lived in Darwin. Because I work Monday-Friday attending Sydney or Melbourne 

Soundwave is not a viable option for me.

I would like to outline how much money I spent to attend the event - given that many people travel from outside of Adelaide to attend this 

event, the economic implications need to be considered.

Return flights from Canberra to Adelaide = $462

Two nights accommodation in Adelaide CBD = $240

Taxi's to and from Bonython Park (because public transport is not reliable for this event) = $40 each way ($120)

Factor in $15 per meal (6 meals over two days) = $90

Total amount spent = $910

This is excluding transport to and from Adelaide airport to my hotel as well as further money spent on souvenirs and so forth. While not 

many people will travel to and from Canberra, there are a lot of intrastate travellers for the event and my experience can be multiplied 

across the entire event.

Adelaide is a beautiful city and I thoroughly enjoy my time there. I sincerely hope that Soundwave 2015 is permitted to happen and I look 

forward to visiting your fair city again.

Kind regards,
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452 Kerri Cook This is a well organized, well run event that is not only a drawcard for many local music lovers, but also for those from interstate (as Perth 

will no longer host a leg of this music festival).

It showcases international and local bands side by side, giving our state's musicians a chance to be seen/ heard by some big international 

acts and their management. That kind if exposure cannot be bought.
453 Michelle Flagstaff Hill, SA Soundwave is a fantastic music event that brings so much talent and tourism to SA. People travel all over from Australia to attend the 

festival here in Adelaide. It would be a huge loss for Adelaide if the event was to not go ahead! 

454 Paula Donohoe  elizabeth east I have attended for the last several years and also worked there, its only a couple of days a year and brings in a lot of money for this 

state..we have the car racing that creates more noise and pollution than these events and thats over 4 days...with after partys so come on 

adelaide live it up a little or we will lose everything good about adelaide..
455 Lilly Zauch Ridgehaven It's awesome, please keep it in Adelaide.

456 Ayla Geebung Christie Downs Soundwave is an incredible showcase of both local and International artists. The bands chosen are a healthy mix of well-known and start-up 

bands that require extra opportunities to get their music seen by new prospective fans. Extending the festival ensures that big-name bands 

get later time-slots rather than playing during the day. It also allows bands to play longer sets & fans to see more bands are there will be 

less stages which ensures less clashes. Being over two days, it also gives the festival the opportunity to finish at an earlier hour, thus not 

affecting the local residents as much as it has in past years. 
457 Curtis Mitchell Richmond To whom it may concern,

As Adelaide seems to be suffering from a lack of rock, indie and alternative music festivals I feel that an extra day of Soundwave festival 

could be just the ticket for that demographic of this fine city. I feel that Bonython park is a fine location for the event as it has tram, train 

and bus facilities near by and it has 3 lanes of motor vehicle traffic in either direction which would helps reduce and major delays in traffic. 

In regards to noise I cannot imagine Soundwave could be any louder than the SAFM skyshow that used to be held in the same park, the jets 

flying over the clipsal 500 or indeed the noise of the cars themselfs in the Clipsal 500. I hope that this festival of alternative music can be 

allowed to blossom in the Adelaide parklands and I look forward to hearing the desicion made by the Adelaide city council.

458 Sean Doherty Please allow the event to go ahead. It brings revenue to the community and provides people with positive activities to engage them in the 

community
459 Erin keegan pooraka Sound wave is the best two out of 365 days of the year for some people, yes even better than Christmas. It's a wonderful time where 

people from adelaide as well as interstate travellers join together to share some of our favourite music, artists that normally don't come to 

adelaide on their own. It would be such a crime against the 'festival state' to cancel such a music festival as well as taking away 

opportunities for local musicians, surrounding pubs and clubs who host after parties and other events and hotels in the CBD where many 

often book in and stay. I hope you reconsider denying sound wave 2015 otherwise a lot of people will take their money and spend it in 

another state. 
460 Kristy Geduld  Surrey Downs LOVE it! Great festival and would hate to see it go. It brings in our friends from interstate which I imagine you guys would think is great. 
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461 Matthew Grose  Oaklands Park This is a great idea. So many people including myself look forward to the soundwave festival 

each year and the possibility of the event being over two days can only be a great thing. It will bring large bands from around the world 

as well as visitors from around Australia and the world to see these bands and gives adelaide and

South Australia great exposure.

462 Tanya Howard Edwardstown I have been attending Soundwave music festival since it first started in Adelaide.  I have been to other music festivals also and I have to say 

Soundwave is by far the best run music festival in Adelaide.  This is the only music festival with this genre of music and the crowds are 

always fantastic.  Please don't take away this festival and disappoint the tens of thousands of fans who attend it.
463 Sean Beckett Hindmarsh Loosing soundwave in Adelaide will have a very negative outcome. It is a once a year event that many like me look forward to attending as 

it is the only alternative event to come here. 

464 Lee McCormick Craigmore Hi, I think this noise problem is ridiculous. The event is finished around 10.30pm and is one night out of 365 days a year (usually) with the 

next one being two nights. Is that too much to ask for? This is a fantastic event and is the only thing that myself and wife look forward to for 

a break from family and regular life each year. This event is also great revenue for the city and businesses of Adelaide with loads of punters 

attending from the state and interstate. Please let this go ahead.

Rock On, Lee
465 Michael Coleman Tiaro Qld 4650 I am 38 and a police officer who has been a patron at the soundwave event for the past 5 years and having attended other festivals both 

add a patron and in imodium I can honestly say soundwave has one of the best mannered and behaved crowds of all except maybe the 

Bryon Bay splendour festival. I live Adelaide add it accepts so many genres if music and art, the fringe festival is outrageous and an 

enormous kudos to the people if Adelaide. the music if soundwave has a stereotype of kids dressed in black topping heads off chickens aka 

Ozzy Osbourne of the 70's yet the reality is the music although not to everyones taste is still just music, it would be a lids to the great city of 

Adelaide to lose suck a national event that us defying the tend of declining patron numbers and bringing so many tortuous to the city.

466 Jazzbeau Mcinnes Prospect Soundwave is a great event; a great event in a city that is slowly losing many opportunities to have events such as this, it is important that 

we maintain our status as a heavily cultural and artistic state. What would we be saying if we were to get rid of it, it being what is regarded 

as Australias largest music festival. 

Adelaide doesn't have much for their youth anymore, the options are quite slim. There's the occasional festivals, and the pretty 

underground local music scene. Other than that, we ain't got much. People are bored, don't make it worse. 
467 Rosie Karnesis MODBURY HEIGHTS, 

SA

Soundwave is a great festival that is enjoyed by all. It's one of the few remaining festivals that attract all walks of life, from 18-68 yearolds. 

It would be a real shame to see it go because of this forum. It brings in big revenue for the state every year from taxes on drink sales, the 

hiring of equipment & staff to set up, break down & security to control the masses. 

This festival has a special place in a lot of people's hearts, both local and interstate residents that travel to Adelaide for this event. 
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468 Alex H  Port Lincoln SA Soundwave is the by far the number 1 music festival to attend.

I live in Port Lincoln which is a very small regional area and Adelaide is the closest city to me, therefore it is the one destination I travel to to 

attend major events. Soundwave is held once a year, and that's the one time of year I and many of my friends look forward to and prepare 

for months in advance.  Please don't take that away from us!  The noise level may increase on that one day, but it is an amazing experience 

for so many great bands to come together and play for the public. The atmosphere is indescribable and it's such a fun day! Please don't 

prevent it from going ahead. 
469 Alana Spain Noarlunga I've been going to soundwave for years and it would be a terrible loss if the council was to stop it coming due to a few noise complaints last 

year. I work at Stepney and I find the noise from clipsal horrendous yet that doesn't seem to be subjected to the same restrictions as 

soundwave. This event brings young and old music lovers together and it's the only time we get to see a lot of bands that would often skip 

adelaide whilst touring. Please don't take this away from us. 
470 charm kilkenny Soundwave is the only festival I attend...please dont take it away...

471 Chloe Noble CLAPHAM, SA If you don't allow Soundwave the permission to use the parklands, then you should shut down the rest of the music festivals too. Just 

because some people have a bad opinion on the music at Soundwave and decide to make complaints, gives you no right to deny people 

enjoyment for TWO DAYS of the year. I have been going to Soundwave every year since 2010 and I feel that each year it has become a 

defining moment in my life and childhood. Soundwave is one of Adelaide's biggest music festivals as we have the biggest metal scene in the 

nation, and you will have many unhappy citizens if you deny us the right to hold the festival here in Adelaide, including myself.  Honestly, I 

think the citizens who complain about noise levels should be denied their own enjoyment privileges if they try to take away ours. 

472 Paige Geard Stansbury Soundwave is pretty much the only decent festival yet. I think if you're going to can soundwave, then you have to can stereosonic and all 

the crappy music festivals too. For people complaining about noise, if you live in the city and near venues where you know events take 

place in, it should come with the expectation that occasionally you're going to have to deal with some noise. Please don't take away the 

one good festival adelaide has left!  You'll only be hurting Adelaide. 
473 Kayla Brown Brompton, Soundwave music festival should not be banned from coming to Adelaide.

My reason to support this is; 

Banning ONE of the many music festivals in Adelaide seems like an extreme solution in regards to noise complaints, but what about the 

other music festivals that take place here? Nobody's consider banning Stereosonic, which is always held at Bonython Park. Instead, maybe 

finding a different park to use for the festival should be a considered approach!

Clipsal 500 takes place in Adelaide and is constant noise for one week, but ACC aren't considering banning that unnessicary and extremely 

loud event, but they can consider banning an event that only goes for 12+ hours of the year.

It seems extremely unfair, and it would upset a vast majority of the Adelaide hardcore/metal scene!
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474 Mathew Lothian Edwardstown I think this event is positive for the SA community. Certainly less bothersome than the noise that eminates during the clips. We're meant to 

be the festival state aren't we? 

475 Jason I am in full favour of Soundwave 2015 in Adelaide.  This event is wonderful.  Personally I have attended the last 3 Soundwave events and 

have thouroughly enjoyed each one.  It is something that the youth and the young at heart look forward to all year.  I will be 37 years old 

by the time Soundwave 2015 arrives and I can't wait for it.  I have been able to see all of my favourite bands live at Soundwave because 

they don't usually tour on their own to little old Adelaide.  This event ensures that the best bands in the world visit our great city and the 

fans get to see them live in their own home town.
476 Donna Moegreen forest lake qld I have attended adelaide soundwave since it started. I look forward to it each year. I've moved to brisbane but still go back to adelaide for 

soundwave each year. I have already booked my flights for 2015. It brings a lot of people and money into the city and I think would be a 

huge shame to can adelaide soundwave. SA already misses out on so many big acts. Where's your Australian spirit?! 

477 Shaun McDonough ingle farm Please keep soundwave it's only the best music festival in Australia it's also the music festival that has the least trouble. Why would u think 

about closing it! A few near by houses complain, don't let a few ruin it for tens of thousands.

478 Niki Summerton Please don't cancel soundwave! I have been attending the festival for several years now and it is the one thing I look forward to every year. 

As someone who suffers from depression I'm sure you can understand how important it is for me to have something to look forward to. 

Aside from my own personal reasons, I think it would be foolish to cancel the event as it brings a lot of revenue for adelaide, even more so 

in 2015 as it will finally be on a different weekend than Clipsal so will attract even more attendees. There is also no soundwave in Perth this 

year and as the closest city to host the event, is sure to bring in more tourists. I also believe it's absolutely ridiculous to consider cancelling 

the event because of noise pollution but to completely condone the Clipsal 500, which is certainly a lot louder for a lot longer. If it has 

something to do with parkland or residential restrictions then simply move it to another location. This event is important for supporting art 

and live music as well as jobs and our adelaide economy, but more importantly our youth and troubled teens who need something to look 

forward to and be happy about.
479 Blair Owens Whyalla Playford I'm in my 30s and live in country SA and previously travelled to Adelaide often to attend live music events. I think it would be a shame for 

Adelaide to lose a major event like this due to noise restrictions. These type of events are crucial for young people to experience and to 

possibly be inspired to pick up an instrument and start a band. Pokies have already been the main reason for a dwindling live music scene in 

Adelaide. This would just be another blow. It is surprising this is an issues considering many people of Adelaide consider the city to be on 

the forefront of arts in the country. 
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480 Josephine Allan Adelaide, I believe it would be a brilliant experience to allow soundwave to hire out the park over the two days.

We call adelaide the "festival state" yet I feel we don't have a lot for the kids/youth.

Adelaide has a lot of alternative rock supporters and I feel this is the only festival we have to go out and meet new people who are into the 

same music as us, share our favourite international bands, and share a good time with what we love doing: appreciating our bands.

I understand we have big day out and the other festivals, but we lack the rock genre/heavy metal genre in adelaide and personally it 

becomes a real bore to be so limited to our love of that genre within adelaide.

Speaking as a mother here also I do not have an option to go to Melbourne or Brisbane to see soundwave so I believe it would be a little bit 

unfair. 

I have noticed that some famous singers have an Australia tour yet miss out of adelaide.

We need that spice in our life. Personally I enjoy waiting every year to listen and dance to my favourite singers and to even have the chance 

to meet the bands face to face, if the other states can have that incredible opportunity then why can't we? 

My say is I would like soundwave to be continued in 2015 and for many years to come. Because I have always followed my dream. And my 

dream is to meet my favourite bands in person and watch them do what they love on stage.

It also brings young tourists to adelaide also, I know a few people in the UK and the USA and they would love to come and see soundwave 

in adelaide as I was told we have the most sensible festival out of soundwave in the other states.

Please don't get rid of it.

Thank you.

Josephine x
481 Daniel Dont get rid of adelaide sound wave.  Best venue

482 Sue Roads WHYALLA, SA My family and myself have been attending Soundwave since it's inception.  Previously,  we had attended 10 years of Big Day Out festivals. 

Our group has grown to 15, as the kids have started to come, and are now bringing their partners too. We travel from Whyalla,  pay for 2 or 

3 nights accomodation,  go shopping, sightseeing and visit relatives.  The accommodation has been quite costly in recent years, as it has 

been held the same weekend as clipsal, and as we require 4 rooms. We are extremely excited that it will not clash with any other major 

events in 2015, as we may now have the opportunity to attend clipsal as well. Music festivals such as soundwave are the highlight of your 

year, and give us in the country the chance to see many bands in a single visit. Also, many of these acts do not tour to Adelaide on their 

own, and will only tour eastern states, usually due to poor ticket sales. 

We are excited for the continuation of soundwave in Adelaide,  as it provides a more mature crowd and music genre compared to 

stereosonic
483 Shane Waples Redwood Park It would be very sad if we lost Soundwave, especially after hearing there will be no Big Day Out in 2015.

Last year I went with a mate and we took his young lad for his first Soundwave it was the best day of his life he said.

It would be sad if out kids didn't get to experience this event for the first time or to be returning again to enjoy the day.
484 Brett Hicks north adelaide This event is no louder than WOMAD, Clipsal500 or Big Day Out. Held in ACC throughout the year. I support the application for this event.
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485 John Parkside Let the soundwave festival take place in adelaide.

I have had many amazing times at this festival which is safe, fun and puts adelaide on the map for an event that is only held in capital cities.

I moved to adelaide from Sydney a good few years ago now, and have been in high hopes that adelaide would grow into a more lively city 

that retains its youth for future growth and prosperity. Removing festivals like soundwave would have the complete opposite effect, 

labeling adelaide as boring as canberra for teens and people in their twenties. 

I must note that I am in my 30 now so I am not writing this in order to make sure I can attend the festival. I firmly believe in allowing others 

to enjoy such events.

486 Megan Williams Soundwave is an important community event, and the only one of its kind that tours to Adelaide. It provides an opportunity for patrons to 

see many of their favourite bands play live, and the festival context encourages bands to visit Adelaide that would not under normal 

circumstances. The event fosters a sense of community among its patrons, as well as encouraging them to attend live music in Adelaide (as 

opposed to travelling interstate to attend live music events).
487 Sarah Aberfoyle Park As someone who has previously attended Soundwave, I can fully understand the benefits of holding the festival. As for noise complaints, I 

feel as though people in the surrounding areas have plenty of notice to leave the area if they are bothered by it. Big Day Out has already 

been cancelled in Adelaide, it would be a shame if Soundwave went as well. 
488 Blake Coburn Paradise I've attended every Soundwave festival for the past 7 years, it is a fantastic festival that should absolutely be allowed to continue. People 

travel from all over the country to attend Soundwave, and it's an important part of the outstanding festival calendar Adelaide offers every 

February and March. The ever-growing attendance proves this is a greatly valued event among young people locally and interstate, and it 

would be a shame to see it skip our city due to a couple of complaints. 
489 James Lee Hogg sheidow park Soundwave has been the only heavy rock and metal festival in Adelaide, it has been the highlight of many peoples years, if you're trying to 

cancel an event so big you will have a backlash from soundwave fans and it will not be good. Soundwave also has less people going there to 

use drugs like future music festival and stereosonic so I think the event is a lot safer, it also brings people in from the county closer to the 

city, and that will mean that they will probably spend time in our lovely city. I'm sure my argument is pretty valid. 
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490 Henry Legedza Devon Park Hi there,

I am a public servant and in my 50's. I have attended the last 5 Soundwave Festivals at Bonython Park and cannot speak highly enough of 

the firstly the organization and the behavior of those that attend. The festival has been a great success since its inception - growing in 

stature each year and is now considered to be the number 1 music festival in Australia. As far as Adelaide is concerned Bonython Park is 

arguably one of the best venues for such a festival. I've been to plenty so I can speak from experience and even the festival's promoter has 

stated this is his erosional favourite venue  on the tour.

This is a unique music festival which caters to a music genre that gets little or no airplay via mainstream media and for the kids under 18 

that attend it's their only chance to catch such a wide array of talent in one well organized location without having to try and sneak into 

adult bars and clubs to catch their musical idols.

I have encountered or seen no trouble at any of the 5 festivals i have been to - people that attend here attend for one thing only and that is 

the music -  it's a coming together of like-minded people who really do appreciate the music and are not here to "be seen" ala Big Day Out 

etc - here they look after each other in the moshpits - I've been to football games where I have felt far more antagonized than here.

The festival has been a great success since its inception - growing in stature each year and is now considered to be the number 1 music 

festival in Australia. As far as Adelaide is concerned, Bonython Park is arguably one of the best venues for such a festival. I've been to plenty 

so I can speak from experience and even the festival's promoter has stated this is his  favourite venue  of the tour while fans who travel the 

country to follow the festival also agree to it being a great location.

It would be a tragedy to lose this festival (Perth has already done so) -  fans of the music that is played would have almost no alternatives to 

see or hear their favorite acts other than to travel interstate - where those states would get the financial benefits. In addition, future 

promoters would again think twice about bringing acts to this state. By all means set whatever regulations in place and fine the promoters 

should they breach them, but for the sake of a handful of complaints (most from the same person) you would be prepared to punish some 

20,000 music fans?

Regards

Henry
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491 Ben Dickenson Being as the only festival of its kind Soundwave 2015 should be allowed to have its 2 day's in February. I have attended Soundwave  every 

year since 2009 and through this festival I have discovered may new bands and friends I would not have if I did not attend. Soundwave also 

gives the opportunity for lesser bands who can't make the trip to Australia possible as mentioned before allowing people to experience new 

music. 

They're are two major electro festivals each year (Sterosonic and Future music festival) which i couldn't care less about the music (since is 

just people on drugs dancing to "DJ's" who just plug a laptop into speakers) and because the 'music' they play there is generally radio 

friendly I haven't heard of anyone trying to remove these festivals from this state (i maybe wrong i really don't follow it). Yet this festival 

was threatened to not be held due to a $10,000 sound breach or something last year, which is a load of BS considering they're not that 

many houses around there. 

Thanks for reading my little rant. 492 Brody Robibson Black Forest I have attended every Soundwave event since it began visiting Adelaide. Music I love, great weather, awesome people, good times. I realise 

it's not everyone's cup of tea, but for 20,000+ People, it is our cup of tea, and it's likely the only good cuppa we'll get all year. I've never 

seen any fighting, or indecent behaviour at any of these events, and drugs is not an issue compared to the apparently more desirable dance 

music festivals which the council allows to go ahead. An absolute must on the Adelaide events calendar in my humble opinion.

493 Nicholas Marshall Port Augusta Hi, as someone who, along with a regular group of friends, travels to Adelaide for Soundwave every year I would like to speak up in support 

of keeping Soundwave in Adelaide. Myself and my friends alone put a few thousand into the local economy (accom, food, going out to the 

city before/after) every year, and for Adelaide to lose this event and its subsequent revenue to Melbourne (because that's where the 

people will go instead) would be a terrible shame, especially over an EXTREMLY low number of complaints, several of which were submitted 

by the same person, Im told.

As a state, we are already losing our youngest and brightest to the eastern states at alarming rates, to lose events like Soundwave is only 

going to encourage more young people to look elsewhere for a vibrant and exciting place to live and work.

Keep Soundwave in Adelaide, for Adelaides sake.

Regards, Nic Marshall 
494 Andrew Martin Christie Downs I have been attending this even since the first event in 2008 & would be very sad to see it denied approval to proceed in the future. 

Especially with the BDO on hiatus, this event is the only major event in Adelaide to showcase these genres of music.

495 James I think that it is a great idea to hold this event. Not only is it providing entertainment for the 10's of thousands of people who attend it but 

it helps to feed the local economy and support many local businesses. 

It would be very sad to see the Adelaide event forced to cancel due to complaints from a minority of people. The events popularity as the 

most attended music festival hosted in Adelaide should speak for itself. 
496 Jordon Edwards Adelaide Soundwave has been a big part of my March's  for 3 years now. Removing it would impact not only the music scene but also 

business like Ice Brake Iced Coffee and even the servo down the road from Bonython park as they sponsor the event and should make a far 

profit form Soundwave.
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497 karl Ransom Mount Gambier YES ITS A MUST HAVE..... I travel to the city for this event every year,  it's a great festival, just leave it alone... You as a council love ruining 

Adelaide and south Australia.. Soundwave, is a day for music lovers of metal and punk rock to enjoy and it's in the prime spot for people to 

go to the city to pubs, cafe restaurant's..KEEP SOUNDWAVE !!!!

498 Zac Hussey Burton I live in the northern suburbs and I look forward to Soundwave every year as do many other Adelaide residents. It is a fantastic event and it 

would be a shame if we lose it in Adelaide.  It also helps Adelaide businesses as they can put up food stands in the festival. If you get rid of 

soundwave these Adelaide businesses will lose this opportunity and all the Adelaide fans of soundwave will go interstate and be supporting 

interstate events rather than Adelaide events. Surely one weekend a year of soundwave isn't going to hurt the community. A lot more of 

the community will be hurt if you get rid of soundwave.
499 Jacqueline Phillips  Seaford Meadows The event is a positive to SA and the Adelaide Council  for the following reasons:

a) It creates jobs

b) It creates public interest and tourism opportunities

c) Local and city vendors/stores/venues will benefit from the amount of people in the CBD and outskirts on the event

d) Public transport benefits from the use of patrons

e) The music event promotes safe venue practices in responsible service or alcohol and high security measures

f) Promoting large acts to come to Adelaide will stimulate economic growth and the potential for their return and future economic 

potential

g) By rejecting this submission you will be placing Adelaide back in the cycle of losing any touring acts that have just started to come here 

and therefore creating a high tourism and cash flow in other states where you will lose your consumers to500 Dennis 

diamantooulos

kapunda I think soundwave is a great event.  Its good to still get it here in Adelaide as many event bypass adelaide.  I would be sad to see it not 

granted a lease in 2015 and beyond. As for the noise levels. Its a heavy metal show. It will be loud but so is the v8s and no one seem to 

complain about them. 
501 Kelly Gibson GAWLER EAST, SA Soundwave is a great festival that my family look forward to yearly.  We attend Soundwave more than we do the Royal Show. We would be 

devastated if the event was to be cancelled over noise pollution.  Adelaide misses out on so many great bands as it is, it would be a real 

step backwards if this canceling went ahead. We would get even less bands and artists wanting to add Adelaide to tours with that kind of 

reputation. Please dont take away Soundwave

502 sxcLEO78 Rosewater Sound wave is a huge festival that I've attended since 2011. Each year is better with the band's who perform and I think having it over 2 

days could work. The venue gets my vote because it's very big and ideal 4 a music festival. It is very loud but I think once a year, the 

neighbour's should ease up and let it happen. I'll be there next year without question! 
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503 Damon Cunliffe DAVOREN PARK, SA Soundwave is by far my favourite mad March event of the year. It provides a safe and enjoyable atmosphere for those who like heavier and 

alternative music during 1 weekend of the year. It only promises to be better with it being proposed to be on a separate weekend from the 

Clipsal 500 this year.

504 Aaron Connors Lyndoch Hi there, it really saddens me to think that Soundwave festival could be no longer. It is the only festival of its kind that comes to Adelaide. 

Soundwave must stay, for the people and for the music. I look forward to this event every year and have been going since it first started. 

Please do not take this festival away from us! 

Thanks Aaron C. 
505 Alistair Bean Prospect I have been to every Soundwave since 2008, would be devastated if their wasn't one in 2015.

506 Lisa Magill Just stop AJ being a ****, and you'll be okay.

507 Matthew Short Elizabeth North I live 40 minutes out of the city, so it's not a long trip in for me, but every year I meet friends from out of town and we head in.

It's a great live event and putting it over two days is a great idea.

It would be a huge loss in SAs music scene to lose it.
508 Dylan Mcfadyen Surrey Downs Please allow Soundwave to happen because

Its what i look forward to most every year

Theres not much else i really enjoy in adelaide after doing everything and going everywhere

It will bring people from perth to adelaide since perth doesnt have soundwave anymore

Think of the happiness music brings to people

People get to see some bands live that rarely come to australia

Soundwave has brought so much joy over the last 5 years and its what look forward to most every year. Please allow soundwave to happen 

in 2015.
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509 Bianca Sawyer-

Collins

Adelaide I have had to deal with alot of my favourite artists SKIPPING adelaide when they go on tour, but i feel like all of that has been made up by 

soundwaves, being able to finally see most of my favourite bands play has been athe highlight of my year for many years now, and i urge 

you to understand that with out soundwaves i wouldnt have those amazing experiences and memories from these festivals.

I have lived in and around the city (MileEnd) all my life and neither my family or our neighbours were bothered by the noise, ever. There 

are noises  however that they have complained about such as the clipsal (cars, helicopters, bands etc) that you wouldnt even consider 

shutting down.

It makes no sense that soundwaves is under scruitiny when it has previously been only one day of noise compared to the week that 

Adelaide puts up with everytime that race is on. Also what does this say to all the other fesitvals? That adelaide is a nanny state that 

whinges about people enjoying their music?

Its competely biased to this event, and in no way, shape or form should this matter be taken any further.

Keep Sounbwaves 2015 so that ALL adelaidians can enjoy the festival season.

510 Sophie Sikora Morphett Vale 

511 Sean Schenscher  Hallett Cove Soundwave has for as I can remember been the most memorable time of the year for me and my friends, Adelaide doesn't deserve to lose 

this great festival. It's only a few days, people should settle down. Nobody complains about Stereosonic or Future Music Festival noise 

levels so why Soundwave.
512 sara webster para hills ADELAIDE NEEDS SOUNDWAVE! Don't take this awesome festival away from us

513 michy mitchell park soundwave is my favourite day of the year. it brings money to our cityand has a good reputation with the bands that play it. one day event 

would suffice. bonython park has had noisy events for years so i dont understand why such a fuss is being made over noise now. we dont 

want our state to miss out on another event... we dont want to turn into a ghost town that noone wants to visit. i propose free ear plugs 

for those residents with complaints... as it finishes before midnight, noise complaints generally dont get considered by SA Police for a house 

party until that time, why the fuss? please dont take away another event for your residents. 
514 Jordan I have been attending Soundwave in Adelaide since its beginning in 2008 at Bonython Park and it has become one of the biggest, and if not 

best music festivals that attends Adelaide each year. I've seen it grow from a small number of stages, utilising a small section of the 

parklands, to a huge event with numerous stages and thousands of attendees yearly. To take away this festival from Adelaide and its music 

lovers would be a tragedy and very detrimental to the Adelaide and Australian music scene.
515 kristie-lee wall renmark sa Every year a significant number of us travels from the riverland of sa, down to adelaide for the sound wave festival (I have been going for 

many years, since I was in high school). This festival is looked forward to every year by thousands of South Australian fans (for many of us it 

is the only time we get to see our favorite bands as adelaide always seems to be skipped on the tours!!!), it brings in a lot of tourism, It 

would be very sad to see this festival dissappear, just because one or two people don't like the noise. Not continuing this in adelaide will 

lose tourism, as I know myself and many others would just travel interstate for it. 
516 Hollie Wilson glenelg north Let it go ahead! It's a great festival that's goes off every year without

Much fuss... Don't let red tape ruin it!
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517 Samantha Howard Kingscote I have been a heavy metal fan for as long as I can remember, you could say it's my obsession. I love Soundwave because it gives me the 

opportunity to see my favourite bands and also discover new ones. I live on Kangaroo Island which makes it difficult to indulge in my love 

for attending concerts (not that many metal bands come to Adelaide to play aside from at Soundwave) as it is very costly to even get off the 

Island, let alone all the other costs involved. Soundwave is a dream come true because it allows me to see the bands I love all at the one 

place and time. It's something I look forward to all year, like Christmas only so much better! If the event no longer came to Adelaide there is 

no way I could afford to make the trip to Melbourne!

If the ACC does not allow for the continuation of this festival, you will not only disappoint me but thousands of other fans. I'm sure the fact 

that attendance numbers have grown tremendously each year has not gone unnoticed by the council. I am bemused as to why would you 

want to stop an event that brings so many people into the city!? 

I do not believe that the noise is as big an issue as it has been made out to be. I can't see the Clipsal 500 being cancelled due to noise 

complaints, and that is just as loud (most likely louder) than Soundwave! 

I don't see what possible justification the ACC would have in doing away with this festival, just know that doing so would break my heart. 

518 Shane Squires FLAGSTAFF HILL, SA This is an exciting event for Adelaide and one which has exceeded the Big Day Out as the main music event for bands touring across 

Australia. The number of people that look forward to this event and spend money coming to the state as it tours around the country is 

healthy for the state. The perceived threats from the ACC to shut down the Adelaide leg is already having an adverse affect on the modern 

perception of the state and its support for music and the arts. If we want to help ensure young people don't leave the state as they grow 

older, keeping festivals like this is surely in line with those goals. Should the event be cancelled by ACC, the ongoing negative press, 

especially through social media, would in my opinion, be far more damaging than any damage caused by the event itself. Music is a passion. 

Music lovers are passionate. Passion keeps society alive and healthy. Keep the state and the city healthy and please do not interfere with 

the ongoing running of this event. People travel from all over the country and state to head into Adelaide for this event. These are not 

sports fans. These are not Ford or Holden devotees. They are music fans. Fans of music from bands they love.
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519 Gareth Fleetwood Parramatta Sydney Hi ACC,

I am one of many people who regularly travel interstate to attend the Adelaide Soundwave. I have done so 4 times now. In fact, Soundwave 

is the only reason I have ever been to Adelaide. 

I heard many good things about Adelaide Soundwave and decided to give it a go. As you can tell from me coming back a further 3 times, I 

loved Adelaide Soundwave and Adelaide in general. 

The event runs very smoothly and has a great laid back atmosphere. It is over well before midnight, so I do not understand why people 

would complain about noise. Surely the Clipsal creates far more noise pollution than Soundwave does. 

I do not think you understand how important Adelaide Soundwave is to Soundwave fans, and to Adelaide itself. In my 4 trips I have come 

down with close to 20 different people. Adelaide Soundwave is by far the best soundwave there is, and to even consider axing it is 

definitely a silly thought. 

Regards

520 Jake Beavan It should stay on and not have noise restrictions. It was one (now two) day. If 7 people are going to complain because it was too loud, they 

can complain all they like. It's a ONCE a year event.

521 Matt C Adelaide Adelaide misses out on so many great events, please don't let this be another.

522 blythe borthwick kent town I'm all for this. I think it's a good thing for Adelaide.

523 Michelle It is 2 days a year with an early night, it encourages people from all states to come here and spend money and Adelaide misses out as it is 

on a lot of good bands, so why promote us as the state that is a waste of time?? You are a council, I don't approve of other shows you hold, 

but Im not whining about it, to each their own, stop being "footloose" and catch up with life!
524 Owen Calvert Meningie SA Canning the Soundwave event would leave a huge amount of people disapointed, more so than those who don't like it. 

I have car loads of friends that travel from the country every year to attend this event. 

And liking the genre of music I do, this is the only event/festival that acquires my tastes. 

Don't cancel it, it'll be a huge loss. Cheers
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525 Mathew kowal Para hills First off there are not many events in Adelaide anymore that grab the attention of large crowds (apart from fringe events and the v8s)

Soundwave is an event that many people like myself and my wife spend a year waiting/planning on the next.

If this does not happen then its one less event in Adelaide that people will look forward to.. And there are only a handful of fun events a 

year.

If events like this start being canceled we may as well call us a country town as there will be no interest for tourist.. And our hard earned 

money will be spent on events in different states.

And all though soundwave music may not appeal to everyone its only 2 days... I'm sure people will survive..

526 tristan byrne Pennington Soundwave is amazing, its a chance for music and music lovers of adelaide to get together and enjoy acta from all around the world,  think 

of all the friendships that have been made at soundwave, the atmosphere is something I live for, taking away soundwave is like talking 

away a huge part of my life which is music, being in a band myself, soundwave opens opportunities for bands to reach audiences they never 

could be fore and get new fans.

Think of all the stalls and work it gives to people who need extra cash, the revenue soundwave brings is a good thing for our state.

We have less and less live entertainment australia and taking away soundwave will be a big blow on the music scene.

Please don't take away something that had been a big part of my life since it started, I have been to every soundwave since it started.

527 Debbie Mahar GULFVIEW HEIGHTS, 

SA

I am in my 50's and have attended Soundwave many times. It would be a travisty if you do not allow this festival to go ahead. You as a 

council claim to be people friendly and welcoming but your actions don't reflect this. Please allow this city to grow and nurture all forms of 

music and entertainment. It's for 2 days a year NOT a lifetime.
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528 Micheala Singe I think the application for use of the Bonython Parklands by SoundWave Festival SHOULD BE ACCEPTED!! 

I honestly dont understand why Soundwave specifically is being singled out. There are numerous other genres music festivals, clipsal, fringe 

festival etc held in this city and the use of parklands for these events has never been questioned (to the best of my knowledge).

Soundwave is the only festival of its kind in Adelaide for lovers of rock and heavy metal music and Bonython Park is the only venue big 

enough to hold the capacity of crowd and number of stages this event brings.  It is only to be held for two days a year so is not a massive 

inconvenience to the community. This is an all ages event, with a happy and relaxed atmosphere which i have personally witnessed many 

families with older children (10-15yrs old)  attending over the last 5 years. There have never been major incidents at the festival and i have 

never even seen a fight at the festival (unlike all other music festivals). 

As i said previously i find it ridiculous that you would not grant permission for this festival (that brings joy to thousands and thousands of 

music fans) to Use the Bonython Parklands for ONLY 2 DAYS per year. 

To deprive Adelaide Citizens of this festival and the chance to see their favourite rock/ heavy metal bands once a year would be an absolute 

shame and disappoint thousands of fans. 

529 Michelle Kenyon Soundwave festival is the best and only festival for the people who like this genre of music. It would be brilliant to have this festival held 

over 2 days, not only for the people who enjoy it, but for the local businesses to make sone more money and those who trade at the park 

on the day. Please please allow this festival to proceed,  it's all we have left!
530 Eamonn O'Boyle When making your decision please consider the fact that Soundwave Festival is likely the most popular music festival currently on offer in 

this country. At a time when many other music festivals are folding due to many issues including financial ones, Soundwave continues to 

grow, going from strength to strength. Holding this festival here at Bonython Park surely can't be bad for the local economy. It is considered 

by many that I've spoken to personally to be a great venue for the event and can tell you that it is a better venue than Claremont 

Showgrounds in Perth which I also attended. Also note the controversy and outrage Claremont Council caused by disallowing the event to 

be held there, pandering to a few uptight local residents in spite of the hundreds of attendees annually. Festivals such as this are important, 

but I shouldn't need to tell you that, nor explain why. South Australia was known as "the festival state" for a very long time, after all. Just 

look at the controversy and outrage caused by the forced closure of local music venue The Jade Monkey, and the petition that received 

thousands of signatures in a matter of days. Thankfully, Zac and Naomi found a new home for The Jade at the old St Paul's Church, but it 

wasn't an isolated incident, something I know all too well as a local musician. It was just the straw that broke the camels back, bringing 

attention to the fact that music and music events are important. From local bands playing small venues to major festivals, it's important. 

We need it and we need to support it. 531 Courtney Bowey mile end, I give my full support to soundwave and their intent to hold the festival over 2 days, if clipsal can have loud obnoxious cars over a few days, 

In the area of the cbd, I see no reason that soundwave can't provide music lovers with a 2 day festival.

532 Aiden Van Dam Roeswater I have been going to soundwave since 2012 and every year it is the highlight of my entire year. Last year I got to see 8 of my favorite 

bands!! Now to a regular person that wouldn't sound that great but to be and my friends it was the best day of our entire lives!! To lose 

soundwave would be heart breaking! 40000 people having the time of there lives and to take that away from them would be just short of 

criminal! Why stop a good thing?  
533 Stephen o connor parkside Soundwave needs to happen it is as important as any other event it provides jobs and enjoyment for the population
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534 Terry Antonioi Clarence Park I have been attending the event since 2009 and enjoy it every year. It's a major music event that appeals to a large number of people in 

Adelaide and across the country. It's a 2 day event out of 365 days in the year so surely our elite residents of North Adelaide can accept 

such a small sacrifice for the better of the council and city. I would expect that this event as well as others are in the councils plans to grow 

events in the city and ensure all the population visits and enjoys the facilities you provide. Clipsal 500 goes for 4 or 5 days and has noise and 

causes all sorts of traffic issues but I'm sure 99% of the population me included wouldn't have it any other way. Please, do not let 5 ignorant 

residents dictate to the rest of the state and stop the council from achieving it's ambition of being the event capital of the state 

535 Joshua Soundwave Needs More Underground Or Unnoticed Artists. Please Have It In Adelaide All Ages And Place Some Of These Unnoticed Artists 

On The Show. Check Out Adelaide's Youngest. www.facebook.com/EmceeObey
536 Leon Knock Paralowie, As a 40 year old Adelaide metro resident (and ongoing Soundwave attendee) I wholeheartedly endorse the Soundwave event.

It is important to understand what this event means to us Adelaide people (of many ages) that are interested in the heavy music/metal 

genre.

I urge the ACC to not only accept the annual Soundwave Festival, but to EMBRACE it for what it is - a fantastic economic boost that entices 

many punters from interstate to visit our great city to attend. 
537 Michael Berkshire Hallett Cove Soundwave has been both a tourist draw card for the state and has produced a significant boost to the local economy, so it would be a 

shame if the event was not permitted this year, for the first time ever. This is now an established festival and to simply dismiss them from 

the state because a few residents complain about noise pollution for ONE DAY of 365/6 in a year would be a foolish mistake to say the 

lease. As a rate-paying South Australian, I ask of you as OUR elected officials, please give permission to allow Soundwave to be held in the 

Bonython Park.
538 Amber Trenberth  Tumby Bay For a small town person, I would be very upset if Soundwave Adelaide was cancelled, a majority of my friends go to it from here and we live 

10 hours drive from Adelaide, we all love it.

539 Felicity McConaghy-

Young

Mount Torrens To whom it may concern, 

Adelaide is the festival state. We pride ourselves on the diversity of festovals we hold each and every year.  The Fringe Festival, FEAST, The 

Adelaide Caberet Fesitval, WOMAD and others go for many days at a time. Soundwave festival is a festival mainly for the youth of our state. 

They should be able to have a festival for them to enjoy. With the Big Day Out gone and other festivals being held interstate what live music 

festivals do our youth have? I implore you to please consider that we need a festival like Soundwave. Adelaide is losing so much, our youth 

are defecting interstate and abolishing Soundwave is yet another nail in the coffin.  

Kindest regards,  

Mrs F McConaghy-Young

540 Peter Edwards Modbury Heights Please ACC, grant this temporary lease. Soundwave is culturally significant as it provides, in a lot of cases, the only opportunity for South 

Australians with an interest in Rock, Punk & Metal to see their favorite artists perform. Most of these artists would not come to Adelaide 

without Soundwave. As a father of a young child it is not feasible  to travel to Melbourne to see these bands. We just dont havd the time, or 

money. 

Please do the right thing, this effects South Australians from all walks of life, and all age groups.
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541 Corey Mildura Myself and a lot of people from our city and surrounding areas would be devastated if soundwave wasn't in Adelaide.

Adelaide is the closest city for us to travel to in order for us to see our favourite bands and we all agree how great Adelaide itself is as a city.

We've had some great times in Adelaide that soundwave has brought us to the city for. We would love to keep having them with Adelaide 

and soundwave. 

542 Caleb Megson Clare, Soundwave 2015 should come to Adelaide and should be allowed to happen. I know that in previous years people have complained about 

the noise but why stop it. You might as well stop the clipsal if your going to stop Soundwave, which makes about as much noise as 

soundwave. I travel from my hone town almost every year to see some fantastic bands and it is a great opportunity for me to catch up with 

old friends and see the great city of Adelaide. Please don't take Soundwave away from Adelaide, please?
543 Kathryn Smiles THEBARTON, SA I live across the road from Bonython Park and don't have a problem with the Soundwave Festival. 

It might be noisy and parking is difficult out the front of my house on that day but it's one day out of the year. 

It really sucks when Adelaide is passed over by musicians and we have to travel to Melbourne to see our favourite bands. 

Soundwave gives music lovers an opportunity to see the bands we love who might normally have passed Adelaide over.

As a resident who is directly affected by the music Festival I still want it to go ahead. It's important!

544 Jenna Walsh Semaphore Soundwave is a wonderful music festival event and gives people who don't particularly enjoy the 'regular' music events (ie Big Day Out, 

Stereosonic) the chance to see some of our favourite acts live. I have always found the event to be well organised and I know that it does 

wonders for Adelaide as a lot of country people (particularly from Broken Hill and Mildura) come for the event and inject their money into 

Adelaide businesses. 
545 DK Semaphore Just because a few people complain doesnt mean it should ruin soundwave. Its been held there since 2008 for gods sake!

2 day festival sounds awesome just dont charge us so much we have to sell our cars.

If you make soundwave NOT clash with clipsal youll get a shitload more people coming. jus sayin.
546 Courtney Simeone Prospect Soundwave is one of the best days of my year, to see it gone from Adelaide for 2015 would be a horrendous disappointment. 
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547 Cait Moana If you want to cancel soundwave you may as well cancel any type of music festival in Adelaide! How many complaints did BDO get? Or 

future music festival?! Which is more known for hard drug takers to go to?! It's one weekend in an entire year and it brings happiness to 

thousands of people living in this city/ state! Along with the clipsal 500 it brings a lot of attention to the city! It's a chance for people to see 

so many of their idols for a reasonably priced ticket! I understand the parked probably does get trashed but soundwave isn't the only 

festival that happens at park! I'm just saying it would be a devastation to myself and a lot of other south Aussies if it was canned! Yes it's a 

loud event but it's finished by 11pm which I think is a reasonable time. Even for people that do need to work weekends. In my eyes it's like 

killing a small animal in front of a child. Do you really want to deal with thousands of 'children's' sadness? I just think it would cause more of 

an uproar and problems for the ACC if it was shut down. Be a good dude and keep this amazing festival a yearly thing! 

548 Kirsten McGregor Modbury North Soundwave is a cultural icon to the live music scene of Australia. It allows local up-and-coming talent to gain some exposure by playing with 

some of music's biggest names. It is the only festival of its kind in Australia, and certainly in Adelaide. The festival has a following of a 

respectable sub-culture who consider this event the highlight of their year. In comparison to several other events, the fans are respectable 

and well-behaved. It would be devastating to see the Adelaide City Council take this away from loyal followers like myself who have been 

going to Soundwave Festival religiously for years (in my case, 7 years). In addition, Soundwave Festival is a much-loved feature in Adelaide's 

Mad March season and brings recognition to the state by having so many big names appear. Overall, it is culturally significant to people of 

many age groups and important to the live music scene of South Australia.

549 Sarah Jade Curnow I support this event going ahead

550 Daniel Osborn Whyalla 2015 will be the first time in a long time that it will not be held on the same weekend as clipsal. This will makie accomodation more availible 

for people travelling to Adelaide for the festival from rural areas and interstate. If this gets quashed by city council it will cost the city in lost 

revenue.
551 Chris Young West Beach If this event is NOT given approval this will be the biggest travesty of 2014. This event attract thousands of people each and every year. It is 

held once a year, this coming event for 2 days. People, and I'm mainly talking about the privileged North Adelaide residents that your 

council represents need to get off their high horse and stop acting like entitled princesses. The actions of a few trouble making residents, 

referring to the one person who made multiple noise complaints for last years event are totally reprehensible and not what this council 

should be endorsing.
552 Luke Swalling Aberfoyle park I this the perfect venue for soundwave festival as it is a central location with public transportation to the gate. Also it allows festival goers to 

head into town afterwards to provide business to local business.  The green surrounds make this for a great location.  Yes there was noise 

violations last year but with appropriate controls in place this shouldn't be an issue

553 Abby Swanson Sheidow Park I would be a huge shame to lose Soundwave in Adelaide, it's one of my favourite festivals!  Please don't cancel it for 2015, it would be very 

disappointing for many people.

554 Ellah This event is 2 days of incredible fun with an amazing atmosphere and we get to see bands that we will probably never be able to see again. 

You can't take this away from us, it's what we all look forward to every single year!! If neighbours can handle the loud roaring of cars for 

clipsal every year, then they can't complain about 2 days of music that all of us enjoy so much.
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555 Jade Martin I think the proposal is good as it strives to maintain the lands during the festival, and then restore the land after.

556 melissa carr mt barker Soundwave is a great festival and should go ahead

557 Alex Hudswell campbelltown I beleieve it would be a shame if the council decided to get rid of such an event  when it has such a large supporter base due to the 

complaints of the few people this issue has arisen from. I have attended this event sinces it's first date in Adelaide and would be force to 

take my money interstate if the event was not allowed to go ahead. I also feel that for the city council to do something like this to an event 

like soundwave and not to clipsal is biased and hypocritical because even if the sound is governed by different bodies, complaints should 

have equal value. Hence clipsal should get the same treatment.  
558 Andrew Lindner The Soundwave festival is the highlight of the year for Adelaide, it's going to be epic to have a 2day festival, we're the festival state! Let us 

rock out!
559 Joshua McLean Parafield Gardens I have been to every Soundwave in the past 5 years, to lose something so dearly to me would be absolutely heartbreaking.

AJ has worked so hard getting every soundwave together every year, he brings these huge bands that mean the world to so many people, 

and it's looking to be cancelled? Now to me that's just plain wrong, the noise complaint is completely weak, it's 2 days of loud noise, 

previously 1, how prudish are the people of Adelaide that they can't handle two days of 'loud noise'. 

Anyway, long story short, I completely approve of Soundwave 2015, so put that on your petition.
560 Eleanor Hodson Munno Para I believe this is a great idea and should be approved. Sound wave continuously pulls a large number of for it's concert and as such increases 

spending in the surrounding area. I believe local businesses will profit from this, as will local public transport. Don't make Adelaide miss out 

on yet another event!

561 hayden nissen  woodville north i think that the idea of holding a two day festival is a great one, its going to invite more people to come to the two days and see all of the 

bands that are playing, its going to be a tiring two days but its going to be more than worth it to see all of the bands over the two days.

562 Riordan Williams Reynella Hello

Soundwave is a great opportunity for young people of Adelaide to see some of the biggest bands in the world in the metal and punk genre 

without having to pay huge amounts of money on traveling interstate and over seas. 

yes there are some issues with a minority of people doing drugs and starting fights but the majority of the people there are there for a good 

time with friends to see some good bands 

we need this
563 danny scally St peters It's an absolute draw card for the city, a tourism magnet. You can't shut it down!
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564 Brooke  Kastelyn Court Clare Soundwave is the one festival I look forward to every year. Actually no it's the one event I look forward to every year. I have been the last 

past four soundwave's and I plan to go to the next four, and four after that and four after that. If Adelaide gets rid of Soundwave, they are 

getting rid of something that is so apart of me and thousands of other people. They would be getting rid of the day I look forward to most 

every year. I love Soundwave more than my own birthday and Christmas. Id rather Adelaide got rid of Christmas than Soundwave. 

If Adelaide tries to cancel Adelaide Soundwave, I would expect a lot of very very angry and upset people.

565 Chris Rainback  Norah Head Soundwave is a national iconic festival, that tours all over the country but the Adelaide leg of the tour is always considered the best. 

566 Jordan Roberts Semaphore Bonython Park is a fantastic place for this event. I've been every year, bar one, since it began. It's central, makes good use of the parklands 

and realistically has relatively minimal disruptions to residential areas (compared with, say RA Showgrounds which is completely 

surrounded by residential areas). The parking is good, the public transport is excellent (unlike Goodwood Road) and the festival goers are 

always friendly and courteous (not like the jacked up wannabe body builders who go to some other festivals). Let's not live in a nanny-state. 

Let's allow festivals to continue. After all, I'm pretty sure my licence plate on my car even says "The Festival State". Now, you wouldn't want 

the government to be guilty of "false advertising" would you!? C'mon. Music arguably does more for society than any other single thing we 

participate in. Kids learn better, the sick get happier and therefore healthier and overall our quality of life is massively improved, thanks to 

music. Let's not even go into the physiological side of things. We ban skateboarding in so many areas and then wonder why kids don't get 

off the couch and are getting fat. Let's keep it real. Let's keep the music and let's maintain a focus on the arts. The best nations in the world 

have done and are reaping the rewards!567 Daniel Cunningham Soundwave is one of the only things I look forward to in terms of events every year. I have been attending for many years would be 

devastated for it be stopped over a few noise complaints. Surely the happiness of tens of thousands of people uniting and enjoying music is 

worth more than the noise complaints of a few grumpy people in the surrounding areas.
568 Adam Dixon I have been attending Soundwave since 2013 and ever since I look forward to it at the start of every year. Bonython Park is possibly the 

best venue in Adelaide to hold Soundwave as it provides the space required to host such an event. The fact that it is and outdoors venue 

also plays a major factor in the Soundwave experience as overheating and dehydration can be a major issue for indoors events, especially 

one with the nature of Soundwave. 
569 Heather Dunlop virginia Soundwave is a chance for  my son (who is under 18yo) & I to enjoy live music together. 

There are not many places we can go, for the music we enjoy because he's under age. 

It's a festival that we can both enjoy together & with friends!!
570 tina van der veen This is only once a year and a great reason to support local talent and see something live rather than send kids to night clubs which are 

much worse. Move forward and stop holding Adelaide back.
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571 Jack Santamaria Plympton Dear Adelaide City Council,

Please allow this to happen. Soundwave is the biggest and best event on mine, and the vast amount of my friends calender. 

It is great for adelaide and its residents. Please dont let a few people ruin it for everyone else.  This sort of stuff is what seperates us from 

places like Alice Springs and Bendigo. I think we are honoured to have these great acts grace our fine city.

Regards,

Jack Santamaria
572 Elizabeth Farrier  Brahma Lodge Sound wave is by far my favourite day of the year. Big Day Out has already gone and your crushing the souls of music lovers everywhere. 

Loosing this would simply mean people who enjoy music festivals and culture are more likely to leave for other cities. It would be a major 

loss. 
573 Jessica Cummings Myrtle Bank I think that the ACC should allow Sound wave  2015 to be held in the parklands. It is a great event which I have been to a few times and the 

crowd are happy and don't cause many issues. The majority of the people do the right thing and to not allow it to happen in adelaide would 

be a great loss. It will cause adelaide to slip further behind interstate cities and people will instead travel interstate to sound wave causing 

loss of business for some hotels and other businesses.
574 rebecca curnow glenelg north Saying it would be sad is an understatement. I go every year and have the best time. Adelaide never has anything good happening, don't 

take it away from us!!
575 Jordan Bertram Soundwave Adelaide is a fantastic event that I have attended for the past 4 years & it one of the best events I have ever been to. The 

atmosphere is fantastic & is always a great day out for lovers of REAL music. I have gone to other music festivals such as Stereosonic and I 

can guarantee, Soundwave is a much friendlier & safer event. Adelaide can not lose such a great event!!! If the council is seriously 

considering shutting it down, they really need to take a closer look at festivals like Stereosonic and Future Music, which is just a popular 

event for juice heads, drug addicts & trouble makers! Keep REAL music alive and save Soundwave Adelaide!!!
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576 Thomas Jackson stonyfell Sound wave has been a successful event every year with no major issues apart from noise complaints. If festivals like stereosconic can 

continue to 2 days then there is no reason soundwave shouldn't. Of course if there were major issues with the festival and a reasonable 

number of complaints then the festival cancellation should be taken into consideration. There is no evidence of this however. 

The stereotype for attendees of festivals like this is outdated and just plainly not true. The festival is run smoothly and safely each year with 

festival goers and staff members being gracious and supportive. Of course there are exceptions to the rules but the 1% should not 

represent soundwave as a whole. 

Please don't cancel one of adelaide's last major music festivals. Big day out realistically won't return next year to Adelaide due to its recent 

years success and share sales. 

Continue making Adelaide the 'festival state'. The general opinion I have heard of Adelaide many times from people interstate is that it's 

boring and a place to retire. You need to continue bringing international acts to Adelaide. Another loss of a major festival in the festival 

state can't be good publicity. 

Thanks for hearing our feedback 
577 Hugh Burger Stepney, Soundwave is one of the few events that I attend in the year. I find the majority of the city attractions to un-enjoyable and frankly 

dangerous on Friday and Saturday nights even as a 27 year-old. I would be very disappointed to hear that Soundwave - a very safe and 

enjoyable event - had been cancelled.

As such, I support Soundwave in their obtaining a lease for the event in 2015.
578 Demi Gibson Looking to be one of the highlights of my year. I have gone every year since I was old enough please don't break that tradition. 
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579 Melissa McIntyre Aberfoyle Park I have been a patron at Soundwave Festival every year for the last 4 years. It is the one event I, and thousands of other music fans, look 

forward to every year and it would be absolutely devastating if it were to be cancelled.

There are many great events held in Adelaide during February and March that would have an impact on local residents, including the Clipsal 

500, the Tour Down Under and the Adelaide Fringe. I'm sure you're aware that these events bring tourists to South Australia, and put 

money into our economy. As a university student who studies in the Adelaide CBD at this time of the year, during the Clipsal 500 I can hear 

the cars and at time can get a little bit distracting whilst I'm trying to study. My mother works in a childcare centre at Unley, she says she 

can also hear the cars all day and it can upset the babies in the centre. This event goes on for 4 days with a concert every night, which I'm 

aware that local residents can hear.  If this is the case, why hasn't the Clipsal 500 been cancelled? It's because the event brings so many 

patrons who live both locally and interstate. It brings money into the economy, which is something we want.

I was also a patron at Big Day Out this year, which was held in the same place as Soundwave. The last band finished at 11pm. I also know 

that the Stereosonic music festival will be held at Adelaide Showground on the 5th and 6th of December. Soundwave Festival promoter, AJ 

Maddah has stated on his Twitter feed that Soundwave will finish at 10pm on both the 21st and 22nd of February. If Big Day Out can have 

bands performing after 10pm and Stereosonic can run over two days, why can't Soundwave 2015 operate from 11am until 10pm for 2 days 

on a weekend? As Soundwave 2015 happens over 2 days I believe it will also keep tourists here longer, they will stay in our hotels, they will 

eat in our restaurants and spend money in other local businesses.

So, why devastate thousands of Adelaide music fans just to keep a minority of people happy? If great events like Soundwave are going to be 

drawn out of South Australia due to a minority of people who cannot a little bit of noise for one weekend, we should not pride our selves in 

being 'the Festival State'.
580 Jane Varley Bridgewater Soundwave is an important music festival for Adelaide, one of only a few left showcasing this genre of music with such a dynamic array of 

artists. It brings people together and allows individual music expression in a safe environment.  I believe that if this music festival is not 

allowed to develop and expand as it is in the other states that our music culture will suffer greatly and Adelaide will lose one another of its 

iconic events as has happened with the Big Day Out. Adelaide already struggles to bring the "big acts" to our state and should restrictions 

be implemented this would only inhibit this further, why not support the festival and help to develop and grow it instead? 

581 Bridget Flagstaff Hill Soundwave like any other festival in adelaide happens once a year? Yes SW 2015 is now a two day festival. But that means there is 363 days 

that there won't be heavy metal, punk and rock music being played in the city. Soundwave brings music lovers together to enjoy live 

performance by their favourite bands. Why would you want to ruin that? Because of a little noise pollution? What about the other music 

festivals that happen across adelaide? Soundwave is a one of, nothing like any other festival in adelaide. SW is one festival that should stay. 

582 Cara Clarke Parafield Gardens I think this will be terrific for Adelaide as most bands doing an Australian tour skip us and we desperately need the opportunity to show 

promoters that we're passionate about our music too. This will also bring tonnes of money into Adelaide as most people buy food, drinks 

etc before and after Soundwave as it's pretty expensive at the event, and there's definitely nothing negative about that. And having the 

event over two days will double the profits, as well as bring more visitors here
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583 Matthew Kurko Bowden As a local resident, I approve of the holding of this event.

The Clipsal 500 is a much louder event and I believe also has less cultural significance.

So long as the closing time is adhered to, I have no qualms with this event being held.
584 Aaron tomkins I my self have never attended a "soundwave" because it is not my type of music but i absoultley love that the metal heads of adelaide get 

something like i get with future music "which by the way is just as lousd as soundwave but doesnt threathen to get rates hiked up

585 Jesse Olley Osborne Hey, if you want to remove soundwave from Adelaide, all good. I and 30,000 other music fans will move to melbourne...

586 Jesekah Bolbot north adelaide I'm sure you will receive many emails from people about

this issue who are just annoyed and/or angry that the possibility of Adelaide losing it's one and only metal music festival due to a few noise 

issues.

My email is honest feedback, and while it doesn't surprise me that this is happening, I think the following factors must be taken into 

account before 

canceling the festival.

Firstly, how can we call ourselves the festival state when the council are so quick to act against the metal music industry? We are part of SA 

too.

Metal fans are the least likely to cause any kind of trouble, and I feel safer in the presense of 10000 metal heads, than even 50 stereosonic 

attendees who, unlike soundwave goers, smuggle and take drugs into the festival.

Which brings me to my second point. Stereosonic. I live in North Adelaide, and before this, Norwood and I can clearly hear the noise from 

stereosonic from my house, hell, I can even clearly hear the moonlight cinema from my house. Does this mean these shows should be 

looking at being cancelled due to noise complaints also? Somehow, I don't think so.

And third, clipsal. I don't know if there is a bigger disruption to residents than clipsal. And it goes on for more than just one day.

Not only does it cause major traffic delays for commuters, residents have to deal with not only the noise of set up and pack down, but the 

race itself! And not to mention the thousand of attendees who walk the streets after the race, creating noise, and litter outside our homes.

What will be done about this? Most likely nothing.

In conclusion, it is unfair to subject one festival to this much scrutiny, but to let the mainstream events continue to get away with the exact 

same 'offenses' 
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587 Mal Caporn Woodcroft It would be a sad state of affairs if Soundwave was lost to Adelaide. It brings thousands of people together in a fun way and is something a 

bit different to endless wine tasting festivals which seem to be everywhere. We go as a family. We have a great day. It would be a shame if 

a few people dictated to the majority again and Adelaide was forced to lose YET ANOTHER fun event and we were forced to go interstate to 

have fun. Keep the money here. We're the Festival State aren't we? Let's not turn into the wowser state, some would say we already are, 

let's rectify that. Cheers, Mal
588 Alexis Quinn Klemzig Definitely let them use it for the festival - best festival Adelaide has! 

589 Matt Barnett Paralowie, I wholeheartedly support the event, as a permanent SA resident I go to this event every year. 

590 Lynda Calnan The proposal to hold this event over 2 days is a great idea. Being able to spread the bands across 2 days is very appealing to me as in the 

past I have had to miss out on bands that played at the same time as others I wanted to see. I have lived on George street and found that 

the noise was not that bad at all. The location of this event is great considering it's proximity to tram stations. 
591 Tyson Braithwaite Croydon park Hello. I am a 29 year old taxpayer. I have gone to soundwave music festival, since its inception here in Adelaide, and I must say, it is the best 

organized and run festival I have ever been to. I can understand your issue with it now being a 2 day festival, and I think you are always 

right to question things. However after looking at the site plan, it makes perfect sense. I would be absolutely gutted if it did not go ahead 

here in Adelaide, and would force me to travel interstate to Melbourne or Sydney and give them my tourist dollars. PLease rethink what 

you are doing.

I appolagise for my lack of grammer, ad this was written on my phone during my lunch break.

Sincerely,

Ty.592 Kylie Alcorn  Evanston Gardens I 100% support Soundwave over two days being approved. The harder style music fans here in Adelaide miss out on a lot of the bigger 

bands that tour Australia on their own, to be missed off of the Soundwave tour as well, would be a huge disappointment for loyal fans, like 

myself, that travel from the northern suburb of Evanston Gardens. 

Soundwave is a much looked forward to event on our personal calendar and we sincerely hope Adelaide City Council take on the our 

opinion. 

Keep Soundwave touring to South Australia ... PLEASE!!!
593 Julia Newbury Noarlunga south I'm all for it! Allowing a two day festival for music appreciation should be allowed for music lovers; you allow stereo sonic to be a two day 

festival why can't soundwave?! 
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594 Jordan Spangler Charleston Soundwave is the festival that primarily caters to my musical taste, I believe that if other genres are able to have festivals we shoule be able 

to continue to enjoy Soundwave.  

595 Zoe Siviour Port Lincoln, Soundwave is an important festival for the Adelaide music scene, especially for the genres of punk, alternative, rock and heavy metal. 

Adelaide has Stereosonic and Futures for club music and DJs, Grooving The Moo (which began in SA this year) for the genres exposed on 

Triple J. We need the punk and rock genres to have their own festival, especially as many of the bands that come to soundwave do not tour 

Australia themselves unless involved with the festival. Soubdwave brings people from all over SA to the city of Adelaide, introducing money 

to the economy with accommodation and travel to budget for. Soundwave needs to happen for lovers of punk and rock music like myself, 

please keep the tradition of myself and a heap of friends roadtripping to Adelaide for such an amazing weekend!

596 Patricia Jones BELLEVUE HEIGHTS, 

SA

I support the use of Bonython Park for the 2015 Soundwave Festival.  It is an important cultural music event.  I believe every festival adds to 

the State's economy as well as improving our profile as a national festival hub.

597 Melissa Eblen  Henley Beach Soundwave being held over two days is a blessing.  The volume of people this festival brings into the CBD is great for business, with many 

making use of the cafes and restaurants on their way to the park. I have been going to this festival for 4 years and have never had any 

issues with its location. It is easily accessible for people utilising the public transport system with buses, trains and the free tram all servicing 

the area. There is ample parking just down the road at the Entertainment Center and the many park and ride car parks along Port Road. 

The event itself has always been highly enjoyable and very well organised. The bar areas are easily navigated, there are always many clean 

toilet facilities and the festival always provides free water and sunblock for every punter. At past festivals there is also a heavy presence of 

Crowd Care, St John Ambulance and Police should their services be required. 

Soundwave is a highlight to my year. One day where we get to enjoy both international and local talent, as well as a fun day out. Unlike 

other cities on the festival's tour, Adelaide has always been a fly in fly out affair. We should take this opportunity to showcase our 

wonderful state to the international or interstate bands, help make Adelaide an unforgettable part of their Australian experience. 

South Australia is known as the festival state, we are known for supporting the arts, for being lovers of music and of coming together to 

share once in a life time experiences. Please continue to support this festival. Please continue to support an event that is loved by so many. 

Please don't let us become like Perth and lose yet another thing to the eastern states

598 Paula Sagar Banksia Park I have attended Soundwave each year for the last 7 years. It's a fantastic day and the highlight of my year...it's the only music festival I 

attend as its the only one that has the kinds of bands I like. It's well organised and I've never seen any trouble in that time. I can't afford to 

fly to Melbourne if the Adelaide one doesn't go ahead. Please don't ruin my year by not letting Soundwave come to Adelaide!
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599 Ben Heather A handful of complaints about an event that has up until 2015 been held on ONE day a year, now to be held ONE weekend, is ridiculous! I 

understand that different people have different tastes in music, and that's fine, but why should us 'metal heads' be made to suffer in a city 

that is already not focused the younger generations. We are not evil, we do not sacrifice animals or even virgins, we just enjoy actual 

musicians, ones that play actual instruments..

The clipsal makes a huge amount of noise, yet that event isn't under scrutiny.. So why is it fair to demonise a demographic just because a 

few people got a bit upset.. I'm not say thing the event should be unrestricted, I believe a happy medium needs to be found.. Adelaide 

already gets overlooked by a vast majority of performers, why cripple that even more..

Many people already struggle with the price of tickets alone, add in the food and drink and even possibly merchandise, and we have to save 

for the year to go, add the cost of travelling interstate along with accommodation would result in a lot not being able to go, which could 

result in a population decrease due to people just moving interstate.. I would love to take my daughter when she's old enough, and share 

the festival experience with her.. But if soundwave can no longer be held here, that dream would die600 Imogen Gawler East

601 Isaac Sauer Kensington Gardens I think soundwave should stay. SA is the 'festival' state, but there's no reason why we cant have fun with all genres of music festivals. And, 

well, rock is a massive genre with a huge following, and soundwave is the main attraction for these festival goers. Just because it's louder 

than most doesn't mean it should be kicked, sure, a decibel level can be put in place to keep the locals around Bonython Park happy, but to 

me and others, it seems quite selfish if they complain a lot about the noise, its a one day event, generally on a weekend, there are so many 

people in Adelaide looking forward to it, why ruin it for them.
602 Pearl Li Glen Osmond I fully support Soundwave 2015. As with all previous Soundwave festivals, it is integral to keeping Adelaide an exciting and diverse 

entertainment ground. The event attracts people of all ages and there has never been an issue with the crowds being difficult to manage. In 

relation to the issue of noise mitigation, I doubt this is a valid concern given the noise emitted from the Clipsal and in particular, Womad 

2014, which produced far more noise over three days. It is understandable that large scale festivals emit noise, but it is hardly an 

inconvenience to the majority of the wider public and the number of benefits it brings to the city far outweighs this minor issue. I urge the 

Adelaide City Council to continue supporting Soundwave 2015. 
603 Sam Kelton Cowandilla Soundwave is an integral part of the events calendar in South Australia. It is the best run event that tours here and unlike other festivals 

continues to grow and spread its wings.

Moving to a two day event highlights this and I whole heartedly support the move to a multi-day festival highlighting Adelaide as healthy, 

vibrant city for live music which in turn shows off our wonderful park lands.

I have been to the event in Brisbane and Melbourne,and Adelaide is by far the most accessible, well run and fantastic site to see the 

festival.

Please ensure we get to keep this wonderful event here in SA.
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604 Sarah Tsouris Paralowie Soundwave is a major festival which attracts people from all of SA to the CBD to see their favourite bands. Also with Soundwave not doing 

major cities like Perth and Darwin, the closest way for patrons from those cities to attend Soundwave is in Adelaide, which is not only good 

tourism wise, but the mutliplier effect it creates betters the Adelaide community.

If people were upset about the noise level of Soundwave, it's totally unfair to rule it out considering it's possible to hear the loud engines 

and music from Clipsal 500 at Bonython Park. ASoundwave has been known to be safe drug and alcohol wise, yet with festivals like 

Stereosonic, there are drug trades and drunk people all over the place, with the same music level and that doesn't get any complaints what 

so ever.

Stopping Soundwave 2015 altogether would be a rediculous move as it's taking away money, tourism, and a lot of business from people in 

the CBD. All of that will be going to the next big city, Melbourne and maybe even Sydney, and they don't really need the tourism as much as 

Adelaide does.605 Brad Vowles Soundwave, in previous years, has been a major staple within the youth of Adelaide, though I can't speak for older generations, the 

prospect of Soundwave excites thousands within our community. I, as many others do, love this festival, and with the recent cancellation of 

Big Day Out, feel that now more than ever, Soundwave is a necessity for the alternative crowd in the state. I look forward to attending this 

year, and would much rather do so in my own state. 
606 Ray Collins Soundwave is all about the music, the people and the experience.

Having been to the last 6 SW. I have always enjoyed Adelaide hosting the event.

Adelaide has so much to offer. When in Adelaide for SW I enjoy everything Adelaide has to offer, including night life, the casino and 

accommodation. I travel from Port Augusta every year and SW is the ONE Adelaide event I don’t miss.

With no cost to the Adelaide city council why would you want to stop this epic event.

the V8 Super cars make more noise. The Firework for the Adelaide Show keep people awake and Dogs upset. People come to Adelaide from 

out of town for Soundwave and spend lots of money.

people often say South Australia is the nanny Sate, do something about it. Ensure Sound Wave Stays in Adelaide.
607 Peter Larner SEAFORD, SA I feel it would be very hypocritical of Adelaide (the festival state) to abolish sound wave.

We have many festivals through March and everybody is aware of it, interstate included.

This is massive for our tourism industry and we should have festivals that suit everybody.

Sound wave is now the only major metal/rock/punk festival in the state, that suits all ages of the public.

We should not sacrifice this festival for a minority when the majority enjoys it. 

Not to mention all the revenue it raises, which the state needs

With minor amounts of arrests and few hospitalisations this festival is not only profitable but also safe.
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608 Ali Wheare Ethelton Bonython park is a great place to hold Soundwave festival. It's open land with lots of shade. Is close to transport and to the city for people 

traveling in. Being near the trams/buses means less parking tragic around the immediate area, which also means less traffic around 

afterwards. I just love going to soundwave at Bonython park. 

Please give the permit!!!!!
609 skye buckeridge casula 2170 Im not happy I love SOUNDWAVE and if they try and stop it you'll be **** off a lot of people it's not fair SOUNDWAVE ONLY happens ONCE 

every year if you take that away from us then what fun are we meant have in our lives 

610 Domenic 

Monteleone

West Croydon Go ahead with it!!!

611 Tanya Saint this is the ONLY music festival that caters for the metalheads of south australia. people come from far and wide to attend soundwave. all 

the other festivals are very similar to each other. bonython park is the perfect venue for soundwave, and it's a damn shame that a couple of 

wowsers cant pull their heads in for a day or two.

with the change in dates for soundwave (so it now wont clash with clipsal), and it being over two days instead of one, bands will actually be 

able to stay here and have sidewaves, thereby generating more money being spent in the state. we wont have to travel interstate to see 

our favourite bands play a sidewave.

also, with perth having cancelled soundwave, we WILL get people from WA coming here for our magnificent soundwave, generating even 

more money for the state, and we all know that's a good thing.

btw, i am one of the over 50s who attends soundwave every year.
612 Melina Gulfview Heights Soundwave is one of the best festivals in Australia and Adelaide deserves to continue hosting the event. It brings together people of all ages 

to enjoy music and is an important event for Adelaide where we a very small music scene. For music fans Soundwave is an important day 

and stripping Adelaide of this festival would be a major loss. Not only will fans miss out on seeing their favourite bands but people will miss 

out on job opportunities. Punters will have to go interstate to attend the festivals or like myself will not be able to afford to take time off 

work or the travel expenses to get there. We have so many amazing events in Adelaide from Womad to Future music festival and 

Soundwave deserves to continue. In regards to noise complaints I feel that Soundwave is subject to stigma because it is a rock and heavy 

festival. If other just as loud music festivals and sporting events such as Clipsal are able to continue why is Soundwave being viewed as an 

annoyance? It is a great day bringing thousands of people together and I strongly believe it is in Adelaide's and music lovers best interests 

for it to continue. I will be very disappointed in the Adelaide City Council if Soundwave does not go ahead in 2015 but hope this is not the 

case and Adelaide will continue to enjoy this well run and fantastic event.

613 Roger Billinghurst I have attended a number of Soundwave festivals since its inception and have found it been extremely well organised and run. I have 

encountered no safety problems and have seen no fighting or "hooligan" behaviour. I feel the change to a 2day festival will only enhance 

the atmosphere and enjoyment of the attendees. 
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614 Luke Firle Given that there are both noise restrictions and time restrictions put in place for festivals such as soundwave there is no valid reason not to 

provide the land for the soundwave festival. Live music is an integral part of Australian and in particular Adelaide's culture and  events such 

as soundwave only serve as to develop this culture. Further to this the revenue that these festivals bring in can only help strengthen the 

economy.  Banning such events creates a negative image for Adelaide, if we are seen to be giving in to the whims of a select few who lodge 

unreasonable noise complaints then other events may be discouraged from coming to Adelaide, viewing the council as fickle and 

undemocratic. For these reasons festivals such as soundwave should be encouraged and supported by the council.

-Luke

615 Amber garner  Ave Bibaringa I don't think Soundwave should be cancelled, it is an event enjoyed by thousands. Yes, it gets a bit loud and the crowds can be a bit insane 

but Clipsal is just as loud and half of Adelaide is blocked off because of it. If Soundwave was cancelled, there would be a lot of disappointed 

people.

Thank you for taking the time to read this.
616 Michelle Spencer Marion Soundwave is a fantastic festival that caters to people who don't always fit into the "main stream". It provides a safe environment where 

people can gather to appreciate live music. There are many international acts that wouldn't venture to Adelaide if it wasn't for this festival 

due to financial and time constraints. Adelaide misses out on a lot of performances and people don't always have the time and money to 

travel interstate. Whereas Soundwave brings people to Adelaide,any interstate people make the trip here as they prefer the atmosphere in 

Adelaide, and now that the Perth festival has been cancelled I'm certain there will be many people venturing over here for it as it's their 

next closest option. Please  approve the application as it would be a big loss for Adelaide if the festival was to be cancelled. Thank you, 

Michelle.
617 Sarah Parkside Soundwave is the only alternative music festival in Adelaide. As a music lover of all genres of music, I love soundwave and all it has to offer.  

Bonython Park / Tulya Wardli is the perfect venue for such an even. It's a little away from the city, so it's easy to get to but still close 

enough for public transport and walking back to the cbd after the event. And it's big enough to hold all the stages and food and stalls 

without being crammed in like sardines. 

Please don't take Soundwave away from Bonython Park and Adelaide. 
618 Kim Park Holm Soundwave is a great friendly event. I don't think the noise emitted is any greater than the Clipsal. I think its a great event. the temporary 

lease should be granted

619 Simon Finlay I would like to start by saying what a shame it would be for South Australia to lose Soundwave, how can we be the festival state when we're 

culling festivals. Secondly I would like to address the noise complaints. I am from North Adelaide where rumour has it, the noise complaints 

from last year were made. On the day of Soundwave I didn't hear a peep from Boynton Park as I was too busy being forced to listen to car 

engines roaring from clipsal. To say that Soundwave was too loud is a joke. Thousands of festival loving South Australians should not have 

to lose a festival just to keep a miniscule number of residents happy. If you're not happy with the noise, don't live in a capital city. 

620 trevor lehmann morphett vale Soundwave should be held at bonython, it is one of the things about the festival that sets it apart from other adelaide festivals! Won't be 

quite the same else where. 
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621 Melinda glenelg, I love Soundwave and the atmosphere it brings. It's the only festival that caters to music other than electro. I know many people including 

myself that have attended the event many years and it's something to look forward to every year. A lot of bands overlook adelaide as it is, 

please don't take away our Soundwave! 
622 Emily Macdonald-

Riley

 Modbury Heights Soundwave is one of the few remaining festivals that showcases actual bands and music, not mastered on a dj deck. Having attended this 

event since it began, and being a seasoned festival goer, soundwave is always the most organised with a large variety to suit many people. 

The fan base soundwave attracts is much more diverse than other festivals and allows young and old to enjoy music in a safe manner. 

Adelaide already gets overlooked by so many touring bands and artists, it would be a shame if we missed out on soundwave too. 

623 shannon  Aldinga Beach Every year I wait for it to be Soundwave, (and I know I am definitely not the only one) as it's the only festival to bring alternative bands. Not 

too mention know where else brings as many international bands as soundwave.  To loose Soundwave would be devastating.. Adelaide 

already misses out on a lot of international acts, and to cut soundwave would mean loosing out on even more.

624 rhys coleman I feel very strongly that Soundwave should be allowed to continue in 2015. Every year I travel  3 hours from the yorke peninsula to attend 

and I know many others that do as well. 

Not allowing it to go ahead would not only harm you by missing out on revenue, but would grow discontent among concert goers and 

organisers alike. 

Do the right thing, allow Soundwave to return. 
625 Noah Hove Soundwave should 100% be given access to use not only the Bonython Park site for 2015, they should be given access to any site they 

choose to use this year or any other year they wish to come to Adelaide (besides scheduling conflicts). Soundwave is a festival that brings 

tens of thousands of music fans out in the sun to enjoy live music and to deny them to put on a show that is anticipated by these tens of 

thousands of people would be a shame and a hypocrisy for the government of the "Festival State" to so such a thing.

626 Candice Mawson Lakes The only good music festival that Adelaide gets, don't take it away now!

627 Brenton Webb TAPEROO, SA its a great festival and is a great atmosphere to enjoy with friends and family. the noice can be loud but its all the fun. other music festivals 

are at bonython park like future music and stereosonic which fair enough has moved but why didnt they try and shut those festivals down? 

this music festival has brought enjoy ment to not only myself but to many people around adelaide. it would be a shame if it was closed 

down because it brought international acts to australia and some only did the festival and are now no longer a band. 

628 Kandis Baumann Melrose Park Please, let Soundwave 2015 go ahead! Its 2 days out of the whole year that alternative music lovers get to band together and show our 

appreciation for the music that has changed or in some cases saved our lives, and shaped who we are. I understand that it is noisy, and 

probably not pleasant for the surrounding suburbs - but like I said, its 2 days of the year, its the weekend, and it generally doesnt run past 

midnight. The alternatove s ene doesnt have a lot going and this is one of the few things we have left to let loose and feel like we belong 

somewhere. Let us keep this one beautiful thing!!
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629 Ben Allen Blackwood, I would like for Soundwave 2015's lease to be accepted. I'm a big fan of this festival and have gone every year since it started. It would be 

very disappointing if Adelaide were to lose this event, since it's one of the few ways that Adelaide fans get to experience larger 

international rock acts, as Adelaide usually tends to get skipped when bands tour the country.

630 Sophia elizabeth vale Soundwave has always been a day filled with good music, good food and spending the entire day with friends. For me it was always like a 

treat, i'd do my hardest to get my mental health under control so i can leave the house.

I know myself, my parents and all of my friends would be upset if we didn't have soundwave anymore, there would be no music festivals 

that we enjoy coming to adelaide.

Stereos and futures are both filled with artists who have minor talent and abuse what comes with it, i've never heard of a dj doing anything 

for their fans or the community. The hardcore scene basically saved my life, the people in it and the music. We all treat each other like 

family and we release our anger in the pit, but if someone falls we'll stop and help them.

You don't see people **** up on a crazy amount of drugs at soundwave either, everything is too fast paced and intense for you to be able 

to consider that! 

I can't travel out of Adelaide to go somewhere else for soundwave, i'm 16 and I just can't afford all of that. A lot of people are in the same 

position as i am as well.

Please dont take this away from us631 Alice Soundwave is an escape for me. It's the highlight of my year. Such amazing bands all coming together, meeting new friends and moshing 

with old ones. You can't get the same experience from a festival such as Big Day Out or Grooving the Moo. It's rock and roll, it's a culture. It 

brings a whole different side of Adelaide. Without Soundwave you loose a large aspect of rock culture. It would be a major loss to the 

Adelaide community to lose an event that brings people together. I have the most amount of fun in that environment.

632 Adele Megaw Gilles plains South Australia have already lost so much, don't take this away too. It brings money and jobs to the state, which atm we need more than 

ever!  Every state has something for everyone young and old, why not south Australia to? 
633 Matthew Oldham Currency Creek Soundwave is an incredible festival, it brings the biggest bands from around the world to adelaide when normally we wouldn't get them. It 

helps adelaide with tourism and revenue. How can South Australia be known as the festival state when next year with big day out gone we 

will only have the clipsal, and let's face it that and womadelaide have both gone down the hill in recent years. Cancelling soundwave would 

lose south australia money and respect as a growing city of Australia. Perhaps the concert could be moved away from bonython park if 

that's the problem and re-located to the showgrounds. I went to see the big day out at the showgrounds and it was fantastic. Getting rid of 

soundwave would hurt south australia and we'd gain nothing in return. 
634 Cheyenne As a soundwave attendee for years I do hope you grant permission for it to be held at bonython park.

635 Simon Henderson Soundwave is a great festival and the current location is perfect for it.
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636 Jayne Francis Elizabeth Downs If the proposed operating procedures are necessary, i believe it is worth abiding by. The last thing we need is another event being cancelled 

on us all. Music is important to a lot of people, including myself,,it would be heartbreaking to lose the festival.

It is a shame that noise complaints were made when such an event only takes place once a year, and on the weekend. All work and no play 

is a dull existence.

637 shauni-anne lloyd sellicks beach

638 Kay We can't have Soundwave go! It's the only hardcore festival we get. It's the one time a year we get to get our frustrations out listen to some 

killer music and mosh with our mates. It's the only festival I go to and I always go. Have been since I was old enough to go to a concert it 

was my first and I just can't see it go. AJ works so hard to please as many people as he can and it's just always a good time. I don't know 

how else to put it.; It's the best thing Adelaide gets. All the single band tours go Melbourne and Sydney. Well we have something decent for 

once here in Adelaide and I'll be damned if I'm ready to let it leave without a fight!
639 Beau Drury Greenwith, I believe that Soundwave is a vital part of Adelaide's entertainment calendar. This is the only festival of its kind where people can enjoy this 

type of music in Adelaide. Dance and Techno fans get Stereosonic and Future Music Festival, and we get Soundwave. Please take the 

entertainment of thousands of Adelaide Rock, Metal and Indie fans into consideration. Thank you.

640 Rebecca Rostig Lockleys, I live in Lockleys which is not far from Bonython Park. The noise created by the Soundwave festival is NOTHING compared to the dance 

festivals that are hosted there. The bass travels far/loud & the 'music' is woeful.
641 Michaela Bateman Craigmore You'd be insane not too, hotels get booked out, the city is packed. 

If you hold soundwave, it means more tourism. 

Which is currently what Adelaide is trying to achieve. 

As for the people who have houses near there, too bad whether it be soundwave, big day out, futures etc there will still always be concerts 

and shows held there. Please don't break tradition and the amount of cash you could rack in. 
642 Lani Broad Prospect I have been going to Soundwave for a couple of years now, it has a great vibe and feeling and is only growing larger every year. It would be 

a true shame if it cancelled for 2015, which could prove to be the largest Soundwave yet. 
643 Cody Deslandes Big Day Out has already been shut down, along with many other smaller festivals across the state and country. 

I would like to ask this question to the residents that YOU claim have "complained about the noise and dangers of Soundwave Festival":

You live in the 'Festival State', and most of these festivals (which are continuing to become more and more scarce) are held within high-

volume metropolitan areas, why are you complaining about one festival instead of the multitude of festivals we have here? 

To me it sounds like a blatant lack of respect for other person's music tastes. 

I urge you to let Soundwave continue, this state is becoming more and more controlled as it is, the least you can do is help our state live up 

to it's

'Festival State' title before Agenda 21 takes it's full effect.

Yeah, we're not blind.

Regards,

       A VERY informed, educated, and respectful music fan.
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644 Dylan Blacket Please do not cancel soundwave 2015 it is the only festival that brings metal/heavy metal acts from all around the world and Its one of the 

only events I look forward to every year, and I'm sure there are thousands of others like me. And Im sure the revenue gathered is better 

then any other music festival that comes to Adelaide.  my address is 26 Alawoona Road Munno Parra I'm an Adelaide resident don't shut it 

down!
645 Tori Alander Woodside, Soundwave is definitely one of the best festivals held in Adelaide with a variety of music genres, the lack of drug culture makes the event so 

much more fun as people are actually themselves and arnt high the whole time. 

Personally go every year and it usually is one of the highlights. It would be devastating to see it go, especially as it's finally a two day event.

Thankyou. 

646 Brok Port augusta Soundwave is a well known, popular music festival for all ages. It brings people from all over SA to our wonderful city of Adelaide. It's great 

for local business' and great for the city but most of all it feeds South Australias desire for awesome live music! Taking that away from us 

will be taking money away from our city to be spent in other states and cities by the people who can afford to travel to another states 

Soundwave festival. The noise should not be a problem. It's only two days out of a whole year in which is on a Friday and Saturday. People  

that complain about noise and noise pollution need to accept the fact that the city has to accommodate for all types of people and 

welcome these great festivals that give our city and our people so much. Selfish, old, boring people that have nothing better to do than 

complain about something they're not interested in - unbelievable! 
647 Mat Philps Soundwave is a cultural highlight for many people of the year, providing an opportunity to see dozens of international heavy rock and 

metal acts each year.
648 Joseph Coventry penfield I'm defiantly for soundwave being on on the 21st and 22nd of February, there is many things on in adelaide for everyone else (eg 

womadelaide, clipsal, fringe festival and futures) but soundwave is the in the only major event in adelaide that I feel is enjoyable for me. As 

of yet I have only missed 1 soundwave due to work.. Lastly 22nd is my birthday please allow soundwave to go ahead.
649 Meg GLANDORE, SA It would be very sad to see Soundwave be rejected to use the parklands. Soundwave is one of the only rock/punk/metal festivals left and 

plays a vital role in the arts and music community of Adelaide. 

It would be a shame if South Australians had to change our number plates to  'the non-festival state'
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650 Mel C Conawarra, Soundwave is a great event that would be a great loss to music fans in not only Adelaide, but also people in regional South Australia and 

other states who annually travel to attend the festival. I hope that it goes ahead in 2015 at Bonython Park as a two day event with the 

support of Adelaide City Council and is bigger and better than ever.

651 Brooke Barton Golden Grove We don't get much here, not many bands travel to Adelaide and having this festival once a year for the weekend shouldn't hurt anyone. 

This is the one time a year we get to be excited about seeing all these bands we have been waiting for. People travel interstate to adelaide 

for Soundwave and taking that away won't prove anything. You complain about Soundwave but what about the clipsal? Which is 10x as 

noisy. Don't punish us just because a few people have complained. 
652 Max Miller Seaford Rise Well, dear ACC: If you want to wipe Adelaide from the cultural map of Australia, go ahead. Let's go back to pre-Dunstan times and become 

best friends of our backward PM.

Max

653 Alan Ryan Happy Valley I'm all for events in Adelaide, they bring in tourists and many Australians from other states. 

It all helps to stimulate the economy. Soundwave is growing in popularity, sometimes with sell out events.

If soundwave is cancelled, how long is it before other events and tourist attractions are cancelled due to noise and other restrictions?

This year it won't clash with the clipsal 500, making the timing more ideal. 

654 Sammy Roenfeldt Soundwave is one of the few promotors  who still bring 100's of international acts into the city of Adelaide.  This festivals brings in 

international exposure to Adelaide and hopefully will bring future bands back to our city. Soundwave is often the only way we can get these 

huge international acts to our city. 
655 Bernie Wittwer Docklands VIC My partner and I travel to Adelaide for Soundwave each year. We turn it into a driving holiday from Melbourne and tour around the 

Adelaide hills and surrounds. It would be a big shame to lose this event, that adds another layer of vibrancy to Adelaide's festival season. 

656 Matt Smith Surrey Downs Soundwave is an important event on the South Australian music calendar, as important as many other festivals held in the state.  No doubt 

it will cause some inconveniences for those that enjoy the parklands, but I believe the benefit to the greater community outweigh those.

Looking at the consultation plan, and in particular the stage layout, I believe that the organisers by spreading the event over two days have 

been able to create a plan that will minimise the noise being blown towards the residental areas on North Adelaide.

657 Saverio Russo Newton Why would you try to remove an event that provides your city another tourist event, books out hotels for the entire  weekend and gives 

the people of Adelaide something to do?

No wonder all the new generation want to move out of the 80'S that is Adelaide.  Take a note out of Melbourne and Sydneys book, make 

the town fun, build it and they shall come!
658 Billy Lloyd Alberton I strongly believe that the Soundwave tour should continue coming to Adelaide. It is a must see festival for anyone who is a lover of the 

music or not, it also draws 40,000 people possibly more every year consistently. the money that is injected into SA, Adelaide from people 

travelling from other states and even the festival gives the state a boost. I propose it stays because why would you want to ruin a good 

thing. 
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659 Riley Neilsen Port Pirie This festival is one of the most important events in the world to me, being someone with not many friends and who can't achieve much 

except for that that of Musical purposes, this event is something to look forward to. It would mean everything to me (and thousands of 

others no doubt). I travel from Port Pirie SA to Adelaide every year for this show, and never leave disappointed, and now knowing that 

there is a 2 day event coming up?! damn mayne, I'm excited. Plus, you guys will be making money from this shit, why wouldn't you just say 

yes ****? free cash and everyone wins $$$
660 Tom Gleeson Sound wave is a valuable event in the SA event calendar. I personally enjoy attending this concert and do not wish to see it disappear from 

the state.
661 Maria Martino Wynn Vale Soundwave is an enjoyable event for many people. It gives me something to look forward to every year and I along with many, many others 

would be absolutely devastated if anything happened to it. Soundwave 2015 is looking very promising. Although Soundwave is noisy, the 

years that I haven't been, I can say that Clipsal is a lot louder than Soundwave. 

The live music scene in Adelaide isn't too great and we should be trying to build it up instead of tearing it down.
662 Ty Lynch-Palmer ALLENBY GARDENS, 

SA

Soundwave is one of the most organized festivals that come to Adelaide. Sure they have sound issues but the complaints where minimal 

and as i used to reside near the area i've noticed that people who have attended the festival do far less damage to surrounding residential 

areas compared to the violence litter other issues that happens with other festivals such as Stereosonic.   

663 CHRISTIAN POORAKA Soundwave must go ahead in Adelaide for 2015. Not only has Perth lost its right to host due to inflated transport costs but Adelaide was 

very lucky to be granted a leg of the highly regarded festival. I have worked with artist transport and private security for artists performing 

at Soundwave and other music festivals and they all comment how much they love the city, the reataurants, bars, wineries and people! It 

would be a shame to see such a positive event not allowed to be held. Commonsense please ACC , if  not for the positive comments left 

here but for the sheer volume of tickets sold, that in its self should be enough to allow this event. 
664 Heleena Whyalla Stuart Please please do not cancel Soundwave 2015!  It's one  of the best festivals I've been to!  I'm sick of people trying to ruin everyone's fun! 

665 Dylan Middleton Every year for four years a group of us have caught the train on the Gawler line from Munno Para to the city. We eat a meal, get hydrated 

then catch a tram to Bonython to enjoy the Soundwave Festival, which has routinely provided cherished memories I will hold for a lifetime.

Surely a two day event would be fantastic for the city of Adelaide, considering 30,000 people will likely be spending a portion of the 

weekend in the city, eating food, socializing and even booking accommodation? I can't personally see why Soundwave shouldn't continue.
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666 Jo Taylor BUDERIM, Qld I am in favour of hosting the two day Soundwave festival.  This brings many benefits,  including financial benefits to local businesses, 

including the tourism and hospitality sectors. 

The Soundwave franchise is hugely popular, with Adelaide being on the losing end if the council decides against hosting the festival.  

667 Hollie Edgecombe Osborne Please let Soundwave stay in Adelaide!! It's the one main thing I (and many others I know) look forward to all year. If it isn't working at 

Bonython Park, I don't see why we have to scrap it all together, why can't we move it to the showgrounds? The royal show and other 

festivals work well there. Personally I have always thought that festivals work better there anyway (more shade etc). Also a while ago in a 

statement regarding the future of Soundwave, the Adelaide council stated that they wanted to keep young people in Adelaide. I have to say 

that if they cancel Soundwave, they are definitely going the wrong way about it. As it is, in comparison to other cities, there isn't too much 

to keep young people entertained here in Adelaide. Lots of younger people I have spoken with have said if they continue to cancel festivals 

here they will consider moving interstate and I am now thinking the same. Instead of having most of our younger generation move states, 

why not keep things alive here?! Keeping Soundwave here can be the first step. I vote Soundwave at the Wayville Showgrounds!!!

668 Steve Anderson Rosewater, This event must not be stopped from going ahead. It is an internationally respected festival with world-wide interest and 

acknowledgement. To halt it in Adelaide would make us not only the laughing stock of Australia, but also in international media outlets that 

cover this event.
669 Sam Norman Hallett Cove Soundwave has been an important part of my life since attending in 2011, I often travel to music festivals such as splendour, falls, etc, if 

ACC decides to not hold soundwave in Adelaide I will simply travel interstate,

Soundwave adelaide has been coined the "friendliest" and "best" of the soundwave tour, please keep adelaide on the map by allowing 

sound wave to take place at bonython park.
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670 John Amanatidis pennington South Australia is known as the Festival State, so i would imagine the Adelaide City Council will be doing as much as they can to nurture 

festivals and music tours that decide to visit out amazing city. Rather than imposing restrictions, we should be doing what we can to cater 

to the festivals needs to ensure that they will come back again and again.

The fact that noise restrictions is even being discussed for Soundwave 2015 is disgusting in my opinion, nobody minds that the Clipsal 500 is 

alot louder and causes way more noise pollution, aswell as actual human pollution, with rubbish being dropped onto other peoples houses 

in the surrounding area around Clipsal. The impact on the area that clipsal is held in takes week to clean up.

Im sick of certain events being treated better than others, if Soundwave 2015 gets cancelled you will just be making more money for the 

festivals interstate, as thousands of adelaidians will have to travel to go see their favourite bands.

Its bad enough that most bands skip our city anyway, and its only because of festivals such a Soundwave that major headline acts we dream 

to see actually come and visit us. By pushing this away you will be pushing away the young people who will now have to travel and spend 

their money in other states, and pump their money into those economies and not ours.

Adelaide has everything to gain by keeping this festival on, and so much to lose. Its bad enough we are known as the city of churches, do 

we need to be known as the city full of old people that complain?
671 Mel Soundwave is an amazing that I, and many others, go to every single year! I have even travelled outside my state to go to multiple 

Soundwaves, as have SO many other people, and we intend on continuing to do that in the future.

672 Quentin Moloney Fantastic idea. It is vital for the development of the music industry in this city that big events like this continue to come to Adelaide. Please 

support this, ACC! Yes it may be noisy for a couple of days, but its a small price to pay for the joy and exhilaration that this event brings to 

so many music fans in this state.
673 Kelly Seaford Along with clipsal 500, Soundwave is now one of the biggest events in adelaide that brings people from so many different places altogether 

& is the one my partner & I enjoy the most. It has a massive following that is getting more popular every year! The atmosphere is always a 

buzz & We love how it brings so many fantastic  big acts from around the world to one place  but how it also gives a chance for the Aussie 

bands to show how awesome they are & get their sound out there. It's in our beautiful parklands which is on the outskirts of town, which is 

a fantastic position for it as it's out if the way. We like  to make a weekend of it, as do our friends that travel from numerous places in south 

Australia such as Roxby downs, whyalla & port pirie. So not only is a great for the music but for people to see that adelaide is a beautiful 

city with many great hotels, bars & restaurants & has so many hidden treasures around. This event is a massive boost to all industry's 

across the board & having it over 2 days is a great move as not everything is squished into one day which means better time frames & more 

chances for local bands. 

Something that will be beneficial to boosting adelaides tourism industry. Not everyone enjoys the same music & I think unfortunately that's 

the main problem but it's 2 days of the year! what will the adelaide soundwavers have left if we keep losing these awesome events due to 

fuddy duddies that need to just chillax!
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674 Morgan Opbroek Hendon I believe that Soundwave should be held in 2015 in Bonython Park, it has been in this spot for years and brings 1000's of people together to 

enjoy some of their favourite music. by stopping this it will be angering fans and denying Adelaide of something that the rest of Australia 

has access to.
675 daniel hubble I support soundwave 2015 beingat Bonython park

676 Nathan Bishop Marino I Think to Loose Soundwave Would be like Removing any other amazing Festival which bring people together for a day/Weekend of fun. 

Adelaide Needs Festivals, Concerts, And Fun for the people of our city. Please Allow it to go ahead. It will be a terrible thing if it doesn't 

happen.
677 briony Sound wave is one of the only music festivals that comes to South Australia, that is accessible to multiple generations and caters to music 

that is not on everyday radio stations. Adelaide will lose an exceptional amount of money that would be spent by bands on South 

Australian transport and accommodation. If this festival does not go ahead, SA will suffer incredible loss.
678 Roby McDonald, 

Paul McDonald, 

Ashleigh Press

I have concerns regarding the government possibly banning Soundwave 2015.

Firstly,  my main concern is that myself and my girlfriend have to travel 3 hours every year to come support Soundwave and would be very 

dissapointed if we have to travel across to other states to attend another Soundwave if Adelaide Soundwave is to be cancelled.

Secondly,  Adelaide does not hold host or very much support rock/metal festivals at all, as Soundwave is the only way we can watch live 

rock/metal music in South Australia. 

And most of all if you take away Soundwave from Adelaide you are taking away precious memories and the hearts of many rock music 

lovers, the possitive feedback i hear every year and the expirience itself is only a growing and possitive vibe.

Thank you for giving us the oppurtunity to fight our case.

Yours sincerly, 

Roby McDonald

679 Jamie Stuart This weekend festival is one of the many hillights of the year of adelaide , for me and many others. The removal of this festival would be a 

devastation for all of us !!!
680 Raymond O'Donnell Fullarton I think it's a great idea & i look forward to 2 days of entertainment. Soundwave has always been an excellent event.

My only issue i have is that in previous years it finishes too early, meaning it's only really the last bands on that play once the sun has gone 

down. The lighting shows and atmosphere are much greater after dark...and the temperature is always more pleasant.
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681 Alex Oldham Currency Creek Soundwave is literally the  greatest concert in the entire country. And here is why.. 

Adelaide has a much smaller population when compared to Sydney or Melbourne and it is because of this smaller population that many 

bands (of all genres) skip South Australia on their 'Australian' tours. Festivals, like soundwave and big day out, are a fantastic way for the 

citizens of the state to see bands that they love and even discover new bands. Which, if you are like me, and music is a part of who you are 

then this discovery and fulfillment you recieve through a live show is something that is unmatched anywhere else in your life. 

Soundwave is also fantastic for people like myself, who do not live in the festivals direct vicinity as often making the trip up for a concert on 

a tuesday night can be difficult. However, soundwave is brilliant for this as we (me and 4 friends) load up the car and go and spend one day 

in adelaide and then drive over 100 kilometers to get home and have done this for the last six years and hopefully can continue this ritual.

This importance of seeing a "live show" may not enthuse you or even sway your minds so I shall talk about something that will..... money.

The idea of economics is fairly simple and I'm sure you have a better understanding of it than I do so I am positive you already know that if 

a festival swaps to a two day event (as soundwave is doing) then people who do not live in the direct suburbs (such as me) would find it 

highly pointless to drive up to the  festival and then drive back down the following day. Instead we would pay for some accomodation, 

therefore putting money into society, not just would there have to be a place to sleep but also places to eat and most people would, after 

the second night in town, go into the CBD and spend more money and keep that economic wheel spinning. If the festival is cancelled 

however, I- and so many more- will be forced to go to other states and give them our money to see a festival that we should be able to 

watch in our own state.

Also as it is a two day festival with over 90 bands booked it would mean a LOT of musicians staying in adelaide for two or three nights. 

Infact, probably more as the festival only gives the attendees a slice of a particular band, the artists often play extra shows (sidewaves) that 

again would pump the economy full of money. 

Not just this but as previously stated, many bands skip Adelaide in their tours and perhaps if they saw that if their was a following for their 

particular band they might come on a solo tour, thus putting more money into our economy with purchases similar to those of out of town 

punters attending the festival.

This ability to "see" bands at live shows is often what gives an artist(s) thier start in their career and as soundwave promotes Australian 

music it is vital it can continue.

With massive support last year from both media (sam kelton from the Advertiser wrote an article entitled "why soundwave is Australia's 

best music festival") and the police force managed to gain respect and credibility with their fantastic twitter accounts and as I recall with 

BDO they even installed jokes based around the artists that were performing, which again was fantastic. I cannot specifically recall any 

arrest statistics for last year, but I have a feeling that it was fairly low considering the number of people that attended.

With all of these positives surrounding the festival all it does is beg the question WHY?

Is it because the council plans to cancel all festivals in the so called "festival state"?682 Michael Daldry I have attended Soundwave every year since it started in 2008. Each year I have friends from other states come together for the Adelaide 

leg of the festivals tour and they all stay in city hotels for the 4-5 days that they are here. In my opinion this festival helps bring money to 

local businesses.

I can't wiat for the next Soundwave.  
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683 Nathan Mollenhof As a regular goer the this event, I'd just like to throw my support behind soundwave 2015. 

It's a great event that brings many many people, people bring money, how can that be a bad thing for anyone?

Regards,

nathan
684 Tim Brumpton Woodside Cancellation of Soundwave due to noise pollution is a ridiculous notion. Adelaide already has enough trouble getting big name bands to 

come to Adelaide. The restriction of Adelaides biggest music festival would be the final nail in the coffin for the music industry in Adelaide. 

The council has no problem with 5 days of V8 noise occurring every year,  or 40,000 people yelling at a ball game around the torrens 

WEEKLY, so why is two days of rock music a problem? 

685 Sahara Nunn I've been attending Soundwave for the past few years and I've had amazing times at all of them! It's an annual event that many people look 

forward to, it brings employment, tourists into the city and it gives so many people the opportunity experience their favorite bands live. It 

also gives the international artists that are performing the opportunity to experience Adelaide and promote it. Hundreds/thousands of 

people will be disappointed if Soundwave is cancelled next year.
686 James Golden Grove I personally believe that the council should let Soundwave run on the two days because it is a once a year festival which is the showcase for 

heavy metal and hard rock fans (unlike dance music lovers who get the future music festival and stereosonic) and helps tourism which 

people coming interstate to go to the festival.  Also, the festival is using some form of sound blocking and finishes at ten (so people will be 

able to sleep).  Thankyou for letting me voice my opinion.
687 Cyan Male Munno Para West I think that it is a perfectly reasonable proposal and is great event for south australia to hold as it is an enjoyment for many. Other business 

will gain from it also, especially now being over two days. I believe it to not be too much of an inconvenience being at that location with 

those dates.

688 Henry Barns-Tripp Hewett I believe it should be aloud, because not only is it a chance for many fans of performers to have a great day and see there idols, it  is a great 

opportunity for many students studying Music or Tech Production to go out and get some work experience and some lessons on what it is 

like in the the work place.

Another reason is that this could affect me peoples incomes by them not getting as much work, resulting in them having to not send any 

money, therefore affecting the economy.

P.s. Boniython park is the best place to hold the festival in Adelaide. (:

689 stu rae  earlville cairns I fly from Cairns to Sydney for Soundwave each year to attend this great fest w my brother.I have flew to Adelaide in 2011 to go to 

Soundwave w friends. My first time ever in south Australia.the fest in Adelaide was amazing. I enjoyed it so much because of the people, 

the venue,the beautiful parklands that created such a brilliant atmosphere for a festival. Sydney is great fun,but Adelaide was brilliant. So 

much so, thatas a Xmas gift I took my brother to Adelaide to experience Sodwave in 2012 just because the Adelaide show is outdoors in a 

park w trees everywhere and just a great vibe. He enjoyed it so much more than Sydney we both went again this year to the Adelaide 

festival. Why? Because the Adelaide city & people put on such a magic show. Plus we always go to a fringe fest gig the Mnightohr before. 

Adelaide for about 4-6 weeks due to everything that goes on,is the greatest city in the world. Fringe fest, clipsol v8's, Soundwave,cultural 

fest, Womad, its incredible what this city achieves!! Please allow Soundwave to carry on being at bonython park because it is an annual 

highlight of my year. Plus we want to bring the wife & kids next time so they can experience this number one festival in such an iconic 

venue in a beautiful city.
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690 Kayla Schultz Murray Bridge One of the best festivals to come to Adelaide and it would be a shame to lose it. Soundwave has been one of the biggest highlights of mine 

and my friends and its one of the only festivals to bring many of the great heavy metal/rock/punk and alternative acts to this country! 

Adelaide sees the best crowds and it should be recognised better in this state. Perth have already lost the festival and its caused major 

trouble and repercussions towards the council there. Instead of driving away tourists and visitors to the city, we should be welcoming 

them! People all over the world envy our country for Soundwave and us being in South Australia, 'the festival state' should celebrate it 

instead of trying to get rid of it! 
691 Clint Young mount torrens this needs to happen.

the live music scene in adelaide is dying, Adelaide used to be known for producing some of the best musicians in australia and now we are 

trying to stop anyone from performing because its a little bit too loud 1 or 2 days a year.

To loose soundwave will force more people to go to the eastern states to spend their money.
692 jocelyn liddell somerton park Soundwave has been the best most organised festival I have ever attended. If you get rid of Soundwave it would be unfair to continue with 

every other festival. It is REAL live music and fans like myself save up to go to watch their favourite bands preform live, not play a CD 

through a Laptop on stage like other festivals. You would be killing the music industry it is no more noisier than the DJ festivals like 

sterosonic. please don't take this away from Adelaide and force everyone to travel to other states to attend
693 Colin Veitch  Smithfield plains I have been a regular attendee of soundwave since its Adelaide inception and have seen it grow over the years into the event it is today. 

Now as everyone is well aware soundwave is the only music festival of its genre providing entertainment to the outskirts of our 

communities the poor emo girl who sits in her room listening to her music because she feels no one understands her, the office worker who 

had to fight for his job because of his long hair and tattoos,  the local musician who gives up every opportunity to go somewhere because 

he's to busy laying it out on the stage trying to make himself known. Soundwave is a place, for all the long haired tattoed freaks that all the 

'normal' folk would sooner discount or laugh at than find out their story, to go its our one place to enjoy without the prejudices of an 

increasingly close minded and dumbed down society.

Stereosonic has seen no people travel to our state, multiple drug arrests,  heightened nightlife violence after the festival and not to 

mention mindless music. They get 2 days a year without even having to think about it even though we hold multiple dance music festivals in 

this state. 

Soundwave especially in 2015 with the cancelation of perth will/has seen influx of tourism to the state, orderly crowds on arrival and 

departure (speaking as someone who works aboard public rail systems I would much rather work after soundwave than ANY sporting event 

or other festival as the crowds are respectful unlike football fans) and generally after soundwave street violence along hindley etc. Is down.

Metalheads only asked for a day a year and for the last few we've had to sit in doubt as you continue to find reasons against the festival 

fining them repeatedly yet they still want to come back does this not show you that SA wants soundwave?

I sincerely hope your decision is for the two days to go ahead. And if not I ask that all proceeds made from your numerous fines to Aj 

Maddah and soundwave touring go towards a new live music venue in the heart of the CBD because the music of SA is dying and when the 

music dies the people go and who will you fine when theres no one left to rule?
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694 Ryan Why would you not allow such a positive experience into Adelaide? Although there are always those who will do the wrong thing, 

Soundwave constantly supports Straight Edge bands (Straight Edge: The abstinence of alcohol, drugs and cigarettes as a lifetime 

commitment, you could easily google more info) which do not get a chance on normal tours due to their views. When kids see these bands 

standing up saying that you don't need these substances to have fun it will help inspire them to do the same. Like I said, it can't be said for 

all the bands; but each band that plays has a message. Music is very important to many people, and allowing WOMAD for fans of the indie 

style music; but then saying no to the kids that like heavier music just doesn't seem just. 
695 Zak Taylor Soundwave is a huge event in terms of musical entertainment in Adelaide. As the Big Day Out has already been cancelled this year, without 

Soundwave then Adelaide will suffer a major loss in entertainment for the public. I'm currently working as a student studying Sound 

Engineering at Adelaide university and I know for a fact that the music world around Adelaide is considerably lower than places like 

Melbourne and Sydney! Without these big festivals coming to Adelaide, then other bands will not add Adelaide on their list of tour dates 

for Australian shows and if this carries out for long enough then the music business in South Australia will become lost! Soundwave only 

happens for one weekend a year and if the noise disrupts the residents in the area for only 2 days over the 365 day calendar then I doubt 

this is much of an issue! You will either make 20 residents unhappy, or 10000 music fans unhappy! I'm sure that the residents can survive 

for one weekend without complete silence in Adelaide.
696 Robert Raines  Fairview Park This is a huge cultural celebration, not only for Adelaide and Australia - but music itself, the music scene is slowly losing numbers to 

computer generate electronic music, preventing sound wave in Adelaide will only ruin the rock/metal/punk genre further. 

697 Amanda Paget Soundwave is my favourite event of the year in adelaide, I have attended the last 5 years consecutively and look forward to it. I used to live 

in Mildura VIC where hundreds of people travel every year to attend SW as its the closest most accessible capital city. It would be 

heartbreaking to see everyone miss out because of the selfishness of a handful of people. If soundwave is cancelled in adelaide I would not 

be able to attend at all as it is too expensive to travel to melbourne.  This is really a plea to let it happen in adelaide for all the fans in 

adelaide and in country SA and VIC. To many this is the biggest event of the year! 
698 Tyson Broughton  Flinders Park Why is there such a big problem with Soundwave? A huge event like Soundwave brings people from all over South Australia and even 

interstate, particularly now that there is no proposed event for Perth and many from Perth are likely to make the trip to Adelaide for the 

festival. Bringing in all these people for a whole weekend is great for local businesses, not to mention all the people on the tour who also 

bring an immense amount of business with them. Adelaide is almost falling off the map with music tours and not just festivals, but 

headlining tours as well. Saying goodbye to Soundwave will certainly devastate Adelaide's live music scene and could result in the closure of 

many music venues. Adelaide is a city, it's a loud place to live regardless of festivals like Soundwave. If someone is irritated by the noise 

from events like this, they would probably be just as irritated by the noise of North Terrace on a weekday. While events like the Clipsal 500 

may not quite reach the particular volume that Soundwave does in decibels, the difference between the volumes is barely discernable to 

the human ear. I would like to think that the Adelaide City Council has much more important issues to focus on, rather than worrying about 

the possible noise disturbance of a two day music event. 
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699 Sophie Bociulis Being a regular festival goer, and having experienced a variety of music/arts festivals held throughout Australia, I can honestly say 

Soundwave is by far one, if not the best festival I have experienced in Australia.

I understand noise regulations, and complaints from residents of North Adelaide are a concern, but not allowing Soundwave to visit 

Adelaide as one of its legs would be terrible, not only for patrons who enjoy attending, but also on a cultural level, especially considering 

the fact the festival no longer visits Perth - and a trend of festivals only visiting the eastern states of Australia is becoming more apparent. 

Because of this, I feel the ACC should be supporting Soundwave in its endeavors to return. 

Soundwave itself presents opportunities for local bands to play stages at the Adelaide leg, but it is also important to acknowledge the 

festival itself as the major alternative/heavy metal/punk festival that runs throughout Australia, giving Adelaide residents an opportunity to 

experience a variety of world class bands and musical acts, that otherwise potentially would not be able to visit the state on a headline/solo 

tour (considering individual travel costs, etc). There is certainly not a lack in demand of people willing to attend, being both Adelaide locals, 

but also people visiting from other states (and with the festival no longer playing Perth, this is likely to increase for the Adelaide leg). 

The festival itself is run professionally and well, and as a festival, has a fantastic atmosphere. As a local who not only enjoys the festival 

itself, but is also concerned as to the support and importance placed on allowing festivals and events such as this to visit Adelaide, I plead 

with you to support and work with the organizers of Soundwave to bring this amazing festival back.
700 Kimberley Turner  Ingle Farm Soundwave brings so much revenue to the state. Pubs, clubs, hotels will lose business. People travel from other states just because the 

Adelaide leg of the soundwave tour is vital for the music scene. It helps peole see acts they wouldnt normally be able to afford seperatly 

and it supports the aussie music scene also.
701 Chad Shiells Preston,VIC It's amazing that a discussion needs to even take place regarding Soundwave being allowed to continue. I travel to Adelaide for SW and 

have never had a bad experience, I have never seen an altercation at SW & only see people of all ages coming together to share their love 

of music. A few years ago I decided to attend Clipsal as well & saw 3 fist fights on the 1st day. It strikes me as odd that SW is an apparent 

issue yet Clipsal is not. Returning to my hotel about 1KM away from the SW venue I can not hear a thing coming from them. 5KM away 

from the race track it's all you can hear. I am not knocking Clipsal by any means I understand many people enjoy the events & the majority 

are well behaved but how SW can be deemed worthy of potential banning over it of staggering to me. The youth of many areas including 

my home state of VIC are dealing with closures of music venues which have stood for years due to the increase in urban development. Why 

exactly would the ACC prefer for everybody to stay indoors 24/7? Perhaps you could build safe houses for needle use on the site of SW & 

other closed music venues I mean at least drug use is quiet. It appears that is the issue after all the fact that a 2 day rock festival attended 

by well behaved people causes a little noise while noise events such as Clipsal, Cricket/AFL at Adelaide oval are louder, overall go for longer 

& have more issues with crowd behavior.702 Nat Sheidow Park It's one of the only festivals of it's kind in South Australia for people into alternative music. Many bands only tour eastern states so 

Soundwave is sometimes the only opportunity for people to see their favourite bands. Yes it's loud, but surely no louder than clipsal or the 

other festivals held in the city?
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703 Kristy Mulconray WHYALLA NORRIE, SA Sa is such a big state as it is travelling 4 hours to go to a decent concert is bad enough. Don't make it harder for country people to see 

decent live music! And South Australia is  the "festival state" let's not lose that reputation. 

704 Jamie Agnew North Adelaide I fully support soundwave returning to Bonython Park 2015, it's just one weekend. In North Adelaide we deal with noise from jets everyday 

of the week, I don't see the difference. We need more attractions in Adelaide not less!!

705 Anna varley adelaide Please do not cancel soundwave 2015, this is the only rock/metal event we get here, as the artists don't normally tour in adelaide. Stereo 

sonic has been approved and that's a way more nasty drug fuelled event!  The v8 super cars are way more noisy and that event runs for 3 

days! As a resident of the Adelaide area these events do not bother me as they are only a few times a year . Please don't ruin our fun

706 Peter Krause Evanston Park Honestly, if this event is cancelled or not allowed to proceed, it will be a true blight on ACC and Adelaide in general.  The Festival State?  It 

will become a joke state

707 Sal Connell Thebarton As you can see from my address I'm a close neighbor of Bonython Park and a regular user of its facilities.  I would also like to add I am not a 

fan of the vast majority of the music which makes up a Soundwave festival. However I am MORE than happy for them to be using and 

paying for this space.

I regularly walk my dog through that area and the alternative routes are clearly signposted do not cause any negative impact.  My dog 

hasn't been negative affected by the pyrotechnics either.  Yes the streets do become full with parked cars but I do not find it an 

inconvenience.

As indicated earlier, the music contained in the Soundwave Festival isn't my cup of tea.  I did not find the noise levels to be too loud and 

affect me or mine.

I believe you should approve this festival and not buy into the whingers who have nothing better to do than be kill joys.  Turn up your own 

sound system if you don't like what you're hearing, I do!  Hell, if you want to get rid of an event being a pain in the arse to public facilities 

consider the Clipsal 500!708 Hayden Phillips  west lakes shore Soundwave is the only thing us classic rockers have left. Big day out is gone. There's no problem with stereosonic of anything like that but 

some of us like to listen to good music. Music is a guitar drums bass & proper vocala. Weither its screaming  anything.  All of us like t rock 

out.  Taking away SW is a big thing & I know alot of people that will be very upset. Not to mention all the $ this event brings. Boosts 

adelaides reputation by a huge amount. Take away SW from that many other bands DJ will start to pull out. "Cant go to adelaide they will 

prob try & cancel us"

Don't get of SW, we rockers need to rock.
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709 Hanna Osborne  PORT NOARLUNGA After losing Big Day Out and Warped Tour, I feel that the ACC needs to ask itself, do we really want to discontinue another incredible music 

festival over six noise complaints (three of which were from the same person) and a fleeting period of loud music? 

Given the short nature of the event I find that it is hardly substantial to even question whether Soundwave should be allowed to continue. 

It is operating on a weekend between the hours of 11am and 10pm, a time period which is neither substantial nor unreasonable to give any 

rise to complaint and can hardly be considered a nuisance to the local community. 

It is near embarrassing that we still label ourselves the 'festival state', when we are actively discouraging these events to occur. Soundwave 

attracts people from all parts of South Australia, as well as other states like WA who no longer have the festival, creating business for 

hotels, restaurants and many other industries alike. It is an integral part of our diverse culture in Adelaide and is now the only festival of its 

kind that comes to our city. We should feel privileged that we have the opportunity to host such an event. 

710 Laura Sincock  Salisbury East I am for this proposal as I've always wanted to go Soundwave but due to the scheduling clash with the Clipsal 500 I have not been able to 

attend. As a Motorsport fan and a rock & heavy metal fan I cannot wait for it to be a different weekend. Plus changing the weekend there 

will be more chance of interstate/international fans as there would be more free hotel rooms. 
711 Heather Murphy Birdwood I think the Soundwave festival is a huge success and should be allowed to continue to run in Adelaide. I am a huge fan of the festival and 

the music it showcases. It is a great opportunity for people to see loads of their favourites bands at an affordable price and have a great 

time with their friends . I would be absolutely gutted if the festival is cancelled. Please consider the people who will be absolutely crushed.

712 Kia Mawson Lakes How could you not go ahead with this. It is one of the best and most popular events Adelaide has held in years!  

713 David Gustafson Prospect This is a great event that is widely regarded as the best organised music festival in Australia.  Yes it is loud and no doubt you can hear it 

from houses (we can hear it in Prospect) but this is a 2 day event that runs for a total of about 20 hours.  If this does not get approval then I 

sure hope that Clipsal (a 3 day event + likely louder) and the Fringe (30 day event) will also be shut down as they would have greater 

negative impact on more residents.
714 andrew talbot torrensville Soundwave is the best festival in australia, friendly atmosphere, alternative music to the mainstream and there isn't 30 thousand people 

taking ectasy and drinking til their livers cant handle anymore like all the dance music festivals. 

Please keep soundwave, its the only music festival for alternative music(punk, rock hardcore, and heavy metal) in australia.

The clipsal is much louder and people dont try and cancel that.
715 Alan R Colvin Mawson Lakes Many international touring musicians regularly bypass Adelaide, and festivals such as Soundwave are becoming the only way to see such 

acts without travelling to neighbouring cities like Melbourne.

716 Scott venning valley view Allow them to hold their event at Bonython park. I go to soundwave and always enjoy it
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717 Luke Batten Nairne Soundwave is the premier music festival for fans of metal music, old and young. I have been to soundwave in Adelaide since 2009, and to 

see it removed from my home state would cripple Adelaide's live heavy music culture. Often is the case that popular bands tour the east 

and west coasts, bypassing Adelaide entirely, and soundwave was a brilliant way to encourage bands to tour the city. It's worth mentioning 

that soundwave often spark many "sidewaves", where bands will organise to play local, dedicated gigs, due to the relatively short set 

lengths that a festival entails. They almost always bring in local talent to support these shows, which, in addition to the slots for local acts 

that the festival provides, gives valuable exposure to the local Adelaide music scene, which is more often then not underexposed. 

So as the festival adds to the economy, supports local artists, and is thoroughly enjoyed by much of the local population, can we not excuse 

the *slight* inconvenience that is the noise pollution it generates? Isn't that why the Clipsal 500, various AFL matches, and big name music 

acts still exists to this day? 

718 Kiara Bellett Mawson Lakes I have gone to Soundwave every year since 2009 and watched it grow in population and become a significant event in Adelaide. Soundwave 

means the world to me and many others all over Australia, specifically in Adelaide as we don't get a lot of these bands coming at any other 

time due to our size and seemed insignificance in comparison to some other bigger cities in Australia. 

I understand there is an issue regarding noise around soundwave, if the issue is with the people living local to that area, they should 

understand that this is to be expected when living in the city, it will be noisy while the fringe is on. The fringe is one of the brilliant things 

that Adelaide is known for so if they don't like the noise, perhaps they should move elsewhere. 

In saying this, coming home from Soundwave using public transport, I have noticed that it is not the people coming from Soundwave that 

are the noisy, intoxicated, problematic people, it seems to be the people returning from Clipsal 500 that are the problem. So if you get rid 

of Soundwave because of noise, you might as well get rid of Clipsal 500 too. This would not be a smart move for ACC though because 

Adelaide is known for the Clipsal 500, as well as the fringe and we get a lot of money from travellers coming to see this event, we also get 

people coming from around Australia to see Adelaide hold Soundwave too.

I cannot stress this enough. Please let us enjoy our two days of the year and allow us to hold Soundwave in our little city. 

719 Matt Giola Woodville Nth Dear Adelaide Council,

As a regular attendee at the Soundwave Festival since it’s first year, I’m beyond excited for the festival to have branched out to now cover 

two days. As a musician myself, having the opportunity to see so many world class bands and artists perform at the one event is priceless 

and would be devastated to see the city lose such an iconic event for the hard and heavy music lovers of our state. Having been to many 

other types of music festivals, I can vouch for the quality and behaviour of the those in attendance as being some the best there is, while I 

hope the attempts of the organisers to keep noise levels to a respectable level ensure that the surrounding residents are happy with the 

event to go ahead.

Thanks for your time in considering my feedback.

Kind Regards,

Matt Giola.
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720 liam sutcliffe TORRENS PARK, SA Great event. Have been to soundwave for the last 5 years and have always had a blast. Adelaide prides itself on being a city of arts and 

alternative music is just another great artistic form this city needs to have. So many promoters who bring bands to Aus skip Adelaide all 

together and we are forced to travel to melb to see them. AJ the promotor of soundwave loves bringing it here and it would be a shame for 

this city and the 20,000 fans who would go to the event to miss out on it. 
721 Hayly warradale Soundwave festival is the only metal festival in Adelaide. It is a great place to show up and coming artists and also have some of the most 

well known and loved metal artists from around the world. It has people from all across South Australia and bordering states all come 

together, have fun and listen to good music. 
722 Sean Ryan The festival should be allowed to continue. It is an absolute disgrace the council  are even considering stopping the festival. It brings people 

from overseas and interstate to our city. It was also moved a week earlier to avoid clashing with the Clipsal event...which creates WAAAAY 

more noise than Soundwave, and lasts a lot longer than 2 days. It's a 2 day festival held once a year, the people near the parklands have 

almost 8 months notice of the festivals being held.
723 emma Wilton Smithfield Plains Soundwave is awesome! Loads of people coming together to enjoy some great music. What more could you want? We don't have much 

exciting stuff happening in Adelaide and Soundwave is the one thing my partner and I look forward to each year.

724 Rachel Hemley Elizabeth Downs Soundwave Festival is one of the best festivals I have experienced, everyone is always well behaved and it's just one weekend of the whole 

year. I've been to clipsal's concerts before and see no difference in the noise, it's always an incredible day and I would suggest it to anyone 

thinking about attending one.

725 Matthew Clark I have attended Soundwave festival every year since it was first brought to Adelaide and it is the one festival I get truly excited for. 

Soundwave provides enjoyment and excitement for those attending and once in a life time opportunities to see some of the worst biggest 

bands.

With the recent announcement that Big Day Out has been cancelled for 2015 the loss of Soundwave would mean thousands of people 

would be without a chance to see the music they enjoy live next year, as the other festivals planed feature Dance/Rave music and DJ's none 

provide Rock, Alternative and Metal music that Soundwave festival goers enjoy. 

All this is without mention the fact that Soundwave has sold out and grown larger almost every year, bringing a great source of revenue and 

festival goers from interstate.

Approval of this event would mean everything to myself and those around me.
726 Valerie Palavecino Dernancourt Please approve Soundwave 2015!!!

Leave our festival alone - like most people that attend soundwave we love our rocknroll and metal music...there are no other festivals like 

this!!!

Dance music fans get numerous festivals yearly - why aren't they on your target list? They dont even listen to REAL music...

If soundwave doesn't come to Adelaide, then we will take our money elsewhere. It will not be spent in Adelaide thats for sure.
727 Sean Donleavy Paradise Please keep Soundwave running, it's the only festival in Adelaide that adequately caters for music fans of metal, punk and rock, providing a 

line up of the highest quality year after year. It would be a shame to see such an event cancelled that thousands of people from different 

musical cultures look forward to every year, and I can honestly say it is the event of the year for most of the festival attendees. 
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728 Callum Golding Clarence Park I went to my first Soundwave in 2009, then I returned in 2012, 2013, and 2014. All those times I spent in Adelaide. I wait all year to hear just 

the lineup for Soundwave, and have been waiting. Upon the announcement of the festival becoming a two day event I was delighted 

because that means I get to see more of the bands I love. Soundwave is just as loud as, if not quieter than, all of the dance music festivals 

like Stereosonic and such, it's just different music. I'm going to uni in Sydney next year, but Soundwave Adelaide is right before I go and I 

would absolutely love to spend one of my last weekends here at Soundwave. Soundwave also brings tourism and money to Adelaide's 

economy for that weekend as many people go to multiple Soundwave dates, and many people even come here as they prefer Adelaide's 

Soundwave. over all the others. Keep it because it's the one time all of the punk and rock and metal community get to come out and have 

fun at a festival here in Adelaide, the dance and indie music lovers get their time multiple times a year, we get it once, at least give us this.

729 Nicholas Hall Grange, I have been to a couple of previous Soundwave events and I have to say that those event rank very highly in my fun-o-meter.

Not only that, Soundwave gave my the chance to see my favourite band of 10 years (since I started listening to music and developing my 

own taste) live for the first time and what could have been the last chance I have as after Soundwave, they went on an extended hiatus, 

and I very much enjoyed my time there!
730 Greg May Lockleys I have family who attend this event responsibly.  I support the proposal as I want safe events for my teenage Children to attend.  This 

festival caters for young people and it supports the notion of a vibrant and current city that Adelaide wnats to be.  I am pleased that the 

organisers feel they can successfully stage a two day event and that this program is part of a national tour (many organisers bypass 

Adelaide in favour of larger cities.).  Very supportive of approving tis event.
731 Hannah Smith Murray Bridge Soundwave provides the opportunity for residents of Adelaide to see some of their favourite international bands in a one-of-a-kind live 

setting. Previously the majority of the bands touring with Soundwave have been acts that would otherwise leave adelaide off the list on 

their own personal headline tours. If soundwave does not happen in Adelaide in subsequent years people will be forced to either travel 

interstate or miss out entirely for those who can't afford to travel. The events are heavily monitored by security as well as having a strong 

police presence and in 5 years of attending the event I have never once felt unsafe.

In addition to the thousands of south Australians that attend the event, there are many people travel with the festival. Add to this the vast 

number of staff involved who stay in accommodation in Adelaide and there is a significant benefit for the local economy.

Put simply, it would be a disaster if Soundwave wasn't allowed to run in Adelaide in the future.
732 Kayla Hamilton North Plympton Soundwave is a great community event and compared to the majority of music festivals run in Adelaide as well as such events as the Clipsal 

500, the noise and public nuisance is kept to a minimum. A two day event encourages attendees to remain extremely vigilant due to not 

being accepted back in the next day and also keeps them in check to make sure they are able to attend the second day. While a day of 

heavy metal with a combination of a liquor license does not sound like quite a good mix, I can assure you that Adelaide metal fans are 

much better behaved than most attendees at other musical festivals (other than WOMAD). Please consider what it means to the 

community as well as the tourist dollars from people travelling around Australia to see the bands (As the Adelaide soundwave doesn't sell 

out as quick as the East Coast Soundwaves).   
733 Carl Nagi Woodville The event is amazing and it will be a real shame and lose if it doesn't go ahead at bonython park.  Taxi's, Public Transport, local business will 

all miss out business. 
734 Amanda Morgan Port Pirie Myself and my partner travel to Adelaide to attend this event every year with our 2 siblings. We usually stay for the entire weekend 

spending a lot of money on accommodation, food, beverages, entertainment and transport at various businesses across Adelaide during 

our stay. We have already paid for our accommodation so that we do not miss out and would be highly disappointed if this were cancelled. 
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735 Mik waye highbury I've been to about 4 soundwaves and I think adelaide needs such festivals like this . Adelaide is the festival state after all . Last year there 

was a total of 6 complaints , 3 of which coming from the same person. How many complaints do big day out or womad get? If any 1 or 2 ??? 

Correct ?? 

Is it because of the "heavy /punk " tag that no one likes?  If womad or clipsal got. 6 complaints would anything be done??? Probably not. 

Adelaide is known for its vast amount of festivals to suit everyone's taste, and soundwave is one of them. 

I'm looking forward to 2015' s soundwave and I know there's thousands of others with me 

Thank you 

736 Daniel giglio Keep the festival. 

I'll keep this short because I don't want to go into much detail as I'm writing on my phone.

This festival has been around since 2008 and this is not the first time you are trying to ruin 10's of thousands of people's fun!!!

I live in west Croydon and can hear the main stage in my backyard, my family doesn't make a fuss over it because they know it's a festival 

and it is loud, but the people there are enjoying themselves seeing their favourite bands.

 

You can't take it away because you had 6 complaints 3 of which where from the same place..

Just remember THOUSANDS of people will be so angry if you cancel this, there are plans already by some to protest, make this easy for 

everyone an keep the festival.

737 Karolina Kulikowska Prospect Fantastic event which ads to our cities ever expanding and evolving vibrant threads. Keep it where it is!!

738 Daniel Clare This will be my third Soundwave Festival (Adelaide) that I have attended. I, like thousands of other music fanatics have enjoyed being able 

to meet all of my favourite bands who very rarely even visit Australia. Soundwave gives people a chance to be in the company of other 

music lovers and socialize on a huge scale. Even the bands go out of their way to show their appreciation to their fans. Every night after 

Soundwave in Adelaide, the artists go straight on Facebook and say "Adelaide, you rock!" Imagine the publicity that the city would get if we 

continued to support these bands every year. Even if it is only two nights a year, not only does Soundwave appreciate the lease, but so do 

the bands, and more importantly so do the thousands of people who attend year after year. I believe Soundwave is a great event that many 

people enjoy, but more importantly, it is a great opportunity for our city and the tourism driving people to visit.    
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739 Emily Schweiger Randwick NSW I am originally from Adelaide and moved to Sydney in 2011, I travel back to Adelaide specifically for Soundwave as the location is better, 

less people attend and I get to visit family and friends. Friends from Sydney also come down to Adelaide for the weekend and we now have 

a group of about 10 people that travel specifically for Soundwave. Adelaide does not get a lot of international bands and I don't understand 

why the council would want to stop this sort of festival from continuing as a boost to the economy as well as from a cultural perspective. 

Personally, I would be extremely disappointed if this festival was unable to continue.
740 Tayla Church Reynella, Hiya,

If you guys got rid off soundwave it will probably drive away a lot of tourism from the neighbouring states. I mean who do you think will get 

all the fans from Perth? We will. We're the closest state to perth so they would come here because one, it would be cheaper to travel to 

Adelaide rather then Melbourne or Sydney. And two, who wouldn't love coming here to see a festival with all the music they love? 

Also, what about all the other music festivals in Adelaide? The future music festival and stereo sonic? 

You can't just allow the electro/trance festivals to go on without a hitch, yet take the only heavy metal music festival we have here away.

I personally hate going to the electro festivals because it's full of idiots that think they're the hottest thing on the earth. And soundwave is 

the most relaxed festival I've every been to.

Please don't get rid of it.

741 Jay Grabowski Hi i would just like to say it would be a huge shame to cancel soundwave in adelaide as they have just done that in perth and i know 

personally a few friends and i were going to make the trip to adelaide next year for soundwave but if its cancelled soundwave looks pretty 

much out the picture as flying to another state is quite expensive, i think this situation may apply to quite a few more people from wa 

aswell. 
742 Anastasia Soundwave is a music festival that is enjoyed by many bringing much needed money to Adelaide when people come to stay just for the 

concert with cancelling Perth and now contemplating cancelling Adelaide's do you really want all our money to go to Melbourne, just like it 

did with the Grand Prix among others. We need this here. 
743 Jessica Smith North Haven 

744 David M Hodgson
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745 Keith Cluse croydon I live in West Croydon and i have no issues with the event. I feel as through young people should have the ability to enjoy themselves 

without having to travel to another state to do this.  Considering it's a small two day event it doesn't cause enough grievance to cancel. 

I also think it needs to be taken into consideration Clipsal is on at a similar time and that will continue to be on for the foreseeable future.  

Clipsal is a longer event, that outputs more noise and is much more of a disturbance to traffic and local infrastructure.

746 Ben Colenso Highton We just lost Perth Soundwave, and now Adelaide is looking grim.

Please don't ruin the music industry like this.

747 Jack Lawes Craigmore This music festival is incredibly important to South Australian Youth, and older members of the community.

It's an awesome event for people to see their favorite bands, meet some awesome people and generally vent any frustrations they have. 

It's good for the body, mind and soul.

I think it would be a great crime to take Soundwave away from Adelaide, despite what others may say.

Please let these guys do what they do best and bring an awesome show to SA.
748 Nicole Coulson Warradale Soundwave is not just a music festival, it's quite possibly the greatest thing to happen to Adelaide. If this is taken away there will be great 

devastation. 

749 Kiara Fulham Why you would even question a music event like this is beyond me! Just because it's not your stereotypical 'mainstream' music doesn't 

mean

You should have to try and put a hold over it! 

You still let Future Music and Stereosonic  go ahead without any form of question but as soon as some person complains about the 

'ratchety' noise 

you feel the need to make a massive scene about it and put forward a submission page! 

Most rediculous thing I have ever seen in my life! 

I myself am all for having soundwave in adelaide next year as it's the only 'music festival' I attend, I know I'm not the only one who would 

be disappointed to see this amazing festival vanish! 

The thought of having to go to another state is just draining! Some of us can't afford to travel interestate just for one weekend and why 

should we have to?

Just because some patron doesn't agree with the style of music or the 'type' of people that attend! 

Absolute shame on you if you don't let this event go on for future years to come! 

All for soundwave 2015 don't make a disgrace of yourselves by not allowing it!!! 
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750 Rob Butvila smithfield plains Adelaide council should do EVERYTHING in thier power to ensure soundwave organisers can bring as many acts to adelaide as possible.... 

This Festival is a HUGE attraction that sa residents wait all year to be able to attend, and is a major moneyspinner for local business 

catching increased patron numbers before and after the event.

Council needs to review its parking restrictions surrounding this event, by increasing the available free parking spaces instead of further 

restricting them... Restricted parking areas should be CLEARLY signposted, as last year I can vouch first hand, that bike lanes that were only 

marked by a signpost 2km away and a bike picture on the ground which was obscured by another parked car resulted in hundreds of 

parking tickets being issued unnecisarily...

Noise and time limitations should not be further restricted, in fact they should be relaxed... Adelaide is frowned upon by the known world 

because of its over restrictive beurocratic system, this discourages organisers from adding Adelaide to thier tour list.

For this and other similar major public events, council needs to step asside and give organisers more rope...

Free transport options should be a realistic consideration and NOT have the costs kicked back to organisers.... Events like this bring 

moreturniver and money into government pockets through taxes and gst than any transport services could possibly cost.... This keeps local 

residents happy with available parking, reduces city congestion and promotes responsible drinking/driving.

751 Tarryn Kurko  Allenby Gardens Considering the amount of time and money invested in promoting our state, please do not force people to travel insterstate to attend a sell-

out music festival which is prepared to come to South Australia unlike many others.

752 Dean Tanunda It makes for a great event i went to the 2013 sw and i was by myself had a great time walked around the parklands to different stages sat 

under a big old gum tree had lunch and had the joy of hearing really good bands.I think if i lived close by and heard the music over the two 

days it won`t bother me to much as long as people when leaving did so in a respectable manor.In summing up i like the idea of a two day 

event,it will being people from oversea`s and interstate...go for it. 
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753 Jason Coe Royal Park SA Hi ACC,

I am a regular patron to SW and the former BDO.  I have read the councils Noise Mitigation SOP from the website. I also understand that 

complaints were received by you from nearby residents from the previous event and that the sound bond was lost by SW.

In summary, I feel that the ACC is taking reasonable steps to control excessive noise from SW.  A couple of personal comments however (I'm 

not an engineer, these are purely points of view)

- The noise logging equipment could be located at the outer perimeter of the festival rather than the FOH mixing desk.  On large stages the 

mixing desk is not always placed to capture the truest emissions of sound from the FOH speakers.  The maximum sound emissions should 

reflect the overall leakage from the venue, and not directly at the source .  A suggestion is a logging meter on the furthest perimeter away 

from the main stage, and a second meter about 500 metres from the venue.  

- Secondly, in association with the suggestion above and the sound logging on the day of the event, there should be comparison of logging 

on a non-event day, at the stated hertz.  This shows the overall difference .  

Residents complaining that there is background music noise shouldn't be upset unless the noise at the stated hertz is significantly different 

to what is already experienced in their area.

- Also I feel that in light of recent complaints, it could be that SW needs to rethink the location of this festival outside of the ACC at a more 

suitable venue which is further away from residents, and may provide better engineered isolation control (ie making use of buildings 

already constructed which can hold large numbers of people).  This is not ACC's concern but something for SW to consider in future festival 

planning. Whilst this has potential to 'kill' the outdoor music festival form of entertainment (and saddens me to a large extent) it is SW's 

problem to work out as festival organisers.

What happened to Royal Showgrounds as a venue? 

It is unfortunate that a thriving city is forced to make these restrictions.  If you live in a city, you have to expect some noise occasionally, 

whether a music festival, or trains on a train track or living next to a multi lane freeway.  There has to be some flexibility, otherwise 

residents should consider whether city lifestyle is really something they want.  If 30,000 people want good entertainment then that's part 

and parcel of why they live in a city as appose to a country town. 

754 Orrin Xu As an avid music goer, i have enjoyed the event at Bonython Park. There is ample space for people to walk around, enjoy music or relax 

typically on a very hot day. 

755 Scott Wagenfeller Munno Para West The Soundwave Festival must stay and be approved by the Adelaide City Council.  It's the only true rock music left for Adelaide fans and 

provides an outlet for an enjoyable day outside of day-to-day life.  It is crucial for teenagers and young music fans that it says.  We must 

promote and encourage seeing live bands not computer generated music and those festivals like Steriosonic.  This festival is crucial in the 

future of music in the state and if we lose it, the state not only will lose a heap of money but also a legacy that sees interstate festival goers 

want to come and enjoy Adelaide's hospitality.

In closing : Soundwave must be approved and come back every year :)
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756 Kieran Chaplin MORPHETT VALE, SA Soundwave has been a great event over the last 6 years, bringing in acts from all around the world to play and see a little bit of Adelaide, 

this helps generate a lot of revenue to our city and with the earlier dates (keeping it out of our extremely busy festivals month March) will 

help hotel managers etc profit from this event.

After reading through the proposal I did notice they are dropping from 7 to 5 stages, hypothetically decreasing the amount of noise this 

event will generate for those who seem to be affected by it. But on the stage plan outline I only noticed it showing 4 stages? Overall i 

believe this event should continue for years to come for those who enjoy this enjoy this genre of music.

757 Christopher Wilson I have always thoroughly enjoyed Soundwave and would like to see it in Adelaide. As a musician and and music scene member, having a 

festival such as sound wave is important for the exposure of great music in adelaide and it brings people and bands to Adelaide which also 

helps the economy
758 Michael Dean Rye Willunga, Soundwave has made/been a huge part of my life since 2008. It's the only festival I get to see my favourite bands play on the same day. It's 

the only festival I can go to without worrying about getting into a fight with 'roid' heads and wankers. Not only me, but many of my friends 

have made new friends and had the best times of their lives at Soundwave. To take that away from us is just not fair. Think about all the 

troubled youth too. The ones who go to this festival to feel appreciated for listening to different music. To feel like they fit in. To have 

someone smile at them as they walk past instead of snigger and hurl abuse at them. Just think about how many lives you will affect 

negatively if you take this away from us.

Let us have our time in the spotlight. Let us have our fun.. If Stereosonic and all of those edm festivals can keep going, why cant we?
759 Hollands West Croydon Soundwave is predominately the only event in Adelaide that caters to the specific genres of music and bands that a vast majority of youths 

get to experience once a year. Most of the other events around the country sell out yearly so traveling to another capital city is not an 

option for most people due to ticket capacity and traveling cost.

The event is typically run on the weekend and tens of thousands of people make the trip every year to see bands that typically won't do 

independent tours of their own, are you really going to deprive that many people the opportunity to see their favorite acts in one place for 

one price because it'll be a bit noisy for 2 days over the weekend, I'd much rather hear some live music far off in the distance than the 

constant buzzing of Clipsal any day. 
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760 Samuel Taylor Richmond The soundwave festival has provided enjoyable and fun days for over 30,000 patrons annually since 2008. The site itself is within earshot of 

my property and does not provide any adverse or problematic issues for me personally.

The economic input that it provides will double this year due to the two day even and thus an increase in local security and  food 

vendors/bar operators. 

It would be a disaster to lose such an iconic festival, especially with the Adelaide leg being held on such high regard within the soundwave 

community
761 Kelsey Lane Blackwood, I have been attending Soundwave festival since 2008 and have always found it to be a respectfully run festival. I believe that terminating 

the festival will bring disappointment to a lot of people. It is my favourite day of the year and this is the only festival with music that I enjoy, 

please don't get rid of it!

762 Lian Olifent westbourne park Soundwave festival is the only major festival for many fans of the metal and hardcore genre as it stands the impact that soundwave has on 

the mental health and wellbeing of these fans is astronomical. The benefit this festival holds is immeasurable as it allows many bands from 

across the world the opportunity to visit some of their adoring fans that they would otherwise not have an opportunity to do. Speaking 

from experience soundwave has made every year better since my first soundwave. The joy it brings is one of the highlights of every year.

763 Matthew Mitris Great event, there are so many bands that 2 days would be a greater service for the demand of rock and heavy music here in Adelaide. 

764 peter harris adelaide I think it is sad that the council wants to treat the parklands as an untouchable museum. The council should be doing their best to 

encourage these events. Not discouraging them. 

765 Joanna Szydlowska reynella east I Think it would be sad to yet loose another musical event in Adelaide. We already grief enough over parklife being taken off. Now trying to 

get rid of soundwave is really trying to say the only way to be now days is by listening to dance music. Soundwave gives us a choice and 

different style and theme, which we all need once in a while. Really just becaus Adelaidr does not compart to cities like Melbourne in 

number of people attending it does not mean the festival is unliked or unpopular. We would like to try and keep the little music festivals we 

have left. Also the idea of music restriction events like this only happen few days in a year! That is less than 1% of our year I personally 

don't think this is really affecting anyone in anyway. 
766 Daniel paralowie You allow the clipsal, but this is too loud for one day?? We are the festival state, doesn't look good if we are missing a main Australia wide 

festival.

767 Matt Adler Soundwave should stay, there is little reason it shouldn't. It gives surrounding business a much needed boost not to mention the fact that a 

vast majority of these bands will never come to Adelaide without Soundwave. 
768 Justine Terese Salisbury North Soundwave is a fantastic music event enriching Adelaide's festival scene. I wholeheartedly support the festival and hope it gains enough 

support from the community to continue well into the future. 

769 Luke Johnstone Ingle farm People are soft. Music is a universal language. Adelaide has very little to do as it is. Get rid of spud wave and we won't have a community to 

sign hear petitions
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770 Stephen Queen Adelaide An event that brings tens of thousands of people into the city to celebrate culture around music is one that should be encouraged, at the 

very least due to the economic advantages it provides to the local businesses.

It is another feather in the cap of 'the festival state' and it's refusal will be seen as an aggressive move by those averse to the genres of 

music on offer. This is a young people festival and adelaide needs to keep them here. Sound wave only being an eastern States affair would 

have dire consequences to our national and international image, and lead to the opinion that it was simply a group of people who had 

louder voices than others that influenced the decision.
771 Daniel Venables Oaklands Park For fans of Rock and Heavy Metal there's no better time of the year than Soundwave. I haven't missed one since it started coming to 

Adelaide and I feel as though it's run perfectly and remains an outstanding day from start to finish.

The punters themselves from what I've seen are always well behaved and respect those around them, never noticed any fights in the crowd 

or overly drunken antics. I'm sure there's a few rotten apples in the crowd, but that shouldn't be enough to spoil a truly great event.

Even though I'm willing to travel interstate if Adelaide no longer supports the Soundwave festival, it'll be a loss for me and many of my 

friends who look forward to the event in Adelaide every year. With so many improvements going on in the city such as the amazing 

Adelaide Oval, why take a step back by depriving people of an event that could easily be the highlight of their year. 

772 Allie Hunter  Alawa NT I'm originally from Adelaide.  My husband & I travel to adelaide every year for soundwave. I know there's events such as clipsal and fringe 

that draw tourism into the city.  But soundwave brings in its share. Not just about tourism. What about the locals? Soundwave is something 

that a lot of people, not just young ones look forward to.  It's a safe fun environment. Soundwave is one of the highlight events of the year 

for some people. Don't take that away from them. 
773 Simon Clarke Craigmore Dear ACC,

 I have been attending the Soundwave Festival for a number of years now and I have to throw my support behind what is a wonderfully 

organised event. The care provided for it's patrons is second to none. It is in my opinion one of the best festivals of it's kind in the world. I 

have attended many overseas festivals and they do not come close to this event. The atmosphere inside is very friendly with most people 

there for a good time, listen to some music and meeting up with friends. I believe the organisers are very genuine and it would be an awful 

shame if we were not able to have this festival in our fine city. 

 My final statement would be to implore the ACC to let this festival happen. It means a lot of things to a lot of different people and for this I 

would like to see SW15 and beyond happening. There are some terrible things happening in our world and this is not one of them.

Kind regards,

Simon Clarke
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774 Jess Hodgson Glossop, Submitted by Jess Hodgson, backpacker of Australia and worldwide, music lover and proud South Australian.

Every year my family and I travel over 250km to attend this event.  We stay in an available hotel for 2 days, have dinners and do some 

Adelaide city shopping. The entire weekend can be expensive, but from all of Adelaides events this time of year this is my desired choice.  

We have clipsal for car lovers, which in my opinion can attract and encourage 'rev heads', but each to their own.  The fringe festival 

supports diversity, and not all attractions are to everyone's taste, and in some cases even offensive (eg. Come heckle Christ).

Adelaide, not only in my opinion, but perceived by most other states, is lacking in any real culture and 'spunk', due to our lack of attractions 

and basic atmosphere. I had attended the Big day out for 10 consecutive years, starting at age 14, and have attended the last 4 

Soundwaves. I have many times travelled interstate to see bands that simply would never play in Adelaide due to its reputation.  This 

reputation is also a big cause as to why South Australia in general misses a lot of tourism opportunity from travelers, such as backpackers.  

There is simply nothing here that you can't get better in Melbourne (is the attitude).

It will be a very sad day for South Australia if we can't support all forms of diversity.  I for one, have never found a better atmosphere than 

at a music festival.  The care for others is enormous, like minded people looking out for one another, sharing a passion for music and having 

an energetic day in a beautiful location. 

Please support Soundwave but mostly, don't let South Australia become more of a joke than it already is.

775 Belinda Quick Soundwave is the best day of my year. It is hugely popular, brings in huge amounts of money & visitors to Adelaide, and is one of the best 

and greatest events for many thousands of young people. Do not deny us this event!!

776 Josh Soundwave is a great event and if I lived closer to it, I'd be grateful to hear the bands playing. Regardless of this, It is hypocritical and unfair 

to those attending to place sound restrictions on the event that are not on par with events like Clipsal simply because the target audience 

and participants of this event have less of an influence on society than that of car lovers.
777 Amy Mann Merbien, VIC I feel that you should grant the lease. Soundwave is a great event and I've been going for the past 3 years. I travel 4 hours to Adelaide for 

Soundwave, even thought my home state is Victoria, Adelaide is much more laid back than Melbourne.

778 james clarke kingston i think Bonython Park / Tulya Wardli is the perfect spot for soundewave festival 2015 it is the only venue big enough to have the outdoor 

festival in Adelaide
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779 Samantha Yeaman Brompton, This music is as much a significant and cultural experience in Adelaide as any of the major sports events such as AFL games or the Clipsal; 

events which I personally object to being inconvenienced by, but have never launched a complaint against because the needs of the many 

outweigh the needs of the few and many people get joy out of sporting events. The Clipsal is loud and hugely crowded as well but it seems 

as though the council is willing to bypass that because it caters to a different demographic.

Soundwave is hugely important to youth culture and is attended by tens of thousands of people who put their hard-earned money into the 

event and have no other significant events of its sort throughout the year. This is a one-time festival that only inconveniences a small 

number of people, as opposed to those who attend. It also creates important economic growth and promotes tourism via those who travel 

to Adelaide for the event, rent hotel rooms, and support our city's growing music culture. With Perth's Soundwave recently being cancelled 

no doubt we will also see an influx of Perth music fans come Soundwave time as it's easier for them to travel here than to the East Coast. 

It honestly sickens me that this vibrant and amazing festival is being threatened by what is a hugely insignificant number of complaints 

when compared to the pool of those attending.

780 Tyson Paech Craigmore, I have attended many Soundwave events at Bonython Park and believe it would be extremely disappointing if the event was to be 

cancelled, it is the only opportunity Adelaide has to see so many bands of their style. Soundwave should NOT be cancelled.

781 Jordana Adam Smithfield Plains Soundwave is the only music festival I attend yearly. The festival organisers are very good at running it, and make sure all festival goers 

have a day to remember. The proposed 2-day festival is something we've been asking for for a long time, and Adelaide being included in it 

is fantastic, especially since our city gets passed over so often! 

782 Jack Davenport-

Klunder

Ever since i have been allowed to attend Soundwave it has become my staple festival! Always a great vibe with great acts and attractions it 

would be a killer if Adelaide was taken off the venues.
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783 Tom Woodward ADELAIDE, SA I think that Soundwave should be allowed to proceed for the two day festival.

Adelaide is a great place to live. I really enjoy the cultural and festival environment. “SA: The Festival State”, and all that.

Adelaide often misses out on touring bands and artists, and sometimes snubbed as being ‘behind-the-times’. Big Day Out 2015 has been 

cancelled, and Soundwave has pulled out of Western Australia. I don’t want Adelaide to get left behind too.

I want organisers to consider Adelaide as a location for events, shows, and festivals. I want SA to be seen as ‘on the map’ when people are 

booking tours. I am proud of my state, and what we have to offer to interstate and international visitors.

I think that hosting the new two-day format of the Soundwave Festival will be positive for the state.

Just a quick comment regarding sound levels:

Other multi-day events also offer quite a lot of ‘noise pollution’.

I have friends who live in Walkerville who can listen to Womadelaide performances from their homes.

I don’t personally find the Clipsal to be appealing, but it is a very noisy and well accepted multi-day event.

784 Darren Constable Osborne Hi,

As a musician myself & lover of rock music I am in full support of Soundwave. I attended the event in 2011 & had a great day. 

I understand why the promoters want to extend it over 2 days however as I did miss many acts because of overlapping.

I'm currently working overseas but always check on what is happening with the coming Soundwave festivals & I look forward to when I 

return & can again attend this great event.

It has my full support.
785 Courtney Duka PLYMPTON PARK, SA Completely support the purposal for Soundwave 2015 to be held in the requested area. It would be a huge shame for Adelaide to be 

excluded from the Soundwave festival tour. This space has proven to be of great use to live music and festival events. It also presents some 

great opportunities for people such as myself to gain experience in the music industry through employment or volunteering positions that 

are becoming difficult to find in Adelaide.

786 John Bagusauskas Hope Valley I fully support the Soundwave festival and ask that the council please grants the lease for this festival. The festival is hugely popular and 

safe, and many punters of this kind of music look forward to it all year. Unlike other festivals during SA, this is really the only festival that 

fans of alternative or heavy music have to call their own. Plus, the increased activity from interstate/overseas guests (and the acts + support 

crews themselves) as well as the local fans out for the day spending money would raise significant tax revenue for the governments.
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787 Jake Fleming Torrensville Adelaide needs to look after the needs of everyone, which includes the masses of people who love live music and "want to rock" .  It's only 

2 days out of the year and is the one festival we have here in Adelaide which brings such amazing international Heavy rock/metal acts to 

this State.    

To stop this major festival from happening because a minority group of people are worried they might have their sleep slightly interrupted 

for 2 nights is insane.  

Please make the right decision for the majority!
788 ross welland please do not cancel this event !

789 Eliza Klatt Soundwave is an incredible experience.

790 Andrew Brown  Glenelg east I thoroughly enjoyed going to Soundwave every year and have the desire to go again.

It's a place where like-minded people get together with their passion for music and have a fun/safe time.

From me, my friends. please please keep it going in Adelaide.

Kind regards Andy
791 Aislinn Whittenbury I believe that the Soundwave festival is an important event for Adelaide's youth, and as it is now the only festival of its type to stop in 

Adelaide, its application for use of Bonython Park should be approved. The event causes no more noise pollution to the surrounding areas 

than other yearly multi-day events (e.g. the Clipsal 500), and has a smaller impact on traffic conditions and the environment. Please don't 

take this fantastic event away from us. 
792 Chloe Turle west beach I think it would be wrong to get rid of sound wave as it is one of the festivals that makes SA known as the festival state 

793 Georgia A Unley Soundwave is my favourite music festival in Australia, there's nothing else like it. Next year there's no doubt there will be even more people 

flying in from interstate and maybe even overseas as the Adelaide leg of the tour is regarded as the best and there will be no clash with the 

clipsal. If the clipsal is allowed to have concerts over 4 days I see no reason as to why soundwave can't go ahead

794 Eli Green Willunga Music and the arts are what make our society great & South Australia itself has been claiming the tagline "The Festival State" for years now. 

Soundwave is one of the countries largest festivals and also one of the ONLY festivals catering to the alternative music scene and the ONLY 

festival in this regard that comes to Adelaide.

From a more personal note, I have been an attendee of Soundwave many times. The first time i went, I was only just old enough to buy a 

ticket and marvelled at my favourite acts playing on the giant stages to the huge crowds. Since then, thanks to Soundwave touring and 

Triple J, my own Adelaide based band, Life Pilot, was fortunate enough to play the festival in 2013. Coming full circle from an audience 

member to playing in a band on the main-stage was a true highlight of my life and because of this brilliant opportunity that Soundwave 

grants every year to local acts, our/my career has taken a huge leap forward.

To support Soundwave is to support local musicians.
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795 Matt Hansen Soundwave Festival is a huge ordeal for the current music business. In a time where everything is starting to die out, newspapers, films and 

even compact discs (CDs) it is extremely important that live music lives on. Not only is this festival huge for the state of South Australia, 

bringing in an immense amount of money, but again another tourist attraction for our beloved state. Promoter AJ Maddah has continued 

to praise the Adelaide leg of this tour, stating it was his 'favourite city for Soundwave', this is turn would lead many people from Sydney and 

Melbourne to come over, as their festivals tend to sell out quicker. 

Another note to add would be that Perth Soundwave was cancelled due to issues with their council, and Adelaide is a shorter plan trip than 

Sydney and Melbourne, so more tickets are likely to sell from that area.

Final and most important point is a personal one, and for me I believe that Soundwave tends to be the best time every year, and something 

I wouldn't ever want to miss out on. Take away something like this, you're taking away a large part of our state....cancel this, and you may 

as well cancel Clipsal 500 because it is 'too loud', and get rid of SA Football because it congests the city. It is just ridiculous, keep our state 

growing, and don't take away the things that make us great.796 Nicola Voudantas Happy Valley Soundwave is crucial to the Adelaide music scene and not only does it provide an opportunity for the people attending but it's a time for  

the bands to experience adelaide during its best month of the year. It is incredibly important for people who live and breathe for this music 

and it would be such a pity to see it dissappear. 
797 jamie o'brien It's not like it has a clipsal level of impact. Let them rock!

798 CALLUM ANDREW 

SHAW

hallett cove Live music is a dying field. The majority of music these days heavily based on production an can therefore be played in most clubs. Big name 

rock and heavy metal shows are hard enough to come by in Adelaide and getting rid of Soundwave would break many many hearts. Music 

festivals are a celebration of music and music culture. I believe Bonython park has done an excellent job og hosting the sounwave events 

and i hope it is there again.
799 Josh Biggs Wynn Vale Please please please let Soundwave continue! The 2014 event was the best music festival I have ever attended, and I've been going to 

Adelaide festivals since the 1995 Big Day Out. A 2 day event would be incredible and our city needs it, especially with the absence of the Big 

Day Out next year. 
800 Boadicea Adelaide 5000 I THINK IT IS DISGUSTING THAT YOURE WANTING TO TAKE AWAY THE ONLY FESTIVAL IN ADELAIDE THAT FEATURES A VARIETY  OF 

ALTERNATIVE MUSIC AND ALSO ONE OF THE ONLY FESTIVALS WE STILL GET  BECAUSE YOU PIECE OF **** COUNCIL HAVE TAKEN AWAY 

MOST OF THEM WE ARE SUPPOSED TO BE THE FESTIVAL STATE AND INSTEAD OF UPGRADING WE ARE DOWNGRADING BECAUSE YOURE 

TAKING AWAY THE ATTRACTIONS THAT WILL ENCOURAGE MORE TOURISTS AND ALSO CREATE MONEY WITHIN OUR ECONOMY!!!!!!!!!! 

HEARING THIS HAS MADE MYSELF AND MANY OTHERS FURIOUS SO ID SUGGEST KEEP SOUNDWAVE. CHEERS.
801 Chloe Dodd Port Pirie I am happy for the date to be moved and will attend as I know many other friends will. Having it over two days as proposed is also a great 

idea. Look forward t attending. 

802 Andrew Altree-

Williams

 Reservoir, Victoria I am considering visiting Adelaide specifically to attend Soundwave in 2015. It's a great event for your city.
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803 Marc Webb Evanston Gardens This should be approved FOREVER. Soundwave is one of the premium music events within Australia and Adelaide needs to remain on the 

circuit.  The number of people that this supports in Adelaide is monumental, and it is also a drawcard for others from further across the 

state (and even the country) to our most epic of months.  This is a noble use of the land during our festival month.  The "festival state" 

should not even need to question this use.  It should be a given!
804 Peter Sears Old Reynella I feel this is an important event on the Adelaide Calander and needs to continue

805 shaun tanunda So your happy to  make 30000+ people unhappy by possably removing soundwave beacuse of noise? Its a bit pathetic they should be used 

to it its not like the event has only started last year. What about clipsal 500? 4 days of excessive noice I dont see you trying to close that 

down. Not to mention the huge traffic hassels it causes in the weeks leading upto the event. Honestly you shouldnt be able just to pick and 

choose the events you want if your happy to have clipsal soundwave shouldnt be a issue. People need to know that its part of living in the 

city. Even I have to put up with music events in the barossa valley but I do the smart thing and go out  for the day so im at home listening to 

music I dont like. DONT MAKE SOUTH AUSTRALIANS LOOSE SOUNDWAVE!!
806 Alicia Please keep soundwave in Adelaide! It's the only decent festival we have! Happy to sacrifice any other festival but this one!

807 luke markham Seacombe Heights Would be a absolute shame. Adelaide is ment to be a festival state. This is one of the only music festivals for people into the genre of metal 

and hardcore music and is a great opportunity young Adelaide bands to work towards playing. Don't cancel soundwave

808 danny onkaparinga hills Soundwave has always been a fun and entertaining festival that has bought many international bands and local acts to our fine city. Now 

that perth has been dropped of the tour, Adelaide is the closest city for them to get too. There for increasing local tourism and local 

businesses. It would be crazy to not allow Soundwave to lease the parklands.

809 kyla crispin Mile End i have lived in Mile End for 5 years now. indeed you can hear noise coming from soundwave, and future music festival.  even the clipsall but 

it has never been a problem. I think events like these are good for the citys economy and are enjoyable to attend.  I, and many others look 

forward to attending next years soundwave festival.

810 kerry may broadview I think there is nothing wrong with soundwave stop taking away all the fun thinks in this state from the young and even the old. Soundwave 

is a very diverse music festival where young and old go to enjoy themselfs. Its two days out of a year i could understand it it was everyday 

but its not. Its also a bit hipicritical when stereos sonic and futuer music nerver cop and slake when they are just as loud as well as the 

clipsal 500 which i can here when i stand at my front door. Its the only music festival metal heads get in adelaide, why take that from us? 

Not alot of us can afford to go interstate for two day and pay for tickets, hotels, food and plane tickets, also think about the benifts of 

having soundwave in adelaide full hotels, people spending money boosting SA acconime. So i beg you let us metal heads have our music 

festival its two days from a year.
811 Tucker Hudson allenby gardens Do it, it's a great festival which gives adelaide's residents the opportunity to see some live music which would likely otherwise skip past 

adelaide due to our lower population. To hold soundwave over two days would also double the stimulus we would receive as a result, so all 

positives there.
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812 Nick Richmond This is an amazing festival that does not have the steroid induced pill popping feel of the other summer festivals. Do not take away 

everything fun from the younger generation just because it upsets a few old prudes. I do not see how you could not allow other major 

events that are much more disruptive and not allow this festival to take place.

813 Bernie elston glenunga I have been forced to move back to Adelaide (from Sydney) for the past 3 years as I have had 4 family members pass away. Soundwave is 

literally the only one day a year that I feel like I am back in Sydney, happy, where I was able to experience International entertainment 

weekly. Not once a year. Without that one day a year where I am able to experience multiple international acts, I would feel EXTREMELY 

DOWNTRODDEN and bitter towards Adelaide. We are already overlooked by  HUNDREDS of international acts yearly and without these 

large festivals we literally get nothing. DO NOT CANCEL SOUNDWAVE. It will ruin the overall outlook of Adelaide for thousands just because 

one resident of North Adelaide complained about loud music. When considering noise complaints, then why not cancel the CLIPSAL 

INSTEAD??
814 Alyssa Morran Paralowie it would be a shame not to have this festival in SA, especially since BDO is not going to be around. 

815 Jarrod Clarence Gardens Soundwave is one of the only good things Adelaide has to offer.

816 Bradley Darby I have traveled 450km's each year for the last 4 years to see soundwave, and for it to be possibly cancelled due to a noise complaint is just 

plain mad. Considering that half of the time you can still struggle to hear some bands over the V8 Super Cars
817 Jasmine Tanner Ovingham Until March of this year I was a city resident, living right near Curry street and West Terrace. In the 3 years a city resident I never had a 

single issue with noise relating to Soundwave, in fact the only issue I ever had was the residents in the apartment block at the end of the 

street. If we are going to be a world class city holding international events then we need to loosen noise restrictions for such events. I 

strongly believe that development in and around the city should be conditional based upon the expectation that these events occur and 

that there is a certain amount of noise associated with them for a small period of time. The drunks harrassing me on my way home walking 

past Hindley Street on the usual weekend evening was far worse than a little bit of noise from Soundwave.

818 Jack Fretwell I see no reason for Adelaide to not keep Soundwave going. It brings money to the city, creates jobs for two days, and is a great time out. It 

also supports local music as one local Adelaide band will be allowed to play on the day. This is a big opportunity and I personally know 

artists who actually have gained a lot of attention due to their performance. 

819 Antonie Wiesztort Renown Park Keep sound wave 2015!!!

820 Lachy Pitcher Unley Park
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821 Robert Klaebe Mile End I fully support the Soundwave festival being run in Bonython Park in 2015. As a local resident who regularly commutes through the park by 

bicycle, I have never been particularly inconvenienced by any part of the set-up of the festival, nor the festival itself. The noise issue 

appears to be negligible, particularly considering (and I am aware that this event is guided by different legislation) the Clipsal 500, which I 

attend, is permitted to be run in the CBD, is infinitely more disruptive, and lasts 2 days longer. I see no downside to a 2-day long festival 

and, given that other events (the Big Day Out for example) will be absent, I feel that many other residents will welcome Soundwave 2015.

822 Emily Heath I think Soundwave provides a fun and interesting music festival experience for a number of ages. I think that the fact that the council wants 

to ban it is unreasonable because the producers of Soundwave have ready gone out of their way to move the festival to a different date in 

Adelaide so that it does not clash with the Clipsal, banning SW would be just as ruthless and depriving as banning the Clipsal and obviously 

that is not going to happen so why ban the music festival, I've been going for years and nothing bad has ever come from it.

823 Adam Raven Westbourne Park Deffinatley a good idea Soundwave rarely disappoints. The festival has been getting better and better since it began and this is a good way 

to help it along.  Without the big day out now the public need something to fill the void and soundwave fits like a glove.

824 John mount osmond Sound wave is one of the biggest if not best fesitvals Australia has to offer and we cannot let it be lost from our precious state. 

825 Aart Willemsen Brighton Yeah do it

826 Cassie Hallam North Plympton I think that it's absolute crap that the council is trying so hard to remove an event that is valued and loved by young and older people of 

different kinds that all enjoy good music. How can they complain when they're getting thousands of dollars out of it? It is two days out of 

365 days a year. There also isn't a better venue in Adelaide to hold this event. It is the perfect place for festivals. Maybe people who don't 

like the sound and complain should go away for that weekend? I guarantee that the council will find that they've lost a heap of money if 

they cancel Soundwave and a lot of people will move to cities that do hold the festival or even countries because Soundwave is literally the 

only good festival Australia has. Please, please don't get rid of Soundwave! It's the only thing I look foward to each year! :(

827 Rachel Howlett Aberfoyle park I have attended Soundwave at Bonython Park for the last three years. I have loved every second of it. There is no way to describe the 

happiness one feels when seeing their favourite band play in front of their eyes. Soundwave is known for their heavier, and louder, style of 

music, but there's always a mutual feeling between everyone at the festival: awe. In awe of seeing amazing bands play, sometimes a once 

in a lifetime chance. Friendships are formed at Soundwave, and memories are made which will never be forgotten. I don't have the chance 

to travel interstate if Adelaide Soundwave 2015 is cancelled. Where will the fans from Perth go if Adelaide is cancelled too? Please, think of 

the thousands of fans and Adelaidians who would be devastated if Adelaide Soundwave was cancelled. Soundwave is an amazing event. I 

look forward to the next year the minute I get home from that years event. Listen to what the fans are saying. We love Soundwave. 

828 Jordan Davidson Henley Beach This is an amazing and unique festival. It would be a terrible shame if it were not to go ahead. Please have Soundwave 2015
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829 Wayne Pitts happy valley Why is the Adelaide council so determined to rid our state of all festivals with reasons like it's to loud. Is this festival louder that 100 v8s ( 

clipsal ) roaring through the city for four days straight I don't think so. It's for one day of the year I'm sure we can all come together and 

work something out.
830 Josh Balranald NSW As a regular attender of this concert for the previous 3 events I find it completely absurd that this once off a year event could be removed 

from the Adelaide area. The event is unique in that the music provided has limited options to travel to Australia, also Soundwave provides 

support for local Australian bands. The event is a highlight of my year personally and as one of many people in my community and social 

circle who both feel the same. 

Without these events many musicians and Adelaide citizens miss out on the amazing talent that accompanies Soundwave festival. The 

event is always friendly and I have never once been exposed to any negative incidences whilst at the event.

Soundwave provides many benefits to the Adelaide as a large portion of the people attending support local businesses before and after the 

event that day and by increasing this to a two day event the extra spending to local businesses in the area will only benefit them further.

Noise complaints as stated in the media are completely unfair as many events, other than Soundwave festival, are held at Bonython Park 

every year. To remove Soundwave festival from Adelaide would disappoint over 30000 locals and only engrain the social stereotyping of 

young people in Adelaide 'with nothing to do'. By removing this event you are insulting the Adelaide image to many overseas musicians.

Please reconsider your views and allow Soundwave festival to continue, it is a wonderful experience for friends, family, meeting and making 

new friends, and for some of us, the only major outing/event we are able to attend for the year.

Yours truly

Josh B

831 Alicia Sullivan Parafield Gardens I love Soundwave and go every year.I hope the council realise that so many people love Soundwave and would make us feel more of a 

backwater city.We need these events to encourage our youth to stay here. 

832 Adam Neill Glenelg North Soundwave has been a fantastic festival for several years. It brings the biggest names in rock music to our state, boosts tourism and gives us 

locals something to do. It is one weekend of 52 in the year and to have received three noise complaints, I do not believe this warrants the 

event being forced to relocate.

I work within complaints management and too many people are overly eager to complain or make their whinge heard these days. When 

assessing this festival, please bare in mind you have 20,000+ fans attending this concert all of which love it. Not only do these fans love the 

concert, they wait eagerly in anticipation for the next one. I have attended every single soundwave and Bonython Park is the perfect 

venue.. (well sometimes its a bit warm) 

Furthermore, like any neighbour, I understand my neighbours will, from time to time, have parties. Generally, noise will be made; however 

my rule has always been as long as it doesn't go past midnight, I am happy. 

Our state used to be called the festival state, don't take away the opportunity to celebrate our style of music. Lets embrace diversity, 

people having fun and ROCK AND ROLL! 
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833 Tayla Symonds Royal Park Soundwave Festival is one of the best festivals I have ever attended. The soundwave community comes together once a year to have fun 

and listen to the bands we love. Through this festival I have not only been able to see my favourite bands but have made so many new 

friends. Soundwave is an event that my friends and I all look forward to attending and wait months on end to see the lineup of bands that 

would attend. Adelaide is so lucky to get a festival such as this, we don't get a lot of punk and metal bands coming to South Australia, so 

having to opportunity to see them live is a dream come true. Without soundwave 2015, not only will fans be missing out on one of the 

greatest events but we will be missing a part of the Adelaide's festival spirit. Not having this event for us is like canceling the AFL grand final. 

Us as fans live and breathe music and canceling this event would be devastating. Please Adelaide City Council, think about the thousands of 

fans that will be missing out on the one event we get a year.
834 Daniel Piper Seacliff Park Please grant Adelaide the pleasure of Soundwave next year. I'd rather not have to travel to go see it.

835 frank tomaiuolo Soundwave is the once a year festival that me and thousands of other South Australians thoroughly enjoy going to,  if there is "Noise 

complaints" for music festivals I don't quite understand why Sterosonic, Futures music festival and the Big Day Out get to play with no fuss. 

If Adelaide is the "City of Festivals" then this should not be a problem.
836 Mia Soundwave is absolutely the only thing I look forward to. I dont get out much, and this is a festival that really inspires me as a guitarist. 

There is no other festival or anything similar that I look forward to going to.

If this is taken away, its just another annoying thing about Adelaide. We really have not much going for this state in the way of 

entertainment. Please dont take this away from us.

Sure make new rules, but dont, please dont cancel this festival.

837 Amy Coober Pedy Every year for the past 4 years i have travelled 800ks for this event it is not like BDO, Futures or Stereos it is completely different and 

amazing. please do not get rid of this event as i look forward to it every year!

838 Megan Cunningham  Evanston Park I have been to Soundwave every year since 2010 and I couldn't imagine not going in 2015. Soundwave draws thousands of people to it and 

is one amazing festival. The atmosphere is great, the variety of people whom attend is huge and in general is just a really good day out. Lets 

keep Adelaide great and support music from every where, local and overseas.

839 Aidan Bonython Park Soundwave 2015 is an essential tourist attraction for Adelaide. Losing Soundwave will make a lot of people very upset. Soundwave is crucial 

and I think that "Getting Rid Of SoundWave" is an extremely poor effort to reduce costs of the city.

Please DONT remove this festival.
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840 Kathleen Jenkins ADELAIDE BC, SA Please proceed to approve the Sound wave application. As a regular patron (also of local performances all around Adelaide)will personally 

be incredibly upset if it cannot go ahead as planned. Adelaide would be a very sad place without the annual event of Sound wave. Thank 

you for your consultation.

841 Jonnok I think its a bit extreme to deprive thousands of music fans the opportunity to see some of their favourite bands live because less than 10 

people complained about the noise last year. This is a yearly event and id hate to be going interstate rather that staying in adelaide and 

putting money back into the state through after show events because a few people complained about the noise. Noise from adeliade oval is 

roughly 108 decibels so i cant see how its fine for a game of footy to be played each week in winter yet we cant have a music festival  that is 

2 decibels louder once a year. Adeliade claims to be "the festival state" yet we want to get rid of festivals that bring people from all agrs and 

ways of life together. If anyone were to take a good hard look at the thousands of people attending this music festival they'd be able to see 

the passion and emotion these bands are able to bring out in everyone. On top of this i personally know a lot of people who's lifes have 

been saved from depression and suicide through the music of some of the bands that have recently performed about soundwave, do you 

really want to deprive people of seeing bands who have done so much for us?

842 Nick Taylor Modbury Heights I think Soundwave is good for Adelaide as it brings in money for local businesses, especially this year as it is a 2 day event. Many people will 

be more inclined to stay in hotels in the city and also spend more money which is good for local businesses in Adelaide. It also gives 

metal/rock fans a chance to see their favorite bands and would be unfair to these people if it was canceled as other peoples music tastes 

can be satisfied through other music festivals such as stereosonic
843 Jacob Bradley Woodcroft Soundwave needs to stay in Adelaide. It's bogus how that 50,000 people go to Soundwave and have the best time of their lives and then 4 

people complain and then they ruin the future of their favourite festival 

844 Zachary Boyd Adelaide Absolutely it should be allowed to stay in Bonython! Perfect location for a festival

845 Samantha Ganac Pennington Soundwave is an excellent festival that provides gives bands the opportunity to travel to Australia who might not get a chance otherwise. It 

also allows people to come together and befriend one another by their common taste of music. Some of my now best friends were people 

who I met through Soundwave and this includes people travelling in from interstate. As Soundwave is an all ages event that is placed and a 

weekend, it provides a fun and safe activity for the youth of Adelaide to attend.It would be very sad to see this festival go and would give 

another reason from young Adelaidians to want to move to the East Coast.  
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846 Cliff Burton PORT NOARLUNGA 

SOUTH, SA

I have been to the last 3 Soundwave festivals and they are far and beyond, the best festivals I have attended in Adelaide in my entire life, 

and I've been a regular at music festivals since the days of the BDO at the Adelaide Uni. I've been fortunate enough to work in the industry, 

both as a tech, and as a creative producer, and cannot express how impressed I am with the way Soundwave is run, from both a punter and 

an organisers point of view. I believe Soundwave is VERY IMPORTANT for Adelaide, from marginalised youth, to Dad Rockers like myself and 

everyone in between. It would be a travesty to lose a festival of this caliber, especially since Perth has already lost it, and I would be one of 

many making the trek to spend my dollars interstate if SA gets dumped. We're meant to be the festival state and recent reports that the 

Council are seeking the power to be able to shut down any festival at the drop of a hat, based on noise complaints, is not very reassuring 

and makes us look like a laughing stock, far from THE Festival State. Sure, a lot of people love attending the Fringe, the Adelaide Festival 

and Womad, but Soundwave caters to a range of people that are traditionally overlooked in the programming of these other festivals. I 

want to add my voice to the many calling for the Council to show leadership in this area. We should be working with promoters like 

Soundwave, trying to lure them to SA, to foster their festivals and to ensure they remain successful ventures here in SA, not hampering 

their work with regulations, fines, taxes, guidelines and other red tape that discourages people from running innovative new festivals here 

in our state.847 Jack Newbury I've been attending Soundwave Festival for the past three years and every year it enlightens me with joy and  upon hearing about the new 

added 'two-day' festival I honestly could not be any more excited. After the removal of Perth Soundwave it would be terrible to lose 

Adelaide, the benefit for our state would include more travellers coming interstate from Western Australia to attend Soundwave as it is the 

closest they have, and for all the Adelaide past and future attendees, please don't take our favourite all-age Australian festival away.

848 Michaela 

Tuddenham

I come to Soundwave every year. I think it should stay. I come to Adelaide pay for accommodation, meals and entertainment. Travel with a 

full car every year. The noise level of the event isn't even near the same as the V8 Super cars. It is a great Festival and we are lucky to still 

have this in SA. :-)

849 Jessica Short Nairne, Soundwave festival has been a fantastic festival for the whole of australia, it brings tourist too Adelaide and is definetly quieter that the V8 

super cars (Clipsal) and less of an interruption to the public..... No road closures ect... The sound levels shouldn't be an issue as the festival 

finishes at 10pm and doesn't begin until 11am; therefore anyone living in the area still gets sleep. Please don't get rid of one of the only 

festivals we have left, it would be a shame if it for cancelled over something as little a noise when Adelaide is Alive at that time of year with 

fringe and clipsal; it's great for the community and is only one weekend a year! 
850 Jenna Renmark I'm all for it to be held at bonython again for the two day event. There aren't a lot of other options for a festival of this size and it would be 

a shame for south Australia to lose another event due to this. 

851 Marcus Howard ADELAIDE, SA I would like to provide my support for Soundwave’s application for the use of Bonython Park/Tulya Wardli on Saturday 21 February and 

Sunday 22 February 2015.  
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852 Alisha Roy Mawson Lakes Respectful and a truly wonderful event. Helps tourism industries and has an overall positive environment, always. Great noise levels - never 

too loud, unlike other events. Would be extremely upset if it were cancelled. 

853 Andrew McCrone Richmond The Soundwave Festival is extremely well run and a very important event for Adelaide. If we lost this festival due to ridiculous noise 

complaints from residents in North Adelaide this would again confirm Adelaide's reputation as an uptight backwater, both nationally and 

internationally. How can we have the Clipsal with the amount of noise that generates (way in excess of Soundwave) but target Soundwave 

as a problem. That's right - it's not run by the government. 
854 Jesse Button it is important to have

855 jarrod marks if you take pride in sa being a festival state BRING ON SOUNDWAVE 2015!!

856 Liam Roe Wayville Extending the festival past its previous established operating dates is both a sound move for the council and the state overall. It allows 

those who live in Adelaide to better enjoy the festival and in turn spend more time in the city enjoying what the CBD has to offer, not only 

this but it allows people from outside the city, especially in remote and rural country areas  more incentive to travel to Adelaide to see the 

acts they want and make it worth their while, this could bring even more spending that would directly affect the city and council in a 

positive aspect
857 Rachel munno para I had my first experience at soundwave 2014 and it was an amazing day. The atmosphere is great and the band's are amazing. A great 

adelaide event.  Anything to make sound wave bigger and better I completely support it,  poor little adelaide needs all the events it can get!

858 Daniel Winder Seaford Rise Look forward to this event every year! Friends And Family unite and enjoy the festival culture and range of music no other festival like it in 

Australia!  Would have to go to Europe or Usa to get any other kind experience.  Unless you wanted to be surrounded by young roided up 

kids, scantly clad young girls and people lost on drugs then you have stereosonic. No where near family friendly! Please keep this festival in 

adelaide here to stay! 

859 Alex Thomson renown park I don't see why the festival should not go ahead. Future music, big day out and other music festivals proceed unhindered by anyone in the 

parklands surrounding the CBD. Living close to the area I have noticed the relatively peaceful nature of attendees after sound wave over 

the last couple of years as opposed to others. The event also attracts many people from intrastate, providing more business to the 

businesses in the area. Whilst this may be only small and not exactly within the larger economic scale of the acc's view, it is enough to 

provide a sum of money for businesses during the usually quiet February. 
860 Ricky Critcher Soundwave is a fantastic event for young and old (I'm in my 50's). We should cater for all musical tastes in this city and create events where 

we get to see the best bands in the world in their genre

861 Keith Edwardstown Probably the most popular and well-behaved music festival in the country. Not allowing it would result in lost revenue for the city and will 

perpetuate the stereotype that The Adelaide City Concil and The City of Adelaide in general is backwards, stuck in the past and boring.
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862 Edward Sallis Magill Soundwave 2015 should be allowed to go ahead. It not only has a large fan base here in South Australia, it also tends to bring in many 

people from interstate. I'm sure the city could capitalise on this somehow, as a large amount of money will be poured into the local 

establishments around the park and in the CBD.

It's also the only festival that a large demographic of youths and adults have to look forward to each year. We are an alternative crowd 

from the "norm", I admit. The festival is an annual focal point for a large group of people to socialise, enjoy themselves and simply enjoy 

the music they love. It's not just a simple music festival, it's a symbol of a respectful counter culture existing in our fair city that wants to 

keep their love for music alive, and their money in the local coffers.

I realise that sounds pretentious, but for better or worse, it's true.863 Chris Wheatley Northcote, Victoria. To whoever may be listening,

Myself, my 2 brothers and a mate drove from Melbourne especially for the Adelaide leg of Soundwave 2014. It was by far THE best run 

festival I have ever attended. Throughout the whole day I never once had to wait longer than 30 secs for either the free water, free 

sunscreen, toilets or food. I cannot say that for any other event I have ever attended.  

The venue was absolutely gorgeous and perfect for the event. Having the ability to chill out under the shade from the ample trees while 

listening to some awesome bands was not only a huge benefit but added to the relaxed and friendly atmosphere of the whole day. 

Quite simply we had an amazing day and decided before we'd even walked out the gates at the end of the night, that we were going to 

make this an annual pilgrimage.

We even decided that in 2015 that we'd extended our trip and turn it into a 4 day weekend and chill out in Glenelg , where we stayed in 

2014, for a few more days. And while we're on it, the public transport  to and from the venue was awesome as well and certainly added to 

the enjoyment of our trip.

Please, please please do all you can to support this festival. It has added so much to the Aussie music scene, brought me and my friends to a 

beautiful part of Australia and brought 3 brothers even closer together.

Thank you kindly for listening and we look forward to returning to "Radelaide" in 2015!

Cheers,

Chris.
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864 Victoria Peterson Hackham, I believe that Soundwave is a great opportunity for fans, like myself, to be able to see bands who don't necessarily have a huge fan base 

within Australia, let alone Adelaide. With the departure of the Big Day Out next year, the only other music festival which caters to heavy 

music is Soundwave. I strongly believe that if Soundwave does not come to Adelaide next year, there may be  a few 30,000+ people who 

will be angry to the max, but also incredible disappointed at our council. 

I also pose the question, why is it just Soundwave that is getting all this hate from the council?

There are other music festivals like Stereoshonic and Futures,  which have a worst reputation then Soundwave,as well as the clipsal (noise 

as hell cars!!!!!) not being included or hassled about their noise or being judge the same why Soundwave is currently. What is the massive 

difference between Soundwave and these festivals!

My last comment is that as a person who is currently studying music business, i hope to one day work for Soundwave touring and make a 

career out of the music industry. By going to Soundwave, I am able to see just how a music festival, with the music I actually enjoy, is run 

and observe from the barrier what is going on. 

The Adelaide Council also would probably receive a ton of money from people just using public transport alone within this weekend as 

many of the people who attended Soundwave, travel to and from the festival using trams, trains, buses, etc.

As I concluded, I will say this, if Soundwave does not happen in Adelaide, there will a few 30,000+ people missing from Adelaide because we 
865 Harley I definitely think that Soundwave should go for 2 days in 2015, it's a great festival and would be made even better if it lasted longer. There 

are not many opportunities to go to music festivals that feature only metal artists, so I think it is important that Soundwave continues in 

the future.
866 clhoe robson Cheltenham Sound wave has been on of the best music festivals and shutting it down would be the worst thing you could do 

867 Kirsten Edwardstown Soundwave is an extremely important festival that  many South Australians enjoy going to and supporting. None the less Sounwave  is an 

important festival for the Adelaide music scene. Allow Soundwave to continue to use Bonython Park as this is a festival us South Australians 

look forward to all year!!
868 Jarrod Milne Soundwave is THE biggest festival in Australia, losing it in Adelaide would not only harm the other locations it is held in but other festivals 

even being held in Australia. Don't take something away that means so much to every Australian.
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869 Brad Miegel hallett cove I would just like to say that soundwave is an awesome event that appeals to both young and old. I have been in attendance since it's first 

time held here and find it hard to believe that the event may be taken away from us. Adelaide itself doesn't get to see a lot of bands that 

come to tour australia as they tend to stick to the larger easy coast states/cities. If we take away this festival it will make us a laughing 

stock!!! and many passionate fans will have to travel elsewhere (at a large cost) to get the enjoyment that they rightfully deserve. 

This event doesn't run late into the night and I can't see how people in surrounding areas can't just put up with a little bit of loud music for 

a few hours (on a weekend). Please consider the thoughts and feelings of the whole city/state when making decisions like this and not just 

the views of a couple of people that live nearby!! I hope that this all gets resolved and I, along with many peers, get to have our festival and 

that it's here to stay long into the future!

870 Luke  Banksia Park Dear Administrators, Friends & Countrymen,

This event has a brilliant tradition of pumping live music into an area of the parkland generally underutilized.. Given the failure of the Big 

Day Out 2015, Soundwave is now the premier event for young music lovers. Whilst it may be on the loud side, the event is the highlight of 

many peoples years and sees a huge injection of international culture. 

Disallowing the proposed event is simply a bad idea.

Kind Regards

Luke871 Elana Falk Taking away Soundwave from Adelaide means a lot more than you could think. For many, it is one of the most important day(s) of the year. 

Living in Australia means that we already miss out on many bands we would otherwise be able to see every year or two were we to live in 

Europe/USA/UK. Soundwave is not about drugs and dancing (as like many other festivals that are still allowed), it's about connecting with 

others through music and the passion that comes with it. To take away Soundwave means to take away an important day for us. So don't. 

Please.
872 Matthew Ankers Glenelg East I have atteneded this festival every year since 2008 and have always been amazed at the cross culture of people it brings together from the 

teenagers to the middle aged metal fans. It is well organised and run incomparison to some of it's peer festivals which I have also attended 

and have always found that participants are well mannered and respectful. The festival brings friends from interstate and regional South 

Australia to Adelaide to stay with myself and my partner and attend the event meaning it is promotes South Australia also. Finally I beleive 

that the festival spread over two days would provide an even better draw card for Adelaide then it has in previous years as it will bring 

more arts and music to be enjoyed in Adelaides fantastics park lands and I look forward to adding it to my list of events for early next year.

Matt

873 James Soubdwave has been a pioneering festival since its creation in 2008. Not only has it put us on the map for touring music festivals but it 

creates a massive drawcard for people to visit Austrlia and see bands that they love. 
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874 Erik Elliott Woodcroft Soundwave is a fantastic event and one of the major events of 'Mad March' alongside the Fringe and Clipsal 500. The parklands are treated 

with care by the Soundwave crew who provides Adelaide's only Metal and Alternate musc festival. Without Soundwave dozens of 

performers who would otherwise play would not come to Adelaide or Australia all together.

875 Shana Lawson I love Soundwave, I've gone for the last two years and think that it would be amazing for it to be over two days, it would heighten the 

experience for all participants. If there are noise complaints, before telling us to shut down a MUSIC FESTIVAL find somewhere else to hold 

it. 
876 Andrew Handley North Adelaide Soundwave is a fantastic festival which draws a broad and dynamic crowd from many areas of SA. The event is extremely popular, selling 

out several time in the last few years, not only generating revenue for South Australians, but entertaining them as well. 

Unfortunately SA, specifically Adelaide, is a destination that touring artists are choosing to skip over when touring Australia. Large festivals 

such as Soundwave give the opportunity for South Australians to see their favourite bands without having to spend a fortune traveling 

interstate.

Despite there being a stigma associated with those who listen to heavy music, having attended Soundwave for many years, I have never 

been confronted with anti-social behaviour. In fact, the crowd has always been fun and inviting. 

It seems unfair that Soundwave is being considered to not have its lease granted, where there are many events which are just as loud, if not 

louder, closer to the CBD. I doubt weather the ill-fated Big Day out was questioned, or the deafening Clipsal 500.

Please don't take away one of the few thriving festivals South Australia has.  

Sincerely,

877 Brad Mudie Christies beach Have attended this avent numerous times , it's a fantastic event I haven't witnessed any in social behaviour it is well managed and a 

pleasure for all who attend . I'm also a father of bad what be happy for my children to attend the event .

878 Josh I've been to soundwave a few times and enjoyed every single time. Would be amazing if it were to keep coming to adelaide each year.

879 Kate Kalliontzis Wayville Will be a great opportunity not only for emerging young bands but also retailers in Adelaide
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880 Greg Sikora Flagstaff Hill I am 27 years of age and have attended many music festivals in Adelaide in my time, particularily when I was younger. This includes the Big 

Day Out several times, Stereosonics, Future Music and Soundwave on 2 occasions. Soundwave is by far the best organized and most 

enjoyable festival of the lot. I thought it was an absolute outrage that the festival lost its bond last year for excess noise, afterall there were 

what, 6 complaints? most from the one resident? But then you claim that this was not the cause for loss of bond, I dont understand the 

issue, 30,000 people having an enjoyable time and one person that must disapprove? Please, instead of pushing these festivals away from 

the state, encourage them to stay. It appears as though this festival is on its last legs in this state already. I guarantee, you lose the festival, 

you lose the income of at least 10,000 patrons to interstate venues. Please stop adding loops, costs and technicalities for allowing this 

festival to occur, you will kill the festival, and will have thousands of angry people to answer to. I dont think I will be attending the festivals 

this coming year, Im not as young as I used to be, but let the youth have its fun! Change the image of this state from the retirement state, 

to something a little more.. exciting? The ball is ultimately in your court, do whats right for the people that acutally live in this state, and try 

to enjoy themselves while doing so.

881 Danyon Crafts aberfoyle park Having gone to Soundwave for the past two years in Adelaide, I have to say that it was defiently one of the best days of the year. The 

atmosphere was amazing and the bands were incredible. Soundwave 2015 should go ahead along with many more soundwaves to come 

because it's one of the main festivals where huge metal and rock bands come to play and in Adelaide it's not always common for huge 

bands to come down. I'm always surprised with how many incredible bands are put on the lineup and would be extremely furious if 

Soundwave was taken away. It would be a huge blow to the metal scene and fans all over Adelaide. Plus it's only 1 weekend a year it's like 

not like happens regularly.
882 Sam Rubera croydon Post-soundwave cleanup this year was a joke. Bonython park was left in a disgraceful condition, rubbish all over...don't let it happen again.

883 Nicole Fickling Hackham West I fully support Soundwave 2015 being held. It is great for tourism in Adelaide as many people travel from other states to attend the event. It 

would be a large loss to Adelaide and its people if Soundwave no longer took place. Since its commencement, the festival has been 

attended by people of all ages and backgrounds, claiming a very significant place in many people's year. It is due to these reasons that I 

strongly support the approval of Soundwave 2015 at Bonython Park.
884 Benjamin McIntyre Aberfoyle Park Hello, my name is Ben and I'm a 16 year old boy. I attended my first Soundwave festival this year, I found it to be a great experience. To be 

honest I find it disappointing that the majority of bands that come here play over 18 shows, which usually results in me missing out on a 

great opportunity to see a great band. Soundwave on the other hand is all ages, so anyone is allowed in including myself. My first 

experience at Soundwave was great and I'd like to experience it once again next year. I've been saving up for Soundwave and will be 

extremely disappointed if it were to be cancelled next year and all my saving went to nothing. I won't be the only one that will be 

disappointed if Soundwave were to be cancelled, but many other teenagers will be disappointed too.

885 darcy carroll harcourt, VIC I support any music festivals in Australia, I fully believe Adelaide Soundwave should take place at Bonython Park in 2015.

886 Deahna Delamore Andrews Farm Soundwave is the only festival I can go to, to enjoy listenimg to my favourite bands with my friends.

Why is it thay stereosonic; where people ping off their heads and get hopped up on drugs and cause fights and countless arrests has no 

problem gettinf approved????

Everyone at soundwave is down to earth and rhere to enjoy the music they love. Let us.
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887 Sara Eitzen Salisbury Park I have been a regular attendee of the SOUNDWAVE music festival since 2011. I have always found it to be a great place to locate in regards 

to transport and I have never had any bad situations arriving or leaving the festival. SOUNDWAVE is the one thing I look forward to every 

year, I save all that I can so that I can attend and make a real day of it. Having the event split over two nights is an ingenious move, as it will 

mean that I won't have to compromise which act I can see and which I can't due to overlapping schedules, it also means that I can take my 

time and really enjoy the friendly atmosphere of the other festival goers, stall and food outlet hosts and the promotional people I 

encounter every year.
888 Aaron Adelaide I attended soundwave march 2014 for the first time in my life. It was the best day that I have ever had. What's not to like? Drinking and 

having a great time with your mates in front of your favorite bands and spending a **** load of money. Who cares about a little noise over 

the weekend, in a park that would hardly make out to the people living in the area. I think I speak for thousands of people when I say it 

would be a great loss to our state to lose a great festival. I will be at soundwave 2015 for sure! 
889 Bryce Clonan Soundwave cannot be revoked access to the grounds, The festival has grown in popularity since it first started and is now a pivotal event in 

a lot of peoples lives. In regards to noise restrictions, If Soundwave is cancelled, All other festivals have to as well, Future Music, Big Day 

Out, Stereosonic will all have to go too, May as well cancel the clipsal while you're at it since that's twice as loud, and the whole state can 

hear Adelaide Oval when the football is on? Lets just shut down our AFL teams, isn't that a good idea! Just because the type of music may 

not be someones cup of tea doesn't mean the event should just be cancelled all together. Things like this is what is driving young people 

away from this state in droves. Youth are being forced into other states and its going to ultimately be Adelaides downfall.

890 Oliver Woolmer aldgate, An absolute disgrace how the minority ruin it for the majority. If you like popular music you have 3 festivals to choose from: stereosonics, 

future music and the big day out, but we ( the 30,000 + people) who attend soundwave every year have one chance to see our favourite 

'alternative' bands play. The clipsal and tour down under offend me so please cancel them also. You'll never kill rock n roll !!

891 Hannah Rutschack Heathfield, I am in full support of Soundwave 2015. It is wonderful to have music festivals come to Adelaide as often Adelaide misses out of individual 

music tours. We need more attractions like this to ensure that Adelaide becomes a town that is not to be dismissed! Please realise that 

social events like this are a positive aspect of youth culture.
892 Amanda Ousey Mount Gambier Adelaide can not lose Soundwave. This festival brings so many visitors to the city aswell as huge international acts. 

893 Shayla ingle farm I can't think of a better venue for soundwave, with the multiple stages bony thin park gives the perfect amount of space between stages. I 

for one would so devastated to see soundwave not come to adelaide anymore. It's such a great event and it brings so many people 

together. It's such a great environment and it's even better that you get to see so many of your favourite bands all on the same day. I love 

everything that soundwave is and I'd love to see it come to adelaide. 
894 taylah wallach
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895 Luke Serdar Kent town Please please please let Soundwave go ahead.

A lot of touring bands pass by Adelaide because live music culture isn't as strong as ther states. This is one music festival that always sells 

out because people genuinely enjoy the opportunity to see their favourite rock bands play live.

Taking this festival away will give Adelaide a stigma that we 'don't appreciate music here'

896 Damien South Plympton SW has to happen!!

897 Lynn Johnson Wholeheartedly Soundwave should go ahead. I am a 53 year old music fan that has spent  many hours at rock concerts / festivals around 

the world. I have visited Soundwave Adelaide twice ( 2013 2014). I am so very impressed by the organisation, the location and  the attitude 

of the fans who from what I have seen are simply there to have fun, enjoy the music, and drift home quietly at the the end. I am sure there 

is a minority of people who get a little worse for wear with drink but I have to say it is one of the most trouble free events I have visited 

where there are 30,000 + people. The Police don't seem to have much to do but they  do a marvelous job and have a great attitude smiling 

along and not overreacting to the exuberance of some of the fans. The noise level seems to me to be irrelevant when Clipsal is racing 

around the streets causing noise pollution, exhaust fume pollution and inconvenience on the streets of Adelaide, that we all tolerate for 

much longer than 1 or 2 days. People who live near these venues must expect that 1 or 2 days a year there will be some noise ..in the same 

way people  living next to the airport  know they will have some noise pollution. It seems to me that with the threat of shut down etc 

hanging over the organisers there is little chance of them going over the noise level intentionally and  for any sustained length of time. I 

wonder if it was a full orchestra would there be the same noise complaints or is it more to do with the music style and the type of people 

who visit that is really the thing that is annoying the residents. Is it discrimination against long haired, tattooed, unusual dressed, people 

that is really the problem?

Soundwave is a great event that is obviously something that people who live in SA want to attend as it is always well attended.

 We are the Festival State, we cannot pick and choose which festivals suit our middle class values, festivals reflect and represent a broad 

898 Michael Brooklyn Park Soundwave is the best music festival in Australia and the people of Adelaide deserve to experience it!

899 Brian Mackenzie I am all in favor of soundwave becoming a 2 day event. it is a fantastic event and always an epic day. a 2 day event would allow the bands 

to have longer sets and allow patrons to see more bands throuought the festival. 
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900 Brianna Lazzaro Albury, NSW Dear sir/madam,

I don't live in Adelaide, nor have I ever visited the city, let alone the state of South Australia in my nineteen years of existence. However, I 

am an avid Soundwave supporter, and have attended the past five years consecutively, with no plans to stop in 2015. I have been a music 

fan from a very young age, and attended my first live show at the age of twelve. Soundwave weekend is one of the highlights of my year, 

despite the fact that I have to travel minimum of five hours to Sydney, simply to attend. This involves large amounts of travel and 

accommodation costs, not to mention a ticket to the festival itself. With the removal of the Perth festival after 2014, Adelaide would likely 

see a higher number of festival attendees, which is more than likely beneficial for the city. The removal of Adelaide Soundwave would lead 

to punters from both Perth and Adelaide having to fly to Melbourne to attend. Melbourne is already the most popular Soundwave event, 

always being the first festival to sell out. I can only imagine the amount of disgruntled live music fans that would result if the festival was 

removed. Not only for the lack of festival in their state, but because they're more than likely going to have to spend a lot more than 

originally planned to fund travel and accommodation expenses to another state, but also having to take more time off work.

I have heard recently that Adelaide is trying to encourage more young people to inhabit the city. The removal of Soundwave festival is 

detrimental to that plan, as live music encourages????? a huge proportion of young people. Sure, Soundwave is a noisy event. It's live music 

for crying out loud, with a huge influence from the punk and heavy metal genres. I don't know what else is to really be expected. I'm sure 

the residents of Adelaide could survive for two days out of the year, for something that is such an exciting experience, and often a highlight 

of the year for a huge proportion of people. Especially since there's never been much of an issue with Clipsal, a live motorcar event. I am 

also an avid V8 supporter and love watching the races. I think if Clipsal can be accepted so easily, there isn't a doubt in my mind that 

Soundwave could be accommodated.

Sincerely,

A disgruntled Soundwave patron that has never even visited Adelaide/South Australia
901 Bethany 

Hodgkinson

Gawler River Soundwave is amazing! If ACC get rid of it there will be a riot.

902 max mawby morphettville This should go ahead. Why this is even being questioned in ridiculous. We have clipsal, stereo sonic and various other festivals there which 

are just as loud. clipsal goes for longer and that isn't questioned. Due to the amount of money it brings in to the city. Sound wave does as 

well. Bonython park is a great venue and should be utilised for this reason. Lets celebrate this occasion instead of looking for a reason to 

stop it. It's a great festival and needs to remain as it has since 2008. What is the big deal all of a sudden? 

903 James Myles  mile end Yes! Please allow soundwave to continue! It gives Adelaide so much life.
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904 Jenna stansfield eliabeth grove Sound wave is the one day of the year I get to find myself surrounded by people who appreciate music as much as I do, it's the most 

incredible of experiences finding yourself up close to your favourite bands who you have looked up to for years, we don't get much here in 

Adelaide regarding music and this is just the many reasons you should keep sound wave in Adelaide because you may as well be taking 

away the dreams and the most insane experiences a lot of younger and old people look forward to every single year. 

I myself am moving to Perth where they don't hold sound wave anymore and it would the most heart wrenching thing that when the time 

of sound wave does come around I can't come home to experience that anymore. 

Please don't take this away from us.
905 Ben fox killkenny Bonythan park is the perfect venue for soundwave.  I can't imagin it anyware else.  It's the only festival of its kind in Adelaide and it has a 

very loyal following.  It's usually the highlight of mine and a lot of my friends year.  Please do not take this away from us!

906 rory volbrecht  ferryden pk Keep sound wave in adelaide

907 Jason Parker Uraidla Soundwave is definitely one of the best events of the year! Ive gone to soundwave for the past 5 years in a row. its a tradition for me to go 

and see all of my favourite bands and socialise with great people! Please do not discard soundwave, it attracts people to Adelaide, people 

will be flying from perth to Adelaide soundwave this year, which will mean more business for Adelaide shops/hotels. its a win/win for 

everybody
908 Andrew Nelson Reynella I believe that ACC should contiune supporting the Soundwave festival as it has become a great asset to the city. The event has attracted 

many international and interstate vistors to our festival-loving city. This year alone I had met vistors from USA, Japan and New Zealand, 

whom travelled to Australia to be part of the festival. Now that Soundwave is two-day event, there will be more opportunties for both 

artists and ticketholders to visit our city's attractions and feast on local cuisine. Therefore more revuene for resturants, shops and hotels, 

also chance for people to promote the city via soical media, especially with the artists whom have massive pulling power with their loyal 

fans.

In the 2012 "Review of South Australia major events in March" report from the state govt, it states on page 47, that city had loss an 

$175,000 worth of income due to lack of accommdation. Adelaide now have the chance to gain that revenue now that the festival is 

running earlier and two days, therefore city will recieve additonal $175,000 in revenue.

This year I attended both Melbourne and Adelaide leg of touring festival, I personally believe that Adelaide has the best atmosphere and 

venue. Bonython Park is such a great venue for festivals as it was so close to the CBD and easy to access the grounds compare to 

Melbourne, which required a lengthly tram ride and very little area to access the grounds. This is great advantage to Adelaide, as 25000+ 

crowd as able to go to local bars and resturants therefore increase in revenue for city.

I hope the ACC will approved the Soundwave Festival appliaction of lease of Bonython Park for 2015 and beyond.

Regards,

909 Thomas Buckley Extremely good event which provides quite a lot of money to the local economy (know this from personal experience as I work with a local 

company). It's worth the very minor disruption it may cause locals. 

Regards, 
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910 Billy Stonolski Harris St This is a important music festival to myself and many friends, I don't see the difference between the V8 supercars and a festival for 2 days 

that only comes once a year. 

Keep Soundwave in South Australia. 
911 Kristal Thompson Salisbury North

912 Elisha Greenwith I think that SoundWave is a once a year experience for many people. Adelaide has very few music festivals (compared to other states) and 

the people of Adelaide deserve to have at least one festival to look forward to, seeing as Big Day Out has also been cancelled. The festival 

will go for two days. Two days. Surely the community surrounding bonython would be able to put up with the noise for the mere two days 

it's on. Think about all the people who will have to go out of their way to travel to melbourne or Sydney to see this festival when it could 

just be held here.  Not allowing SoundWave to go ahead in adelaide will upset a lot of people.
913 Lia Maheras Virginia I travel to Adelaide Soundwave each year and would be devastated to see it shut down in our city. With consideration to regulations (such 

as those regarding noise and location), I very much hope that the application to hold Soundwave event in its usual position over two days is 

accepted. It's a very positive experience for those living in and around Adelaide, especially seeing at it caters to a specific audience whose 

tastes in music aren't accommodated for in any other Adelaide festival or annual event. I think it's one of the most well-loved Adelaide 

events each year and can potentially continue to grow in the coming years while being enjoyed by a wide audience of Adelaide-ians.

914 Ashlee Highbury Soundwave is an integral part of the annual festival circut. For those of us who are interested in this style of music it is the highlight of the 

year.  South Australia often misses out on major international acts and this festival is the only opportunity we get to see some of the worlds 

best musicians without needing to travel interstate. Even at 2 days long it is still only half the length of Clipsal 500, with far less 

inconvenience . Please do not let a select few vocal opponents ruin what has been an absolutely incredible festival in the past. 

915 Brendon jones rosewater STOP BEING THE NANNY STATE, ITS TWO DAYS OUT OF A YEAR!! IF THATS AN ISSUE YOUR REALLY NEED TO CHECK YOUR PRIORITIES.

916 Sam Metcalfe Soundwave is the highlight of the year for adelaide, amazing music, an amazing atmosphere and amazing people all come together to share 

a common love for music , it is the single best thing about adelaide for a lot of people, well done for keeping it :)

917 Philip Merwarth Hackham West The Soundwave festival is a 1 in a life time opportunity to both see and support acts that would normally never travel to Australia, let alone 

Adelaide. It also provides an opportunity for Australian acts to be seen by a wider audience and is 1 of the few reasons I head into the city 

every year. The disturbance is minor surely in comparison to the Clipsal 500. Please don't make it difficult for this amazing festival to stay 

here in Adelaide.

Thanks, Philip.
918 John Brittin Greenwith Hey, I can't believe you're even considering removing this event. It is without a doubt my favourite day of the year.. It's an amazing festival 

and getting rid of it will kill tourism.. I've met so many peoplethat from over the state to gather have an amazing day and experience. 
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919 Corey bowering  munno para Excellent event for anyone young and old, well worth the travel into the city and spending the money.

920 Chris Allen St Agnes I'm 33 and been to every festival known to man and that includes attending other festivals interstate, I can honestly say Sound Wave S.A is 

the safest and well controlled event within Australia.  

Time to elect some fresh blood within the council I think, as Adelaide is known as the boring state to the younger/middle generation and 

known to miss out on a lot of awesome concerts and events compared to other states! 

It may not be a favourite event for some, but 30,000 South Australians going to an event is a massive turn out.

Wake up Adelaide Council and start looking at these events as a potential money earner for this state because we have lost everything else, 

so please don't take away our right to rock Sound Wave! 

Chris Allen921 Nathan Howard Hillbank I attend Soundwave every year as I enjoy live music. I am looking forward to the festival being spread across two days so there will be less 

clashes and more time for the bands to perform. It will also make up for the fact that the Big Day Out was cancelled earlier this year.

922 Courtney Theseira O'Halloran Hill Adelaide is supposed to be the festival State. How can it keep that name if it gets rid of festivals? 

Kids in Adelaide are also already looking for something to do and Soundwave is a better way for them to let off steam than others. 
923 Tegan Seaview Downs Adelaide has recently lost the Big Day Out, why make it harder for Soundwave? I don't understand why so much trouble has been made 

over four complaints. 

Adelaide CC is a joke if they discriminate against soundwave. 
924 Raymond Kilburn Soundwave is a great music festival that helps many local band out by giving them the chance to win a time slot on one of the stages. 

Soundwave also brings over people from other states/overseas with is good for local business's and tourism. now that the festival being a 

two day festival that means it could potential bring in more people therefore boosting the tourism in South Australia. there are also a 

bunch of other reasons on why Soundwave is a good thing but I thought that I would just those few because they are the best in my 

opinion. 
925 Tom Noarlunga Downs Dear City Council, 

I strongly advise against the move to get rid of Soundwave 2015.

I have been attending this event since 2009 and it is only growing. More and more people from all ages attend

each year and for a lot of them it's the only event they do attend as they're isn't anything else like it.

For myself it is my favorite event of the year as it's a great day to spend with friends and many thousands of 

other people that all share the same interest.

Thanks for taking the time to read this.

Tom
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926 Ricky banks surrey downs Soundwave is and has been one of Adelaide's most anticipated events I do not understand in anyway how it would be taken away. It draws 

large crowds into the cbd over the day and days before/ after and for 2015 it will draw people for the weekend if not more. And the noise 

violations you may as well end the Clipsal 500 as the cars cause just as much noise let alone the after race concerts. Then what will Adelaide 

have left? We need this as a bonus for our economy and people of south australia!
927 matej bacic woodville south it would be absolutely horrible to lose as event such as soundwave in adelaide, its a big kick in the teeth for the supporters of music on that 

side of the spectrum by removing soundwave. especially when events such as future music and stereosonic festivals remain.

928 Chloe Barr  wynn vale Every year I look forward to this fantastic day out and enjoying the wonderful music that get played. 

So many musicians and festivals have stopped coming to adelaide because of our ridiculous rules. For one let adelaide have a fair shot at 

hosting these events before more go bankrupt or stop coming here. It brings excitment, joy and culture to adelaide and is great for our 

economy.  I say lets turn adelaide into the festival state again, more events need to be hosted in this great city without ridiculous 

restrictions and prices. 

Be fair.
929 Jaron Dswonitzky Nuriootpa I think we should keep soundwave because it only a 2 days festival and the v8 supercars are a four day thing . If we can't have it at  the park 

lands it should be at the showgrounds

930 Melissa O'Brien Virginia Love love love Soundwave!!! Please don't get rid of it, you would be doing yourselves and all Adelaideians a massive disservice. Plus think of 

the money it brings in! 

931 Ben Skewes Greenwith Soundwave should go ahead. It's a great festival which will only be greater by spanning over 2 days. It supports plenty of local acts. With big 

day out gone.. It pretty much leaves Soundwave as the only music festival in Adelaide worth attending, would be a shame to see it canned. 

I am planning on going, hopefully both days. looking forward to it. 
932 Dragan bilandzic Bring events like this to the state and City needs to be supported, and I was disgusted to hear the council last year withheld bond after not 

even a handful of complaints. Seriously that is beyond a joke

933 Tamika Innis Athelstone I absolutely love Soundwave and have been a regular attendee for the last 5 years. Adelaide is such a small city and having these festivals 

held here really helps puts us on the map. It would be sad to see the 2 day proposal not go through as it is something I am really looking 

forward to.
934 Chad Treloar Kidman Park If Soundwave gets cancelled I'm moving to Melbourne (along with my mates)!!!!
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935 Max Hurrell Norwood Soundwave is a vital part of the festival season.  It is not a regular event, it is a niche festival that allows everyone with a passion for heavier 

or alternative music to really feel like they are a part of something.  I have attended myself since 2010 and it has always been amazing to 

see the people of my city come together once a year for such a special event.  It allows particular artists to venture to Australia, who would 

normally not have the capacity to do so.  Having the festival cease in Adelaide would remove this experience for many people that look 

forward to it for the whole year and don't have any other outlet for a similar experience.  I can respect the potential concerns that the 

Council may have concerning the festival, but in reality, it is no different from any other festival that is allowed to take place in Adelaide 

without the same amount of pressure being placed upon it.  

Banning the festival would also be a large hindrance to South Australians, because it would force potentially attendees to either travel 

interstate at a large expense, or miss out all together.  This would be extremely disheartening to myself and a myriad of others.  

Having it banned in Adelaide would show our normally vibrant city to be behind other states of Australia.  Myself and many other South 

Australians, that have been here since our childhoods, would be saddened to see this view become a reality.  Because I love this city.  I have 

lived here my whole life.  It would be disappointing to see it depicted as overly conservative and behind the times, because this is not true.

Thank you sincerely for taking the time to read this.

Kind Regards

Max Hurrell

936 jaimee1993 modbury Soundwave should be encouraged, NOT discouraged!

It generates income for our state and businesses AND gives the umemployed the chance to earn an income!

Increasing the festival to two days increases all these points!

Given that soundwave is no longer in Perth - MORE FANS will be travelling to South Australia for the festival generating income within the 

hotels, hospitality industry and any other tourist spots.

Cancelling or restricting soundwave in Adelaide will force fans to move or travel to the eastern states rather than generating money for our 

own states economy.

I urge that you reconsider any decisions and consider what will best for the PEOPLE of Adelaide.937 Matthew Torta Hi, me and my friends have been flyin to this festival for the last 5 years, the day after we always catch the tram to Glenelg and stay there 

for another few days. We enjoy the Adelaide one so much more because of all the grass and trees at the venue and it's just laid out so 

much better. I think this would be a great loss to part of Adelaide's cultural diversity as well as a big disappointment to me an my friends.

938 Kate Billinghurst  Hackham West A great idea spreading the event over two days. This will enable greater attendance for people from country SA. It will also keep the volume 

down as the stages will drop to 5 from 7. My husband and I personally attend Soundwave every year and believe the change in format is a 

brilliant compromise by the promoters to help keep the festival coming to SA. It could have been easily lost as it was in WA. Keep live music 

in SA. Don't let the eastern states have a monopoly on all the good international touring bands!
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939 Justin paarde Salisbury east Please don't jeopardise soundwave my friends and I attend every year! It's such a great event and extremely popular and loved by so many 

people. Also great for businesses and the whole city in general.

940 Tyson Hackworth brompton Love soundwave festival. Keep it at Bonython park. 

941 Scott Brandon ANDREWS FARM Please ACC, STOP making Adelaide a backwater! It is BEYOND embarrassing that you would listen to a whinging minority (a total of 3 

ppl...are you serious? THREE) who have nothing better to do with their sad insignificant lives than complain & try to destroy a way of life for 

the majority. The only thing sader & more pathetic is a council that would actually entertain this minority! Wake up to yourself for god 

sake. It's a two day festival. Let it happen. For once embrace change..particularly when it's for the greater good. Get rid of the ridiculous 

noise restriction proposal. If you jeopardise this concert & subsequently similar events like it good luck answering to the public. They will 

want your heads! Be better than that please. For everyone's sake!!!!  
942 James Chandler Scrap this nonsense noise policy OR make sure it applies to all events held in and around Adelaide. It's that simple. Double standards cause 

more problems than they solve.

943 Abbey Lee Clark Arno Bay Soundwave is absolutely amazing ! It's wonderful to be able to get together with a heap of people who share the same taste in music as you 

do and get to watch all of those amazingly talented bands play live. It feels like a once in a life time kinda thing. and every year you get just 

as excited. All in all, it's a great thing to have, a lot of people suffer from mental health conditions and sometimes being able to go to 

soundwave to see the bands that practically saved your life, makes life worth living. I'm one of those people. Soundwave is one of  the only 

things I look forward to. 
944 Dennika Harrop I feel that Soundwave is a great festival because unlike futures and stereosonic and even big day out, there are not people being drugged 

up, gettung drunk and causing grief.

The people that attend soundwave are respectful, and just want to jam out to bands that normally dont do tours in adelaide.

945 Richard webber semaphore I think it's ridiculous that such a page has to be made to get support for soundwave to happen in adelaide. An event that attracts 30000 

people, being ruined because of 4 noise complaints last year? What a joke! A lot of bands already skip adelaide when they tour australia, 

and lovers of this music only get the one day a year (this year 2 days) to experience something like this. Is it worth upsetting 30000 people 

to keep 4 people happy? To be the laughing stock of Australia because a few people can't handle a bit of noise? 

946 Isabel angel tanunda I have been going to Soundwave for the last 4 years. I look forward to it all year and it is always such a good day. The venue is great and is 

generally organised very well. I would be so very sad to see it go from adelaide. 
947 Lachlan MODBURY NORTH, SA Soundwave is the festival of choice for me. It brings all of my favourite bands into one convenient place. Although I've only gone once (last 

year) I know that it was the greatest experiences of my life. Soundwave has produced nothing more that popularity. It should be kept in 

place for every year, what happens when kids that want to go never could because we cancelled it before they were old enough to go. This 

festival as I already said holds some of my personal favourite, a lot of people agree going off the fact of how many people actually go every 

year no one in Adelaide would be happy if they had to travel to a different state just to see these bands. We should not be doing the same 

thing Perth has done. This festival is an amazing opportunity and should never be cancelled.  
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948 Trevor Ousey Mount Gambier C'mon guys, this is a well supported event that my kids travel to Adelaide for, give us a reason to support functions in Adelaide, in our own 

state.

949 Alan Ross new lambton I have travelled to Adelaide for soundwave for the past 4 years

950 Chris Calcraft  Port Melbourne, VIC It is an awesome awesome festival which i will be coming especially to Adelaide for because it is such a great place for the event.

I understand that local residents may have some concerns regarding the noise but this is a few days of the year and gives so much 

enjoyment to so many people. It has obviously quite a specific focus but this is one of the things that makes it great as it gives a home to a 

subculture which is often ignored and at times squashed by the mainstream.

Adelaide has come so far in the last few years and with so many festivals shutting down i would urge you not to revert to the old ways and 

continue to support live music and events such as this that give so much and will help shape Adelaide for the better.

Stay the course folks!
951 Brittany Smale Brighton Soundwave is the only festival Adelaide gets to enjoy that holds such a large number of international rock and Alternative bands. I have 

attended this festival from a young age and haven't missed a year as it's the only time a lot of these bands  visit Adelaide and we get to see 

them perform live. Every year the vibe around the Bonython area is just amazing seeing all the music lovers of Adelaide jumping of the tram 

and ready to see bands that rarely come to our City ! 
952 Alice Davey Clarence Gardens I believe Soundwave should be allowed to be held, as it attracts not only international bands, but also interstate visitors - particularly from 

Perth, who are no longer having a Soundwave festival held in their state. This will attract tourism and a profit to the council for the renting 

of the space. Despite potential noise disturbances to those in the area, this event is an insanely popular event, and continuing of 

Soundwave will further suggest Adelaide's cultural growth and the city's love of arts and music. 
953 Bryce Page  Somerton Park If you stop Sound wave you will forever cent yourself as a backwater city, a place only fit for old people to come to and die. Don't be basic.

954 Petrea Buck Croydon Park I've been every year since 2008 and it is by far the highlight of mine and all of my friends year. We are very much looking forward to it being 

spread over 2 days as we often miss a lot of bands that clash. If it were to ever be cancelled in Adelaide we would travel to Melbourne and 

go! Even if we can barely afford to do so! We love it that much!! Please keep this going, we miss out on a lot in Adelaide and it stinks!!

955 Benjamin 

Carmichael

Belair, I believe Soundwave should be allowed. Soundwave is a really exciting time if year, it allows us to see bands that generally don't come to 

Adelaide when they vist  Australia.  To see  soo many of them perform live on the some day is amazing, now the possibility of two days 

makes it such an event, you'll remember it in years to come. 
956 Simone Brompton Soundwave is a one of the last great music festivals and adelaide is full of seniors who complain even though it was only one night. If this 

does not go ahead then live music in adelaide is officially dead. Don't kill this festival for music lovers from everywhere around SA

I Will be extremely disappointed as will many others. 
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957 Thomas sinor Adelaide is known as the festival state. Soundwave is a music festival that unites thousands of Adelaide residents for a day of music and 

enjoyment. It is no different to any other music festival, the fact that the council is trying to ban it, really makes me mad. What's the 

difference between Soundwave and stereosonic? Leave Soundwave alone, stop trying to remove all pleasure from Australians lives. **** all 

of you. Music is the last real escape from life's oppression. Leave it be.
958 Ruth Southam Broadview Soundwave is a fantastic event and Adelaide needs more youth culture events like it!

Too many of our best and brightest young people move away to Melbourne or Sydney because there is a lack of events and activities for 

them to enjoy.

959 Mark Davies Mile end Stop trying to slow the state down! It's one (2) days of the year!  Soundwave must go ahead,

Vote against it and it's the death of festivals in this state. 

960 Tara Clayson-Fisher Glandore Soundwave is a wonderful addition to the "alternative" music scene, bringing many acts Adelaide would otherwise not see.

It would be a huge loss for the people of Adelaide to miss out on such an event. 

961 Tania Hinrichsen Beverley I love all the events that happen in Adelaide and attend most of them every year.  I also attend the Big Day Out (BDO) and Soundwave.  

These festivals are very well organised and everyone comes together, of all ages, and enjoys the day.  No BDO this year and having 

Soundwave go for 2 days would be fantastic.  Thousands of people go to this event and it generates money for businesses in Adelaide.  Why 

anyone would think twice about this is beyond me.  Adelaide has come so far in the last few years don't set us back because of a whinging 

minority.  Its 2 days out of an entire year and not much else happens at this site so going for an extra day should not be a problem at all.  I 

know that a minority of people complain about the noise levels, but in comparison to the thousands that go surely these handful of people 

can let it go for 2 days.  We are just starting to lose 'The Nanny State' label please do not morph us back there.  Remember that people of 

all ages attend this event, not just our youth, however we need to keep the youth in our state.  So please make this happen, I cannot tell 

you how much happiness music festivals bring to my year.

962 Kassie grange I think Soundwave is an amazing event and I have enjoyed it for the past 4 years. I think it would be very very sad if Adelaide lost this 

festival as a lot of big shows and musicians already skip Adelaide on their tours of Australia and I think losing Soundwave would just 

increase that. The festival being two days long I think will just make the whole event so much better and I don't believe it will cause any 

more trouble (not that there really is any in the first place) and I personally do not see any reason why the council shouldn't grant a 

temporary lease of the park. 
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963 garry LYNDOCH, SA this will be an awesome event can't wait! 

964 Marek Jaworski thebarton I work across the road from the soundwave. I have no problem with the festival and no-one within the company I've spoken to has had 

either. If anything we've lost one young and talented employee because he said Adelaide city is a village and has no social life. Work on 

keeping young rate payers in the city instead of pushing them away.
965 Rachael Anderson Craigmore Soundwave should be granted a temporary event lease over the Park Lands. It is a temporary, annual event, and will have no long term 

negative effects on the local community or businesses. The positives for many festival goers of allowing the festival this temporary event 

lease far outweigh the negatives for a few locals.
966 sophie eliza 

grantham

happy valley Soundwave is a fantastic event. We are lucky to have these bands come to adelaide.  With other events that seem to go for a lot longer and 

are more inconvenient for people, like the clipsal. I dont see what harm a two day event can do that is enjoyable for alot of people. Ive 

been going to soundwave since 2009 and I would be gutted to see it go   
967 Sam Gava Somerton Park Soundwave festival is an amazing event that I  look forward to each year. It is a great opportunity for Adelaide to host large international 

acts , and support alternate forms of music. I have friends that travel from interstate to attend the event , which subsequently supports 

tourism in South Australia. Losing this event would be a great loss. 

968 Steven Warradale This festival is fantastic and it is a disgrace that Council appear to be putting barriers in its way to satisfy the complaints of 4 people in North 

adelaide.  Would you rather keep 4 people happy or 30, 000, seriously move with the times or you will become extinct

969 steven Stop trying to destroy soundwave it is the only festival we have in adelaide for rock and metal and I'm sure the council gets a big chunky 

pay check out of it!
970 Ryan Smith Thebarton I am severely affected by the Soundwave in both pedestrians walking around the neighborhood,  car parking and noise.  I am very 

supportive of this concert even with all these considered. I think it is great for the state and economy. The clipsal is noisier than soundwave 

and more inconvenient but we should keep that as well. The fringe and womad are also noisy. These are the type of events that make our 

state great and we should not cave to a minority of individuals that think everything should be in their favour or benefit.

971 Joshua Prospect Soundwave is something that thousands of people look forward to every year and these new sound restrictions are appalling. The festival 

got six complaints about noise this year, three of those complaints coming from the same person, you are effectively trying to ruin 

something that thousands of people enjoy on the account of FOUR people. It's restrictions like these which make major events completely 

skip Adelaide. Give them the damn park, it's only goes for two days out of three hundred and sixty five, people can deal with it.
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972 Daniel Atkins South Brighton Soundwave is the only festival I attend each year and is by far my favourite of any I have attended. I would be very disappointed if it were 

not held at bonython park, it's a perfectly central location. Please approve the application. Respect

973 David Harley Craigmore I think it is a complete disgrace and a huge embarrassment for Adelaide, the combative, arrogant, dismissive attitude of some the council to 

an amazingly well run and hugely fun experience. Sure it is not everyone's cup of tea, but surely people can accept that 30,000 people have 

some rights too enjoy festivals and events, and just blows me away the attitude and harassment, dirty tactics such as trying to up the fines 

to $40,000, I mean my god what planet are we living on and what time zone? 1950?? Please allow my absolute favourite event of the year 

to go ahead and listen to the majority not just a few snobs, and combative councillors!!
974 Heather Fielder Hewett As far as I'm concerned if other music festivals such as futures music festival,

And womad can still go forth and other high noise pollution events such as clipsal

Then why should it be such an issue for soundwave festival to happen..

I go to most festivals in sa and soundwave by far is much less drama then what its like a futures which is just rampant with drugs

And idiots who behave in an unflattering manner...personally if soundwave does not go forth next year

I would only have to believe that its an act of discrimination on acc's behalf!!!!....if you dont want one festival which i
975 Trevor Cooper  Torrens Park Please support the event and don't fine the organisers for a trivial breach for only the ACC seem to care about. Your previous action to levy 

a large fine, based on 4 complaints has put in jeopardy the enjoyment of 30 000+ South Australians.
976 Sam Thomas Kadina This is the biggest alternative music festival Australia has. We can't afford to lose it.

977 Tegan hall Being as I live right across the road from the event, I think it's a joke you get noise complaints.  The music does not cause issue here, hell the 

planes that fly over are MUCH LOUDER and at more annoying times.

It's an event that happens once a year and brings something for the youth of our state to look forward to. 

I have more of an issue with the wankers parking their cars all over our street to use the tram on game day!!  The footy guys are lots and 

abusive, drink and boisterous.  The festival crew are generally exhausted by the time is over and quietly leave, or head to town full of happy 

excitement. 

Don't be a fool ACC, support soundwave for the amazing thing it is for our state. 
978 Samantha Parkinson Angle Vale It is my view that Soundwave 2015 should be permitted to go ahead as a 2-day event. 

Adelaide too often misses out on getting many 'big' bands playing gigs in the state due to low ticket sales (most likely due to the fact 

Adelaide has a smaller population than the eastern cities). Soundwave is an opportunity for Adelaide music fans to see some of the big 

bands that are not in the mainstream who would otherwise probably never come here. 

I have heard in the past that there have been noise complaints that have jeopardised the future of the music festival within our beautiful 

city. It is only one (this time two) days of the year and I believe exceptions should be made. Especially considering other events such as 

clipsal are loud, louder than Soundwave in my opinion, can be heard in north adelaide and even as far east as magill (where i have lived 

previously) and last almost a week. 

The council caters for most other interest groups, please don't cancel our only opportunity to see  bands that would not normally visit our 

state outside of festival touring. It will be a real shame if it gets cancelled and will be devastating to the city's many alternative and heavy 

music fans (both young and old).
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979 duncan lynch adelaide needs this event it brings so much money to our town and gives the music community some think to look forward to every year . i 

am 52 years old and love this festival . adelaide back in the 70,s and 80,s was the place for bands to go we  cant afford to loose this show . 

many touring bands don,t come to adelaide now so do we want to make it ant worse ? i think not ...
980 Mark Pilla Kensington gardens Soundwave is an amazing fun festival for teenagers and adults of all ages. This city needs an alternative festival for the large population that 

love and respect this form of unique and amazing music  please dont take this from people who love rock music.

I am a strong member of the community. And contribute to important people within our society. Without soundwave I would move to 

another state
981 robert i think that soundwave should be free to go ahead as planned unless there are extreme conditions which would need to be taken into 

consideration. I am already planning the 3225 km approx trip from Kununurra WA to Adelaide for the festival, the big day out is gone for 

now, surely you want some form of music festival in Adelaide, god knows Perth has nothing anymore
982 Faryn Henderson Port Adelaide I have been to this even myself in the past and it is an awesome experience. I cannot understand why the Adelaide Council would want to 

Get rid of such a great event! It stimulates the local economy and brings people together. So please explain what's the problem with that!?

Please let this event continue as planned. 

983 Shaun Devaney Salisbury North Hello I think it would be a terrible idea to not allow Soundwave in 2015, it is a huge event and no different to any other music festivals. 

Please make this go ahead

984 Nicholas Polis millswood  bring it on,  turn up the volume,  even tho I live far away from it.  If I did live in the area I would not mind the  noise loud as ****.  Tell 

everyone else that complain to pull the still out of there ass and relax. 
985 Emma grigor berr S Sound wave can't be canceled its the only festival left that has the bands I like..I travel 3 hrs to get there

986 Jacob

987 Maddie Salisbury East Soundwave is a festival for those who appreciate rock music- the only Australian festival that hosts this genre of band, compared to, for 

example, the two major dance music festivals- Future Music and Stereosonic. Festivals are a great way of bringing people together, 

celebrating music and generally having a good time all within safe boundaries. To not host this festival in Adelaide would greatly disappoint 

a number of people, as we know the festival has grown to huge popularity. If it's safe, and people are having a good time, as well as long as 

it's in the boundaries set by the city (noise restrictions etc) why not?
988 ryan lysterfield victoria Every year me and da boiz drive from Melbourne to Adelaide! Road tripping is the best I don't wanna road trip all the way to Melbourne 

that's just silly! Plus it's less crowded in Adelaide I love it!
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989 Jeff Dore I believe that soundwave should be allowed to stay at bonython as when it comes to festivals, soundwave is one of the biggest festivals to 

come to adelaide. If the festival is asked to move to a different park, they will never come back as the park is already sorted for the 

transportation and stage setup. Keep soundwave so that the metalheads of adelaide need a haven to go to once a year!

990 Dani Elizabeth Downs Please don't take Soundwave away from us. We deserve to have our festivals and concerts just as much as the clipsal fans and any other 

performers. I have never had any trouble at Soundwave and I usually get separated from friends for a majority of the day and still feel 

extremely safe. It is a fantastic atmosphere and a pretty chill day. It may be loud but its only one weekend a year, are people getting that 

soft that they really cant handle that?? Aside from that it is ALWAYS finished by midnight. PLEASE PLEASE Don't take this away :(

991 Olivia melrose park Soundwave provides an opportunity for us Adelaide people to experience music which we may not have a chance to usually. I feel that 

soundwave is a very safe environment, people take their children it is that safe. It's an event that also surely is beneficial to business, not to 

mention the therapeutic relief this music provides to thousands of people. 

992 Alyse West Beach We need Soundwave to keep up with the rest of the country. If we don't keep Soundwave in Adelaide then we are going to lose both 

people and the businesses the profit around the event to other cities. And I'll be one of them. The noise pollution that would come from 

the event is nowhere near the level that you would get from the Clipsal 500 or the Adelaide show at other times and places around 

Adelaide, let alone the planes overhead of the site all day. This event itself doesn't go until midnight it only goes on until 10:00-10:30 at 

night and people who live around the area have plenty of warning in advance about the event. The site is up the road from the 

entertainment centre which gets just as big a crowd and noise is this one. There are so few events that cater to certain people that are 

enjoyable and bring out happiness, so please don't take away the few things that we have left that can damage the city in the short and 

long run.
993 Matt Trapp Allendy Gardens It's a great event that draws 1,000s of people and brings so much life and energy to Adelaide that is often viewed as a country town. 

Stopping this for running would be a mistake.

994 Sophie Traill Auckland New 

Zealand

I am a New Zealander who has travelled to Adelaide for Soundwave back in 2012. I greatly enjoyed my time here in this city, staying three 

days. I loved being able to enjoy the music at Adelaide Soundwave in the beautiful surrounds of Bonython Park, a refreshing natural change 

from the showgrounds of other cities. Personally, I hope to return to Adelaide for Soundwave in 2015, again spending time here outside of 

the weekend with friends. It would be a great shame for Adelaide City Council to decide against Soundwave being able to be held at this 

location over two days. Soundwave Festival is an incredibly well run event, with detailed production plans and positive past results. Not 

only does Soundwave provide a weekend of world class entertainment in your city/state, it boosts the tourism and hospitality economy. It 

would be a great loss for Adelaide residents, travelling music lovers and Adelaide businesses if Soundwave was to be denied their 

application. 
995 Steven Reynella SA As you may know, Adelaide isn't a place where a majority of bands visit when touring Australia. For all those who enjoy seeing live music of 

not only this genre but many, the loss of Soundwave would be devastating. For many, the atmosphere at soundwave is what makes it their 

favorite event of the year, it's almost like a large family of people joining together to enjoy what they all love most, the loss of Soundwave 

2015, with all respect would be taking away from a large chunk of the public and depriving the state of one of its most anticipated events 

for many.
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996 Anne-Marie Russell Port Adelaide My opinion towards Soundwave application for a 2 day music event is why not?? We have had car racing in the city for a long time and i 

can hear them from where i live. Glenelg. There have been concerts at west lakes, Memorial Drive and the show grounds. I cannot see why 

this would not be approved. Please let this music festival go ahead.
997 mathew blue Smithfield, I think that soundwave is a great festival, showcasing some of the best music out there. Its a crowd pleaser and a good money maker.

I would like to see it remain  over other festivals such as Stereosonic and Future music.

If the consideration is to stop the 2015 SW festival, I would advise against it.. There is not a great deal of things to do in Adelaide and tbis 

would be another way of the council and the government showing the citizens that they don't care about this state.. 

You worry about being in debt, but yet you get rid of tourist attractions and festivals which bring in money. Where's the logic in that?

998 Brad Crook Redwood Park Soundwave is a great event. Value for money is amazing, the atmosphere of the event is unbelievable and is suitable for all ages. It's a day 

where people from all walks of life can turn up and not be judged. There are multiple music festivals throughout the year that are aimed at 

a more mainstream crowd but this is the one event that let's the punk/hardcore lovers express themselves. Let it continue, it's only 1-2 

days of the year.
999 Cameron love Christie downs Absolutely love sound wave, is a must have event for anyone in Adelaide that prefers alternative/metal music.

1000 Nick Caddy KINGSWOOD, SA Given the success that Soundwave has been in the past and the fact that it is currently the most popular music festival in Australia, I would 

be all in favour of the festival expanding to two days.  Having been to a number of Soundwave events myself, I would also say that the 

event is well run and that unruly behaviour has been kept to a minimum.

1001 Rory Caire-McCaul BELAIR, SA Please allow Soundwave 2015 to occur. I would be devastated and quite infuriated if it was not given permission to commence.

1002 Rhys Randell Oakbank Its ok to have the Clipsal 500 over a weekend which goes for a full day with music and loud cars, why not Soundwave, its a great festival, 

they have all these other ones for people who listen to popular music like dance and pop, but there is hardly anything for people who enjoy 

the genre that Soundwave gives, its a great atmosphere and a good time for most people. And its only once a year.
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1003 Will Wilson Athelstone It would be a very sad day and a low act not to allow SW15 to go ahead this year and next. Future music can be heard as far as Norwood, 

Clipsal 500 can be heard further, WoMadelaide is a three day event and gets no attention like this!

BDO was never questioned about the volume and Schutzenfest which is a apparently a cultural celebration seem to operate unhindered.

I have gone every year since it has started, I have also travelled interstate and Adelaide SW is by far the best in the country! The AJ Maddah 

camp has got the formula right. If this festival gets blocked it will concrete the interstate opinion that SA is a nana state and love a good 

buzz kill! 

Not to mention that potentially 30'000 voters attend the festival every year!

Please consider

1004 Sarah Bevan  elizabeth park I am more than happy for this to happen it will make for an even better experience than the previous years

1005 Donald Impett West Lakes Amazing 

1006 R. W. DeMaria Prospect Regarding your reticence on renewing the lease for Soundwave 2015, I would make a valid point. Living so close to the area involved, I have 

experienced excessive noise from many events in both Bonython and other adjacent areas, including Adelaide Oval itself. On numerous 

occasions, I have encountered noise levels that are exceedingly loud, and I would venture to guess that other residents much closer to said 

events would have endured much higher levels of noise. But living in such a central area, I have accepted that in order to enjoy such a 

location, I must also understand that noise, traffic interruptions and other such inconveniences are part of others having the right to enjoy 

a vibrant and wonderful experience at whichever type that they may choose to indulge in. From sports, dance music, hard rock and cultural 

festivals, it is not for me to choose how anyone would participate and help give nationwide (or even international) exposure to our lifestyle. 

Having attended not only Soundwave itself, but other events in this close proximity to the city, I for one am thankful that the ACC has 

engaged and even embraced this cultural 'smorgasbord'. I have even worked at several events and found that any one  type of event does 

not demonstrate a particularly dangerous or detrimental aspect, be it the cricket, Womadelaide or Mela. 

       I would ask that you give consideration to the many patrons of Soundwave and allow this vibrant ( and growing) festival to continue in a 

pristine section of the beautiful Parklands that we are lucky to enjoy as a unique aspect of our Festival State. 

     I thank you for your time.

R.W.DeMaria

1007 DIrk Deathvuille are you kidding me? you backyard morons. Adelaide is backwater enough without putting this festival under threat. You should beg and 

slay dragons to get soundwave in your backyard.

mercy
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1008 Justin Frick evanston Soundwave is a Unique Event, bringing together people of all ages and walks of life, to enjoy a varying range of music. It has always been 

well run and I have never seen any negative issues during the years i have attended.  Considering we live in the Festival State, we need to 

open our eyes to all forms of Art and Music - and Soundwave covers a section that no other festival does in Adelaide.

1009 Ashlee pix Mount Barker Soundwave is fantastic, the only music festival I attend! I would be heart broken to see it go! Don't take Soundwave away from us!

1010 Rebecca pooraka I think Adelaide council are being quite stereotypical in wanting to ban soundwave! So it will be a bit different in becoming a two day event, 

but what are a couple of days out of a year with a bit of extra noise? The clipsal doesn't seem to phase anyone, or is that because it's not 

filled with "metal heads"? I don't understand why the festival is shunned upon, it is a wonderful atmosphere with no fighting or drunken 

behaviour that you would find at other events which are equally as loud, and attract different types of people. 

Also, think of the revenue this two day festival will bring in for Adelaide businesses, people will need accommodation and food for days 

they quite possibly normally wouldn't be there. Also with the canning of Perth soundwave festival, I am quite certain with Adelaide being 

the closest city, they will also be bringing their money to spend in our fine town.

So I say, lighten the hell up Adelaide, if you don't like it perhaps suck it up for the benefit of the thousands of people who wait on this event 

every year!!

1011 Ed Noordhoek Largs Bay I cannot truly believe that once again your council shows itself to be totally out of touch with the majority and again pandering to a very 

small minority. I can vouch that event itself is not overbearingly loud as I have attended each year it has been on. To put this event at risk 

with ridiculous restrictions is very narrow minded. Soundwave does not only cater for the young as I am 51 years of age and I know of many 

that go are also in the 40+ bracket and no we are not your stereotypical drunken, drugged up yobbos.
1012 Keryn Opitz Valley View Soundwave is a well organised, highly anticipated and very appreciated event. In a city that often misses out on the big gigs, Soundwave is 

not only an important part of the music festival scene of Australia, but a vital link for the fans to the bands that are often overlooked in 

mainstream media.

The obvious benefit to Adelaide is Tourism; not just from the immediate hosting of the bands and their retinue, but the ripple effect of their 

experiences here forming future decisions on whether or not to revisit Adelaide in either business or personal capacity.

The proposed venue seems a sound proposition. With manageable crowds and solid facilities, Adelaide Soundwave Festival goers rarely 

cause too much concern for police, property or other citizens. The site has hosted many festivals and events over the years and is still a very 

suitable option for an event of this magnitude.

It may be a loud festival but with 7 separate metal bands playing simultaneously, we can still hear the airplanes overhead, constantly 

coming in for landing at the Adelaide International Airport.

Give us Soundwave 2015! \m/ \m/1013 Sam Driver Soundwave offers a chance for me to see a large selection of my favourite band without having to pay for lots of individual tickets to shows. 

My favourite event of the year by far! 
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1014 Ross Fraser West Lakes Shore Soundwave is an amazing festival and for the type of music it brings to adelaide it is the only of its kind of this scale. It is a great event which 

bring people together as a community and whilst it probably does make a lot of noise it is only for two days. AJ Maddah has also changed 

the dates this year so it does not clash with clipsal which lowers stress on public resources and makes it easier on public servants in what is 

often known as "Mad March", taking soundwave away would be the worst thing possible for the currently lacking music scene in 

adelaide/australia
1015 howabout… I have been programmed to enjoy spending my money there by you, you good old powers that be you. I'm sure that you, the government 

and powers that be also enjoy bringing in revenue from said spending. Stop wasting the time of the general public with fake advertising 

ideals and simply put the show on as you allow year in, year out to pull in your revenue. Then use said revenue for more important 

ventures than media fighting against hosting said festivals and filling your useless pockets. The amount of money spent on things such as 

this, things such as promoting who is running for the next token governmental seat, the absolute pile of **** sold by those in seats of 

power or the load of crock those who still actually listen to the radio/watch television and hear/see these days by the powers that be (ie 

the "industries" as they are so sweetly known etc throwing funds toward "politicians" to sell them toward their "companies" best interests) 

Hey, while you're at it just raise our taxes a few more percent or introduce some levy or extra tax to cover things toward easier control 

mechanisms. Water usage is something that the public would have no control over! It's necessary and consistently used, more so than 

petrol/gas and electricity :D . Charge a "festivals tax" for people wanting to attend events such as these! Breathing tax too! Why not charge 

a tax for the carbon dioxide we breath out each time we breath in the air that we are taught sustains us? Imagine how much revenue the 

*cough* government, *cough* true powers behind the sheeple public could bring in! **** you xx

1016 Karen Porcaro Mawson Lakes I think that the ACC actions with Soundwave is discouraging Promoters and future tours/artists from coming to ADELAIDE.  We already 

struggle as it is to get major acts to Adelaide, with them bypassing quite often.  We need to let go of this nanny state name we are making 

for ourselves and make sure Soundwave goes ahead as per its plan, just like the other major festivals that Adelaide does enjoy.  Residents 

of the eastern suburbs forever complain about Clipsal and it was these complaints that made us lose the Grand Prix all those years ago, to 

Melbourne.  There will always be people that complain about one thing or another.  We need to support the various attractions to our 

state for all varieties and ages.  And how is Soundwave different from acts such as The Rolling Stones.  

1017 Janice Clasohm All the kids are after is to have 2 days out of 365 where they can enjoy their music in an outdoor environment. I have never been and I 

guarantee if I lived in the area I would suck it up for 2 days. If you don't like the noise, then go visit somewhere new or revisit places you've 

been before.

 Give Adelaide a boost. Compared to other cites like Melbourne and Sydney, Adelaide lacks the diversity of events that cater for ALL people. 

Some people want more than just sports and alternative arts events. The event also creates job that our young people. Stop discriminating 

and using noise as the excuse because it won't cut it. 
1018 Kathryn Nunn Salisbury I have not attended a Soundwave concert but my daughter and several of her friends have. I think it is a wonderful opportunity for people 

of all ages to attend different bands that they may never get the chance or afford to see. It promotes Adelaide which brings tourism and 

employment. The amount of money that would be spent on accommodation, transport , food etc from people out of the Adelaide area that 

come to the concerts would be such a shame to miss out on for the smaller businesses of Adelaide.  Adelaide misses out on many things 

and other concerts and i think this would be very disappointing for Adelaide if this is to be cancelled. It would be a shame if people where 

to miss out financially, the entertainment , tourism and socially on just a few complaints!! 
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1019 Perrin Hoyle Its a great festival thats been playing adelaide for many years now, and i was distraught to hear of your intentions, it is a music festival, 

there is obviously going to be noise, but there is also noise at festivals like stereosonic, and future music festival, and the noises issued from 

these events are often far louder and abrupt, and there is also a huge drug culture that surrounds these two events. Yet we see no 

persecution of them. Soundwave on the other hand is a far more musical surrounding, with actual instruments being played and people 

giving their all to give their fans what they have payed hundreds of dollars to see. The "Perth" method that you have addopted is likey to 

result in the same way as the perth soundwave did, in that being that it is no longer an occurance this is going to cause huge problems for 

many people as Adelaide has the largest heavy metal an hardcore scene in Australia. And the fact that because for two days out of the year 

there is slightly more noise than usual is not a decent enough excuse to cancel an event that has been running, and provinding Adelaide, 

and the council with so much money (see the $10,000 extra you raked in last year) for so many years, i find this incredibly upsetting. 

I hope that you take the time to consider these ridiculous actions that you have taken and hopefully we can all look forward to soundwave 

2015 next year

Thankyou Perrin Hoyle

1020 Courtney Dobie The Soundwave festival has been the highlight of every year since I began attending in 2011. As Adelaide isn't as fortunate as cities such as 

Sydney or Melbourne in attracting as many international music acts, Soundwave gives Adelaide residents and those who choose to travel to 

Adelaide for the festival, an opportunity to experience their favourite bands, and performers live, which in a majority of cases they would 

not get to do without events such as Soundwave. 

Not only does the event bring people together from far and wide, but it is safe, with a majority of crowd members respecting set rules and 

regulations as well as each other. Despite being a predominately 'rock' and 'metal' based festival, Soundwave is diverse and gives the public 

a chance to view  and listen to music and performances much different to the majority of 'pop' and 'dance' music based festivals 

throughout the year. Not only this but local acts get the chance to promote their music which is important in this state.

To rid Adelaide of Soundwave would be absolutely devastating to fans, followers and even bands who may not get a chance to share their 

passions otherwise.

1021 Gerard Duffy munno para west Please allow Soundwave to go ahead in 2015 it now is a major event in Adelaide s great festival atmosphere , I fear that if this festival is not 

allowed future events may not be so happy to come to our great state and I for one am sick of seeing great acts do the Brisbane , Sydney , 

Melbourne , Perth act . Soundwave for me has always had an amazing friendly vibe to it with people being very mindful and supportive of 

fellow goes , so much so that I took my son with me this year . Again please don't stop the event 

Kind regards 

. 
1022 George Wilson Woodville North Soundwave is a major event that happens on one weekend a year.  It's the only chance that fans actually get to see many of the bands live.  

It's one of the events that makes me happy and proud to be here in Adelaide, a city I have lived in all of my life.  I'm 54 years old and I go 

every year, it's not just for the young, but all music lovers that like the rock genre.  I feel it would be very unfortunate if Adelaide as a 

capitol city was to lose this event.  I will travel to Melbourne once a year if I have to, but why should my home city be without this major 

event which has been run successfully each year.
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1023 Matthew Holden HAWTHORN, SA Hello.  I am a 34 year old father of two.  Professional, business owner, employer.  Short hair, no tattoos.  To look at me, I would be the last 

person you would expect to see at Soundwave.  But it is my one day of the year where I can forget all that and enjoy some good times and 

good music with good people.

A lot of talk I hear is that it is a festival for kids.  It is that, but there are a lot of us Gen X'ers and above who enjoy Soundwave.  I've been to 

them all, Big Day Out, Stereosonic, Future Music, as well as Glastonbury and Coachella overseas.  I can say without a shadow of a doubt, 

Soundwave Adelaide is the best organised event with the safest crowd.  I have never seen one fight, one person whos had a few too many 

beers (or who knows what else) nor seen any females subjected to sexual taunts like you see at the cricket or Clipsal (which have had 

outcries if anyone dared moved those events around).

Soundwave is about loud music, but it is based in the parklands on the fringe of the CBD.  For the 4 people who complained last year, you 

had 30,000+ attendees who voted with their hard-earned in approval of the festival.

Adelaide, and SA in general, has made great strides to make this city and State alive again.  Closing the door on this, the number one music 

festival in this country, would undo a lot of great work that the council has already achieved.

In fact, I encourage the council to work with Soundwave and its promoters.  Offer something to the marquee bands.  How about a free 

public acoustic performance by some of the more "toned down" bands in Vic Square?  

Mr Mayor, I see you and the promoter (AJ) have had some chats over twitter.  AJ says he attends the Adelaide Soundwave as a fan.  Why 

not buy yourself a ticket and organise to watch a few bands with AJ?  I'm sure if you ask nicely, he might know someone who knows 
1024 Michael Guy Belair, The event is the only one of its kind each year and is great for young people across the city / state. To allow Soundwave to go ahead will 

assist in ensuring young people want to live and remain in South Australia. The complaints of a few should not restrict the enjoyment for 

the tens of thousands of patrons who attend each year. 

I have lived across the road from the Big Day Out  venue in Flemington, Melbourne and in the centre of busy West End, Brisbane. If you 

choose to live in inner city areas, you expect noise and sounds of the cityscape and associated events. It would be a significant shame if 

Council were to shut up shop on one of the great annual events in our parklands. 

If SA really wants to be the 'festival state', it needs to stand up at times like these. 

Michael Guy, town planner
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1025 Liam Elizabeth North Soundwave festival is one of Adelaide's most loved festivals. It's a fantastic place for people with different music tastes to the norm to come 

together and enjoy a day to let loose and listen to our favourite bands.

I personally see no reason to not allow it to go for more than one day. The revenue it brings should be reason enough to keep it going 

multiple days.

I say grant them the lease. Other people will go into further depth as to why but for me I'll just humbly ask that you grant the lease so that I 

have more than one day a year where I can mosh until I can't walk and generally have a great time

Thank you for your consideration.

1026 Lynton Phillips Won't be long before this council puts a big wall around the city and wants it to be a different country!!

Adelaide is for all of SA not just for a few rich people in North Adelaide!!!
1027 Jason Para Vista I believe it's completely wrong to shut down a very popular event like Soundwave just because of the few assholes out there that complain 

about everything, its and event that happens for 1 (2 beginning next year) day, mark it off the calendar if it's such an issue for you. The 

minority complain about something, and then the next step is to simply ban it, kindly get **** Adelaide City Council

1028 Kim Heath Soundwave brings in a huge revenue to Adelaide, surely if somebody in the Council thinks logically and sensibly a solution can be found!  It 

bring huge enjoyment to thousands of people, Adelaide is a vibrant city and this is just another exciting factor of it.  I love living here and to 

remove Soundwave would be a huge blow. Live music is such a draw to Adelaide and brings in people from all over Australia - the revenue 

is not just at Soundwave itself, but wide ranging. 
1029 Ben Lucas bellevue heights I defiantly want to see Soundwave continue and believe that the event being help over two days instead of one will only bring more money 

to the city of Adelaide. 

1030 Samuel Hall Largs Bay Soundwave is an integral culturally relevant music festival that caters to an extremely wide cross section of demographics. Not only does it 

generate revenue for the state, but also a much needed revitalisation of this State's very image; it helps build upon the idea that we are not 

merely an out of the way location and a detractor of the East Coast, but a thriving hub of musical culture in our own right. Soundwave 

should be given the leasing rights of the ground so that we are able to use this high profile, well managed and quite frankly very 

environmentally conscientious festival to continue to bolster our stock on not only a national level, but an international one as well. It is not 

just a State affair - the world and many international artists are looking to see how we will react, and it would be a shame to suddenly 

appear to be reactionary and short sighted. 
1031 Dakota Wheatland Would be horrible to lose Soundwave in Adelaide. We're the festival state, let's live up to our name!
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1032 Anna O'Connor UNLEY, SA Soundwave is a great event and brings a lot of joy to the people who attend. It also gives employment to plenty of South Australians 

working on the event, as well as bringing income into businesses in the CBD including accommodation for the travelling acts and crew and 

people who come to our city to attend the concert.  Plus it is a boost for the hospitality industry and public transport.  Win win really. 

1033 Luka Jackway I love soundwave it is an incredible social event, people get the oppertunity to see once in a lifetime bands, and it really is amazing.

1034 Tom C north adelaide Its a great thing and an important thing for the city and the state.  Don't let Adelaide fall into the mire.  This festival needs to be promoted 

and supported by the Council and as a North Adelaide resident, two days of a little noise is frankly a non-issue. Old conservative people 

who complain about these events need to check themselves. 

1035 Magalee Hanna Huntfield Heights Hello and good evening,

I would like to kindly request that Soundwave is not abolished in 2015. Many Australian's and perhaps even some from overseas anticipate 

the fun-filled event. Adelaide is known for it's lack of amusement parks, events, festivals and our city is not the most remarkable one in 

Australia. Removing Soundwave will disappoint thousands of fans and lower the reputation of the city. The residents regard Soundwave as 

a fun-filled event that the 'metal-heads' in Adelaide know and love. Nothing will be benefited if the event is cancelled, rather, 

disappointment will be what is left behind. Some residents might even consider moving to a different state, further isolating us from the 

rest of Australia.

Please do not terminate the hard work and yearly tradition of Soundwave!

Kind Regards,

Magalee Hanna1036 Trisha Ellard MITCHELL PARK, SA It is imperative this State continues to have festivals and concerts, such as Adelaide Fringe and Soundwave. The loudest event held in 

Adelaide, by far is Clipsal and with 50,000 people attending the Friday night concert for Clipsal 2014 are you really willing to loose that for a 

few noise complaints? This whole scenario is ridiculous. Haters and whingers seem to be ruling the world these days. They can go to the 

beach or out for an outing if the sound of live music and people having a great time offends them. Stick up for the youth of our city and let 

them keep some entertainment that brings people to Adelaide from around the country and the state. Silence the wowsers don't give in to 

them!

1037 Kristy Craigmore, Please allow Soundwave to continue to be held in Adelaide.

It is very important to a lot of music fans, and it would be a real lose for this city if it can't continue here.
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1038 Kirby Overton ROYSTON PARK, SA I've not been to a Soundwave before but I believe the Adelaide should have the best of everything, every artist, every source of expression, 

and let our people thrive and enjoy. As Ren McCormack in Footloose said..'there is a time to laugh and a time to weep, a time to mourn and 

there is a time to dance'. 

1039 kim goolwa South Australia already misses out on many tours, I'm not sure if it is because our council wont allow or because bands don't want to deal 

with them, or maybe they just hate us.  I personally would gladly move to Melbourne if it meant I could see Social Distortion or Alestorm on 

the few occasions they come to Australia!
1040 Kierren Blackwood Please dont cancel soundwave! We dont get many rock festivals here in australia, it sucks they already had to cancel the perth leg. Its one 

day of the year and It gives us an opportunity to see some of our favourite artists and musicians. 
1041 ryan booton kensington gardens So you can allow stereosonic and future music festival, but you will not allow a festival which brings in people from all around the country 

and world? 

We call south australia the 'festival state'  yet you are trying to ban one of the best festivals that only happens once a year.

1042 Aaron Goldsworthy Brooklyn Park It's such a great event which allows us to see heaps of our favourite bands in one location. Don't take this away from us.

1043 Tim Gabbusch Holme Soundwave and other festivals should be supported with reasonable noise restrictions that work with promoters. Don't kill this state with 

backwards conservative decisions to please a vocal minority who love to complain

1044 Michiell Maker GISBORNE, VIC My partner and I travel every year from Gisborne (near Melbourne), to attend Adelaide's  Soundwave.

We prefer the country style manners and atmosphere, and use this as our once a year catch up, with friends and relations from South 

Australia. 

We, and a lot of other metal fans would be devastated if this function would cease for Adelaide. 
1045 Kyle Simpson Magill, I would love to see Soundwave 2015 take place. I've attended every year since it's beginning. As a fan of rock and metal it's the only true 

festival that caters brilliantly to 40,000 fans. As I'm not a fan of Stereosonic or Big Day Out, the Soundwave Festival is the one festival event 

I wait for every year. It's well run and it's great to get the chance to see many of my favourite overseas bands. I hope it stays. 

1046 Mariah Versteeg Crafers For the last three years I have been going to soundwave, it is the only music festival I got to all year. If adelaide was to be cut from the tour I 

simply like most other young people that attend soundwave

Do not have the money to be able to travel to Melbourne or Sydney its too expensive.  Soundwave is my favorite festival and I would be 

heartbroken to hear if adelaide wasn't allowed to be in the tour. Please keep soundwave.
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1047 Jessica Kay elizabeth It is such a popular event that people of all ages look forward to. By banning it I believe would be a disaster, not only for the people that go 

but for the council, they lose money too. Adelaide is already missing out on so much, to lose such an amazing event would cause an 

unnecessary uproar.

110% towards keeping the event!
1048 Jessica Wilson Salisbury Downs Soundwave is a brilliant music festival that brings heavy music acts from overseas that wouldn't otherwise be able to visit each year.  

Australia is generally off the map for a lot of international, and especially American, music acts due to the distance and the cost, which 

leaves us Aussies in an unfortunate drought of live performances. Soundwave is the one time a year that all of us heavy music goers look 

forward to because of the sheer mass of bands and artists in one place for a fun, exciting day (and now, weekend) of not only seeing our 

favourite bands and artists, but also discovering new ones, which also includes Australian bands and artists.

The Australian music scene has suffered terrible blows recently with the cancellation of Big Day Out in every city, as well as the cancellation 

of Soundwave in Perth, and I believe any changes that include the cancellation of Soundwave in Adelaide is just going to contribute to 

Australia being pushed further and further away from the international music scene. As stated before, music festivals allow international 

acts that otherwise wouldn't be able to, to visit our shores and Soundwave music festival is essential in providing Adelaide's (and 

Australia's) music scene with a fair variety of different genres right along side other festivals such as Future Music Festival. 

The extension of an extra day to Soundwave is a great addition to such an anticipated music festival. It provides a more relaxed atmosphere 

since the extra day will provide longer set times for bands and artists, resulting in more down time for music goers. It also provides more 

traffic to business inside the festival and all surrounding businesses outside. The slight change in dates will also lessen the chaos of 'Mad 

March' by taking place at a different time than the Clipsal 500, assuming that will take place on the same weekend as previous years, one 

previously shared with Soundwave.

As a loyal Soundwave attendee, having attended three in the past four years, I wholeheartedly support the the extension and continuation 

of Soundwave music festival in Adelaide and the approval of the temporary event lease for Saturday the 21st and Sunday the 22nd or 

February, 2015. 
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1049 Matthew Zipeto I strongly believe that Adelaide Soundwave should still go ahead next year as this state is supposed to have the slogan as 'The Festival State' 

it wouldn't really be one if we start shutting down these festivals..... 

Anyways my opinions on this matter:

1. A good thing about this is that AJ Maddah proposed the idea of not having it on the same weekend as the clipsal. Which will help in not 

having so much noise in or around the city by having not having the loud V8's racing around a track on the same weekend at the same time 

as bands playing at Bonython.

2. It's a bit much to close down a whole festival for 6 complaints (3 of them from the same person) When it was their choice to live 

somewhat near the city or bonython park where there are construction sites, the coca cola factory and brewery plus the entertainment 

centre near this person. People should know that when they live in or near the city or where a festival is going to happen for ONE day of 

the year should not really be complaining especially when it finishes at 10pm.

3. We need to make Adelaide more of tourist attraction and not having festivals will certainly not be good for our economy. We will soon 

be known as that city that never likes to have fun, the whole point is to have these sort of events to get people coming here for a holiday. 

There are quite a few people who actually do travel from interstate or overseas to see this kind of festival.

4. Music and creative arts in general is not very lively in this city as it is, so why close down a MUSIC festival where people can get together 

and spend ONE day of the year at least to be with friends and family and enjoy their favourite artists (these artists need to make a living too 

and in this day and age of illegal download their only real income is by playing gigs and selling merchandise) I am a musician myself and we 

are only limiting ourselves to be able to make our music and creative arts a 'living' by not having music in this state. I find it disgusting that 

venues are closing and not making profit as much as what they used to simply because this city don't get as much music festivals as it 

should.

5. There are other music festivals that happen in elder park or the Adelaide showgrounds which are MUCH closer to residential areas and 

houses yet there aren't any complaints about noise coming from those festivals.

6. Alternative music culture will be around for a LONG time no matter what, if we limit ourselves to these festivals by not having them here, 

it wont be fair at all for people who can't afford to travel interstate for the festival instead. This also leads to not being able to network with 

other musicians and creating more promotion to Adelaide artists which will help to fill up the live music venues in Adelaide.1050 Chelsea I fully support the use of the proposed area for the use of the Soundwave Festival over two days. There is no issue with Stereosonic, Future 

Music or the Clipsal cars and I don't see how Soundwave is any different! All events don't appeal to everybody and if Soundwave is not 

approved and Adelaide loses it, a lot of these people will have no major events to look forward to just because they don't like techno, 

house or indie music.
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1051 Blair Morten Brisbane Hi There,

If SW15 does not happen in Adelaide it will be a huge loss especially with all the people that travel there from out out town because of its 

reputation. I have recently moved from NZ to Brisbane however before moving I traveled to SW every year and because I heard that 

Adelaide was the best city.

Last year as I was living in Brisbane I went to the that however it was nothing in comparison the the ones that  I experienced in Adelaide so 

if it does go ahead next year I will be traveling down to it

Cheers Blair
1052 Tory Wright  west beach This is the only event of its kind left and is brilliant make sure it goes ahead acc and listen to the thousands who attend not the 4 that live in 

north adelaide! The noise you should be hearing is thousands of people enjoying themselves not limiting some sound for a couple evenings. 

Do you limit the V8's or the Rolling Stones. I think not!
1053 Jon Odlum It's a great event for Adelaide.  I have no interest in going to it and I can hear it from my place but it doesn't disturb me in the slightest.

1054 Adam  Elizabeth East Having been to several Soundwave events in the past I can say first hand that I've never had any trouble and have enjoyed every minute of 

each event. I will be 45 years of age by the time of Soundwave 2015 and really see the event as all ages (there's always a real mix of 

people.)

It's an event Adelaide needs to have to keep us on the map. It is an international event, let's keep it.

1055 Rian Carter Warradale I think it's a fantastic event for people of varying ages. To lose another event in Adelaide would not only be a loss, it would be a regression, 

and it would cement the opinions out there that we are too conservative to host such events. 

1056 Sarah Shuttleworth Ingle Farm I think Soundwave is a great thing to hold in Adelaide. It allows tourist from other states to come and see the event (if they cant go to their 

own state show or if they are from Perth and Soundwave isn't playing in their state). It gives job opportunities for local hire companies to 

work at the event and also allows local business to get extra business during this time. I dont think noise will be an issue. Events like this 

have been held in the park for years and I believe residents should be prepared for that by now. I honestly think the V8 are nosier then the 

concerts!! I think people have got use to the traffic issues and noise that happens around that time of year.

We're not called the festival state for no reason!!

1057 Kayla Jones Broadview Please keep it. How is this any different to having a stereoscopic type festival. Let the people who appreciate real bands who play their 

instruments have a festival, as everything else in this state's music industry has gone to the dogs. 

1058 Rosemary cutting torrensville Soundwave should go ahead its a great festival  
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1059 Rebecca Cave Mawson Lakes Soundwave is one of the many festivals in Adelaide during the 'festival season', for this reason the council may be questioing what's the 

harm in cancelling. However in recent years it has come to light the South Australian population is swiftly moving to other states leaving 

behind an aging population to attempt to keep the state alive and growing. The reason why is simple, this is simply due to the fact the 

council seems to be insisting destroying any form of entertainment for the youthful generation. The council keeps complaining the younger 

generation keeps getting restless and either causing issues or simply leaving and refusing to return, this is simply due to fact people need 

outlets in safe environments to enjoy themselves, keep the Australian population from seeing South Australia as a state that is only suitable 

for retirement. If the festival soundwave is terminated from South Australia, the rest of the festivals will follow shortly then so too will the 

younger generation leave and refuse to acknowledge the state they were born in, please keep the festival and stop South Australia from 

becoming a dead state.
1060 Marcel Tiggemann Norwood We need to keep Soundwave going in Adelaide. I know so many people who look forward to it every year, including myself.

1061 Faith Cook (nee 

Coleman)

Thrilled it is becoming a two day event. Even happier it is moving away from mad March

1062 Healy Goss  Aberfoyle Park yes. Yes. YES. YESSSSSSSS!

1063 Jason Brompton I support Soundwave's application. I am a nearby resident and would attend the event, as I have done before. I have always found 

Soundwave to be a great showcase of heavy music, generally free of such issues as inconvenient road closures (unlike Clipsal) and 

dangerous drug-induced medical emergencies (unlike Future Music). It does generate a lot of noise, but it's been well established now that 

even those (few) complaints called in last year were in large part attributed to a single caller. I ask that you let the majority rule on this 

matter. Thank you.
1064 Matt Samuel I beleieve this event should be granted the application.  Soundwave is an festival of music and a big drawcard for the state. I will certainly 

be attending. I will also be spending a lot of money on food and drink before and after the event and may even stay in an adelaide hotel for 

the Saturday night which will bring more money to the economy. Cheers., Matt 
1065 Kyle Smiyj  Evanston south This had been an ever growing event since its first appearance in Adelaide, bringing music fans of all ages and creeds together to see their 

favourite local and international beans. Perth have lost theirs and this could easily happen to ours if it isn't respected for the great and 

hugely popular festival it is. It's already hard enough for international bands to justify coming to Adelaide for fans. Halting this will only turn 

more bands away.
1066 Tabitha Bennier Mawson Lakes Adelaide always gets left out of the big bands coming to Australia. It has sold out every year pretty much and is the even I look forward to 

every year. The crowd is usually well behaved and united by the love of the music. Its not like the Stereosonics and Future  Musics which 

have a higher level of drug use and fights. To lose this great event would be such a tragedy for Adelaide.
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1067 Tim Quinney Adelaide As a customer of soundwave for many years I find it absolutely ridiculous that this council wants to enforce sound restrictions on this event. 

It's well known that this event attracts thousands of people from around SA and other states and well as provides a great stimulus for the 

city. If you continue to try and restrict this event we will simply lose it. Then I, and thousands of others will just fly somewhere else to 

attend, and lets be honest, thats the last thing Adelaide needs.

Unfortunately I think its rather obvious that due to the nature of Soundwave (alternative/heavy metal) that this is just another prime 

example of people being afraid and angry at something they don't understand. Heavy metal has always been the victim of such prejudice 

but its sad to see the ACC and the 'festival state' contribute to this.

As far as I'm concerned the clipsal is far more disruptive of everyday life for people in Adelaide. The business I work for on kensington 

actually has to close during clipsal because of the noise, traffic problems and lack of parking. Do we complain? No, because we understand 

its part of being in a city. 

So I ask this council to be sensible in their decision making and actually give Soundwave the respect it deserves so those of us that actually 

enjoy it can continue to do so for many years to come.1068 Michael Iannella para hills west please grant the license over 2 days. we don't ever have any festivals like this in Australia and especially in Adelaide. a definite 40,000 

people will attend and it will bring great revenue for the city and all other locations around the area......

1069 Chris stewart  Aberfoyle park if you don't allow SW 2015 you will be dissapointing well over a hundred thousand people from not just Adelaide but all over S.A and the 

rest of Australia.

1070 Kerri Healey Huntfield Heights I have been going to Soundwave since 2009 and it is the highlight of my year. I am not interested in other events that come to Adelaide. 

There is rarely if ever any trouble with the crowds, everyone just wants to have fun while listening to bands that in normal circumstances 

one would not see, as a lot of bands when touring won't come to Adelaide as they can't get the numbers up to make it worth their while. 

Bands come from all over the world to participate in this festival. There is not much happening in Adelaide regarding heavy metal music and 

this is our one chance of uniting with like-minded people for a once a year event. To have Soundwave 2015 spaced over 2 days would be 

awesome. It also helps out small businesses for a short time as in...food vendors...knick knack stalls...cleaners etc. Please don't take this one 

important event away from us.
1071 Meagan Salisbury I love sound wave and want it to happen in 2015 and many more years after. 

1072 Dean Farrell ABERFOYLE PARK, SA Please donot place any extra silly limits on the noise for the sake of less than 6 complaints. the 40,000 people inside were able to handle it 

so please leave it as is. this festival benefits the whole of SA and should not be restricted due to the narrowmindness of a few.
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1073 Karen Bruce Belair Being someone who has attended every Soundwave to date I can definitely provide some feedback. Soundwave has always been a 

fantastic, if not my favourite, event. People from all over Adelaide can come together to enjoy a day of music. Never have I seen any unruly 

behaviour or dangerous situations arising from the event. Everyone is happy and carefree. If this event was to stop it would really hurt the 

rock and metal scene around Adelaide. This provides a chance to enjoy a genre that is quickly becoming taken over by events such as 

Stereosonics and Future Music. Please allow this to continue to provide an opportunity for people of all ages to listen to the music they 

want to enjoy.
1074 Tom Whittenbury Trinity Gardens Music events such as Soundwave ensure that Adelaide isn’t left behind to other capital cities across Australia whom will reap the financial 

benefits of holding such events. Large music events employ many South Australian’s, such as cleaners, food stall holders, security etc. as 

well encouraging expenditure within the local Adelaide economy by visitors and locals alike in restaurants, cafes, bars and retail outlets. 

Naturally, you are going to get the odd person who makes a noise complaint, but you need to way up is 5-10 noise complaints going to over 

weigh 40,000+ people spending money in Adelaide, enjoying the art of music and encouraging visitors to come to Adelaide to also enjoy the 

event? If not, I’m sure the Victorian government would happily take South Australians’ money off of them, when they have no other choice 

than going to Melbourne for such events. Live music needs to be encouraged.  After all, South Australia is meant to be the Festival State!

1075 Ellie PARADISE, SA My husband and have spent the past 4 years travelling from Brisbane to Adelaide so we can spend the day at Soundwave with my Sister 

and Brother in law.  That meant we paid for accommodation, we paid for food and car hire etc. Overall the weekend would cost us about 

$2000 plus the additional money we would spend on food and drink at the festival. We could have easily attended the festival in Brisbane, 

but we didn't. We chose to spend our money in our home town and give back to the music community that gave us so many memories, 

independently from each other and together. We have just moved back to Adelaide reluctantly, because of silly things like this. Having to 

have "a say" about a music festival that generates less disruption to the city than the Fringe and Clipsal put together, which I also imagine 

injects a fair bit of revenue for the state. As a kid growing up in Adelaide who wasn't interested in sport, or mainstream pop  music - finding 

like minded people at festivals like Soundwave and Big Day Out - and generally any live  music I could get to, made me. It made a lot of us 

who we are today. Yes, Soundwave is loud. Yes it may create mess,  but taking this away...you might as well tell the youth of Adelaide to 

move interstate because there is nothing here for them. This is it for live music for us.  If you take this away - you take away SO much more 

than a bit of noise. You take away an outlet for thousands of people to be who they are, and more importantly, find who they are. You take 

away an outlet for people to see lifestyle options. You take away an opportunity to release bouts of energy and learn how to look after 

each other.  You take away something that is bigger than words. Why put a stop to something that creates such a level of positive passion 

from so many people? Who will that benefit? The local residents?  No, they will see nothing , they will feel nothing. But the thousands of 

people who travel to the event, who look forward to this one event, who save their money for this event ....well, they will take their money 

to Melbourne, or Sydney and they will not come back. Eventually they will leave our wonderful city because they see other options that 

Adelaide can deliver, but wont deliver. Wont being the key word here. 

If people choose to live close to the city, they choose to accept that events occur, they chose to accept that disruptions are going to 

happen.  You can’t pick and chose what suits and what doesn't. The city has made major leaps over the past year or two - don't undo this. 

Don't give people a reason to complain. The noise levels for two days - just two days of a whole year will be nothing compared to the noise 

of frustration.  Everything is a choice Adelaide City Council.  Please make the right one. Please look at the bigger picture.
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1076 Brett Pike Banksia Park Events like these are the lifeblood of out state. If we are to call ourselves the "festival state" then we need to support on returning festivals 

such as Soundwave, Womad, Big Day Out etc. On top of showcasing local artists, providing exposure for local business who work with and 

within the festival it is a great social event as well. I have been to and been involved with countless festivals throughout South Australia and 

Australia and never had an issue to speak of.  A two day event will ring in more dollars into local business, more money into the CBD for 

those after the festival is over. It is a great cultural event, and if festivals like Soundwave were removed from our state, many if us will pack 

our bags and look elsewhere for greener pastures. Keep Soundwave, keep Womad, keep future music, keep. All these festivals that make 

our state great. 

1077 david mcsherry Let it go on, there is no Big Day Out in 2015 for Adelaide so don't take sound wave away. myself and quite a few travel to Adelaide from 

kangaroo island for these festivals. I am only 16 and love festivals if you where to take away sound wave this mean there would be futures 

and sterosonic left and the a both 18+ not much left for the youth of SA. cheers 
1078 Lauren Channon Greenacres I fully support Soundwave being held at Bonython Park in 2015. What a great culturally diverse event that brings together tens of 

thousands of people with very few complaints. 

1079 Clinton Ash Marion cutting to the chase: just run this festival over the 2 days!

Pros for Adelaide - think of how much extra money would be injected into Adelaide's small and larger business via locals, country visitors 

and interstaters.

Pros for SW patrons - another extra day of attending a festival of international standards.

I can't believe the negativity coming from the council for the last 6 months regarding this festival and it forces me to take time out to fill out 

this forum.

the projected problems via the council through the media seem insignificant as apposed to Clipsal's noise levels and inconvenience of traffic 

detours.

David Plumridge's proposed noise bond fee of $40, 000??!! C'mon!! If this doesn't sound like a grumpy detractor, I dont know what does!

I've been to 6 Soundwaves and I'm sure the council would not like to hear the amount of money I would spend in another state if this 

festival would not go ahead.
1080 Cindy Hastwell Renown Park Hello, I really hope Soundwave comes back to Adelaide. My daughter went last year and had a ball!
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1081 Skye Thompson Angaston South Australian music lovers want Soundwave.

The argument that it is too loud is absolutely null and void because Clipsal is exactly the same and there is no motion to ban that.

Don't discriminate.

1082 Luke Davenport two wells I think this is going to be a great cultural event, and a massive deal for the attendee's that wish to go. I've been to the last 4 soundwaves 

and every time has been a stellar experience, with the 2 day event I can see some issues with attending and maybe crowd exhaustion but 

with proper planning that can be minimised. I'm a big fan of the event and a looking forward to many more.
1083 Michael Golden Grove I believe that temporary event lease over the Park Lands should be granted to the festival.

This is an excellent festival that allows a large variety of people to enjoy music.

1084 Matthew May Mile End If the council bows to the complaints of a minority and prevents this event from taking place, not only will Adelaide be taking a huge step 

backwards (for a state that claims to be the festival state) but will continue to fuel the belief the the council is more concerned about the 

wealthy parkland set than the greater good of the city. 
1085 Matt Hoffmann Kapunda I would be greatly dissapointed if Adelaide city councils actions were to hinder this great festival from proceeding. It would be a great 

shame if 'The Festival State' were to lose not one, but two of the biggest Australian Music festivals in the space of 12 months. With 'Bug Day 

Out' now just a memory. I also think it is quite hypocritical that we are going to try and limit the Noise output of the festival, when just 

down the road we've got Adelaide Oval pumping out similar levels on a weekly basis. 

Furthermore, while attending this years Soundwave festival there were times where both the crowd noise, and music was drowned out by 

the roar of V8's

 and the Jets above. I hope they are subject to the same scrutiny.

I really hope that our council reconsiders the suggested limitations for the good of both our great city & state.

Regards,

Matt1086 Karen Weber marryatville Soundwave is my favourite day of the year, I have attended it for many years now. Making this event bigger will defiantly be a good idea. As 

the clipsal is on around then, tourism to sa will increase, especially if they are held on different weekends.  Adleladie doesn't have many 

things on so making whatever we have better will help crew at this place into a more lovely fun place to be. 
1087 Olivia Klemzig Please keep soundwave here. 

1088 Peter Maddock North Adelaide YES YES YES - this is an Australian iconic event and MUST continue to be held @ Bonython Park
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1089 Melissa Parker Andrews farm As a lover of this type of music  I feel this event should be allowed to go ahead. I know people from all walks of life who are brought 

together by this event. With a small minority complaining about this event, surely that wouldn't outway the vast number of people who 

enjoy and are brought together by this event.  Small retail and hotels also have the  chance to benefit through stalls at the event and the 

vast range of high profile bands to generate tourism  and any tourism to adelaide is good in my book!  

Soundwave 2015 in adelaide is a yes in my book :) 
1090 Sean Tierney-Smith We need to keep these festivals alive! 

I 100% support Soundwave being at Bonython Park. 

Two days out of the year and finished by 11:30pm on a weekend is perfectly acceptable.
1091 Hannah Abbott  Flagstaff Hill A big, big YES! Soundwave is looked forward to and adored by all rock/heavy metal fanatics in Adelaide! It is a huge part of festival season 

and shines a great light on Adelaide's entertainment industry. 

1092 David Schumacher nairne I have attended Soundwave numerous years, and believe it would be a huge disappointment to loose such a great festival. It attracts a lot 

of people from interstate (no Perth festival) and brings attention to the city! Do the other festivals held throughout the year go through this 

same process?
1093 suzanne thackray elizabeth downs DONT CANCEL SOUNDWAVE!!!!!! It's an amazing event where us metal head can get together and listen too awesome music instead of 

listening to the pop crap music thats ALWAYS plays on the radio. Pleasee pleaseeeee pleaseeeeee  just leave one or two days for us, the 

awesome music, the great times just KEEP IT ON ADELAIDE!!!!!! If having the event in May is such a problem change it too a different 

month.
1094 Paul Vainickis Thebarton I've been to 4 Soundwaves over the past 5 years and all I can say is this festival has the greatest range of bands and also the most non-

hostile patronage out of any other festivals I have attended (multiple BDO's & Future Music)... it would be a shame to not have this festival 

continue. I live in the area and when I have not attended Soundwave the noise is no louder than the sound of cars from Clipsal (not even 

that loud) or the stupid hoons that drive at 80Km's an hour down my street.
1095 loni Degenaro modbury Don't take Adelaide's only music festival away because 4 lousy people whinged.
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1096 Sophie Moran ST AGNES, SA I don't get why you are trying to get rid of Soundwave 2015!! I am a very big music lover and there isn't much to do here is Adelaide as it is. 

You are taking away everyone's love for music. Big Day Out 2015 has been cancelled for next year which breaks every music lovers heart. 

This is one of the last music festivals in Adelaide we have left to enjoy here in Adelaide. Don't take another music festival away for are 

youth and passion that we have for music. I though that Adelaide was the Festival State in this Country. This breaks so much of my heart 

that its getting more harder to love my home, the state that I was born in & who I am with music. Please rethink this choice. 

1097  Shane H Kidman Park SA This event is essential to fulfilling the creative arts and entertainment for local and national residents of all demographics.  

This is a leading event in the Event Calendar for SA and from my experience it is one of the most user friendly outdoor events held.

WA lost the event due to economic pressures, do not let SA be embarassed on the international stage this event attracts and lose this 

opportunity through red tape.

1098 Matt Watkins  Surrey Downs Soundwave is a great festival. Well organised and run, with little to no trouble or issues there. Ive attended most of them previously, and 

look forward to attending them in the future as well 

1099 Stephanie port noarlunga south I think that soundwave should not be cancelled it is a great event that allowed people to catch up with friends and see great bands live 

We just lost big day out please don't make us loose soundwave too.
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1100 Ruby GT ridleyton Seeing as adelaide has now lost big day out we no longer have my music festivals that aren't dance music orientated eg stereosonic and 

future music festival. For music lovers losing soundwave would be a shame on all involved. As a resident who lives nearby to the venue I can 

state that myself and my parents have never had an issie with the faint sound of the music festival has never been an issue. The opening of 

Krispy Kreme has been more disruptive on the city than soundwave ever has been. If it didn't come back to adelaide it would be upsetting 

for all music lovers that are losing an enjoyable day which would then be completley unavailable due to the loss of big day out and then 

soundwave, espescially because dance music isn't everyone's thing and attracts far more drugs than the people at soundwave do. 

1101 Vasilis Zissopoulos Brompton 100 % supportive of this event. There are traffic / sound implications, but the benefit to Adelaide far out weigh any inconvenience 

1102 stepehn parish lobethal Two day Soundwave? bring it on, why has this not happened yet? so many bands not enough time to catch all the acts in one day, this 

sounds like a fantastic solution and think of the extra money it would bring into Radelaide.

I'm all for it!!!!
1103 Joanna Katsikas Parkside We want Soundwave in Adelaide.

 I've been attending the Adelaide leg of Soundwave since 2008, and in my opinion two days full of amazing international live music would 

be awesome. Bands having longer set times would also make many Soundwave fans happy. To be honest, so long as everyone gets to see 

some of their faviourite bands, with food and beverages available, paramedics just in case, and a signing tent, we'll all be happy.  I'm in full 

support of a two day Soundwave.
1104 Matthew Webster Stirling Soundwave is the best music festival Australia has to offer.

1105 Jonathan Adey Pennington Part of a vibrant urban culture, like the one South Australia claims, is a large and diverse festival season. 

With a fair claim to the largest music festival in the state, Soundwave caters to large percentage of the Festival-going public. To do anything 

less than promote the event wholeheartedly would be a huge disapointment and a blight on the name "the Festival State".  If you want to 

give the States youth a reason to have faith in our politians, quit the charade and support this event. 
1106 Scott McLennan Adelaide As someone who regularly uses the Park Lands as well as annually attends Soundwave, I believe this is a positive event on the summer 

calendar. I find the crowds to be far less obnoxious than those attending other summer events such as Stereosonic, Big Day Out and Clipsal 

500. I agree noise restrictions after hours should be enforced and Soundwave should act in a responsible manner in this regard, however 

knocking back Soundwave's proposal for a two-day event would be a very unfortunate outcome for Adelaide and its music fans. I am aware 

that AJ Maddah has a stubborn, unconventional and Bolshie way of doing business but Soundwave's request for licensing should be 

considered on its merits for the music community rather than on account of one obstinate promoter. With Big Day Out already being 

cancelled for 2015, music fans are very excited about a two-day Soundwave and its omission from the City Council zone would be a real 

disappointment. 

Thank you.
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1107 Andrew Underdale Seriously if the ACC puts a stop to Soundwave, it will just go to show how pathetic the Council really is. Your ruining out city, turning the 

whole state into an aged care home. I plan on leaving this pathetic sad state ASAP. Just because a small minority of pathetic, stuck up rich 

people have nothing better to do than complain about some noise that happens a couple of days a year. Anne Moran and that 

Plummeridge w****r need to open their damn eyes and realise they don't just work for a few rich d**ks and realise they are running our 

damn city in to the ground. Grow up ACC, this is a capital city, not some little hole in the ground. You have made Adelaide a pathetic joke!.

1108 David Slattery Edwardstown Soundwave has been great for the city and is something myself and my peers all look forward to every year. Before I lived in adelaide, I 

lived in Mount Gambier and we would make the 9 hour round trip every year with multiple cars of people just for the chance to see some 

of these huge bands and experience this amazing festival. If it were to be cancelled in 2015 a huge amount of people would be traveling to 

Melbourne and Sydney which would increase the costs immensely for any Adelaide resident, meaning myself and many of my friends 

(mostly tertiary students) would be unable to attend due to the sheer amount of money involved. Please grant soundwave their request. 

1109 James Zanotti NORTH ADELAIDE, SA I am a North Adelaide resident who thinks it is fantastic to hold music events such as Soundwave in the park lands.

1110 Sasha carson Bring on soundwave 2015!

they're trying to improve the festival and I'm so keen!!!

bonython park has always been the place!

i support the lease
1111 Cameron Bartels bedford park The Soundwave Festival is always a great day! Have loads of fun with mates and new people you meet on the day. Two days would make it 

even better as we wont have to miss any bands due to clashing timetables!
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1112 Judy D Adelaide With the cancellation of the big day out and the dwindling crowds it had as it was winding down, Soundwave brings a new lease of life to 

the alternative music scene. Yes we are the festival city, but not all of us like the ballet or the arts. Some of us like our rock music. I'm an 

educated 30 something who pays my taxes and Sound wave is one of the only events I go to, because it is one of the ones that appeals to 

me. It would be a shame to cancel an event because it went over agreed noise limits. I work in the city and have to listen to car racing all 

day when the Clipsal is on and I grin and bare it because lots of people enjoy it and it makes our state a better place. So why can't us, the 

alternative crowd, have the same tolerance afforded to us by the people who live near the parklands? It's 1 day, possibly 2. It's not every 

weekend. It's a treat. So many bands skip Adelaide because it is too small, but a big festival like this allows those big bands to come to our 

city and play. Don't let us miss out on this like we miss out on so many other bands and events. We can't all be quiet and seen and not 

heard because of Adelaide's ageing population. We're not all retiring. Some of us who are choosing to stay here and invest our youth and 

our money just want to live a little, even if it is just once a year. 

1113 luke hales I think this is a very important event to hold in our city. We see only a few music festivals in adelaide for people of all interests and I feel it is 

important to keep these running. If one like this is stopped how long will it take till the others are too. Adelaide needs these attractions to 

keep the youth from wanting to leave to other city's. As it is adelaide has become a city of ether family's and the elderly with alot of the 

youth moving to Melbourne and Sydney. If this continues who will hold up adelaide for the future? As it is there are alot of artists who only 

play the east coast because of the dwindling youth population and interest in adelaide. Events like these effect people alot less than events 

suck as the v8 supercars and tour down under that block roads for days on end while this causes only issues during close for only a hour or 

2 during the later parts of the night. 
1114 Isaac Schiller Parafield Gardens I believe Soundwave should be allowed to go ahead in Bonython Park, I've been to the event five times here and Bonython is a great venue 

for it in my opinion. With less stages next year the average noise output of the event would have to be lower than in previous years as well 

seeing as this has been an issue in the past. 

1115 Craig Knott Evandale I fully support this event as a major toursim initiative. It generates a significant amount of employment and enjoyment for many people 

(many of which are tourists to Adelaide). The council and State Govt both say they support a vibrant Adelaide and events of this nature are 

crucial to this initiative. With the BDO looking like it will no longer exist in 2015 then it is even more important that Soundwave is given 

every encouragemnet from local and State Govts. 
1116 Brad Jarrett Piccadilly While I understand the potential complaints in regards to the festival taking place, it makes little sense due to the other events that are 

happening in Adelaide (in previous years) at the same time. How this event receives noise complaints and the others don't is beyond me. 

I'm not here, however, to point fingers at other events. The fact that Adelaide is so alive at that time if year is exactly why we need to keep 

the Soundwave Festival. Most of the artists that participate in the Soundwave Festival do not travel to Adelaide otherwise. So getting rid of 

the Adelaide leg of the festival would not only outrage Adelaide Soundwave fans, but drive them to take there money to neighbouring 

states. Not to mention stop those from around Australia and even the world from coming to Adelaide to attend the festival.

Getting rid of the Adelaide leg of Soundwave is illogical and would do a lot more damage than good. It needs to stay. Disappointing tens of 

thousands of kids, teens and adults does not need to happen. Keep Soundwave in Adelaide.

Thank you for asking for a voice from the public.
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1117 Jamie Grafton Marino, Soundwave is the highlight of the year in Adelaide, one of the only rock music festivals we have here and it would be horrible to lose it. It 

would be the biggest mistake to not allow Soundwave in Adelaide, it brings so many great bands and people together for an amazing 

experience that only happens once a year. I'd definitely consider moving out of Adelaide if events like Soundwave aren't supported.

1118 James Rickard ADELAIDE, SA Like most of the fantastic musical and other events including Womad, Adelaide Fedtival of Arts and Fringe Festival, I regularly attend 

Soundwave and intend/hope do so again in 2015.

It adds to the cultural diversity of our city and maintains our relevance on the national stage.

While there are no doubt disruptions, the would be no more than other events. 

In fact, as it is such a short event by comparison, any disruptions would be considerably less. 

I hope a fair minded and balanced view prevails and this great event retains it's place as part if the cultural fabric of our great city.

1119 joanna so the fringe and the stupid clipsal can happen which blast through the city but when we want to just have one damn day of fun to meet 

and see our favorite bands you guys say no how the hell is that fair. but i guess you guys don't give a **** about our happiness only yours 

and the all the other people who wanna ruin one of the best australian metal festivals and get more ridiculous idiotic events seriously the 

people you guys think about are the boring mainstream snobs that complain about something which only happens one day a year. I'm sorry 

but does letting us have fun for one day really kill you  (sorry for my language but what do you expect)

1120 Susanne Swan Oakden I am an older woman(62) and have been employed n the counting room of Soundwave for a number of years. The event is run smoothly, 

policed for drugs and hoons and the area is cleaned up promptly. I am looking forward to 2015.
1121 Michael Graskovski Hectorville

1122 noel stubberfield peterhead This festival must go ahead. Tens of thousands of people enjoy this. And for 6 or so complaints from only three residents about the noise 

levels to have put this festival at risk is an outrage. I know the amount of money i spend on the day and after the show finishes, multiplied 

by 30,000, is an enormous sum. I am in my fifties, and my friends and i have been to soundwave for the last 5 years, and would very much 

hope to continue going. To lose this event would not only disenfranchise thousands of locals, but would be a blow to the reputation and 

image that adelaide has interstate. We are already tagged as the nanny state, and a sleepy town, and anti progressive. To lose this event 

would only serve to reinforce this view. I have lived all my life in adelaide, and this is not a reputation i would like to see for my city.

1123 Declan Nailsworth, Adelaide doesn't get enough live international bands already and me being a metal head love the opertunity to see my favorite bands 

which happen to be located over seas.

if soundwave was canceled from adelaide it would dishearten me because i am a local resident here, I SAY NO TO CANCELLING 

SOUNDWAVE IN ADELAIDE!!! lml
1124 claire Illingworth uraidla Dont let sa fall behind by not hosting Soundwave. 
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1125 Jayden Crossing I think that Soundwave should continue because it is one of the only music festivals that metal fans can look forward to, and discontinuing 

it will disappoint countless fans.
1126 Drae Gustavsson Novar Gardens I'd like the even to continue, its a great opportunity for people to see their favorite musicians and bands live, its an amazing experience that 

I enjoy thoroughly. I believe it is an important part of many people social live or just their lives in general, music is magic as they say and I 

would not want to get rid of soundwave for the world.
1127 Deb Moland hackham west My children and friends as well as some of my adult friends love Soundwave, and plan to meet up each year the following year as for most 

of them with work committmebts etc find it the best time for them to be able to get together, catch up and enjoy the day with music and 

meet new people. 
1128 J  Groeschel Redwood Park I 100% support Soundwave being allowed the use of the Parklands, and hopefully without any sound restrictions. 

Its a great music festival and in my opinion an extremely well run,great day out with great atmosphere and crowd.

To lose it would be a outrage and disappointment. 

Isn't SA the festival state? Shouldn't we have a wide range of festivals all year round? Yes we should. Is everyone going to love every festival 

we have? No, because everyone has different interests and likes. 

I understand the music is not to everyone's taste. However to make a point, Clipsal isn't to my taste, its very loud, very noisy and has cars 

which I don't want to attend. But other people like it and enjoy going so while its a bit of annoyance to me for a few days, it doesn't bother 

me and I wouldn't want the Adelaide Council to not allow it just because its not everyone's cup of tea.

Soundwave is a fantastic festival, I want as a South Australian for it to be held in 2015 in Bonython Park. I would hate to become Perth and 

lose this great festival called Soundwave.1129 Matt L Vista I think making the festival a 2 day event is a great idea. It is already a really good festival and adding the second day would be a great 

addition.
1130 Mark Maidment Stathalbyn I think the festival promotes Adelaide as a festival friendly city. We are, after all, in the festival state!

It would be a shame to not encourage such events as they only produce noise before midnight and would generate a lot of income for the 

city.
1131 Emma Jade Wynn Vale sound wave should be kept in australia. 

1132 Annonymous Soundwave Festival means a lot to so many people in SA and the rest of the Country,  It's the only true heavy rock/metal festival in 

Australia, and draws a larger crowd than any other music festival we have in SA, regardless of what may be considered "mainstream".  

Every year it brings some of the biggest international bands from around the world to our city. Soundwave is, to a fan of heavy music, like 

what Christmas is to a child, and is that one day they look forward to every year. If you were to reject the application and deny the people 

of this state their right to host and attend this amazing event in our home state, then you would see riots in the streets of Adelaide.  
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1133 Craig Burns Funding cuts are being made to the TAFE SA and the Adelaide Elder Hall Conservatorium Music programs. As a student of the Con I know 

how hard these cuts have affected the local working scene. It is expected that the Adelaide Elder Hall will have not have enough funding to 

take it past 2016. A tragic shame considering it has been one forerunners and integral parts of the University of Adelaide since the early 

1880s. The ACC Have put enough restrictions on Adelaide Live music sound tolerances which has led to many great venues shutting down. 

Come on.. Our licence plates say "The Festival State" 

Live up to it. 

1134 Tiffany Stodart Frewville hi, can't see how it's a problem.... all boxes ticked by the promoter, good for the well being of adelaide music lovers & financially beneficial 

to the city.
1135 Abbie Trice Lyndoch Soundwave should be able to take place. It's two days, over the weekend and it's not like it even starts early or goes till too late. I 

understand that the noise could be disruptive but can't residents put up with it for two days to make thousands of people happy. Clipsal 

makes so much noise and that goes on for so much longer. People should support local events otherwise it'll get to the point where nothing 

can happen in adelaide for fear of making noise. 
1136 Sam Nicolitsi Wattle Park I'm all for it. Spread out over 2 days it will be a fantastic festival and allow fans to see more of their favourite acts and also provide more 

slots for local bands to have a go.
1137 Adam Ritchie Port Noarlunga South Soundwave is a vital music event for South Australia.  It inspires young people to continue or to take up the arts and also gives local artists a 

chance to play with international acts and excellent exposure.  This is the only festival of it's kind in Australia and must be supported to the 

fullest.  

The music played also actually caters to a wide range of audience.  From young teens with the latest craze to veteran music lovers 

witnessing some legendary bands.

Support all of the arts.
1138 William Wallace As a youth of Adelaide I have been going to soundwave since 2011, when I was but 16 years old. I have gone every year since and believe 

that for myself and many other residents of Adelaide that it is one of the best  events to be held in Adelaide every year. For it to be held 

over two days makes the entire experience better, and I personally look forwards to attending soundwave 2015. 

I also personally believe that events like this are good to help youth stay within Adelaide. As a musical individual it is saddening enough to 

see many bands and performers pass Adelaide by because they don't see great enough profit. To loose Soundwave (and not even for 

financial reasons) would be devastating to youth and musicians around Adelaide, and ultimately will upset and drive many people out of 

Adelaide, as it is an important part of their life and Culture. 

Soundwave is not just a music festival, it is one of the greatest days each year every year. To have it extended to two days is a gift. And for 

myself at least, soundwave is one of the few major events each year that I look forwards to with desperate eagerness. 

Please, keep Soundwave and keep Adelaide a fun and cultural city for all to live in. 
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1139 Adrian-lee ELIZABETH PARK, SA Hey, I personally have attended soundwave in previous years as a chaperone for a few teens. I've witnessed a crowd that I've never seen, a 

crowd generally ostracised from the "norm", with coloured hair, piercings and segregated clothing styles. As if there is a stereotyped group 

within a stereotype. Now it was actually pretty amazing to see this, those people wouldn't get to come out and show themselves off 

normally. So if we ban soundwave due to the noise, we ban a culture, a group of people who have that one moment to come out and be 

themselves loudly'. If we ban soundwave for being to loud, we should ban the fringe for being too "weird" or for being to "artsy". 

Soundwave is the musical equivalent of art/performance at the fringe.

Sure I basically just argued the same point in the one paragraph multiple times, but this isn't just about noise for some, it's not about music, 

it's not about being a punk, a metal head, a mosher, it's about being a community. Even if it's for one or two days. Being a community is an 

Australian thing, look outside, walk thorough rundle mall, so many diverse cultures out there. Coming together as a community, But they're 

all different. Just like the crowd at soundwave. 

Please reconsider the banning of soundwave, I'll even go to all the house of the people near by and ask them myself if they can handle it, 

for a short period of time for the sake of all the kids that go, that learn the benifit of community, respect of differences and have a good 

time.

1140 Christy Jones Mount Compass It is my belief that the 'Soundwave' festival certainly should not be cancelled in 2015, nor should it have its annual lease on Bonython Park 

removed. The very ambition of the Adelaide City current council, as I have been made aware, is to grow the culture of the city. Soundwave 

provides an outdoor listening experience that is totally unique, and cannot be compared to any subsequent music festivals. It is common 

knowledge, among young people, that Adelaide lacks the certain entertainment experiences and 'fun' that eastern states ascertain through 

their populous and diverse cities. 

Thousands of people attend Soundwave every year; those thousands identify with this genre and music. Without cultural inclusion, we are 

left with citizens that feel excluded by the greater community and council. The decision to ban Soundwave would, hence, create a knock-on 

effect, directly and indirectly, consciously and subconsciously, leading to many more students and workers (potential engineers, doctors, 

welfare workers, teachers, etc.) seeking employment and housing in the eastern states - or other places that meet their cultural needs, and 

allow a feeling of inclusion. 

If Adelaide wants to grow and become a successful, culturally diverse, intelligent, populous city, then we must represent, include and 

encourage all demographics, tastes and celebrations of the arts.   1141 melany fitch adelaide 5000 Please do not prevent Soundwave from coming to Adelaide.  Myself and many others look forward to this fantastic festival every year 

counting down the days till the next one. It is the ONLY festival for us and the best one out of the lot. Bands already pass on Adelaide, 

please don't make it any worse. Why should we miss out? 
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1142 Kellinde Chester Ripponlea 3185 To whom it may concern,

 

I am writing to you in relation to the proposed 2 day Soundwave event to be held in Adelaide in 2015.  I wish to show my support for such 

an event and hope that Council will resolve to approve the Soundwave request for the two day event.  The reasons for my support are as 

follows:

1. I fly from Melbourne to Adelaide each year for this event as it always so well organised and is a better behaved crowd then Melbourne.

2. Compared to other festivals and music events, I always find Soundwave and their patrons to be the best behaved and truly there for the 

music.  I believe that this is partly due to drawing a slightly older and more mature crowd.

3. I know that I am not the only person who flys in to attend the event and therefore there would be some element of an economical boost 

during the event which is beneficial to the community and Adelaide generally.

4. Adelaide often misses out on concerts and music festivals in favour of bigger centres like Sydney and Melbourne so it would be a shame 

to lose Soundwave and see Adelaide miss out yet another great music event

I request that Council consider Soundwave's application favorably and allow the event to proceed as planned.

1143 Brett Farmilo Medindie

1144 Tyson Merton Blakeview WE NEED SOUNDWAVE
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1145 Lauren McAleer Torrensville I am in support of this. 

Adelaide is still missing out on a number of international acts on "Australian" tours. 

I support Soundwave for bringing acts here that may not normally tour Adelaide or even Australia.

I live in the area of Bonython Park and the sound levels have never been an issue to me. 

What I particularly like about this event is that local businesses are able to cater to the punters before and after the show, giving the 

Thebarton, Mile End, Thebarton area a good buzz. My experience has always been a positive one and I generally feel that this event is a less 

drug and alcohol fuelled event in comparison to some of the other festivals on offer.

My only criticism is that traffic control across Port Road/George Street intersection need to be considered. Was quite dangerous in 2013 

with punters crossing here and no traffic restriction in place.

Cheers, Lauren

1146 Jade Black Forest I think it's one of the best times of the year, not only do amazing bands play, but a whole bunch of like-minded people come together and 

enjoy what they love and share in important memories together. I'll never forget the Soundwave's I've been to and it would be awfully sad 

to see them taken away from us. It means a lot to me and a lot of other people. 
1147 B. Robb  Rose Park Soundwave is a fantastic event which should go forth. Personally, it is not my taste of music however the people, culture, revenue and 

enjoyment it brings to it's fans from Adelaide, wider Australia and even elsewhere in the world greatly outweighs people's annoyance at 

having the parkland closed for a few days. I see no reason soundwave should ever not continue in our state.
1148 Aaron Fornarino Brighton Please let this annual event continue. Adelaide is a vibrant city and to fine or increase costs based on 4 complaints last year is ludicrous and 

disrespectful to the many young and old fans alike who attend the festival ever year.

1149 philip marsh  aldinga beach I love it! I proposed to my wife at a soundwave and its way of celebarting our anniversary. PLEASE! don't take it away. Iv attached a video of 

the proposal
1150 Brennan Galley Port Noarlunga All I have to say is a 2 day Soundwave event is NOT a good idea! Why try and fix something that's not broken. It's a great day, leave it the 

way it is. You will loose customers if it becomes a 2 day event! 

1151 Sam Edwards I believe Soundwave to be an integral part of Adelaide's alternative community, I personally do not even attend Soundwave but I believe 

that if other festivals such as Stereosonic and Future Music Festival are allowed to be held but Soundwave is not there will be a major loss 

to the appeal of Adelaide. Allowing only certain festivals to be held wreaks of hypocrisy, not only is Soundwave the pinnacle day(s) for 

lovers of alternative music, it is also a major attraction and job provider for many others.

I hope that Soundwave will be allowed to continue as this is the festival state and cancelling festivals seems not only counter-productive 

but also hypocritical to a tee.
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1152 Grant Hodder Elizabeth East Soundwave is my favourite weekend of the year, as do 40,000 other south australians, i would think only 4 or 5 other weekends are bigger 

than this, if we lose soundwave because our council doesnt want it, we will be the laughing stock of the music industry, we already get 

bypassed by half of the best acts in the world, lets not lose a worldwide event. ps, i dont see 40,000 people wanting to go to the swimming 

time trials we have just won . 
1153 Stella lycos St. Peter's I would be devastated if soundwave Adelaide was cancelled. Soundwave is an important festival to many people and cancelling it would 

cause more negative than positive responses. I for one wait all year to experience the insane atmosphere and the world class artists, don't 

take it away.  
1154 Adam Ozolins West Lakes Wow... Just wow.  Could we live in a bigger pissant city ?? 

Living in Australia we get very limited International acts venturing to our shores...  This festival brings together a genre of bands that we 

rarely get to see in what is a fantastic festival.  Why the hell would we get rid of something that happens for one weekend a year ??

It bring s together a community of all ages and demographics.  My 60yo Dad comes with me.

If we cancel this festival in Adelaide we are well and truly a backwater.  

1155 Matthew Peterson BLACKWOOD, SA I would be most disappointed to see Adelaide loose the Soundwave Festival in 2015.

I personally look forward to this event all year and to loose it would see me traveling interstate to participate. I feel it is very unfortunate 

that  citizens of South Australia need to travel interstate for events of this nature.  

1156 Nicole hope valley It would be a shame to get rid of soundwave, it's not all about drunken kids being idiots. I'm a 38 year old professional female and have 

been going for years, and now Big Day Out is off, this is the only music festival of its kind left.  Don't kill live music! It's about up and coming 

bands! 
1157 Troy Fielden Approve Soundwave 2015, relax the volume restrictions, its only 1 weekend a year.

1158 Kathryn Thompson Tullamarine I travel from Melbourne every year for Soundwave and would be devastated to have to attend the Melb gig if this gets canceled. Please 

please please keep it going!

1159 Kirby Trautwein Paringa, Soundwave is a fantastic event where we get to have  different kind of music to most festivals and a day or now two that people can 

experience,  love and enjoy their favourite kind of music with similarly minded people. Also it's a great way to see huge acts that would 

probably would never travel to Australia. 
1160 Glenn Macdonald

1161 Kayne Herbert  salisbury north Soundwave is one of the best festivals held every year, i go every year and will be extremely outraged if it gets canceled in 2015.. There are 

NO other festivals that put on as good of a show for us rock and heavy metal fans as soundwave.
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1162 Remy Bonnici This has always been the best day of me and my wifes life. And i hope it will continue to be. If this was to ever get cancelled i would 

honestly consider buying my next house elsewhere. I love SA but i love music just as much. Just reading the news about how it still might 

not go ahead is very depressing.
1163 Steven Attwood Burton If the Soundwave festival is removed from Adelaide, this will be become a precedence for the removal of other festivals. For young people, 

there is already minimal event showcases. It is bad enough that many South Australians need to go interstate for definitive music gigs. Do 

not remove such a great weekend.
1164 Anja Kantic Allenby Gardens Soundwave needs to stay! Best thing that happens in Adelaide all year - the only real music festival with no BDO and good music is all about 

a bit of noise! 

1165 Richard Davis ABERFOYLE PARK, SA Soundwave provides a much needed event for people living in/visiting Adelaide who are fans and representatives of the metal & rock music 

scenes and there seems to be a lack of these type of events happening in or around Adelaide with the exception of pub/club related events.

It draws in many interstate travellers and increases Adelaide's popularity as a tourist destination.

Having completed a Diploma in Event Management and am currently studying a bachelor of international tourism combined with my 

experience as a volunteer for previous years I can honestly say that denying an event like this one taking place would be a crime in my 

opinion as it would devestate many people spanning multiple generations and backgrounds and also have a negative effect on Adelaide 

tourism.

As a heavy metal fan I would be outraged if the application was denied as myself and a lot of people I have met are not into the music 

genres covered at other festivals eg. Stereosonic.

My friends and family have been a part of the heavy metal/rock scenes in Adelaide for over 20 years and have helped build up Adelaide's 

reputation for good quality music and events and it would be a major set back if this event was to not take place as it helps open the gates 

for local musicians and buisnesses.

Approve Soundwave.

1166 Paul Eustace  Aberfoyle Park I believe that soundwave is a great event for south Australia and to see it evolve into a 2 day event is a wonderful sign for live music in 

Australia. I have attended 2 soundwave festivals over the last 4 years and found it to be a great and safe environment for enjoying live 

music, there are of course to few trouble markers as with any event but overall the security and police keep this under control.

Events like this keep the city and surrounds vibrant and and full of life, while rock and metal music may not be everyones cup of tea, diverse 

showcases like this are needed to keep everyone across a 12 onto period happy that their favourite entertainment type has been here in 

our little town.  

For South Australia / Adelaide not to approve this application would cement our reputation as the little backwater of this nation. 

Please allow this to go forward for the sake of the young and young at heart music lovers.

1167 Andrew Garbutt I support Adelaide hosting Soundwave in 2015.  I think it is wonderfult to have the opportunity to host such an internationally significant 

line up of Artists.  I think that any noise impact is mitigated by the fact it is one night in the year and it is close to the fringe period where 

people are looking to have fun.  
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1168 Andrew & Jean John Adelaide, Given the problems this year with this event, we would like to ensure that next year's event is strictly monitored so as to fully comply with 

the council's noise regulations, in particular the finish times and the decibel and base levels.

1169 Harlee Travers Mildura South Australia is deemed 'The Festival State' on licence plates. No Soundwave, no festival state.

Live up to the rep and continue Soundwave for those in smaller country areas who are unable to access such outstanding live performances 

by bands who would never make it to areas such as "Mildura" etc. 

Fist bumps for #sw15
1170 Dylan I believe it is an excellent festival which thousands of people enjoy attending. It's only one day (now two), a year, so noise restrictions 

shouldn't even be an issue. Suck it up Adelaide.

1171 Katerina 

Hatzipanagiotis

Mile End Soundwave is an incredible festival that allows punters a rare opportunity to enjoy a large scale hard rock festival, something that would 

otherwise be lost entirely from the Adelaide music scene. This is the only festival that caters to the genre, as opposed to the plethora of 

electronic music festivals that take place in our city, and it would be a terrible shame to lose this level of diversity. As a resident close 

enough to the site to hear the festival at a distance, I see it as no different to any of the other events that occupy the Parklands and 

welcome the change of scene from the usual electronic sounds.
1172 Matt Blair Athol PLEASE DON'T CANCEL THIS MUSIC EVENT. WE ALREADY HAVE ENOUGH OF OUR YOUTH TRAVEL TO MELBOURNE!

1173 Toni Gambold Blair Athol I am someone who loves live music festivals, over the years the live music scene has been crushed by dance music festivals.

Please don't drive yet another festival out of Adelaide due to a noise complaint, there are individuals in Adelaide who prefer alternative and 

rock music over repetitive dance music. 

1174 Emma-Lee 

Henderson

Dunedin, New 

Zealand

Soundwave is an amazing festival and the City of Adelaide is a big incentive to attend the festival. I travel from New Zealand and stay in 

Adelaide the week and a half surrounding the event, I would just like to say that I hope Soundwave is approved for 2015 so I can come back 

to the beautiful city and enjoy my favorite festival. 

1175 Sara Hiscock Meningie, SA I have been going to Soundwave almost consecutively since 2008 and I can honestly say that every single event has been the highlight of 

going to Adelaide every year. I live in Regional SA and love going to Adelaide events when I can, but Soundwave is something I have barely 

missed in the last 6 years it has been going.

I believe making the change from 1 day to 2 days will spread out the schedule, and in turn make the lineup more accessible to patrons, as 

well as more affordable which in turn will bring more people to Adelaide. AJ and everyone involved in Soundwave has done a fantastic job 

in keeping it going over Adelaide, they could have pulled the plus like they had to with Perth, but they kept us around and I want to thank 

them by attending both days and showing support to my favourite local and international bands.

Bonython Park is a fantastic area to hold it, and every year I have gone it's been fantastic, both the park and the event. Also by having it 

across 2 days there are less stages, giving more room around the park for rest areas in between bands. I hope this is a continuing event and 

it will continue to be a part of Adelaide's March (or near March) Madness.
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1176 Michael Zubrinich Whyalla Australia, and ESPECIALLY South Australia needs Soundwave! We already miss out on soooo many international acts here in Australia, and 

it seems more and more an international bands "Australian Tour" seems to only include Melbourne, Sydney, and Brisbane, skipping the 

other capitals. That is a sad sad thing! Many other countries around the world, especially European countries, have a thriving music festival 

culture that draws fans/tourists from all over the world! Soundwave Festival, in my view, is THE MOST POPULAR festival in Australia. It 

draws, not only many Adelaide residents, but fans from all over SA, Australia, and even from other countries. As a regional South Australian 

I know, or at least it seems like, half the people between the ages of 20 and 40 in Whyalla head to Adelaide every year for Soundwave. I'm 

sure it's the same in all the other regional cities/towns in SA. It would be a huge shame, a terribly disheartening thing, if we lost 

Soundwave. Not just for the revenue I'm sure it brings to Adelaide businesses, but to the psyche of regional South Australians, who as soon 

as Soundwave has finished one year, are already talking about, and making plans for, the next years festival, and who, more and more, are 

finding we have to travel interstate or completely miss out on seeing many of our favourite bands. Maybe you Council members don't look 

forward to it. Maybe it raises the ire of a few fuddy duddy residents who can't handle a bit of noise for a single weekend. But it is the 

highlight of literally thousands of peoples year, mine included!

1177 david bowshall modbury Please allow adelaide to have soundwave its the one event I spend all year waiting for.  The v8 supercars are just as noisy and the crowds 

are just as rowdy that being said ive been to 5 soundwaves and never seen a fight and was generally proud of the behavior of people there. 

I understand theres always a small group who ruin things but for those of us who truly love music we beg you to allow this event. We can 

compromise it can finish earlier or not be as loud but please don't take our soundwave.
1178 Claire Edwardstown As a resident of SA, I think it is imperative we keep this vibrant and exciting event alive and welcome it to our city. Soundwave is an 

important Music Festival to many people and it would be a shame for the council to deny Adelaidians the joy of experiencing such a great 

event.

1179 Lindsay Mansfield Claremont,  7011 I have attended Soundwave in Melbourne, Sydney and Adelaide and Adelaide by far was the best for myself and my husband.  Over all, the 

festival seemed to have a better layout, better organization and security and the crowd was the friendliest and most well behavied.  As the 

festival does not come to Tassie,  we always recomend to people to Adelaide is the best for Soundwave.  In fact, my husband and i were 

planning on coming back next year for the festival and a week long holiday with three other couples.  Just think what canceling SW would 

do for tourism,  keeping in mind that WA will not be having a show.  And which state would be the closest  to travel to?  ADELAIDE :)  

1180 Amanda Spinks For years my friends and I have made the trip  to Soundwave in Adelaide, the festival is a great event and we love the atmosphere in 

Adelaide! It would be a shame to see it disappear.
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1181 peter haex MODBURY, SA sound wave must go ahead for the simple reason that it is an fantastic event, there are people that have problems with sound wave, I feel 

very uncomfortable with Adelaide football in the oval and the clipsal  first of all the noise and second of all the people. what i try to say is 

let us have our day/ weekend of joy and good music and those people that have problems with soundwave can enjoy what they like. There 

is nowhere to go for people like us in Adelaide 1 or 2 days a years is that to much to ask we pay enough tax and we have rights too

1182 Emma Bloksgaard Reid Soundwave is the only festival I attended.  Taking SW away will make this state even more boring.  Already good bands only do east coast 

tours

1183 ian campbell gol gol I travel to adel soundwave every  year and stay in motels 2015 will.be staying two nights surely that helps the economy ! 

1184 Simon Aberfoyle Park As an attendee of Soundwave for the last several years I fully support the application put forward by Soundwave for the usage of Bonython 

Park for the duration specified. Having witnessed the festivals over the last several years I have full confidence that the organisers of 

Soundwave will adhere to all requirements specified. The festival provides entertainment for thousands of participants and the opportunity 

to see a large amount of bands that will typically not be able to tour Australia. With Perth Soundwave being cancelled, I believe there'll be a 

strong possibility to have a large influx of WA residents attending the Adelaide Soundwave, which will be a further boost to attendance and 

a great influx of tourism.

What's the point of being the 'Festival State' if we don't allow the festivals?
1185 Jessica Kern Mount Barker Soundwave 2014 was a brilliant event and was the first time I have attended the Soundwave festival. I am more than happy for Soundwave 

2015 to use Bonython Park / Tulya Wardli on Saturday 21 February and Sunday 22 February 2015.

1186 Sherry Champion Newlands, Wellington Hi Team.  

Each year I travel to Adelaide from New Zealand for a 2 week holiday. My brother and nephew who live in Berri, not far away from Adelaide 

meet up with me and we take in the Soundwave Festival.   I spend approx. $5000 in Adelaide and sourrounding area on tourist stuff, wine 

trails, accomodation, travel, river cruises etc over that 2 weeks.  I could easily meet my brother in Melbourne like I did the first year, and we 

can take our tourist dollars elsewhere, along with approx 100k other people who make the event.
1187 marcus cleasby it would be truly sad if the council decided to scrap Soundwave from the event. Would you truly want people traveling to other states when 

Adelaide has the best event on the tour, i travel from Whyalla every year to go to this great event and will be traveling many a more, please 

don't get rid of this event, just remember You got rid of the Gran Prix and that was a massive mistake don't make this mistake again
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1188 Lell Salisbury North Please don't take Soundwave away - it would be sad to lose Adelaide - as we've already lost Big Day Out. Yes it's loud, but it's TWO days out 

of 365 - be a bit flexible people and let us have our fun for 2 days. Adelaide already misses out of so many other bands. You stop music 

festivals like this, and you'll also lose a lot of revenue at the same time. 

1189 Luke Moroney Once a year we myself and thousands of other adoring fans get the chance to see our favourite live acts all in one day. The park is 

RESPECTED by those patrons who attend. The event is SAFE and I, as a teenager who has attended since fifteen, have felt my safety is the 

top priority to those whom run the event. This is a chance for a community of human beings to HAVE THE DAY OF THEIR LIFE. THE CENTRAL 

BUISNESS DISTRICT IS FOR EVERYONE, NOT JUST THE PEOPLE WHO CALL IT HOME. Soundwave has been, and will continue to be a 

phenomenal event for those who live, breathe and sweat music, and the fact that you even consider to take this from us, simply because a 

few old people can't take the noise, is, in my view, a disgrace. The positives out way the negatives. If sound is an issue for those living 

around the area, then I will gladly buy them a farm. 
1190 Bronte Pettman Soundwave is one of the best festivals around and has such a great atmosphere. It's only for 2 days and its not like the music is going into 

ridiculous hours. People who live in the near by area know Soundwave is held there and it happens once a year  
1191 Ben Mannum I have been to multiple Soundwave events at Bonython Park in the past and have enjoyed everyone of them. I would be thoroughly 

disappointed if the event was cancelled or moved from Bonython Park. I hope that the event remains at Bonython Park for the foreseeable 

future.
1192 Aaron Schuppan ADelaide I think it is important for Adelaide to be host to cultural events of all types. Fringe, Clipsal, Womad etc all bring liveliness to our city and 

Soundwave is just as valid as these.

Also, we may look scary, but metalheads are the friendliest ad most well behaved crowd you will ever encounter. :)
1193 Jamie Lloyd smithfield I would like to see it stay,

1194 Jake Lawrence Happy Valley
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1195 Will Matthews ADELAIDE I am in full support of this music festival. The location is perfect. Like the Clipsal 500 on the other side of town, it is only noisy for a few 

nights each year and this has to be expected from a vibrant city. Thanks for reading. 

1196 Edison Yan Wattle Park

1197 Teresa Sheridan Torrensville Great event for Adelaide 

1198 Emmanuel Tsacos The event must go ahead. As a member of Adelaide's youth, I speak for the majority in saying that we are sick and tired of everything in this 

city going backwards. Noise restrictions on events that happen once a year are an absolute joke. Events all over the world run around the 

clock and attract hundreds of thousands of people. Adelaide is lucky to attract hundreds of thousands of people to every event in the 

calendar year combined. 
1199 James Kimber In favour of hosting Soundwave 2015 at Bonython Park over two days.

1200 Adam Tait As a resident of Adelaide and also an employee of ACC. I am somewhat confused in why this has become such an issue, for an event that 

draws crowds of 40,000 plus, with almost no issues. Why is the council making it so difficult to hold this event the only issue this event had 

was noise complaints about 3 if reports are accurate. 3 residents of Adelaide vs 40,000, common sense will hopefully prevail, please let the 

bands play.
1201 Leanne Middleton Munno Para Soundwave is one of the highlights of the year in this state. It is as important to us as The Fringe Festival and Clipsal. Definitely grant 

permission for this event to take place. Please don't leave us as the State that is behind all the others again!
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1202 Georgia Delaney plympton park Soundwave needs to happen next year! Ive finially been able to convince my parents to let me go after 3 years of debating with them and I 

really need this to happen! Its such a good event and brings all of the music lovers of adelaide together as one please make it happen!! Plus 

if you cancel it people will have to go to melbourne or sydney to see it and the government clearly doesnt want to loose out on money so 

MAKE IT HAPPEN!!! PLEAAAASSEEEE
1203 Melanie Campbell chifley NSW Every year myself & 20+ mates come to Rafelaide as it's my fave soundwaves venue / festival & the city is amazing. 

KEEP RADELAIDE SOUNDWAVE ALIVE

1204 Isabella Kimberley Soundwave is a great experience for everyone. As it is, Adelaide doesn't receive much attention when it comes to tours and is basically at a 

stand still when it comes to rock and metal. With numbers growing ever year it has become an event to look forward to all year around and 

for some people, it maybe the only time they do something of this type all year. 

I know there is alot more I could say, but it all comes down to all of us wanting this amazing experience
1205 Grace Goldie para hills Sound wave is amazing. I am finally aloud to go in 2015 and the council decides to not put it on this year. Why don't you just move it to a 

later date so we still get to see our favourite bands? 

1206 Nick Rushton Athelstone soundwave are go! dun dun dun dun dun

1207 Cameron MacRae Cannonvale QLD I attend Soundwave in Brisbane every year, however will be relocating to Adelaide this year and would very much like to experience the 

musical festival in Adelaide. There are too few festivals in Australia representing the variety of music that Soundwave attracts and it would 

be a tremendous loss to Adelaide for the event to not continue.

Regards,

Cameron MacRae
1208 alex whyalla stuart Soundwave is an amazing event and I have been for the past 5 years. Its the thing I look forward to attending each and every year me and 

my freinds travel from whyalla to adelaide for the weekend for the consert and the fringe events around town and its a great time. Please 

dont take soundwave away from south Australia its the one time of year I feel that we get to show off our hospitality to the interstate and 

international community. Thank you for reading my opinion and I hope you give the go ahead to what im sure will be another great year of 

music and all around good time.
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1209 Andrew Fuss PANORAMA, SA It seems this is the only state with issues, 10 complaints and it's nearly over, 6 by the same person I hear,I remember the f1 racing not only 

could you here them in Murray Bridge but the complaints with traffic was endless.This is doing adelaide no good what so ever,just 

remembering this only happens once a year.So many times Adelaide looses out,and people spend the money in another state.Big day is just 

about gone,this is the only outdoor concert for youths and alternative music followers.David Plumridge, I really don't understand why you 

are so negative towards this,your name seems to be at top for penalties on the promotors.I just hope everyone involved can shake hands 

and help promote Adelaide as an alrounder....thanks

1210 Wayne Champion Berri I strongly support the Soundwave event. its a great festival, which attracts people from throughout SA and Australia into our vibrant capital 

city. I have attended the last two soundwave events and found them to be well organised and well run. On both occasions I was joined by 

friends from New Zealand, international tourists who would not have visited South Australia but for the Soundwave event, bringing tourism 

related commerce into our State.

The plan to separate Soundwave from the Clipsal 500 (it has historically occurred on the same weekend as the Clipsal) will mean that its 

easier for attendees of both events to find accommodation and will extend the commerce bought by both events over two weekends. 

I have attended soundwave twice, but have not attended Clipsal as I find car racing to be noisy, crowded and am concerned about the 

behavior of some of the attendees. I do not have these concerns about soundwave., 

1211 David As a parent of a daughter who has attended the soundwave festival over the past few years, I believe that the weekend should be allowed.  

Normally my wife and I attend the 4 day Womadelaide event which at times doesn't finish till after 1am.  Our young people should have the 

same opportunity enjoy their type of music as us older people.

Apart from empty drinking can over the area, I have not yet heard of any trouble, infact my daughter has told me after each event that she 

felt very comfortable attending the days event.  Let our young people have their time.
1212 Matthew Crighton Henley Beach 

1213 lis willaston SA I strongly support this event and other like it as it provides space for one of the most popular events in Adelaide.  Which in my opinion 

there should be more of.
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1214 Danielle Taylor Blakeview Soundwave is the best festival for 'Metal head' people. 

AJ has given everyone the best gift to see their favourite bands live and also met our idols. If you get rid of all of our festival whats the point 

in our State License plate logo for? Why call us the 'Festival State S.A'  when you cancel the one many event that happens ONCE a year!?

1215 Christopher Gaston largs bay I personally have attended four soundwave events and I completely support the event changing to a two day format. 

I think many bands soundwave has brought to Adelaide wouldn't have come here without the festivals backing. I travel to Melbourne at 

least once every six months to see a band that won't tour Adelaide because of our poor reputation for receiving live bands. If soundwave 

cancels in Adelaide this year (2015) It will solidify Adelaides reputation for a city not worth the effort to visit and I will take my money 

interstate to see the bands as will many others. On a side note to have the council fine soundwave in 2014 for excessive noise was 

disgusting, considering in the past they have let clipsal fly jets breaking the sound barrier for no other reason than sheer ear splitting noise, 

not to even mention the race itself.

I moved to the city 10 years ago to get a job and see bands, now i can get a job anywhere. Ball's in your court adelaide city council 
1216 Trinity Taylor

1217 nathan jones mount gambier Every year i travel to Adelaide, to attend this event, and having it so close to the city is good due to it being walking distance from most 

accommodation. i would hate for it to be held else where.

1218 ben sutton Seriously Adelaide is already the laughing stock of Australia and you want to get rid of one of it's only things it has to offer? 

You people in charge have ABSOLUTELY no clue what you're doing and I could do a better job with my eyes closed. Oh and whilst were at it, 

lets make all roads 40km/h to cater for bike riders... Your pathetic and becoming Americanised. Grow the **** up. Power hungry mongrels

1219 Kelly Drew Seaton It's a strong revenue raising event for the city of Adelaide. Attracts tourists and gives people the chance to see some of their favorite music. 

Been going on 2008 and should continue to do so. 

1220 Joanna Karidis we love soundwave dearly and really don't understand why you want to take it away from us what has soundwave done to be cancelled 

what! yes its noisy yes it has moshing but so what! other festivals are just as noisy and crazy we barely get to see metal bands cause so 

many venues say no soundwave is really the only chance we get do you really wanna take that away from people who have done absolutely 

nothing to you 
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1221 Gareth Dawson-

Jones

Blair Athol To deny the lease would be a travesty, Soundwave is an amazing event that gives people a chance  to see a host of bands they love in one 

weekend. Please grant the lease, I have been to every Soundwave in Adelaide, I would hate to see it disappear.

1222 David FOX North Aelaide Thank you for the opportunity to provide my views on the proposed lease of the Bonython Park for Soundwave in 2015.

I am opposed to the granting of the lease for the staging of Soundwave 2015.

My reasons for this opposition is because the organisers of Soundwave have shown no regard for their contractual obligation to noise 

limitation for the past three years of this event.  The sound level from the main stage in 2014 exceeded the allowable maximum for 

approximately 30 % of the total time and when the excess noise from all stages was plotted on a continual basis the noise level from all 

stages combined exceeded the permissible level for virtually the total time of the concert from 11:00 AM till 10:00 PM.

This is clearly not in accord with Council's event Noise Mitigation Standard Operating procedures as then in existence and as recently 

varied.

Council's recently varied procedures applicable to this concert are contained in Chapters 1 to 9 covered by pages 1 to 13.

If Soundwave 2015 were to proceed Council must ensure that the provisions of the Event Noise Mitigation Standard Operating Procedures 

are rigorously enforced. This should apply to the use of Noise Limiters as set out in Chapter 7 on page 7.  Noise limiters are required 

because of the blatant disregard for the noise levels in the 2014 event and in the 2012 and 2013 events.

Additionally if the event were to proceed the stage which is currently shown approximate to the Western Boundary adjacent to Port Road 

should be rotated through 90 degrees so that it then faces North and Not East as it currently does.

Additionally the main stage should be rotated so that it is aligned strictly north / south parallel to the stage immediately to its west. The 

realignment of these stages will in some small way reduce the noise drift into the residential areas.

In regard to the Noise sensitive receivers as set out on page 29 of the event noise mitigation standard operating procedures the receivers 

located at point 1 Cawthorne and Smith Streets, point 2 Mills Terrace, point 3 Strangways Terrace should be monitored on a continuous 

basis throughout the eleven hours on both days so that the true impact of the noise on the residential area can be assessed with accuracy 

for the duration of the event.

Should you or the promoters wish to discuss my objections further I would be happy to participate in any process which results in a win win 

for all concerned.  It is unreasonable to expect residents to endure a noise pollution which would not be permitted in an industrial situation 

and is clearly contrary to Council's own procedures.
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1223 Nikki Mahar Gulfview Heights I have thoroughly enjoyed and always loved attending every Soundwave Festival held at Bonython Park since 2008.  Every year the festival 

delivers a multitude of bands to Australia we usually would not have the privilege to see tour to Australia, let alone Adelaide otherwise. In 

the years after, numerous acts from the Soundwave lineup find themselves returning to our shores, Adelaide included, upon learning they 

have large followings here from their experience on the Soundwave Festival circuit. Soundwave Festival is something that brings music 

lovers of all different ages and backgrounds together as one huge family celebrating their love of music each year. You see strangers and 

friends alike making memories together they'll cherish forever whilst basking in the glory of hearing that band they've been listening to for 

years finally playing live before them. I myself have experienced this on countless occasions. In my six years of attending Soundwave 

Festival in Adelaide, I have not a single bad memory from it, I only recall the brilliance of a well-organised and smoothly run festival giving 

music lovers just what they want - a day with many of their favourite bands in one place. It would truly be a sad day for music lovers of 

Adelaide should this festival not be given the go ahead to expand into something even greater in 2015.

1224 Robby Anderson williaston I have been to multiple soundwave festivals both here and in Melbourne, the feastival provides a boost to the economy and a vast majority 

of patrons are behaved and respectiful to other patrons.

1225 Stephen Tanner Underdale Soundwave is a place where musical genres that aren't shown much get a time to shine in the spotlight, it provides people with a different 

music taste something to look forward too every year and gives us the opportunity to have some fun. Although I am only 17 I have been to 

the festival since 2010 and at the beginning of each year I get a chance to see my favourite acts and people that rarely tour. Myself among 

thousands of others would be greatly disappointed if Soundwave were to stop appearing in Adelaide
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